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ABSTRACT AND STATEMENT 01 THE CHIEF RESULTS 
The present account is based on the geological survey, of 
110 oquare miles of dissected, upland country developed in the, 
p2, E, H, and RI faunal divisions of the Carboniferous system 
and located in the S. E. of the Aekrigg Block in the Pennine 
Chain of Yorkshire (refer to Plate 2). 
The succession embraces approximately 1750' of strata both 
of Yoredale (limestone, shale, sandstone) -and 'of Millstone Grit 
facies (sandstones and shales). The sediments of Yoredale 
facies comprise eight rhythmic units, or cyclothems, five of 
which are of lower Carboniferous age. All remaining beds are 
of upper Carboniferous age. They ý include the three highest 
Yoredale cyclothems and rocks of Millstone Grit faciese 
The S, imonstone cyclothem varies greatly. in thickness'from 
north to south, this beine due to n, thinning of the shäles and 
sandstones. The-- Middle, cyclothem. is characterised by great 
local thickening of the Middle Limestone. This latter-horizon 
shows a tripartite division throughout the -area, with a central 
part carrying abundant Gia ntorroductus. A'less persistent band 
with, 0rionastraea, occurs at several localities near the base of 
the limestone. The-measures above the. Middle Limestone are 
everywhere thin and in the south of the area yield an extensive 
normal shale fauna, but are replaced by sandstones in the north 
which may however belong to -the Five-Yard or possibly the Three 
Yard cyclothem. Owing to the absence of the Five Yard Limestone 
in the north of the area no full proof, of the age of, these 
latter beds is forthcoming. 
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The Five' Yard L1mest"one is restricted to the döü. th° of the 
area. Its lower Leaf is characteri'sed' by a Lithostrot ion- 
Gipontopi ductus fauna in upper Coverdole and upper ialdendale. 
The 3h231es above the 1imestorie are 'cönfined to the söütli of 
the area and carry a large fauna which includes several new 
species and s 'new genus of ostracod. ' Sudýeticerns ordinetüm, 
Moore, a P2 goniatite, is also recorded. The Three Yard 
Limestone consists of two leaves, an upper persistent leaf and 
a lower impersistent one. The measures above the Three Yard 
Limestone are chiefly : andstönes in they north of the area, but 
shales dominate in the extreme south. Revised correlations 
of the beds at thekThree Yard-Five Yard Limestone level are put 
forward for the - outcrops of these beds in upper Coverdale 'and 
Nidderdale on the bäs'is of the- present work, 'using -the findings of 
Moore (1955) as essential evidence. 
The Underset Lim°stoneý-varies considerably ' in' thickness 
and carries within it a coral bed in' the extreme P1. W. of the 
area. Local 11 developments of chert above`nnd below the lime- 
stone and of calcareous shales bel6%v the main leaf of the 
limestone are detailed. The sediments above the limestone are 
everywhere thick, except in the N. E. "of the area, where they 
thin abruptly. ' ? Cravenoceras sp. has been recorded about 25' 
above the top of the Ünderset Limestone, providing confirmatory 
evidence for placing the baue of the Pendleicn eboüt 10` 
Above the top of `this limestone. 
The Main Limestone varies jqr`eatly in`thickness, possibly 
owing to overstep at the base of the Little Limestone which is 
overlain by the Richmond Chert Series. These latter beds are 
I_. . 
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extremely, thick in the'N. of the area. Axtreassossment of the 
chert problem is presented in the light of the field evidence from 
the present-ground. A cane is put for local chertification 
below the plane-of the intra--Eli unconformity in upper Nidderdale. 
The -Crow cyclothem- is, recognised in the north of the present 
area. ' It is overlapped by-the sub-Grassington Grit (intra-E1) 
unconformity, which transgresses southwards across the sediments 
of 'the upper four cyclothems , in the ý area. A synopsis of 
present knowledge relating to the. antra-Ei unconformity, is given 
and the natureiof the overstep in the present area is 
elucidated by means of-a map and sections. 
The, Grassington Grit Group is shown to°alter laterally into 
a serien- of shales with impersistent sandstones ` in,,, the north of 
the: area. Cravenoceras cowlinaense is first recorded"inloitu 
from the area and is described from several localities together 
with a-large supporting-fauna. A widespread distribution 
of the Cockhill Marine Band is demonstrated and C. cowlin aense is 
recorded from--the extreme north of the area. By means of 
these occurrences a'nörthwards thinning of the Grassington 
Grits and shales is "shown to occur, a process of thinning which 
is-shown to be continued farther to the N. W. in the 'work of 
Scanlon-}(1955). 0 
Sediments of lovier Arnsbergian age are the Nidderdsle shales 
with local impersistent sandstones and the, -Red Scar Grit with 
an imperaistent coal, the variations of which are treated in 
detail. The Red Scar Grit develops ,a fossilif erous phase in the 
upper leaf in the north of-the ground tind a fauna is also recorded 
F 
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from the shales with the, Woogill Coal. The Colaterdale Marine 
Series consist of shales with a thin limestone characterised 
by Cravenoceratoides nitidus (Phillips), overlain and under- 
lain by shales with Anthracoceras au ucilobum (Phillips) and 
Dimor-phoceras sp. together with a large additional fauna. 
A local thickening of the beds beneath the Colsterdale Limestone 
accompanied by the development of a nuculid-gastropod phase 
occurs in the north, in Colsterdale. Diagrams and text with 
full details of the faunal divisions and changes at this level 
are given. The Nar Hill Beds and the Lower Follifoot Grit, 
also of Arnsbergian age, consist of variable sandstones with 
shales prominently developed in the former unit. Beds at 
these levels have been re-named-following the discovery of 
Homoceras bevrichianum (Haug) and Homoceras aff. subplobosun 
(Bisat) in the Ganister Beds. 
The Ganister Beds are the only sediments of Sabdenian age 
and include the above mentioned fossils which constitute the 
first record of H zone goniatites on the Askrigg Block. 
The Cayton Gill Shell Bed yields an extensive suite of 
fossils and is overlain by the Agill Sandstone which has yielded 
the only extant Upper Carboniferous ophiuroid. The Libishaw 
Sandstone and Capelshaw Shales are locally fossiliferous. New 
correlations of sediments at the level of these R1 shell beds 
are put forward. The massive Brimham Grits are separated 
by shales which yield a band with Lim sp. 
The beds dip in an easterly direction at about ,2 degrees 
and though no continuous mesh of faults occurs, they are 
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locally abundant. Aa-analysis "ofstructural trends is given 
together with a structure contour map. 
The margins of the drift and periglacial phenomena 
associated with the Main Dales Glaciation are described and include 
new records of overflow channels. 
A synthesis of work on fossils js iprovided, Nvith , comments , on 
the zonal, use of several forms, palaeo-ecology and techniques of 
separation of specimens. 
The chief rock types are examined from. the genetic and 
descriptive standpoints. Comparison 
, 
is made with the . conclusions 
of other authors relating to ,. 
the genesis of . sediments 
of the 
Yoredale and Millstone Grit facies. _ 
Accounts of previous workings for coal, lead, etc.., are given 
together with a statement-of the problems which have beset dam 
builders in the past when constructing reservoirs, in the area. 
vii, 
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-NOTE 
ON SYSTEM? FOLLOWED IN TI E 
, 
THESIS 
, 
1. Six' figure National Grid References, are given for the 
majority of exposures, the location of which can then be found 
on the geological map, or on any topographic map furnished with 
the grid. 10 kilometre-grid lines 'have been used on 'all plates 
incorporating maps Nith the exception of Plate 2, where the 
100 km. grid is employed) and in cases where the detail-warrants 
it, ýa2 km. grid is used to provide accurate reference. 
2. Petrographic descriptions of sandstones are based"throughout 
on the Wentworth Scale of petrographic nomenclature and in the 
case of thin sections the average grain size in microns is often 
quoted. ' The word 'Grit'. is, only used as a'stratigraphical 
term and is-capitalised after the style of a `proper -name. 
The following table gives the equivalents of the limits 
of the Wentworth Grades in microns, to facilitate the full under- 
standing of petrographic descriptions: 
1000-2000 very coarse sandstone 
500-1000 coarse sandstone 
250- 500 medium grained sandstone 
125- 250 fine ctrained sandstone 
62- 125 very fine grained sandstone 
4- 65 siltstone 
-4 shale 
3. Faunal Lists have been drawn up in the manner used by the 
Geological Survey of Great Britain. A gap is left between each 
class of animal. Each list is followed by a directory of 
localities which are located by a brief geographic description 
followed by 'a 6 figure National Grid reference. 
4. Stratigraphical chapters are all planned in the same way and 
yý, 
x 
incorporate a section,. on the. history of research, synopsis of 
stratigraphy, details of stratigraphy, palaeontology and faunal 
lists (the last two are omitted in the case of unfossiliferous 
horizons). 
5. Facies terminology - throughout the present thesis a 
distinction is made between strata of Yoredale and of Millstone 
Grit facies, since these are different both in appearance, 
fauna and genesis. No age connotation is implied in this usage 
since it is well known that some beds of Millstone Grit facies 
in the present area are represented on the . Alston 
Block to the 
north by sediments resembling the Yoredale more closely than 
the Millstone Grit facies. In dealing with age relationships 
the zonal scheme based on goniatites is chiefly used. The 
Namurian stage names suggested by Hudson and Cotton 
(1943) and 
Hudson (1945) have been employed in this connection. 
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FRONTISPIECE 
Coverdale and Penhill from the tank road, Bellerby Moor. 
The features on the skyline are from left to right: 1. Plametone Pin 
2. South Haw , 3. Great Haw , 4. Dead Man's Hill , 5. Little 
Whernside , 6. Great Whernside , 7. Penhill. 
The range of hills on the left is the eastern fringe of eoverdale 
and marke the edge of the main outcrop of the rocks of Millstone Grit 
facies, of which Penhill is an outlier, The evenly dipping spur in the 
middle distance descending from Penhill , is the dip slope developed 
on the Richmond Chert Series on Middleham Low Moor. In front of this 
spur lies the valley of the River Ure. 
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CHAPTER :; 'I :. 
INTRODUCTION' 
Geography,, 
The text L. of this Thesis - is-, based`' on;, the--, survey of °v110 square 
miles: of: dissected, uplande-country -drained by feeders of the, River 
Ure. hand by the River Nidd: ., t-This . ground' is-. -located-}on the---' 
eastern slopes. of the-Pennine--Chain, ', in': Yorkshire, --flanking the- 
northerntend of -the-}Vale- of-York. -%- The northern portion is drained 
by., the, IRiver Cover , and'- the Waldený, Beck, tributaries- to the, -River 
Ure, which forms ý thet north-;, eastmargin of -the -area. -,, - The°; eastern - 
ground drains into the,. River, Burn, -which,; is ,, the chief - stream of- ; 
Colsterdale. --The-valley of, the Nidd lies-in the southern at of - 
the. area in the West Riding , of ° Yorkshire, zwhilst the,. remainder is 
in-the, North Riding. Most of this,., <ground--of which the geology is 
described in this thesis, is moorland gor upland pasture, falling 
gradually, in; height: towards -,. the '! east; , -'f'rom . over , 
2300° O. D. °: in 
(great-=Whernside-to, -, under-, '300' O. D. near Masham. 
, Waldendale. is #a fairly-, straight, , deep valley, , the line of r 
Walden Beck, being : taken as the . western 
limit ~of tithe mapped area. 
The'spur on,, Ahe ' east r side of Waldendale, 'which divides-, it ", from" 
Coverdale , ýis -. high; ,ý unpopulated mood and; -reaching ý1904' ý O. D. "'°in 
Brown-Haw. - and-terminated to:: the-, north-by°ýthe plateau-summit of, 
Penhill (over--18001 ' O. D, ), -which= carries the -site of a. -signal beacon 
at., its-east=. end. 
_ -The 
profile,, of this ;, spur"between Waldendale and-= 
Coverdale is broken i, up baby -two; --, saddles'- on 0., 
the' north «-and= south sides 
of Harland Hill which, is-the,, central eminence_ of , the,, spur: 
-Coverdale, is an t unusually-; wide r valley which; is , straight 4for 
most of its course. The low r dale shows a conspicuous valley-side 
d1OA 
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bench which gives the valley an unusually great width in the 
vicinity of Carlton. This bench is due to the resistant Main 
Limestone and Richmond Chert Series which outcrop along the valley 
side at this level. The east side of Coverdale is dominated by 
a rampart of hills, which are the escarpment edge of the main out- 
crop of the Millstone Grit rocks on the Askrigg Block, of which 
this area forms a part (see Frontispiece). The moorland dip slopes 
east of this scarp edge form an elevated plateau tilted down to 
the east, in the direction of stratal dip, towards the Vale of York. 
The River Cover turns towards the east at Coverham (in contrast to 
the main body of the dale which runs south west - north east. ) and 
runs on the south side of a long spur of Penhill, which is Middleham 
Moor, with the steep hills of the south side of Wensleydale 
stretching to the south of it, extending from near Coverham to 
Jervaulx. 
Nidderdale is a steep sided valley, with numerous tributary 
streams, which rises on the east slopes of Great Whernside. Initial 
the Nidd flows east, but later turns to the south and is always 
hemmed in by the adjoining hills. Great Whernside is the highest 
point in the area, standing at over 2300' O. D. and commanding from 
its flanks extensive views over the Craven country to Pendle Hill, 
whilst the characteristic tops of Ingleborough and Pen--y-Ghent can 
also be recognised in clear weather. The valley of How Stean has 
also been partially surveyed, and is noteworthy for the picturesque 
nature of the limestone defile through which it flows near Stean 
hamlet. The upper waters of How Stean are outside the limits of 
the present area, and drain the desolate hills round Meugher. 
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Colaterdale differs from the other dales, because there is no 
valley far larger than the rest as in the other dales; instead it 
consists of a dendritic plexus of valleys draining east into the 
Ure at Masham. The principal river is the Burn which is joined 
by Pott Beck, a major tributary flowing in from the south, having 
two reservoirs on its course. The Yoredale rocks with numerous 
limestones are entirely absent from this dale which gives it a 
more sombre character, owing to the presence of dark grit scars 
on the valley sides. The headwaters of Colsterdale drain an 
extensive and desolate moorland terrain, which shelves gently to the 
east in the direction of the stratal dip. These moors are 
dominated by three singular cake-like hills, outliers on the 
monotonous dip slopes. They are named Great Haw, South Haw and 
Little Haw and command extensive views which include distant features 
round the heads of the Swale, Ure and Eden, the escarpment of the 
Hambleton hills and the distant cone of Roseberry Topping, an 
outlier on the northern face of the Cleveland Hills. These three 
hills in their turn can be recognised from the main railway in the 
Vale of York, standing sentinel on the skyline. The lower reaches 
of Colsterdale are low-lying arable and pastoral country with 
numerous farms; a cover of glacial drift here buries most of the 
features in the solid rock. 
Vegetation in the area has been much altered by the hand of 
man, and even the moorlands are subject to periodic burnings to 
encourage the growth of new heather. The high plateaus and moor- 
land dip slopes are chiefly peat-covered and clothed in moor grasses 
and heather. The valleys frequently contain bracken, this especially 
4 
so in the feeders of Coisterdale and in the lower eastern tribu- 
taries of Coverdale which tend to be choked in summer by its lush 
growth. The high moors are chiefly inhabited by sheep belonging 
to the valley farms, whilst there is grouse shooting on the 
Masham and Colsterdale moors. 
The intake pastures carry rough grazing, while the lower slopes 
of the valleys are chiefly in cattle 
agricultural pattern, which is chief; 
is modified on the lower ground near 
of Wensleydale where cereal and cash 
to fodder crops, whilst store cattle 
to the dominantly dairy herds in the 
pastures and hay fields. The 
Ly a dairy economy in the dales, 
Masham and on the gentler slopes 
crops are grown in addition 
are a commonplace, as opposed 
dales. 
The Middleham area is well known for its race horses. Numerous 
winners have been exercised on Middleham Moor and this has brought 
a certain air of prosperity to the area. 
Natural woodland is a rarity and is restricted to the deeper 
valleys. An unusual case is that of Birk Gill, in Colsterdale, 
which is partially clothed in an Oak - Mountain Ash woodland, which 
is said to be one of the very few existing remnants of the mediaeval, 
forest cover of the Yorkshire Dales, unmodified by man. Small 
plantations belonging to the Forestry Commission are fairly numerous 
in the north eastern part of the area. 
The area is at present almost lacking in industry and the 
road system is somewhat inadequate, there being a paucity of through 
roads between the major dales owing to the height of the inter- 
fluves between them. The only pass between major dales in the 
whole area which can be readily crossed by a vehicle is that connectin 
,ý 
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Coverdale with Wharfedale, and this has only recently been made 
easily negotiable. Hill roads between Nidderdale and Coverdale, 
or Nidderdale and Coisterdale are exceedingly rough and steep 
for modern vehicles. 
The climate of the area shows a gradual amelioration towards 
the Vale of York. The average annual rainfall for Great Whernside 
exceeds 60 inches, whilst near Masham it is under 30 inches. As 
the rainfall decreases eastward so also does the intensity of the 
cloud cover. 
Relics of antiquity are fairly numerous. The oldest remains 
recorded are Mesolithic flints from Upper Nidderdale. Earthworks 
are seen at Tor Dyke, a long trench overlooking Park Gill, above 
Kettlewell. Further entrenchments occur on the west slopes of 
Penhill and above Braithwaite Hall. 
Masham was probably a Roman station and remains have been 
discovered of a camp in Swinton Park, whilst it in known that the 
Romans mined lead in Nidderdale, since a stamped ingot of the metal 
was found near Pateley Bridge, south of the present area. 
The ruined abbey of Jervaulx, a house founded in 1156 A. D. 
' by the Cistercians and Coverham, a Praemontratensian priory, lie 
in the present area as does also Middleham Castle, associated with 
Warwick, the "Kingmaker". A graveyard ascribed to the Knights 
Templars stands on the lower, northern slopes of Penhill. 
The Middle Ages saw the rise of a coal industry in Colsterdale, 
records of which date back to 1334 A. D. This was originally 
controlled by the monks of Jervaulx, but after the dissolution mining 
was carried on under the direction of the Lords of Swinton. 
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Swinton Castle, the seat of the Danby family, is the chief 
residence of note and several grottoes and mock ruins in 
Coisterdale were erected by their command. Of these the most 
interesting is the Druid's Temple, an authentic-looking sham 
dating from the last century, constructed of massive blocks of 
Brimbam Grit. 
The building of four reservoirs in the area in the early 
years of the Twentieth Century inundated several farms. These 
make important contributions to the supplies of the three towns 
(Leeds, Harrogate, and Bradford) which they serve. 
Geology 
The present ground is situated in an area of Carboniferous 
sediments belonging to the P, E, H and RI zones of this system. 
These rocks readily fall into two types, the Yoredale facies 
sediments and the Millstone Grit facies sediments. 
The sediments of Yoredale facies are characterised by 
repetitions of limestone, shale and sandstone, in this ascending 
sequence, though this concept is a generalised one and many of 
these repetitions, or cyclothems, are imperfect. The sediments, 
which belong to the P and lower El zones of the Carboniferous, 
show considerable lateral variations in facies and thickness which 
are detailed in subsequent chapters. Altogether eight 
cyclothems are described. Many of the beds of the Yoredale 
facies, particularly the limestones and certain of the shales, 
carry a fauna of marine invertebrates in which brachiopods, corals 
and to a lesser extent pelecypods are the dominant forms. 
The sediments of Millstone Grit facies consist of repetitions 
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of sandstones and shales with occasional marine horizons, but 
with a nearly total absence of the limestones which characterise 
the strata of Yoredele facies. Whereas the arenaceous horizons 
of the Yoredale facies are nearly invariably fine grained, medium 
grained and coarse grained sandstones commonly occur in beds of 
the Millstone Grit facies. At the base of the lowest beds of 
the Millstone Grit facies, the Grassington Grit Group there 
is an extensive unconformity which transgresses. across the upper 
four of the Yoredale cyclothems which underlie this grit, cutting 
down to successively lower horizons in a southerly direction. The 
faunal zones falling into the Millstone Grit facies of the 
present area are the E, H and R1 zones, (a portion of El is in 
beds of the Yoredale f acies, the upper portion of which is therefore 
of Upper Carboniferous age). 
The fauna of the Millstone Grit facies sediments largely 
contrasts with the coral brachipod faunal assemblage of the 
Yoredale facies, in that goniatites and thin shelled pelecypods 
are usual. Towards the top of these sediments in the present 
area there are shelly sandstones developed, however, which show 
a brachiopod-pelecypod-gastropod faunal assemblage which is not 
typical of beds of Millstone Grit facies when a country-wide 
view of the faunas is taken, for they are almost invariably of the 
goniatite-pelecypod phase. In addition certain Yoredale faunal 
elements will be pointed out in subsequent pages which occur in 
proximity to strata yielding goniatites in the E zone; this is 
a faunal aspect which has not hitherto been much emphasised. 
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Of the surveyed area rather more than one-third exposes 
beds of Yoredale facies, which occur chiefly in the valleys of 
the western half of the area. The rocks of the remainder of 
the area are of Millstone Grit facies, which form hills in the 
west and both low and high ground in the east. The northern 
boundary of the area was taken at the River Ure whilst the 
base of the Simonstone limestone was used in the west. The 
southern limit was largely fixed by arrangement with A. T. 
Thompson, a co-worker, surveying ground to the south of the 
present area. On the south-east side the base of the outcrop 
of the Second Brimham Grit on the edges of Colsterdale was taken 
as the limit. 
In its regional setting, the present area is situated in the 
S. E. of the Askrigg Block, as defined by Hudson 
(1938) which is 
an area of Carboniferous sediments showing relatively simple 
tectonic structures. The bulk of the area of the Block is in 
sediments of the Yoredale facies, with outliers of the Millstone 
Grit facies sediments perched on top of the lower beds and forming 
conspicuous hills. In the south east corner of the Block, 'however, 
there is a continuous cover of Upper Carboniferous sediments of 
the Millstone Grit facies. It is the north part of this cover 
of Upper Carboniferous rocks which forms the surface geology 
of the east part of the present area. The edge of the main 
outcrop of beds of the Millstone Grit facies forms the line of 
hills flanking Coverdale on its east side. Penhill and Brbwn Haw 
are outliers. of beds of the Millstone Grit facies lying west of 
the main outcrop on the west side of Coverdale, and constituting 
ýýý;; 
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two of the several outliers on these beds which form many of 
the summits of the high fells of the Askrigg Block. 
Nidderdale is excavated in rocks of the Millstone Grit 
facies of the main outcrop, but denudation has been carried far 
enough to reveal three inliers of rocks of Yoredale facies, 
exposed in the bottom of the dale. The entire Colsterdale 
drainage is in Upper Carboniferous rocks of the Millstone Grit 
facies, as a consequence of the easterly dip of the rocks which 
carries Lower Carboniferous strata deep down under the Vale of 
York. 
The rocks of the entire area dip in an easterly direction 
towards the Vale of York at an angle of about 2 degrees. As 
in most of the Askrigg Block, the fault pattern is a simple one 
and no continuous mesh of faults intersects the area, though 
local concentrations of fractures do occur, notably in the area 
round Lofthouse, in Nidderdale. 
The effects of the Quarternary glaciation are most marked on 
the lower ground marginal to the Vale of York, but there are 
boulder clay deposits in the larger valleys and also a system of 
overflows marginal to the former Ure and Vale of York ice sheets, 
which occupied the lower ground where the drift cover is often 
thick and obscures much of the solid geology. 
Geological Succession 
Superficial deposits Thickness in feöt. 
Hill peat up to 10 
10 
River alluvium 
Fluvioglacial sand and gravel 
Layered lake muds 
Glacial moraines and boulder clay 
Solid formations 
Second Brimham Grit 
Shale 
First Brimham Grit 
Capelshaw Shales 
Libishaw Sandstone 
Libishaw Shale 
Agill Sandstone 
Shales 
60 
up to at least 40 
up to 25 
up to at least 50 
Thickness in feet. 
22- over 50 
72-108 
0-35 
Cayton Gill Shell Bed 
Ganister Beds (with degenerate Upper 
Follifoot Grit occurring locally) 
Homoceras beyrichianum 
Lower Follifoot Grit 
Nar Hill Beds 
Coisterdale Marine Series 
Cravenoceratoi4 nitidus 
Upper Red Scar Grit 
Measures with Woogill Coal 
Lower Red Scar Grit 
Nidderdale Shales, with sandstone lenses 
Cockhill Marine Band Cravenoceras 
cowlingense 
up to 52 
34-38 
22-45 
25-30 
0-13 
10-13 
KINDERSCOUTIAN 
STAGE 
Lower Reticul- 
oceras Zone 
CR1 
SABDENIAN STAGE 
26-50 Homoceras Zone 
(H) 
22-121x. 
120-195 
12-30 
7-44 
0-17 
12-60 
220-270 
ARNSBERGIAIN 
STAGE 
Upper 
Eumorphoceras 
Zone (E2) 
5.6 
i .i 
11 
Grassington Grit Group 125-220 
Unconformity. 
Crow Limestone 20 
PENDLEIAN 
Sandstone 5-18 STAGE 
Shale 15-22 
Lower 
Eumorphoceras 
Zone (E1) 
Richmond Chert Series and Little Lime- 
stone Maximum of 130 
Main Limestone 5-84 
Sandstone 0-22 
Shale 11-90 
Underset Limestone (cherty beds developed 
locally at top and base). 9-47 
Sandstone 11-45 
Shales 8-22 
Three Yard Limestone (locally includes a 
sandstone) 8-57 
Upper 
Posidonia 
Sandstone 0-55 Zone (p2) 
Shale o-46 
Five Yard Limestone 0-14 
Sandstone 0-15 
Shale 0-9 
Upper Middle Limestone 10-'132 
Gigantoproductus Beds 12-50 
Lower Middle Limestone 18-50 
Sandstone 0-18 
Shales 0-35 
Shales with limestones 611-42 
Simonstone Limestone 26-41 
PLATE 2 
Hap showing the location of the present area. 
Broken line outlines area. Numbers indicate adjoining areas. 
1. Reading, 1954. 
2, Turner, 1927. 
3. Wells, 1955a. 
4. Hudson, 1941. 
5. Rowell, 1953. 
6. Scanlon, 1955. 
7. Miller and Turner, 1931. 
8. Moore, 1955. 
9. Thompson, 1957 (in preparation). 
10. Joysey, 1955. 
11. Black, 1950. 
12. Black and Bond, 1952. 
13. Anderson, 1928. 
14. Dunham and Stubblefield, 1945. 
15. Moseley, 1954. 
16. Hudson, 1.930. 
17. Hudson, 1939. 
18. Jones, 1943. 
19. Hudson, 1938. 
20. Hudson, 1934. 
21. Stephens et al., 1953. 
22. Edwards et al. j 1950. 
Geological boundaries taken from the quarter inch maps of the 
Geological Survey of Great Britain. 
The base of the 'Millstone Grit' in the north of the map is drawn at 
a somewhat lower level in the sequence than in the south. 
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History of research 
The history of research within the present ground is outlined 
in the following pages and several papers on the stratigraphy of 
nearby areas are commented upon. Owing to the bulk of the general 
literature dealing with topics such as structure, palaeontology 
and glaciology it is felt that, to avoid repetition, these topics 
are best considered separately in their respective chapters, 
at the beginning of which a survey of literature is given. 
Research in the present area -- Work commenced in the early nineteenth 
century by Phillips led to the publication of a volume on the 
geology of the Mountain Limestone district (1836) which ranks among 
the geological classics. A portion of this work deals with the 
present area. Phillips named the Yoredale limestones of Penhill 
according to the scheme which he had devised for the rocks of 
Wensleydale (Yoredale) after which he named these beds. He gave 
names to the limestones as follows: Simonside (now Simonstone follow- 
ing Dakyns et al., 1891), Middle, Underset, Main and Little. 
Phillips recognised the Little Limestone on Penhill and considered 
it to overlie the chert on top of the Main Limestone. He 
identified the Main Limestone at the head of Coverdale and noted 
the fact that it was locally out out in this dale and finally 
died out southwards on the W. flank of Great Whernside, together 
with the Underset Limestone. The southerly thinning of the shales 
and sandstones of the Yoredale cyclothems in Coverdale was noted 
by Phillips and he postulated that this meant a deeper sea in the 
B. E. with a shoreline to the N. W. where the sediments were thickest. 
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The Millstone Grit facies sediments were briefly described 
from Upper Nidderdale by Phillips and though the names he gave 
have been largely superseded, the broad divisions of strata into 
the chief grit and shale members still stand in general. 
Phillips also records the first fossils from the area - the type 
specimen of Palaeosmilia regia from Lofthouse and five fossils 
from the Cayton Gill Shell Bed of Colsterdale. 
The next important work was the primary survey of the 
Geological Survey, the only geological mapping known to have been 
carried out here previously, with the exception of a small area 
at Coverhead by Chubb and Hudson (1925). The results were incor- 
porated in 1 inch Sheet 97 S. E. (New Ser. 51) which was published 
in 1879. The succession used for this survey was based on Phillips' 
stratigraphical terms for beds of Yoredale lithology, with the 
addition of the term 'Third Set' for the Five Yard Limestone. 
The 'Grits of Grassington Moor' (the Grassington Grit Group of the 
present work) and the Red Scar Grit were grouped with the Nidderdale 
Shales and correlated with the Kinderscout Grit. 
Whilst no memoir was published in explanation of the Geological 
Survey map covering the present area, Dakyns, who was the senior 
geologist, published two papers (1891,1892) dealing with the 
ground. Though several of the conclusions repeat the findings of 
Phillips (1836), some new discoveries were made during the survey. 
The southwards diminution of thickness of the shales and sandstones 
of the Yoredale cyclothems was emphasised, though little detail was 
given of the thinning, and the unusual thickness of the Middle 
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Limestone on the N. W. flank of Penhill was commented upon. The 
base of the Millstone Grits was taken at the top of the Richmond 
Chert Series of the present work: Whilst Dakyns (1892) is 
not explicit in his definition of the chert above the Main 
Limestone, it appears that he thought that at least part of 
it belonged to the Little Limestone. 
The Grassington Grit was shown to deteriorate to the north 
in the present area and a part of these degenerate beds was 
tentatively correlated with the Ten Fathom Grit of the area to 
the north of Wensleydale. Dakyns (1892) gave the first record 
of the Tesselated Limestone (the Colsterdale Limestone of the 
present work) in the area and the value of the Layton Gill 
Shell Bed for mapping and correlation purposes eras noted by 
him. 
The next worker on the area was Bisat (1914) who wrote a 
paper on the ground between Masham and Great Whernside. He 
was attracted to this ground at the time that the Leeds Corpora- 
tion dam was being constructed at Leighton, in Colsterdale and 
used the data from the dam trenches and outcrops to write a 
brief geological account of the area. The chief contribution 
of Bisat was his description of the marine horizons, the 
Colsterdale Marine Series and the two shell beds of R1 age, for 
which horizons extensive faunas were recorded. The faunal 
lists which accompany the text were determined by Hind and are 
the most detailed records for beds of E2 and R1 age from the 
area up to the date of the present work. 
Tonks (1925) furnished a detailed contribution on the 
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inhere of rocks of Yoredale facies in Nidderdale, whose exact 
horizon had not previously been determined. The faunal 
lists, determined by Hudson, are long and indicate painstaking 
collecting. Tonks concluded that the limestones of the 
Nidderdale inhere were the Middle Limestone overlain by the 
Five Yard limestone, here split up into two leaves. The 
Middle Limestone was correlated with that found elsewhere on 
the occurrence of Productus (Giaantonroductus) ciaanteus (Martin) 
and other fossils. A thin limestone above the main body of 
the Middle Limestone was included with this horizon as part 
of the Middle Limestone on the basis of the occurrence of a 
zaphrentid fauna in the shales which overlie the thin lime- 
stone. 
The beds of Millstone Grit fades were apparently not 
examined in detail by Tonks, but he gave the first record of 
Cravenoceratoides nitidus from the Colsterdale Marine Band 
and in addition provided the first record of what later became 
known as the Cockhill Marine Band within the area, though no 
goniatites were recorded by him and the correlation put forward 
was only tentative. 
Much of the work of Chubb and Hudson (1925) was outside 
the present area, but their recognition of an unconformity at 
the base of the Grassington Grit Group is important, though 
this had been realised previously by Dakyns (fide Chubb and 
Hudson) who never published his views on this problem. The 
limestone forming the col at Coverhead was named the Underset 
Limestone during this work, but this correlation was later 
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called into question by Hudson (in Hudson et al., 1933)" 
The records of Orionastraea from the present area by Hudson 
(19294 constitute a full record of the available occurrences 
of this form. 
Apart from an account of the two day visit of the Geologists' 
Association to the area (Hudson et al., 1938) which incorporated 
several of the findings of Tonks, nothing further has been 
written on the present ground apart from the record of 
Orbitremites, a blastoid, from the railway cutting N. N. W. of 
Limley in Nidderdale by Joysey (1955) and the record of two 
sections in the Richmond Chert Series by Wells (1955b) at 
Thupton Gill and Howden Gill. 
Research in adjacent areas - The volume of work which runs 
collateral to the present topic in its various aspects is very 
large, and since each chapter of this work deals separately 
with the historic aspects of the matter in consideration, it is 
not proposed to give a detailed account of these works here. 
In dealing with beds of Yoredale facies, the work of 
Turner (1927) Miller and Turner (1931) and of Moore (1955) has 
been useful for comparative purposes, whilst further afield 
the writings of Dunham (1948), Short (1954) and Johnson (1953) 
afford further comparisons with the present work. 
In work on beds of Millstone Grit facies, reference is 
made to a large number of accounts of areas which are chiefly 
south of the Rigid Block, and to other papers which deal with the 
zonal problems associated with the subdivision of the Namurian 
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sequence. The chief works cited in this connection are 
Schmidt (1933), Hudson (1938), Hudson (1939), Hudson and Cotton 
(1939). Hudson (1941) , Stephens et al., 
(19L. 2) , Jones 
(1943)t 
Bisat and Hudson (19L. 3), Hudson and Cotton (1943), Dunham 
and Stubblefield (19L 5) , Hudson 
(1944) 
, Edwards et al. , 
(1950) 
, Hodsctz 
(1952), Moseley (1952) and Stephens et al., (1953). 
The most modern phase in the history of research is the 
accumulation of results in the Ph. D. thesis which. has gained 
much impetus since the late war. In view of the fact that the 
relevant theses read in connection with the present work number 
eight, it is thought profitable to consider these specialised 
works together. These eight workers were all engaged on 
stratigraphic studies, varying quite widely in the type of 
treatment adopted. This variation in treatment and the mass of 
new ideas which are incorporated in these works has provided a 
considerable stimulus to the present work. 
Johnson (1953) was engaged in a study primarily of the 
biological composition of the limestones of a tract of Yoredale 
facies sediments adjacent to the Stublic1 faults in Northumberland. 
Several of the suggestions of this author are considered in more 
detail in the palaeontological section of this present work 
(Chapter 22), in view of the fact that Johnson gives the names 
of a variety of fossils with restricted ranges which might be 
used for zoning the Yoredale facies strata. 
Walker (1953) carried out a sedimentological study of beds 
of R1 age in the country around mid-Airedale in Yorkshire. He 
comes to far reaching conclusions in suggesting modern analogues 
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in terms of depositional environment for the chief types of 
sediment in rocks of Millstone Grit facies. Walker's suggestions 
are considered in some detail in Chapter 23, in view of the fact 
that a large area of Millstone Grit facies sediments were mapped 
during the present work and several generalisations can be made 
on this basis. 
Rowell (1953) and Scanlon (1955) were engaged on the 
resurvey of outliers of Namurian beds at the heads of the Ure and 
the Swale. The work of Scanlon is especially interesting since 
he provides new evidence for the age of the Shunner Fell Beds, 
by finding Tylonautilus nodiferus Armstrong, an E Zone guide 
fossil, and he also elucidates the overstep of the two Stonesdale 
Limestones and the Crow Limestone by the Mirk Fell Ganister- 
Lower Howgate Edge Grit Horizon which is a continuation of the 
intra E, unconformity of the present area. The findings of 
Scanlon are largely presented in a type of diagram which was also 
used by Moore (1955). These diagrams are maps with s large 
amount of semi-diagrammatic information superimposed on them, 
relating to thickness and facies changes. This form of rationalising 
stratigraphic, and occasionally faunal, information has hitherto 
been used chiefly in the United States, and is also used, with 
modifications, by the present author for selected horizons. 
Short (1954) described the geology of a portion of the Pennine 
escarpment and at the same time made a detailed study of the 
foraminifera of limestones of Yoredale facies. The photographs of 
microfossils in this work have been valuable in identifying some 
of the forms found during the present study. Detailed comment on 
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his work on foraminifera will be found in Chapter 22. 
Moore (1955), in a thesis collating a monumental body of 
facts, presents a large volume of data on the sedimentology"of 
beds of Yoredale facies up to the horizon of the top of the 
Main Limestone, This information has been rationalised in a 
large number of lithotope and isopachyte diagrams, which show 
that there is an overall southerly thinning of the sediments 
of several of the cyclothems, with the exception of the limestones 
which are more constant in thickness, The data given by Moore 
has proved invaluable for the interpretation of beds at the level 
of the Three Yard and Five Yard limestones, which have hitherto 
been miscorrelated, both in upper Coverdale and Nidderdale. 
The faunal lists given by Moore are very long, and they make a 
useful comparison with the lists from the present area from rocks 
of similar age. In addition to the descriptive material, Moore 
puts forwards a new theory of sedimentation of cyclothemic beds 
of the Yoredale type which is commented upon in Chapter 23. 
Wells (1955) describes the succession in the Middleton Tyas- 
Sleigtholme anticline, lying 15 miles north of the present area, 
which shows beds of Yoredale facies of similar age to those mapped 
during this work. He demonstrates a southwards overstep of 
beds of the Main cyclothem by the Little Limestone which is crucial 
to the interpretation of beds above the Main Limestone in the 
present area, whilst his views on the origin of chert (1955b) are 
an admirable summary of the evidence for the primary origin of the 
bulk of the Yoredale cherts. Detailed comment on the views of 
Wells is made in Chapter 7. 
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Reading (1954) provides valuable evidence for the northwards 
correlation of the beds dealt with during the present work, with 
successions north of the Stainmore syncline, where he worked. 
His views are further discussed when dealing with correlation 
problems. (Chapter 18). 
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CHAPTER 2 
THE SIMONSTONE CYCLOTHEM 
The chief limestone of the Simonstone cyclothem was first 
given a name by Phillips (1836) who named it the Simonside Lime- 
stone. This was later modified to 'Simonstone' Limestone during 
the mapping of 1" sheet 40 by the Geological Survey (see also 
Dakyns et al., 1891) on the grounds that Simonside was a non-existent 
place, and Phillips was construed to have meant 'Simonstone'. 
The Simonstone cyclothem of the present area has been little 
mentioned in the literature. Dakyns (1891) appreciated that the 
phales and sandstones of the Yoredale cyclothems tended to thin 
in a southerly direction towards Grassington, and this comment no 
doubt included these beds in the Simonstone cyclothem which in 
fact show a drastic thinning in this direction. 
Tonks (1925), in working in Nidderdale, referred the limestone 
in the axis of the Limley anticline, where this structure meets the 
R. Nidd, to the Simonetone Limestone. This limestone is here 
overlain by only 6" of shale which appear to be the sole representa- 
tives of the shales and sandstones of the cyclothem. The present 
author supports this correlation, since the presence of Orionastraea 
in the base of the Middle Limestone here seems to be almost 
conclusive, and additional evidence to show southerly thinning at 
this horizon is given in this chapter. The present author is however 
unable to agree with Tonks' statement that the beds of the 
Simonstone cyclothem overlying the Simonstone Limestone at Ridge 
Scar, Woodale are only 12" thick - the present exposure shows 22t 
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of beds in a cliff at this level and the total thickness cannot 
be much less than 30'. This error does not in any way invalidate 
Tonks' statement however that the beds above the Simonstone 
Limestone are thinning rapidly to the south. 
Hudson (1929a) gives details of the occurrence of Orionastraea 
in the top of the Simonstone Limestone. The uppermost beds of 
this horizon in the present area are rarely exposed, and have only 
once yielded this fossil, and this as a fragment whose species is 
not determinable. 
The most useful and detailed records are undoubtedly those of 
Moore (1955) who worked on ground in upper Wensleydale, to the 
N. W, of the present area. He confirms the discovery of 
Orionastraea and shows that the Simonstone Limestone varies little 
in thickness; 2216"-35'6" is the total variation and this appears 
to be matched by broadly similar changes in thickness within the 
present area. The shales and sandstones of the Simonstone 
cyclothem are demonstrated by Moore to thin tho the S. E. The 
results of the present work are in a good measure complimentary 
to those of that author. Given an adjustment of certain of his 
isopachs prolonged beyond their control points, a close similarity 
is apparent in the systematic thinning to the S. and S. E. of these 
beds to a minimum in upper Nidderdale. Moore records 3 limestones 
within the shales of the cyclothem, the lowest of which carries a 
coral fauna. Whilst exposures are not good in the present area it 
is confirmed that the lower limestone carries a coral fauna in 
the section at Ashes Farm, Waldendale, whilst a higher limestone which 
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is seen appears to be unfossiliferous. The uppermost of the 
limestones investigated by Moore is not definitely represented in 
the present area, but since he states that it locally joins up 
with the Middle Limestone, it seems possible that a local, thin 
limestone developed below the sandstone of the Simonstone cyclothem 
in the extreme north of the area, may be a correlate of this bed. 
Stratigraphy 
The Simonstone cyclothem is exposed in Waldendale, Coverdale, 
west of Great Whernside and probably in the core of the Limley 
anticline in Nidderdale. It consists of a variable thickness of 
sediments of Yoredale facies which occur in characteristic cyclo- 
themic order, viz. limestone, shale, sandstone. A thinning of 
beds takes place from north to south (with a distinct easterly 
component) and affects the non-calcareous measures of the 
cyclothem, the shales and sandstones, whilst the Simonstone Limestone 
varies only locally in thickness. The maximum change of thickness 
in the shales and sandstones of the cyclothems in the measured 
sections is from 92t to 611. The Simonstone Limestone varies from 
26' to over 40' in thickness and is a grey or blue detrital 
limestone. At one locality the diagnostic coral Orionastraea was 
found in the top of the limestone, but generally this horizon is 
not exposed in the present area. The base of the limestone was 
not seen in Coverdale and Nidderdale, where this bed forms inliers. 
The shales of the Simonstone cyclothem are never fully exposed, 
but in the lower part are calcareous shales with a normal shale 
fauna, which carry thin limestones, some of which carry a coral- 
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brachiopod fauna. These shales with thin limestones vary from 
L. 2t to 6" in thickness. 
The upper part of the shales of the cyclothem are nearly always 
unfossiliferous and brittle, with bands of chalybite nodules or 
layers of micro-currentbedded siltstone. These shales vary from 
16'-35' in thickness. The sandstone member of the cyclothem 
varies from 18t to nil in thickness and in the extreme north of the 
area carries at its base a thin limestone. Towards the south and 
east, in upper Coverdale, the sandstone thins and is associated 
with fireclays. 
In the process of thinning of the shales and sandstones of the 
cyclothem to the south of the area, the beds which thin most are 
the sandstones and fossiliferous shales with limestones, whilst 
the unfossiliferous shales in upper Coverdale are not much thinner 
than in areas further north. In the inlier in Nidderdale where 
the measures above the Simonstone Limestone appear to be only 6" 
thick, the only beds which appear to be present are the fossiliferous 
shales, though it is not possible to verify this assumption. 
The Simonstone cyclothem is usually ill-exposed, but the 
Simonstone Limestone makes a mappable feature on North Penhill and 
at Scale Park. The limestone within the shales of this cyclothem 
makes a local feature near Layrus Wood on the N. Vi. side of Penhill. 
Control of mapping was chiefly by means of features in the Middle 
Limestone which overlies the sediments of this cyclothem, whilst 
occasional stream exposures occur in the shales of the cyclothem, 
especially in the upper beds, in Waldendale. 
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Details 
Simonstone Limestone - The Simonstone Limestone is very rarely 
fully exposed in the present area and for the purpose of this 
investigation the lowest horizon which was examined in detail was 
the top of this limestone. The main body of the limestone 
was not fully examined for its fauna or detailed lithology, though 
its thickness was measured at a few points. 
Waldendale -A limestone which is probably the Simonstone 
Limestone is exposed in the bed of Walden Beck, upstream from 
Kentuckey House, (982802) where a maximum of 2' of grey limestone 
is seen. The absence of a fauna makes it unlikely that it belongs 
to the lowest limestone in the shales of the cyclothem. 300 yd. 
further downstream a 6" shale parting occurs in limestone which is 
referred to the Simonstone Limestone for lack of contrary evidence. 
The limestone is exposed 100 yd. S. of Routon Gill Farm where 
the base is seen resting on sandstone. The upper beds are seen, 
but overlie a gap in the section, and include a layer 216" in 
thickness with algal nodules -a development not seen elsewhere in 
the present area, but with parallels in the ground to the L. W. 
(Moore, 1955). The section below Aches Farm is the most complete 
one in the present area (Plate 3). The Simonstone Limestone is 
here a blue, detrital limestone 341 thick with traces of 
Orionastraea sp. and small haploid corals in the top 6" of the 
rock. 
Whilst the Simonstone Limestone is unexposed on the E. side of 
lower Waldendale, apart from small incomplete exposures, it forms 
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a persistent feature on the N. W. flanks of Penhill which dies out 
to the E. of West Witton. The Simonstone Limestone is never fully 
exposed along this feature, though it frequently forms scars in blue 
or dark grey limestone. Its thickness was estimated at 26' above 
Swinithwaite and over 401 at West Witton (059884) where it is 
fairly well exposed in a cliff-girt gill. (see Plate 4 for thickness 
data). The topmost beds of the limestone are never exposed here 
and it seems that the horizon with Orionastraea, if present is not 
available in exposures for examination. A roadside quarry near 
Swinithwaite (048889) yielded SaccaminopsisfusilinaformtQ_ 
from the upper part of the limestone. 
Since the feature on the Simonstone Limestone dies out to the 
E. of West Witton it is less easy to identify this horizon to 
the E. An exposure at Mount Park (081883) shows grey limestone 
in situ and it is assumed that this is the Simonstone Limestone. 
This occurrence lends some support for an easterly component in 
the thinning of the beds above the Simonstone Limestone on the north 
face of Penhill, for a rough estimate, based on exposures of the 
Simonstone and Middle Limestones can here be made. 
An exposure which falls inside the present mapping area in an 
old quarry N. E. of Gale Bank (098888) is possibly in the basal 
part of the Hardrow Limestone. It is a blue, foetid limestone 
with a prolific fauna of brachiopods, compound corals and 
fenestellids in the lowest 611, which here overlies a söndstone. 
The full thickness of this limestone is about 25'. It seems 
unlikely from the mapping evidence that this horizon is the Simonstone 
Limestone, though this remains n possibility. 
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Coverdale - The full thickness of the limestone is not 
seen in this dale since it only occurs in valley inliers at two 
points. In the inlier below Tunstall Scar over 15t of limestone 
are seen. The limestone is here grey and crinoidal and 
approaches a biostromal facies in some of its beds, owing to 
the size of the articulated stems in some of the layers. 
Another small inlier occurs in the Cover near Ridge Scar, 
Woodale (024793) where 3' of blue limestone are exposed. These 
probably belong to the uppermost beds of the Simonstone Limestone 
which does not yield Orionastraea however. 
The section in Park Gill Beck (986751) shows 41' of limestone; 
the base is clearly seen, but the top is not exposed (Plate 3). 
No sign was seen of Orionastraea either here or in the inlier 
in the core of the Limley anticline in Nidderdale (09976), where 
1t of grey limestone with a few quartz grains are exposed in 
the bed of the R. Nidd. This limestone is very probably the 
Simonstone Limestone, since Orionaetraea garwoodi var. rristina 
Hudson has been found near the base of the limestone which 
overlies the supposed Simonstone Limestone (this fossil is character- 
istic of the lowest part of the Middle Limestone). The sinking 
of the R. Nidd into a subterranean channel at Manchester Holes, 
upstream from this point suggests that a considerable body of 
limestone here underlies the bed of the river and makes the 
presence of any large body of shales below the river-bed here at 
is small depth extremely unlikely. The presence of Saccemino1s_ 
fusilinaformis in the top of the Simonstone Limestone here is 
slight additional evidence, since this fossil has been found 
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elsewhere in the present area at this level and also in the 
Westmoreland Pennines where it is characteristic of this horizon 
(Turner 1927). 
Shales with limestones - exposures are described in sequence 
from Waldendale, Coverdale and Park Gill Beck. 
Waldendale -- No exposures are seen in upper Waldendale, and the 
gill at Ashes Farm shows the most complete section in the present 
area (008822). The lowest beds are blue-grey shales with an 
abundant normal shale fauna in a moderate state of preservation 
as calcite films. These are overlain by limestones with shale 
partings. The thickest limestone stratum, 346' thick, is a blue, 
fossiliferous calcite mudstone with a Lithostrotion-clisiophyllid- 
latissimoid productid faunal assemblage. Unfossiliferous grey 
shales are exposed higher up the section (see Plate 3) and include 
thin beds of blue calcite mudstone at the top of the series. 
North Penhill - In the vicinity of Layrus Wood, though the 
shales with limestones are badly exposed, a limestone is mapped 
within the series which appears to be at a level equivalent to 
the higher limestones seen at Ashes Farm. The most complete 
section here visible is below West Layrus 'good (03288Li. ): 
2t6"--31 compact, blue limestone 
116" silty calcareous shale with irregular limestone layers 
carrying a Lithostrotion, productid-fenestellid fauna 44" impure, blue limestone 
5' gap 
6" soft, brown sandstone 
The limestone at the top of. the above measured section can be 
mapped for over a mile along the outcrop on the line of a feature 
with occasional exposures which runs eastward from the exposure 
detailed above. This limestone, which is from 3' to 3'6" in thickness 
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is a blue calcite mudstone. It is never notably fossiliferous. 
Coverdale - Several exposures occur in this group in the 
River Cover which is excavated in these beds for several miles. 
These exposures, though incomplete, yield extensive . 
faunas. " On 
the left bank of the River Cover near Bradley (039803) the 
following beds are seen: 
1s blue limestone 
Li t shale 
1'6" limestone with thin shale parting 
2t shale 
Upstream at 037801 a more complete section occurs: 
shale 
- blue limestone nodules 
3'6" shale 
116" limestone with shale parting. Productus (Gioantorroductus) 
latissimus J. Sowerby group occurs in the limestone. 6" fossiliferous shale 
3' shale 
3' fossiliferous dark blue-grey shale with a normal shale fauna 
preserved in calcite. 
Below the scars on the River Cover near West Bottom Lathe, 
exposures of fossiliferous shale with thin limestones are seen in 
the bed of the river. Two limestones occur, separated by 
2'-3'6" of rather silty, dark shale; neither limestone appears to 
exceed It in thickness. The limestones are blue calcite mudstones 
carrying a large quantity of organic material which appears to 
approximate to a life assemblage, since specimens of Productus 
(Echinoconchus) punctatus (Martin) with spines still attached occur, 
whilst crinoid ossicles are partly articulated. The shales are 
dark f rey and contain calcitised calices of haploid corals which are 
almost invariably crushed. They have apparently been transported 
into place and always lie along the bedding and have an abraded 
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epitheca. Al]. the recognisable forms are Aulophyllum funý1tes 
Fleming. 
Whilst the section in Park Gill Beck, above Kettleivell is 
unexposed at this level, 6" of shale below the Middle Limestone 
in the core of the Limley Anticline in Nidderdale, Though 
inacessible, probably belong to this group. This 6" shale 
parting between the Middle and Simonstone Limestones appears to 
be the only representative of the shales and sandstone of the 
Simonstone cyclothem here. 
Unfossiliferous Shales 
Waldendale - At several points in upper Waldendale unfossiliferous 
shales are exposed in the courses of tributaries of Walden Beck. 
The most complete section, at 980798, shows 1921 grey-blue fairly 
fissile shale with numerous bands and lenses of grey ganisteroid 
siltstone up to 3" in thickness. 
external surfaces of these bands. 
Annelid castings occur on the 
Some of the siltstone bands 
are chalybite rich, being heavy in weight and of a bluish, rather 
than a grey colour. The siltgtone layers increase in frequency 
upwards, towards the sandstone which overlies these shales. At 
several other points in upper WYaldendale unfossiliferous shales 
occur (up to 19' are seen) with sandstone ribs and chalybite nodules 
(Plate 4 gives det8ils of the thickness and lithological 
variations in these beds). 
Coverdnle - In upper Coverdale in the vicinity of Bradley and 
Hunter's Hall there are nearly complete exposures in this group. 
The section on the left bank of the River Cover W. of Arkleside 
(012805) shows 16' shales with thin beds of micro-current bedded 
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siltstone. In all respects this section is like those described 
from Waldendale. At Ridge Scar (022791) (Plate 3) the top 221 
of these shales are excellently exposed and include some ribs of 
current bedded siltstone and chalybitic siltstone. In the left 
bank of the Cover above Cover Bridge (012786) 181 of dark blue 
shales with chalybite nodules are exposed. These shales are 
fossiliferous in the lower 51, but are nevertheless brittle. The 
principal fossil is Chonetes hardrensis (Phillips) group 
preserved in calcite with an accompanying fauna of gastropods and 
pelecypods rich in species, but poor in individuals. The presence 
of a specimen of Productus (Eomarginifera) sp. with its spines 
intact and up to 6 cm. in length indicates that the fauna is 
at least in part a life assemblage. 
Year the bottom of Slape Gill (001779) 25' of shales are incom- 
pletely exposed, with bands of micro-current bedded siltotone in 
the upper beds (Plate 3). In Park Gill Beck, overlooking Kettlewell, 
1' of shale was seen of the unfossiliferous variety which probably 
belongs to this group, but the section is here not fully exposed. 
It is probable that these beds are absent in Nidderdale where the 
total shale of the cyclothem is only 6" thick, and this probably 
belongs to the fossiliferous shale division. 
Sandstone of Simonstone Cyclothem - The outcrops at this horizon 
are considered from north to south. 
Penhill - On the north side of Penhill, several sections in the 
vicinity of -"lest Witton show the sandstone to be thin. A limestone 
occurs at this horizon in addition as at Capplebank Farm 
(064880) where 
it is seen under the sandstone. The section here shows: 
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Limestone (Middle Limestone) 
Li. ' sandstone 
216'1 limestone 
1t shale seen 
To the west the sandstone appears to thicken and was estimated 
at 181 on features below Langthwaite Wood. The lowest 7' was 
actually seen here and is a very thinly bedded, very fine grained 
sandstone with mica and carbonaceous flecks, in its lower part, 
but the bedding thickens upwards. The full thickness of the 
sandstone is never seen on the N. W. and W. sides of Penhill, 
but it appears to be in the vicinity of 201 thick. The upper 
beds are seen below the Middle Limestone - of Morpeth Scar (029876) 
where the section shows: 
- Middle Limestone 
11 sandstone 
51 calcareous, fine grained sandstone, weathering with a slight 
honeycombed structure and containing vertical tubes in the 
top 2' which may be annelid borings having affinity with 
. Arenicolites sp. 
In the crags above Long Ing Wood (022861) the section shows: 
Middle Limestone 
6" black fossiliferous shale 
21 gap 
4' hard, blocky limonite spotted, cream coloured, fine grained 
quartz sandstone (base not seen) 
Upper Waldendale - The Middle Limestone is seen to rest on 
sandstone at Scar Folds, but the full thickness of the sandst*one 
is only seen in the stream below Ashes Far and at exposures 
up-dale from this point. All these exposures show little variation 
(Plate Li). The variation in thickness is from 18' to 1216", with 
the thinning of the oandetone taking place in the direction of thinning 
of the measures of the cycidhem which overlie the Simonstone 
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Limestone. The sandstone is a touch, grey well bedded fine 
grained quartz sandstone, lithologically similar to the ribs of 
sandstone which occur in the top of the underlying shales. As in 
the case of these thin sandstones, the main body of the sandstone 
shows small scale current bedding. 
Lower Coverdale - the Full thickness of the sandstone is 
not exposed in lower Coverdale, but 7t of sandstone are seen 
at two points south of Carlton (see Plate L). The sandstone has 
been worked for roofing tiles at Tunstall Scar (061831), the 
most southerly of these two places and here there are seen: 
3t massive, spotted fine w rained quartz sandstone Lý flaggy, fine grained quartz sandstone, splitting up into slabs 
suitable for roofing stone 
Upper Coverdale - The sandstone is seen to be consistently 
very thin between Bradley and Coverhead and fireclayc are commonly 
associated with it. The sections in the scars on the right bank 
of the Cover upstream from Cover Bridge show either sandstone, 
sandstone resting on fireclay, or fireclay (the thickness of these 
measures is shown on Plate 4 for all localities and fireclay is 
noted when present). The beds at this level are subject to 
considerable variation in a very rapid manner. In Ridge Scar, 
Woodale (022791) at the W. end of the cliff, the Middle Limestone 
rests directly on the unfossiliferous shale group of the Simonstone 
cyclothem, whilst 140 yd. upstream the scar section shows: 
Middle limestone 
It black, fossiliferous shale 
3t fireclay 
- mudstone 
A somewhat similar section is seen in a stream immediately S. W. 
of Slate Gill (031794) which shows: 
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- Middle Limestone 8" black shale and fireclay 
2' grey fireclay 
11611 flavgy sandstone (no base seen, 
distance downstream) 
but a shale occurs a short 
West of Arkleside, exposures show 4' of sandstone under the 
Middle Limestone, but with no trace of a fireclay. 
The furthest south of all exposures is in Park Gill Beck 
(989752), overlooking Kettlewell, where the sandstone is 5' thick. 
This horizon is apparently absent entirely in the exposure in 
the axis of the Limley anticline in Ni& erdale (Plate 3). 
Palaeontology 
The Simonstone Limestone wr' not examined in detail during the 
present work, except for the uppermost few feet which were often 
searched for Orionastraea, but in pact the extreme top of the 
limestone where this coral occurs is very seldom seen in the present 
area. Orionastraea is widely known from this horizon (Turner, 1927, 
Hudson, 1929a, Moore, 1955) and was once found during the present 
work, but as a fragment whose species could not be identified. The 
records of Saccaminopsis are of interest because the Simonstone 
Limestone is characterised by abundant Saccaminopsis in the outcrops 
on the N. W. fringes of the Lake District (Turner, 1927), though 
this fossil does not appear to be common in the present area and 
was not recorded by Moore (1955), when working in Upper 
Wensleydale. 
The lower part of the shales of the Simonstone cyclothem are 
highly fossiliferous and carry an extensive normal shale fauna (as 
defined by Hudson, 192L. ), preserved as calcite films. The most 
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prolific locality was that near Bradley, and though the Ashes 
Farm locality was almost as f ossiliferous, the preservation of 
specimens is here somewhat indifferent. The bulk of the fauna 
consists of long ranged forms, but the presence of Eomarginifera 
setosus and E. tissingtonensis is noteworthy, since they occur 
to the exclusion of E. lonrispinus and E. lobatus, forms which 
appear to take the place of the two former species higher 
stratigraphic levels (see also Johnson, 1953). These two last 
species do not appear to be recorded below the Scar Limestone. 
The record of Cancrinella undatus, which is prolific at the 
Bradley exposure, is matched by a similar record by Moore (1955). 
Fenestellids are numerous and %yell preserved and specimens 
from the exposure near Bradley include the only dorsonodulose 
forms recorded from the present area. The remaining bryozoa include 
a variety of genera, which are chiefly stick and strip shaped 
cryptostomes. 
The ostracods include several genera commonly recorded 
from shales of Yoredale facies, namely Bairdia, Kirkbyia and 
Paraparchites, preserved in moderate abundance as three dimensional 
calcite films (determinations which follow are by Dr. F. W. 
Anderson). The species of foraminifera recorded are similar in all 
respects to those listed from the limestones of Yoredale facies. 
The shale fauna from the remaining locality differs from the 
normal shale fauna and appears to come from a markedly higher 
stratigraphic-level than the previous records i. e. from the lowest 
part of the unfossiliferous shales of the Simonstone cyclothem. 
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These locally develop a fossiliferous phase, seen only in the 
exposure near Cover Bridge. The most abundant forms by far are 
numerous and well preserved Chonetes hardrensis Phillips which 
occur in conjunction with several other fossils, chiefly orthotetids, 
pelecypods and gastropods. The fauna is apparently indigenous 
since it includes a specimen of Eomaruinifera sp. bearing its full 
complement of fragile spines. Brachiopods are rare however, 
with the exception of the prolific Chonetes. Thus the 
fauna at this locality contrasts markedly with the normal shale 
assemblage with its abundant and varied brachiopods. Bryozoa are 
almost unrepresented in the present records though they occur in 
abundance in a normal shale assemblage. 
The limestones in the shales of the Simonstone cyclothem yield a 
prolific fauna at some localities. Specimens from the sections near 
West Bottom Lathe include limestone made up very largely of 
organic debris, which are chiefly brachiopods and crinoids. The 
fragments do not appear to have been transported far, since two 
specimens of Echinoconchus ptunctatus still bearing numerous, 
fragile spines were recorded. The records of Aulophyllum fungites 
are from shales between two limestones in the section near `West 
Bottom Lathe and are based on a large collection of calcitised 
calyces, many of them crushed and all of them preserved in a 
horizontal position on the bedding planes. 
The present records cannot be compared with those of Moore 
in full detail since the nomenclature of the limestones of the 
Simonstone cyclothem is on a firm footing only in upper yfensleydale. 
On the basis of tentative correlations, the lowest limestone seen 
S 
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at the exposure near Bradley, Coverdale and at Ashes Farm, 
Waldendale, is correlated with limestone Na of Moore which also 
has yielded Giaantoiroductus latissimus, Limestone IVb may be 
tentatively correlated with the highest limestone of the section 
near Nest Bottom Lathe which yields a somewhat similar fauna, 
incorporating species of Echinoconchus, and Dictyoclostus, 
recorded in considerable abundance in the present area from this 
one locality. 
Faunal Lists 
Simonstone Limestone 
Archaediscus karreri Brady var. B Short ms., I 
Endothyra sp., I 
Orobias ornata (Brady), I 
Saccaminopsis (Saccamina) fusilinaformis (McCoy), I 
Tetrataxis decurrens (Brady), I 
Crinoid ossicles, I 
Rhombopora sp., 1 
Orionastraea sp., L 
Palaeosmilia regia (Phillips), 1 
Ostracods, I 
Index of localities for the above 
1. R. Cover below Tunstall Scar, Coverdale 061831 
2. Axis of Limley anticline in R. Nidd, Nidderdale 099764 
3. Road cutting S. E. of Swinithwaite, Wensleydale 048889 
4. Stream below Ashes Farm, Waldendale 008822 
Fossiliferous shales of Simonstote cyclothem 
plant remains, 2 
Ammodiscus incertus (D'Orbigny), 2 
Endothyra bowmani Phillips, 2 
Orobias ornata (Brady), 2 
Tetrataxis decurrens (Brady), 2 
Tetrataxis palaetrochus (Ehrenberg), 2 
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Cladochonus sp., 2 
Zaphrentid findet., 1,2 
Archaeocidarid spine, 1,2 
Platycrinus sp., 2 
Crinoid ossicles, 2,3 
Fenestella cf. compressa var. nc 
Fenestella plebeia McCoy, 2 
Fenestella sp., 1,3 
Penniretepora sp., 2 
Rhabdomeson sp., 2 
Rhabdomeson or Rhombopora sp., I 
? Rhombocladia sp., I 
Steblotrypa sp., 2 
Trepostome (encrusting form), 2 
Annelid trails, 2 
Actinoconchus planosulcatus (Phillips), 2 
Brachythyris decora (Phillips), I 
Camaratoechia pleurodon (Philli s), 2,3 
Chonetes (Chonetes) hardrensis 
(Phillips), 
2,3 
- (Tornquistia) politus McCoy, 2 
Crurithyris urei (Fleming), 2 
Dielasrna hastatt' (J. Sowerby ), 1 
Hustedia radialis (Phillips), 2 
Martinia glabra (Martin), 2 
Orbiculoidea nitida (Phillips), 2 
Orthotetid indet., 2 
Phricodothyris sp., 1,2 
Productus (Buxtonia) cf. scrabiculus (Martin), 3 
--------- (Cancrinella) undatus Def rance, 2 
--------- (Echinoconchus) elegans McCoy, 1,2 
--------- (Eomarginifera) cf. setosus Phillips, 2,3 
--------- (-------------) tissingtonensis Sibly, 2 
--------- (------------- ) sp ., I 
--------- 
(Gigantoproductus) latissimus J. Sowerby group, 1 
--------- (Productus) concinnus J. Sowerby, I 
---------( ---------) productus (Martin), 2 
Schellwienella rotundata Thomas 3 
Spirif er bisulcatus (J. Sowerby) group, 2 
Spirifer tricronalis (Martin) group, 2 
Actinopteria ? persulcata (McCoy), I 
------------ sp., 2 Amusium concentricum Hind, 2 
Aviculopecten cf. clathratus (McCoy), 2 
------------- intermedius (McCoy), 2 
------------- interstrilis (Phillips) juv., 2 
? Conocardium sp., I 
Edmondia cf. pentonensis Hind, 3 
var. nododorsalis (Ulrich), 2 
2 
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Edmondia primaeva (Portlock), I 
Leda attenuate (Fleming), 2 
- luciniformis 
(Phillips), 3 
Leiopteria thompsoni (Portlock), 1 
Limatulina scotica Hind, 2 
Nucula cf. palmae J. Sowerby, 3 
------ cf. undulate Phillips, 3 
Finna mutica McCoy, 2 
Pseudamusium anisotum (Phillips), 2 
Sanpuinolites angustatus (Phillips)t 
Schizodus cf. axiniformis (Phillips), 
Aclisina sp., 1,2 
Bucaniopsis sp., 2 
Euphemites urei ( leminr), 2,3 
? Loxonema ep., 1 
Macrochilina sp., 2 
Platyschisma sp., 2 
Conularia quadrisulcata PMZGdoy, 2 
Hyolithus sp., 2 
r. 
'- t 
1 
3 
,ý r' ý- A 
Epistroboceras sp., 2 
Orthocone nautiloid, I 
1 Bairdia hisingeri (Münster), 2, 
rr Cardiniferella scrobiculata, /'Jones, Kirkby and Brady', 2 
Kirkbyia permiana Jo i6s, 2 1, 
Paraparchites scotoburdigalensis (Hibbert) juv., 2 
? Waylandella cuneola (Jones and Kirkby), 2 
ývlaylandella sp., 2 
Ostracods, 1 
Index of localities for the above 
1. Stream below Ashes Farm, Waldendale 009825 
2. R. Cover E. N. E. of Bradley, Coverdale 037801 
3, Left bank of R. Cover above Cover Bridge 013787 
Limestones in fossiliferous shales of the Simonstone cyclothem 
together with their attendant shales in which fossils are 
preserved in solid calcite. 
Aulophyllum funEites (Fleming), I 
Diphyphyllum of. furcatum Thomson, I 
Lithostrotion junceum (Fleming), I 
Archaeocidarid spine, I 
Crinoid ossicles, 1,2,3 
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Fenestella sp., J1ý° Rhabdomeson orThombopora sp., 1 
trepostome bryozoan, I 
Actinoconchus planosulcatus (Phillips), 1 
Camaratoechia pleurodon (Phillips), 1 
Dielasma hastata (J. Sowerby), I 
Orthotetid (possibly Meekella sp. ), I 
Productus (Dictyoclostus) aff. antiquatus (J. Sowerby), I 
--------- (-------------) aff. pin uis Muir-Wood, I 
--------- (-------------) pugilis 
(Phillips), 
I 
--------- (Echinoconchus) eximius Thomas, 1 
--------- ( -------------) punctatus (Martin), 1 
- (Gigantoproductus) latissimus (J. Sowerby) group, 2,3, 
Rhipidomella michelini (Leveille), 1 
Schellwienella aff. rotund. ata Thomas, I 
Spirifer striatus (Martin), I 
Spirifer trienpularis (Martin), 1 
Spiriferellina octoplicata (J. de C. Sowerby), I 
Spirorbis sp., I 
? Ostracods, I 
Phillipsiid trilobite (mucro, if present, is not preserved), 1 
Index of localities for the above 
1. River Cover E. N. E. of Bradley, Coverdale 037801 
2. Bed of R. Cover near Nest Bottom Lathe 003780 
3. Stream below Ashes Farm, Waldendale 008822 
PLATE 3 Comparative sections in the Simonstone Cyclothem. 
PLATE 4A Information and isopachyte diagram for the Simonstone 
cyclothem, excluding the Simonstone Limestone. 
1. Isopachytes are at 101 intervals for the measures of the Simonstone 
cyclothem between the top of the Simonstone, Limestone and the base of 
the Middle Limestone. Large numerals denote the thickness measurements 
on which the isopach lines are based. The prefix 'C' before a numeral 
implies that the'figure is an approximation derived by inspection of 
the geological map at a point where the evidence is good for making 
such a determination. 
2. Small numerals denote the thickness of the sandstone at the top of 
the cyclothem , immediately underlying the Middle Limestone. 
'L' denotes a thin limestone at the base of this sandstone (the thick- 
ness of this bed is included in the fign for the sandstone). 
IF' denotes fireclay ' with the sandstone , or by itself where it 
actually replaces the sandstone in the section'( the thickness of the 
fireclay is included with the figzre quoted for the sandstone). 
A plus sign after a figure denotes incomplete exposure, the visible 
thickness being quoted. (this applies to all subsequent plates of this 
nature). 
PLATE 4B Information and isopachyte diagram for the upper Middle 
Limestone (above the Gigantoproductus beds). 
1. Isopachytes are at 25' intervals. Long dashes indicate well founded 
isopachs; short dashes , uncertain ones. The thicknesses on which the 
isopachs are based are given in small numerals. 
2. The following capital letters are used to indicate features of the 
Lower Middle Limestone - '0'- Orionastraea Band ' 'A'- Orionastraea 
Band absent, 'B'- Pseudobreccia occurs. 
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CHAPTER 3 
THE MIDDLE CYCLOTHEM 
The Middle Limestone was so named by Phillips (1836) who 
recognised this horizon in the present area and measured its 
thickness at 150' to 1601 in Lead Up Gill, Coverdale., Apart 
from a mention by Dakyns (1892) who noted the unusual thickness 
of this horizon near West Witton, the Middle Limestone of the 
present area has only been described from Nidderdale by Tonks 
(1925) who gives a full account of it in that area. He records 
the presence of Orionastraea from the base of the limestone 
(which was. first noted in the dale by Chubb, fide Tonks, 1925) 
and gives details of two bands with Gicantonroductus which occur 
in a thick development of the limestone. The occurlence of the 
upper Gigantoxiroductus band mentioned as outcropping in the 
quarry on the W. side of Howstean Beck 500 yd. W. of Lofthouse 
Station and below Lofthouse footbridge could not be verified by 
the present author, who did not find this horizon in the Lofthouse 
inlier. Palaeosmilia retia is recorded from below the Lofthoi, ise 
footbridge by Tonks, 'but has not been. recorded during the 
present work, possibly because this locality has been extensively 
collected by previous workers. 0 
The limestone taken as the upr)er leaf of the Middle 
Limestone by Tonks is here 'r eferred. to as the Five Yard Limestone, 
for reasons stated in Chapter . 
Hudson (1929) records Orionastraea parrwwooýd from the base 
of the MidcI Limestone of localities in the area here described 
and the present work adds little detail to this contribution. 
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The most recent reference to the Middle Limestone is by 
Joysey (1955) who records Orbitremitec from the railway cutting 
N. N. W. of Limley in TTidderdale at a horizon similar to that at 
which this blastoid occurs in numbers N. of Grassington. 
Stratigraphy 
The Middle Limestone in the present area is a horizon of 
variable thickness (60'-198') and is always divisible into three 
divisions: 
The lower Middle Limestone is a massive grey, detrital limestone 
usually blue near the base and top and poor in macrofossils. Very 
locally a horizon with Lithostrotion maccoyanum and productids is 
developed at the extreme base, and more commonly a horizon with 
Orionastraea aarwoodi Hudson and variants is seen about 41 from the 
base of the limestone. This latter horizon is however absent 
over a large portion of that area, especially in Coverdale and 
upper Waldendale. The lower limestone is fairly constant in 
thickness, the usualy'variation being from 18' to 40', a 
variation which is not systematic in any geographical direction. 
It is possible that a thickness of about 59' is attained in the 
Limley inlier in Nidderdale, but it may be in fact nearer 401. 
The Giaantoproductus beds are a constant horizon in7the 
area and their occurrence serves to divide up the Middle Limestone 
into three units in most sections, namely the lower Middle Limestone, 
the Giqantoproductus beds and the upper Middle Limestone. The 
Gigantouroductus~ beds are usually well bedded, blue, fine grained 
limestones which are frequently calcite mudstones, carrying a 
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prolific fauna of Productus (Girrantoiroductus) f: iganteus (Martin) with 
an accompanying fauna of productids and bryozoa which appear to 
be much less numerous than the specimens of Giaantonrodu. ctug. 
Large sops of Lithostrotion unceum Fleming, in a position of 
growth, are a common feature of the lower part of the 
GivantoDroductus Beds, especially in the north of the area. Nodules 
of black chert frequently occur, often inside the curve of the 
valves of xiRantoproductus. The Gipantomroductus Beds vary 
rather haphazardly in thickness, from 8t to 501. The centre of 
the series is locally free from airantoproductus. In the 
measured sections (Plates 5,6) the base of these beds has been taken 
as a time line. Whilst it cannot be proved that the characteristic 
brachiopod achieved widespread distribution in a very short time, it 
appears likely. 
The upper Middle Limestone shows the greatest variation in 
thickness and, unlike that in the lower horizons, this appears 
to be systematic and can even be approximately isopached. The 
thickening of the upper Middle Limestone continues from the N. W. 
slopes of Penhill into middle Coverdale and also occurs in the 
Limley area in Nidderdale (Plate L. B). The total variation in 
thickness which is seen is 91-1351. This horizon also shows great 
facies variations and varies from a detrital Trey limestone or 
grey calcite mudstone with organisms to a completely orranogenic, 
pale grey, incoherent limestone made up almost entirely of 
crinoid stems of unusually large diameter in a state of complete 
articulation. This is indicative of rapid accumulation of crinoids 
in situ with little resorting of the material which made up the 
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stems. Original dips of accumulation of these debris are 
frequently seen and it is thought that these in most cases mark 
the original mounding up of the c rinoid biostromes. The 
limestones made up almost solely of stems do not contain ca]. icular 
plates which were, it is assumed, winnowed out by currents and 
deposted elsewhere. Macrofossils, other than crinnid stems 
are rare in these accumulations of cri. noid stems, with the 
exception of a bryozoan bank accumulation at Long Ing Wood, 
Waldendale (023861) which has yielded a fauna of crypmstome and 
trepostome bryozoa with productids and athyrids. 
The beds of the Middle cyclothem above the limestone are 
everywhere thin and do not exceed 23' in thickness. In the south 
of the area they are dark shales with a normal shale fauna 
preserved as calcite films with occasional thin limestones, which 
are usually seen in the lowest part which isiransitional with the 
top of the Middle Limestone. The total variation in the thickness 
of this shale development, which reaches its maximum thickness 
in Nidderdale at Anpram, is from 5--201. 
In the north of the area, on the north face of Penhill and in 
lower Coverdale the measures above the Widdle Limestone, when seen 
to completeness are always fine grained pale sandstones with 
obscure shelly remains at several localities, voryinr from 23' to 
13'6" in thickness and complete sections of which are only seen in 
lower Coverdale. Whilst the mapping evidence is not quite 
conclusive, the evidence of features on the N. W. slopes of Penhill 
suggests that the sandstones forming, the feature at Oswald High &ood 
which appear to directly fol7ova the Middle Limestone (with a possible 
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thin shale below them) can be mapped southwards into the sandstone 
which underlies the Three Yard Limestone which occurs in features 
above Long Ing Wood. In addition, beds which are referred to 
the Middle cyclothem with some confidence which form a feature 
above Long Ing Wood appear to die out in a northerly direction, 
tocrether with the Five Yard Limestone which they underlie. No 
trace of either of these horizons appears to occur north of the 
Hudson Quarry. Since the features are not absolutely continuous 
at the level of the sandstone below the Three Yard Limestone there 
is no final certainty that the sandstones of Oswald High Wood 
belong to the Five Yard cyclothem, but this seems a likely ex- 
planation which is followed in the interpretations put forward 
in Plate 21. In the text a conservative view is taken however 
and the beds above the Middle Limestone in lower Coverdale and 
on the N. slopes of Penhill are referred to the Middle cyclothem, 
since they overlie the Middle Limestone and other evidence of 
their age is not finally conclusive. 
The Middle Limestone is one of the best exposed horizons of 
Yoredale facies strata and usually forms features where the drift 
is thin as on the N. face of Penhill. Elsewhere it is partially 
obscured by valley drift, but in the deeper tributary valleys it 
forms picturesque Torges and cliffs, this especially where the 
Middle Limestone is abnormally thick. The beds of the Middle 
cyclothem above the Limestone are only exposed sporadically and 
are usually seen only in stream sections. The ohales between the 
Middle and Five Yard Limestones in upper Waldendale and upper 
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Coverdale are c ne of the least well exposed horizons in the 
present area. 
Details 
Middle Limestone - Exposures are described seriatim, first in 
Waldendale, progressing down-dale, then on the N. flank of Penhill, 
in Coverdale, progressing up-dole, in Park Gill Beck and finally 
in the Nidderdale inliers. 
Walden Head - The section in upper Walden neck (979797) is in a 
stream of low thalweg - nearly all the beds are exposed, but the 
measurement of thicknesses of beds is subject to small errors. 
(Plate 5). The lower Middle Limestone is about 35' thick and is 
a massive, grey detrital limestone in the middle part with a blue 
colouration in the lowest 8' and top 7'. The uppermost 7' litholo- 
gically resembles the Gigantoproductus Beds, that is they are dark 
grey and blue calcite mudstones bedded in 11 posts. The strata 
with Giaantoproductus are typically blue and well bedded limestones 
vhith abundant specimens of G. rriannteun (Martin). The upper 
Middle Limestone is thin and appears to contain shale layers towards 
the top. The thin limestone bands which are separated from the 
Middle Limestone by these shale layers are also rewarded as part 
of the Middle Limestone. This correlation is upheld owing to the 
presence of a gicanteid-- Lithostrotion fauna in the lower leaf of 
the Five Yard Limestone described by Moore (1955) from the country 
to the N. W. of this point. This fauna appears in the next lime-- 
stone in the succession of beds at Walden Head, immediately above 
the beds described above. Between the sections at Walden Head 
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and Dales Bern, streams draining off Brown Haw show sections 
similar in all respects to those at Walden Head and Dales 
Barn. 
The section at Dales Barn (992808) closely resembles that 
seen at W'1g1den Head, there beint a well defined tripartite 
division of the Middle Limestone. The (i7antoDroductus beds 
carry sops of Lithostrotion sp., a feature which becomes 
increasingly evident in exposures further down the dale. The 
upper Middle Limestone is unusually thin here; only 6'6" are 
seen, and it is unlikely that these beds are substantially 
thicker (Plate 5). The lowest 6" of the lower Middle Limestone 
contain numerous organic fragments, but no corals were 
collected. 
N. E. of this section the lower Middle Limestone outcrops 
as an impersistent line of scars running along the side of the 
dale. The Gi izanto productus beds occur in two stream sections 
between Dales Barn and Ashes Farm. At Aches Farm a stream 
section (008822) shows the Middle Limestone divided, as is 
usual, into three divisions. The upper Middle Limestone is 
quite thin, and is not over 13' thick (Plrte 5). Down-dale 
from Ashes Farm the Middle Limestone forms a weak feature and 
is exposed sporadically. 
Scar Folds (020848) shows an uninterruped section in the 
lower part of the Middle Limestone (Plate 5). The lower Middle 
Limestone is typically developed and shows in the top 2' of beds 
a horizon of pink nodules which weather out slirhtly. This is 
the identical horizon at which Hudson (1929) and later t"oore 
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(1955) described Erythrosponrria lithodes Hudson and it is 
probable that these are poorly preserved specim<2na of this 
sponge. The lower part of the Gi antonroductus Beds which are 
here very thick, consists of blue, well bedded calcite mudstones 
with occasional Lithostrotion in the upper part, and abindant 
Givantoproductus. 16' of limestone without gip-anteid productids 
follow, which are blue in the lower beds and Frey in the upper 
portion. They are overlain by further beds with Ciaantonroductus; 
these are Frey, crinoidal limestones with abundant giganteids 
together with chert nodules. The lowest beds of the upper 
Middle Limestone are seen, but the upper beds are completely 
unexposed. The visible beds are trey c ri_noidal limestones with 
a 6" horizon with a granular texture and composed of crinoid 
remains which approximate in appearance to the phase of the 
upper Middle Limestone with abundant crinoid stems typically 
developed further to the north. The size of the gap in the 
section suggests that the upper Middle Limestone is thick here, 
probably in the vicinity of 58'. 
Long Ing Wood shows excellent exposures in the Middle Limestone 
(023861 ), (Plate 5). The lower Middle Limestone is a 12' 
massive, grey limestone with crinoid ossicles, blue at the base 
and almost unfossiliferous, except for the basal 6" which is 
an irregular bed with D hyphyllum of. latesettatum UcCoy. 
The upper beds of the lower Middle Limestone are blue, blocky 
irregularly bedded calcite mudstones with nodules of black 
glassy chert in ovoid and elongate massen, parallel to the 
bedding and occurring near the top of this horizon. The 
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Gicrantoproductus Beds which follow are, in their lower part, 
lithologically similar to the blue calcite mudatonea which under- 
lie them. These beds are very well exposed and carry an 
abundant fauna of Gisrantolaroductus gir'aanteug (Martin) 
with large sops of Lithostrotion unceu (Fleming) at several 
different levels which have evidently grown in place. Solitary 
corals are fairly abundant and include clisiophyllida together 
with small productids, the most common of which is Sinuatella sinuata 
(de Koninck). In the middle of the Ginantonroductus Beds a 
horizon of calcite mur; stone contains a fauna of bryozoa and 
brachiopods preserved in a platy-weathering rock. The upper 14' 
of the Girantoproductus beds is lithologically different from 
the lower part, since it is a rubbly weathering detrital 
limestone of grey colour, with occasional lenses and lenticular 
layers of crinoid-rich debris which may include large stems. 
These upper beds, unlike the limestones below, do not carry a 
Lithostrotion fauna, and thus resemble the upper part of the 
Giaantoproductus Beds of Scar Folds both faunally and litholoVi- 
cally. Brachiopods are abundant and include, in addition to 
giganteid productids, of both cris nteus and iatiesimus types, 
Sinuatella e inuata (de Koninck). Unlike the section at Scar 
Folds, there is no horizon which is devoid of Girantoproductus, 
though there is a zone. 5' thick near the c entre of the o eries 
which has only occasional specimens. 
The lower portion of the upper Middle Limestone is a grey, 
detrital limestone, which has been locally dolomitioed along 
the line of a joint. Higher up the succession (Plate 5) strata 
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with abundant crinoid ossicles occur; many of the oscicles 
are larE, "e and these beds resemble the erinoid biostrome 
facies in litholo y, which is more typically developed further 
north on the N. W. flank of Penhill. These beds are overlain 
by Limestone of a bryozoen facies, not seen elsewhere at this 
horizon. The forms include a tubular trepostrome, Rhabdomeson 
sp., Dibunonhyllum bipartitum konincki and a fauna of smell 
brachiopodo, preserved in a grey calcite mudstone containing 
a very hi-ah proportion of well preserved organisms, chiefly 
bryozoans. 
Morpeth Scar (029878) (Plate 5) shows an excellent section 
I. 
in the Middle Limestone which is here at its thickest development 
in the present area. The lower Middle Limestone is a grey, 
crystalline, fairly massive limestone with a coral fauna in 
the basal 6", which includes Dj hyphvllum ? latesertatum and 
Lithostrotion maccoyanum with several productids and Simuatella sin-$ r 
tzata. 4' above the base of the limestone sops of Orionastraea 
garwoodi Hudson are seen at intervals alone a restricted, thin 
horizon. 12t above the base of the Middle Limestone pinkish 
blebs were noted, which were not sufficiently distinctive to 
merit identification as Erythrosponcria. Indeed they may be 
inorganic, since pink blebs were also noted by Moore (1955) and 
were not identified as organic, these occurring at a closely 
similar horizon in the lower part of the Middle Limestone. A 
stratum near the top of the lower Middle Limestone is a grey 
calcite mudstone, a lithology not usually encountered at this 
horizon. The incoming of the fauna with ßigantoproductus 
v 
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gicranteus(Martin)is anticipated by a change in the colour of the 
sediment to a dark blue with a decrease in the grain size as 
the sequence is ascended; this feature is characteristic of the 
upper part of the lower Middle Limestone in all the sections 
described from Waldendale. Immediately below the lowest stratum 
with Giczantonroductus 1panteus a platy blue calcite mudstone 
yields a very well preserved fauna of la$tissimoid productids 
and bryozoa, with other subsidiary productids. This horizon 
is followed by blue, compact, fine grained well bedded limestones 
with thin shale partings and numerous specimens of 
Gigantonroductus rricranteus with occasional sops of Lithostrotion. 
The upper 14' of beds with Gicantoproductus are grey in colour 
as in other sections described from Waldendale and carry a single 
horizon with Lithostrotion. 
The lower beds of the upper Middle Limestone are grey 
limestones with a single horizon yielding sops of Lithostrotion sp. 
These are followed by a distinctive facies which is a white, 
or pale grey incoherent limestone consisting entirely of crinoid 
stems, with the ossicles fully articulated. Re-sorting of the 
stems appears to have been minimal and it seems probable that the 
dips of the layers which show angles of up to 12 degrees, are due 
to the crinoids having built up biostromal mounds. There is 
little to suggest that they have been heaped up this way by currents, 
though this is possible. The lack of calicular elements is 
remarkable and this is presumably due to the winnowing out of the 
fragile calicular elements by currents, with their deposition in 
an adjacent area. 
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Between Oswald Pasture and Knarlton Knot numerous exposures 
of parts of the upper 1001 of the Middle Limestone occur, and a 
mappable feature persists along the outcrop of the upper Fiddle 
Limestone, being developed near the top of this division. The 
beds are variable, but include layers rich in crinoid stems 
these are apparently most abundant near the middle of the upper 
Middle Limestone and less so, in the upper part of the limestone 
which forms a mappable feature. Knarlton Knot (026868) and pulleys 
to the N. N. E. of this point show excellent developments of 
coarsely crinoidal limestone consisting almost solely of stems 
of this animal, and almost always showing original depositional 
dips. 
Sections near Chantry Farm (055881) show the massive, grey 
crystalline lower Diddle Limestone typicnlly developed with a 
sine 1e sop of Orionastraea 416" from the base. The Giaantonroductua 
beds are not definitely seen at Chantry, since the diagnostic 
fossil is absent and exposures are incomplete, but the exposures 
at Capple Bank Farm (064879) have yielded this braciopod. The 
upper Middle Limestone includes a shale parting in the section 
near Chantry which is overlain bý, " a steeply bedded, presumably 
current bedded limestone composed entirely of abraded crinoid 
ocsicles, with occasional pebbles of calcite. The occurrence 
of rounded calcite pebbles su7r; ests that the steep dips are a 
form of current bedding in the limestone. The highest beds 
exposed in this section (Plate 6) show alternations of limestone 
composed wholly of crinoid debris and normal limestone, composed 
of broken down organic detritus. 
The feature on the L iddle Limestone which forms Nossill Scars, 
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W. N. N. of Chantry dies out to the east, and the mapping evidence 
points to an eastward thinning of the upper }. Ziddle Limestone. 
The feature on the upper Middle Limestone which is readily seen 
below Chantry persists eastward to Bristow High Gill (080882). 
Exposures on it show that the lower Middle Limestone is 
persistently a massive, grey detrital limestone which is overlain 
by a blue, well bedded, fine grained limestone with Oiaontoproducttas 
criganteus and Lithostrotion cops, with some nodules of black 
chert. The upper Middle Limestone is not well exposed, but 
where it is seen it is a granular rock composed entirely of 
crinoid debris. At a horizon which overlies an ill-exposed 
shale parting correlated with that of the Chantry section, 15' of 
blue limestone with Giaantoproductus aiganteus are locally 
developed S. E. of Chantry (057877). 
At Mount Park the N: iddle Limestone is involved in e plexus 
of faults causing a large segment of the limestone to lie parallel 
to the hillside, with a long section in the lowest beds of the 
Middle Limestone, forming a low scar. Sops of Orionastreea 
rarwoodi Hudson occur 6' from the base of the Middle Limestone here. 
East of Mount Park, occasional exposures in the upper and lower 
portions of the Middle Limestone occur, but the Gjatantonroductus 
beds are not exposed. From the mapping evidence it appears that 
the upper Middle Limestone is thinning substantially to the E., 
though it is still thick to the south, in lower Coverdale. 
Coverdale - The Middle Limestone, seen in the R. Cover near 
Coverham Abbey, is not well exposed enough to merit a measured 
section, but appears to contain horizons with Giaantoproductus sp. 
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at two levels. The hi ruhest of these is at the very top of 
the Middle Limestone, at a horizon close to that seen in the 
railway cutting in Nidderdale, north of Limley Farm. 71 of beds 
with Gigantouroductus are seen at the top of the Middle Limestone 
at 115864, but the full thickness may be in excess of this 
figure. 
The upper Middle Limestone is thick in lower Coverdale, and 
is well exposed in the R. Cover and in the gorges of Ulfers Gill 
and Elm Gill. The section in Ulf ers Gill (091851) is a 
continuous one in a picturesque cliff-bounded defile, cutting 
through 84' of massive, grey limestone with a paucity of large 
macrofossils. A horizon with Lithostrotion op. near the base of 
the section occurs at a similar horizon to a band of sops lorr 
in the upper Middle Limestone of Morpeth Scar. A single 6" 
shale parting occurs in the section, at a level similar to 
that of a thin shale in the Chantry section. (compare Sections 
7,8, Plate 6). In spite of the unusual thickness of the upper 
Middle Limestone, no reef facies is seen, though crinoid ossiclea 
are often large. A-specimen from above the road-bridge in 
Caldbergh Gill is a pale grey crinoidal limestone composed of 
osoicles, some of which are still articulated, and of large 
size, with Heterophyllum sp., small brachiopods and a rod 
cryptostome set in a matrix of calcite mud. At St. Simon's 
Bridge on the R. Cover the Giaantoproductus beds are exposed 
in the bed of the stream. They rise rapidly upstream and form 
a river-side cliff below the confluence with Thorow Gill (082847). 
The section in Clint Gill (075848) shows blue, well bedded 
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limestone underlying the Gipantorroductus Beds 
(this series of 
transitional beds at the base of the Girantoproductus beds is 
characteristic of the sections in 'r"Vsldendale), which are followed 
by a thick series of grey limestones which form cliffs along the 
stream course. 
The section in Lead Up Gill (073840) is the most complete 
in lower Coverdale, but the upper part of the section only admits 
of approximate measurement (Plate 6). The base of the 
limestone is well exposed on the right bank of the River Cover 
and is apparently devoid of macrofossils. Approximately 14' from 
the base a 1' nodular weatherinrr pseudobreccia occurs. This is 
overlain by grey limestones, followed by well bedded, blue 
calcite mudstones with Girantolroductus and also sops of 
Lithostrotion which is confined to the lower part of these beds 
as it is in the `. laldendale outcrops. A 7t zone within the 
Girantouroductus Beds contains only sparse specimens of the 
characteristic fossil and may be possibly equivalent to a 
similar impoverished zone seen in some of the `'Inldendale sections. 
The upper Middle Limestone in Lead Up Gill is extremely thick and 
is a massive, grey limestone, occasionally chowinä oriFinal dips 
of deposition and more rarely articulated crinoid stems similar 
to those seen in the sections on the N. W. slopes of Penhill. 
Owing to the massive nature of these beds, they have formed an 
imposing cliff and waterfall in the trill below the village of 
West Strafton. 
The section in Hobgill Kern (060841) does not admit of 
accurate measurement, but shows Gicantoproductus beds overlain 
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by the upper Middle Limestone, here over 70' thick, but 
nevertheless thinner than in the lower part of the dale, near 
Carlton and west Scrafton (see Plate 4B for information on thick- 
ness changes in the upper Middle Limestone). 
Ridding Gill (057838) shows a small ti-iickness of limestone 
with a biostromal facies, composed of crinoid stems of large 
size. Apart from a thin layer in Lead Up Gill, this is the 
only record of beds of this facies in Coverdale, and is similar 
to thicker developments on the N. W. slopes of Penhill. 
Turn Beck (054834), like Hobgill Kern, shows a section in the 
Gigantoproductus Beds overlain by a thick development of the 
upper fiddle Limestone, which is here over 50' thick. Fleemis 
Gill (051831) is similarly an incomplete section and the upper 
Middle Limestone is only partially seen, together with the 
Gicantoproductus beds. 
At Tunstall Scar (061831) the lower Middle Limestone forms 
a cliff on the right bank of the River Cover where 1416" of massive, 
grey limestone, are exposed. The beds near the base which are 
of a bluish colour, were searched for Orionastraea without success. 
The upper Middle Limestone has been quarried in this vicinity and 
is a pale grey detrital limestone. 
Within a mile radius of Horse House, numerous streams 
draining into the River Cover expose partial sections at this 
horizon. In most of them the Gipantoproductus Beds have been 
recognised, occasionally in conjunction with Li. thostrotion sp. 
The upper Middle Limestone is never fully exposed, but is probably 
about 40' thick in the vicinity of Horse House. 
At Ridge Scar and Ridge Gill, 'rioodale (022790) (Plate 6) 
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the tripartite division of the Middle Limestone is clearly 
in evidence. No trace is seen of any coral bands at the base 
of the limestone which is a massive, grey rock without macro- 
fossils in its lower part. The Gir'antoproductus Beds are 
of typical litholorry, blue well bedded calcite mudstones, with 
Cigantorroductus and two horizons of Lithostrotion sops in the 
lower portion of the series. An is usual, the beds immediately 
underlying- the Girrantoproductus Beds are blue in colour and 
also the uppermost strata with Oirantorroductus show a blue, 
rather then a grey colouration, as in the ''=''ldendale exposures. 
The full thickness of the upper Riddle Limestone is not exposed, 
but the beds appear to be about 34' thick and are Trey limestones, 
indicating a progressive thinning from the area of maximum 
thickness further own the dale. (refer to Plate 4B). 
Lords Gill (019788) is an incomplete section which was not 
fully measured. Girantoproductus arpearo to occur at two different 
levels as at Coverham and Limley. The upper beds with this fossil 
are very thin - only 1t6" are seen and the maximum thickness 
cannot be over 316". In Slape Gill (002778) r nearly complete 
section occurs in the Middle Limestone which shows its 
tripartite division very clearly. The lower ?. '; 'lc L, tuest one is 
a massive, grey detrital limestone with no coral band visible, 
which forms a line of cliffs alone- the ric*ht bank of the T. Cover 
upstream and downstream from the confluence with Slope Gill. 
The Giaantoproductus beds show the typical litholo ry, being blue 
fine grained, well bedded limestones with some Ltthostrotion sops. 
The top layer of the upper } j_dc? le Limestone, which is very thin 
here (Plate 6) contains a coral fauna which appears to be localised 
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in only a portion of the stratum in the section; a few yards 
away the fauna seems to be absent. The fossile seen are 
Palaeosmilia reria and lithostrotionoid corals, the chief of 
which is Lithostrotion maccoyanum, preserved in a Trey, detrital 
limestone. Other sections in Covdrdale which show portions of 
the Middle Limestone are Downs Gill (near Hunters Hall), Fall 
Gill and the River Cover below Great Hunters Stone. 
In Park Gill Beck (987752) the limestone is well exposed in 
a small gorge. The lowest 32' are massive grey detrital 
limestones carrying a 6" bond of lithostrotionoid corals 1'6" from 
the base. A sinrrle sop of Orionnstraea i*arwoodi, is seen 4' from 
the base. This occurrence of two coral bands is characteristic 
of the bulk of localities where Orionostraea occurs in the present 
area. A band of pseudobreccia, similar to that seen in Lead 
Up Gill, Coverdale also occurs (Plate 6). The beds with 
Gipantoproductus appear to be unusually thick, as they are also 
at Crag Brea, Waldendale, whilst the upper Middle Limestone is 
thin, as in upper Coverdale. 
South of Park Gill Beck the Lower Middle Limestone forms a 
feature on Caseker Pasture and also at Caseker Scar, whilst a 
feature and crags occur along the outcrop E. of Hey Tongue. 
Nidderdale - Portions of the I'. iddle Limestone were exposed 
during dam construction in the Anrram and Scar House trenches, 
but the most complete section is in the railway cuttinr N. N. W. 
of Limley (099765). The lower Middle Limestone appears to be 
unusually thickbelow the railway cutting, but owing to there 
being a gap in the exposures it is not possible to verify if a 
fault occurs in the line of the measured section or not. 
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Measurements from the axis of the Limley anticline where the 
base of the limestone is exposed in the bank of the n'idd to 
Manchester Hole, where the C ivantorroductus Beds are seen 
sugr*ests that the measurements taken up hill to the exposure 
of the Giaantoproductiis beds in the railway cutting are 
excessive (Plate 6). 
The lower Middle Limestone is fairly massive and contains 
4 sops of Orionastraea Parwoodi var. pri. stina at a horizon 216" 
above the base. The lower part of the limestone her. e is a 
blue fine grained rock, nearly a calcite mlidstone, with crinoid 
ossicles, which alters upwards in colour to a grey limestone. 
The Girantorrod. ucttis Beds ore 8' thick in the scar in the left 
bank of the R. T'idd at I, 'anchester Poles and in the railway 
cutting where they are moderately well bedded blue limestones 
with rir-antonroducttls (see Plate IOA and also Plate 38A for a 
view showing the location of this inlier in the ? i-*Öle Limestone). 
The upper Middle Limestone is a massive, r-rey limestone of somewhat 
variable litholo y. A specimen from the lower portion is a 
calcite mudstone with partially srticulrted crinoid columnals 
and Rhombonora sp. set in the matrix. A specimen from below 
the upper Girantorroductus bed is a Frey crirnoidal limestone 
with fairly lerne ossicles. However, despite the a-perent large 
thickness of the upper P°iddle Limestone at Limley the crinoid 
bank (biostrome) facies seen on Penhill in association with a 
unusual thickening of the upper Viddle Limestone, is not here 
seen. 
The upper bed with G1Vantoýroductus contains n less 
profuse fauna of giganteids then the lower one and is a pole grey 
6C, 
detrital limestone. This is overlain by 19' of r-rey, 
detrital limestone which may be almost the entire thickness of 
the remaining riddle Limestone. The occurrence of an upper 
bed with Gi. rantoproductus Eir anteus at this locality is 
parallelled elsewhere, in Lords Gill, Coverdale, at a locality 
on the north flank of Penhill and at Coverham. 
The lower beds with Giganto-aroductus are also seen in the 
R. Nidd, 50 yd. upstream from Goydin Pot whilst the upper bed 
is seen in the cliff at this pothole. The beds seen in Roysoak 
Scar (101759) may belong to the uppermost Mt_(1dle Limestone. 
About 251 of strata without Girrantoproductus are seen. If these 
beds belong to this horizon is probably means that the thickness 
of 191 allotted for the beds above the upper Gtrrantonroductus Beds 
of the Limley inlier is to small (see Plate 6). 
The upper Beds of the N: iddle Limestone are exposed below 
Lofthouse footbridge (101735) where they are massive grey 
limestones forming cliffs along the stream course. In spite 
of a search, no specimens of Giaantonroductus were seen, as Tonks 
(1925) has claimed, nor did a protracted examination yield 
Palaeosmilie repro which has been recorded from this locality. 
The lack of this latter fossil may have been due to its having 
been extensively collected on previous occasions by geological 
parties. (Tonks, 1925, Hudson et al., 1938). 
An extensive section is exposed in the picturesque but 
inaccessible gorge of Howstean (093735) where the upper Middle 
Limestone is massive and grey with a paucity of macrofosails. 
At the bottom of the beck leading from How Steen village (092734) 
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the upper Piddle Limestone is very crinoidal and shows an 
approach to the biostromal facies seen on N. W. Penhill. I TO 
specimens of Cigantoproductus were seen in Hovrstean Gorge or 
Stud Fold Quarry and Tonks' statement that this fossil is seen 
in this quarry cannot be here confirmed. The maximum thickness 
of the P: 'iddle Limestone which outcrops in the Lofthouse inlier 
is about 70' in the area of the Howstean rorge. 
A portion of the upper part of the Middle Limestone is 
exposed in Blayshaw Gill (100729), but no horizon with 
GiRantoproductus is here seen. 
Shales and sandstones of the Middle cyclothem (i) beds referred 
without doubt to the Middle cyclothem. Exposures are described 
in sequence from Waldendale, proceeding down-dale, Coverdale, 
proceeding down-dale and from Nidderdale, also describinr 
provressively from the top of the valley. 
Waldendale -a partial exposure is seen in Walden Beck, near 
Walden Head (97979L1. ) (Plate 5) where the following section is 
seen: 
Five Yard Limestone with a Gic antoproductus--Lithostr otion 
fauna 
6" fossiliferous shale with thin limestone ribs 
3'611 gap (probably shale) 
6" blue limestone 
3" shale 
3" limestone 
1 t3" shale 
2t limestone 
3' approx. gap (probably shale) 
-- Middle Limestone 
In a section above Dales Barn (990808) (Plate 5) the shales between 
the Middle and the Five Yard Limestones are not exposed, but the 
gap in which they must occur is only 5' thick. 
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The section at Ashes Farm (009821) (P1Pte 5) provides the 
only nearly complete section in these beds in WYaldendole. 8t 
of dark grey shale with an extensive and well preserved normal 
shale fauna preserved as calcite films is exposed and rests on 1' 
of blue calcite mudstone which may be equivalent to one of the thin 
limestone's near the base of the section in Walden Beck. This 
latter limestone may rest on shales, which are probably thin. 
Above Long Ing Wood (024860) (Plate 5) a feature with pot 
holes into its crest occurs which carries blocks of fine 
grained sandstone on its face. This is interpreted as containing 
the measures above the Middle Limestone which are chiefly sandstone, 
but may also include a shale, These are overlain by the Five 
Yard Limestone. The total thickness of the measures between 
the Five Yard and Middle Limestone is here about 22' and the 
bulk of this is the cream coloured, fine crrained sandstone, 
which is not represented at this level in the exposures further 
. up the dale. North of the latitude of the Hudson Quarry 
(026864) 
the feature dies out and there is no positive evidence of the 
presence of either the Five Yard Limestone of the measures of the 
Middle cyclothem which underlie it. 
Coverdale - The best section is in Slape Gill where the 
following incomplete section is seen (002777) (Plate 6): 
Five Yard Limestone with a Lithostrotion-Giaant_oproductus 
fauna 
4' unexposed - presumably shale 6" silty shale with latissimoid productids 6" shale with normal shale fauna moderately well prey rved 
2t, pale grey limestone with Litsostrotion maccoyanum (taken 
to be up er leaf of Middle imestone 
3' unexposed 
(possibly 
shale) 
2 limestone (Middle Limestone) 
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No other good exposures occur at this level in Coverdale, 
but the occurrence in Deerclose Gill is of some importance since 
this is the furthest north that the Five Yard Limestone is seen 
in this dale. At this exposure (045811) 1' of black shale with 
marine fossils underlie the Five Yard Limestone which carries its 
characteristic fauna of Lithostrotion and productido. 
Nidderdale - important records are available from the 
Engineer's plans for the Angram and Scar House Dam trenches. 
The shales above the Viddle Limestone are thicker than in upper 
Coverdale and include thin limestones. It is not possible in 
the case of the records from Scar House to draw a distinct top 
to the Middle Limestone owing to the presence of alternations of 
shale and limestone. The section in the Angram Trench shows: 
5t limestone - Five Yard Limestone (correlated by means of the 
thick shales with trilobites and chalybite nodules which 
overlie it) 
92 shale 
it limestone 
10' shale 
- limestone 
The trench for the Scar House Dam shows: 
516" limestone (the Five Yard Limestone, correlated with that 
of the Angram trench on the occurrence of a thick shale 
above it) 
1t soft shale 
2'6" shaley limestone (possibly part of the Five Yard Limestone) 
3' soft shale and limestone 
it limestone (possibly the highest leaf of the Middle Limestone) 
1t soft shale and limestone 
14 shale 
4" limestone 
3' shaley limestone 
00 limestone (main body of Middle Limestone) 
The section in the R. Nidd above Lofthouse footbridge (101737) 
shows the following section: 
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Five Yard Limestone 
7" calcareous mudstone 
5" dark grey fine grained nodular limestone, partly chertified 
3'6" calcareous mudstone with braciopods, bryozoa, crinoid 
columnals; the latter element is especially abundant 
in some layers. 
Middle Limestone 
The thickness of the beds at this level is smaller than in the 
dam trenches further up the dale and is more similar to the 
thicknesses which obtain in upper Coverdale and upper -Valdendale. 
The strata at this level are also completely exposed in 
Howstean Beck (086741) but the rock is too rotten to yield a 
fauna. The section exposed shows: 
-- Five Yard Limestone 81 mlcareous mudstone with an irrpersistent limestone rib at 
the base 
- Middle Limestone 
In Blayshaw Gill (098728) 5' of fossiliferous mudstone 
yielding a poorly preserved brachiopod fauna appears to be both 
overlain and underlain by limestone. It seems likely that this 
is the entire thickness of shales of the Middle cyclothem here. 
Beds referred tentatively to the Middle Cyclothem - as the 
introductory remarks on stratigraphy show, there is a good case 
for assigning the sediments above the Middle Limestone in lower 
Coverdale and on the north slopes of Penhill to the Five Yard 
cyclothem. It also seems possible that these sandstones may 
even be equivalent to the sandstone between the upper and lower 
leaves of the Three Yard Limestone in upper Coverdale and upper 
Waldendale, as is pointed out in the chapters which follow. A 
conservative attitude is taken in the text and these sediments 
are treated as part of the tlliddle Limestone since they overlie 
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the bed of that name without any visible break. 
North slopes of Penhill - the measures between the Three Yard 
and Middle Limestones are never fully exposed, but there is no 
trace of the Five Yard Limestone either as a feature or in sink 
holes and it is assumed to be absent as it can be proved to be 
in similar sections in lower Coverdale. The Three Yard Limestone 
of Oswald High Wood is exposed at numerous points and overlies 
a sandstone which is seen to a thickness of 9'; this horizon 
overlies a n. ap in the section of 13' (see Plate 5) which may 
possibly include some shale. Further east the sandstone is 
exposed in a stream at 058877 where 15' of compact sandstone 
are seen, making it most likely that the measures between the 
Middle and Three Yard Limestones are here almost entirely, if not 
entirely, sandstones. 
Below Capple Bank at 072877 a section shows 61 limestone on 
6" of shale. Whilst this is an isolated exposure, it seems 
possible that locally the Three Yard Limestone rests on shales 
and not sandstones. Several partial exposures in sandstone occur 
below the L. end of Capple Bank and include old stone pits at 095878 
and 09878 which show exposures in a tough, blocky sandstone which 
underlies the Three Yard Limestone which forms a separate feature 
further uphill. The same sandstone is exposed intermittently on 
The Parks at 107881 and elsewhere and is always pale in colour, com- 
pact and sometimes limonite spotted. Shelly traces re noted 
in an exposure in a coppice at 105881 and also at 117882. At 
both these two points it has been wrought for wall stone and is 
a compact, fine grained sandstone as , in all other outcrops. 
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Lower Coverdale - Exposures on the R. Cover above Hullo 
Bridge (117865) show the following slict ion: 
Three Yard Limestone 
12t pale, blocky, tough very fine grained sandstone with Shelly 
traces 
5° gap (probably sandstone, but too thin for anything but a 
very attenuated representative of the Five Yard Limestone). 
A section in the R. Cover above Coverham Bridge shows the same 
section, but with less complete exposure (104861). All the 
visible beds are sandstones which overlie the top of the Middle 
Limestone after a small gap. 
A virtually complete section is seen in Caldbergh Gill 
(092851)t 
I 
as follows: 
Three Yard Limestone 
6' white, compact fine grained ganisteroid sandstone 
2'6" fireclay 
3' ganisteroid sandstone 
2t gap, 
Middle Limestone 
This section appears to prove conclusively that the Five Yard 
Limestone is absent, even in its most attenuated form, in lower 
Coverdale, and by analogy and because of a complete lack of 
indications, on the north slopes of Penhill. 
In Lead Up Gill (074835) the Middle Limestone is 
directly overlain by a sandstone which is badly affected by. f aults 
a little further upstream. One of the exposures strongly tilted 
by faulting shows this sandstone overlain by limestone, which is 
no doubt the Three Yard Limestone. 
In the Carlton district of Coverdale the mapping evidence 
indicates that the measures between the Middle and the Three Yard 
Limestone are thin. One of the infrequent exposures in these 
beds 
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is in Cat Gill (071852) where 21 of sandstone are exposed which 
are overlain and underlain by limestone after small caps in the 
succession. 
Palaeontology 
Middle Limestone - The fauna from this horizon has been 
considered by previous authors, in Ifidderdale by Tonks (1925) who 
provides faunal lists and by Hudson (1929a) who investigated the 
distribution of Orionastraea and named several new species. 
Joysey (1955) records xbitremites from the railway cutting N. N.. 
of Limley in N idderdale. 
The basal coral bands of the P? iddle Limestone are only 
sporadically developed. Hudson (1929a) recorded Orionastraea from 
the northern slopes of Penhill, from 'dhernside Pasture above 
Kettlewell and from the Limley anticline in T llidderdale. The 
present author confirms these occurrences which appear always 
as scattered sops, with the colony base downwards, in the living 
position. These occur at a horizon everywhere about 4' above 
the base of the limestone and without any accompanying fauna. 
C. rarwoodi Hudson is recorded from several localities on the N. slopes 
of Penhill and from Park Gill Beck. The band appears to be entirely 
absent in Coverdale and was not seen in upper Wnldendale (plates 506). 
The form which occurs in Nidderdale is near O. crarwoodi var. pristi, ni. 
a conclusion reached by Hudson. This latter form is more characteri8--I 
tic of the horizon with Orionastraea at the top of the Simonstonc 
Limestone (Hudson, 1929a). When the OrionsßtrAe± band occurs, a 
coral band is sometimes developed at the extreme base of tho 
Middle Limestone which carries Lithostrotion, Dibunonhyllum and 
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Sinuatella sinuata, an unusually shaped brachiopod also found 
in the Gis antoproductus beds. 
The main body of the lower Middle Limestone is usually cbvoid 
of macrofossils and when the basal coral bands are absent as they 
frequently are, this horizon is practically unfossiliferous. 
Specimens referred doubtfully to Erythrosponaia occur in the top 
of the lower Middle Limestone at some localities in lower 
", Waldendale. They show nodular structure and haematite straining, 
and are possibly porif erids, their horizon of occurence being 
closely comparable with that described by Hudson (1929b) and 
Moore (1955). 
The Gigantoproductus beds yield abundant G. p-ivanteus Martin 
(usually var. tynica Sarytcheva; more rarely var. era e. In 
one instance G. aicrantoides Paeckelrnann was recorded in addition) 
with commonly, large sops of Lithostrotion which attain a length of 
several feet and a height of a foot, andere evidently in the 
position of growth. Whilst no attempt was made to collect from 
all localities, extensive collections were made at two points 
along the outcrop. Restricted horizons within the Giaantonroductus 
beds yielded faunas which do not appear to be characteristic of 
the beds as a whole. Thus, at the base of the beds at Morpeth 
Scar, an excellently preserved assemblage of latiscimoid productids 
and bryozoa occurs in blue calcite mudstone. A noteworthy feature 
is the unusually good preservation of Rhnbdomeoon rhornh ferum (Phillip: 
which often splits 1on7itudina11y to expose the axial column. In 
the section at Lonv Ing Wood, a small brachiopod fauna other than 
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G1aantorroductus sp. was collected, and several corals occur. it 
seems that given extensive collecting, a varied fauna may be rot 
from several localities in these beds, as in the case of the 
records of Moore (1955). 
The position of the fossilised G. ýýJ an es iss as Moore 
remarks, almost invaribly convex downwards (Plate 10 A) and 
the valves are very commonly articulated. It appears that, like 
the sops of Lithostrotion, this element of the fauna is also in the 
original living position. It seems that convex-downwards is the 
best position since it allows the lighter brachial valve to be 
lifted so that the shells can rape in order to collect a food 
supply. Whilst it does not seem possible to assess the reasons 
for the sudden profusion of Giantosroductus it seems significant 
that the incoming of this form is always heralded by a change 
in the colour of the limestone to blue, with the development of 
thin bedding. This blue colour persists tip to the middle of the 
Gisrantongoductus beds, where these are thick, above which point 
it gradually becomes paler and the C. irantoproducti die out. It 
seems that the conditions which favoured the development of 
Gicantoproductu. s also favoured the p-rowth of Lf thostrotion, which 
is common in lower Coverdale and ow er '. 1aldendale in the lower 
part of the Gigantoproduatus beds. 
The extent of the Gir-rantoproductus beds is now known in some 
detail. Whilst they are everywhere present in the area here 
described, they appear to have a southern limit close at hand since 
they are not described from Greenhow and die out southwards at Bare 
House near Grassington (Joysey, 1955). A clear western limit 
3 
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was described by Moore (1955) who showed that the beds with 
Gicantoproductus are absent from upper ': Jensleydaleý but are 
found in the east of his area, closest to the present ground. 
Wells (1955) describes Gigantoproductus from the area 15 miles 
north of the present one and this horizon is known to have an 
extensive occurrence on the Alston Block. 
The upper Middle Limestone is usually poor in macrofossils. 
Occasionally sops of lithostrotionoid corals occur, as at 
Caldbergh Gill, and rJorpeth Scar, but there is no abundance of 
this form as there patently is at localities further north 
(Turner, 1927, Trotter and Hollingworth, 1932, Short, 1954), The 
commonest macrofaunal development is the incoming of a crinoid 
biostrome facies which is thickest on the N. W. slopes of Penhill. 
Masses of limestone are made up solely of stems of unusual thickness 
(up to 2 "). 
The occurrence of a bryozoan fauna in the top beds of the 
Middle Limestone at Long Ing Wood, WWaldendale is not parallelled 
elsewhere in the area. The bryozoa, which are accompanied by 
an athyrid-productid fauna make up a large proportion of the rock. 
The local occurrence of Girantoproductus pjranteus in the upper 
Middle Limestone at three widely separated localities is noteworthy. 
Whilst the profusion is not as great as in parts of the 
Girantoproductus beds, this upper development strongly resembles 
the lower one. 
A rich coral fauna occurs in the u, )pe rmost beds of the 
Middle Limestone of Slape Gill, Coverdale. The coral band appears 
to die out within the compass of the section and includes 
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L. maccoyanum, a form which is much more characteristic of the 
Five Yard Limestone which overlies this horizon in this section. 
Comparisons of the faunal lists of the present author with 
those of other writers shows the closest parallel with those of 
r: oore (1955) who gives very full records from restricted 
horizons, which permit of detailed comparison. The coral beds 
at the extreme base of the Middle Limestone show the following 
forms in common with the present records: Diph phyllum fasciculatum, 
Dibunophyllum bipartitum bipartitum, basaltiform Lithostroti. on, 
and Sinuatella sinuata. The records from the Giaantonroductus 
beds are also closely similar, with the f ollowin7 forms recorded in 
common: G. c-icanteus, G. latissimus, Lithostrotion unceum, 
L. -Paucirad. iale, D. bipartitum binartitum, S. sinn ta. 
Shales of the :: Addle cycles - This horizon is restricted. 
to the S. part of the area nnd is in any event poorly ex-nosed, 
but does however yield a china at two localities. A comparison 
of the two lists shows little similarity, which) may be a 
function of s rain size. The fauna from 3lape Gill is 
preserved in a coarser shale than the material from Ashes Farm, 
Yaldendale, which is a normal shale fauna (Hudson, 1924b) with an 
extensive suite of bryozoa, brachiopods and . pelecypods. 
The 
presence of several types of holothuroid element referable to 
wheels and plates of different kinds makes a record comparable 
with that from the shales of the Five Yard cyclothem, which 
yield a similar extensive fauna incorporating many phyla. 
The records from Slape Gill include a high proportion of 
lstissimoid productids, referred to ? 'Productus' seminlanue 
1l2 
sp. Sch'ietzov by W. H . C. R"mcbottom, and ,, tont tronovereely 
elongate orthotetid, which ýaýpý, nre to be nn undencribed form. 
F, m»n, 1 Li ý-; to 
Middle Limestone 
1. coral bonds in basal Ißt of fiddle Limestone. 
Dibunophyllum bipertitum bipertitiim (HcCoy), 3 
--------- op ., 6 Diphyphyllum cf. loteseptotum McCoy, 6 
Lithostrotion mnccoyanum Thorson L: nd Iticholson, 3 
------------- pnuciraciiale (McCoy), 3 
Orionastraea carwoodi Hudson, 1,2,3,5 
------------ garwoodi var. pristina Hudson, 4 
Productus (? Eomarglnifera) ap. 3 
Sinuatella ainuato (de I: oninelcl, 3 
Index of localities for the obove. 
1. The Mount, N. E. elopes of Penhill 
2. Chantry Farn:, N. slopeo of. Penhill 
3. ilorpeth Sear, Penhill 
Ii. Axis of Limley anticline in R. Nidd 
5. Park Gill Leck nr. hettleviell 
6. Long Ing 'food, '. "+aldendale 
2. (irent oproductus beds 
3accarninopsia ftlsilinnformia WcCoy), I 
Dibunophyllum bipcrtiturn biportitun (}'. cCoy), I 
------------- biportiturn crairianum (Thomson), 
Diphyphyilum focciculotum (Fleming), I 
Lithostrotion junceum (Fleming), I 
------------- pouciradiale (t.. cCoy) group, I 
Crinoid ossicles, 1,2 
Fenestellc off. polyporcto (Phillips), 2 
Penniretepore T ., 2 Rhabdorneson rhombiferum (Phillips), 2 
Rhornboporra &p., 2 
Trepootome (encrusting type), 2 
I 
(084883) 
057881) 
(029878) 
(0997,. ) 
(9877r2 
(02386" 
Crurithyris op., 2 
Productuo (Echinoconchuc) elegant (McCoy), 2 
Productuc (Dictyoclootuc) nt., 1 
Productuo Gir ontoproductuc3 2ric"anteuo (b'nrtin) vor croono Cnrytch0' ,2 
t-, i--nnteuo (lSortin vor typica 
Sorytchov0,1,2 
I 
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Productus (Gigantoproductus) gigantoides Paeckelmann, 1 
--------- (-------------- --) latissimus, J. Sowerby croup, 
2 
--------- (Pustula) rugata 
(Phillips), 2 
"Productus" ? semiplanus Schwetzov, 2 
Sinuatella sinuata (de Koninck), 1 
Aviculopecten sp., 2 
Ostracods, 2 
Index of localities for the above: 
1. Long Ina Wood, ialdendale, 
2. Morpeth Scar, Penhill, 
3. Upper Middle Limestone 
Ammodiscus incertus d'Orbigny, 1 
Calcisphaera Iv Johnson inss., I 
Endothyra sp., I 
Howchinia bradyana (Hotiwchin), I 
Dibunophyllum bipartitum 
Diphyphyllum fasiculatum 
Heterophyllum sp., 2 
Hexaphyllum sp., 1 
Lithostrotion maccoyanum 
Lithostrotion proliferum 
Palaeosmilia regia (Phil' 
konincki (Edwards and Haime), 
(Fleming), I 
Edwards and Haime, 5 
(Thomson and TTicholson), 5 
UPS), 5 
Archaeocidarid spine, 1,4 
Crinoid ossicles, 1,2,3,4,5 
Fenestella spp., 4 
Rhabdomeson sp., 4 
Rhombopora ep., 1,2 
Trepostome, 4 
Actinoconchus planosulcatus (Phillips), 4 
Dielasma sp., 4 
Phricodothyris ? verecunda George, 4 
Productus (Domarginif era) sr., ! j. 
Productus (Pustula) ru. ata (Phillips), lý 
Pucrnax puLnus (Martin, 
) 
4 
Aviculopecten sp., 4 
Index of localities for the above: 
(023861) 
(029878) 
14. 
7. Railway cutting N. N. W. of Limley, Nidderdale 
(thin section) 099764 
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2. Caldbergh Gill, Coverdale (thin section) 
3. Morpeth Scar, Penhili 
4. Crags above Long Ing ti'food, `s"taldendale 
5. Slap e Gill, Coverdale 
Shales of the Middle Cyclothem 
Orobias ornata (Brady), 3 
Cladochonus sp., 3 
Zaphrentid indet., 1. 3 
Archaeocidarid spine, 'I, 3 
Ancistrum sp., 3 
Protocaudina traquairii (Etheridge), 3 
Holothuroid plates, 3 
Crinoid ossicles (3 includes barbed variants), 1,3, L 
Fenestella sp., It 3 
Penniretepora sp., It 3 
Rhabdomeson sp., 3 
Rhombocladia sp., 3 
Rhombopora sp., ?1 
Sulcoretopora sp., 3 
Actinoconchus lamellosa (Leveille), 1,3 
Brachythyris decora (Phillips), 1 
Camaratoechia pleurodon (Phillips), 3 
Chonetes (Chonetes) hardrensis (Phillips) group, 3 
-------- (Tornquistia) sp., 1 
Cleiothyridia roysii (L4veille), 3 
Crurithyrisc' cf. amoena (Hall), I 
----------- magnispina George, 3 
tC Dielasma hastat$ (J. Sowerby), 1 
Martinia glabra (Martin), 3 
Orthotetid indet, 3} 
Orthotetid sp., nov.? giant species,, -I, Phricodothyris verecunda George. 1- 
092851 
029878 
023861 
002778 
iýA, ý 
Productus (Dictyoclostus) pin-guis p K. senilis Muir Wood, I 
--------- (Eomarginif era) lobatus J. Sowerby, 2 
--------- (-------------) lon7ispinus J. Sowerby, 3 
--------- (----------- ) minutus Lluir 'ood, 3 
--------- -------------) tissingtonensis Sibly, 3 
--------- (Productus) concinnus J. Sovierby, 3 
"Productus" semiplanus? Schwetzov, 1. 
Rhipidomella michelini (Leveille), 3,4 
Spirifer bisulcatus J. Sovierby group, 2 
Spirifer trigonalis (Martin), I 
Tylothyris laminosa (McCoy), 3 
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Actinopteria spp., I 
Amusium concentricum Hind 3 
Aviculopecten clathratus 
IMcCoy), 3 
Leda attenur to (Fleming), 3 
Leiopteria laminosa (Phillips) 1 
Limipecten dissimilis (I'lemingl, 1,3 
Nucula cf. laevirostrum Portlock, 3' 
liytilimorpha ancrulata Hind, 3 
Pernopecten (Syncyclonema)' sovierbyti 
Posidonia of. corruF: ata i_2. Etheridge 
Bucaniopsis sp., 3 
Glabrocinau. lum sp., 3 
? Soleniscus sp., 3 
Turric''late gastropod indet., 3 
Nautiloid inde. t., I 
Bairdia sp., 3 
Ostracods, I 
Weberides sp. (non-mucronate), 3 
Fish scale, 3 
(McOoy ), 3 
Jun. ), 3 
Index of localities for the above 
1. Slape Gill, Coverdale 002778 
2. Blayshavw Gill, Nidderdale 098728 
3. Stream near Ashes Farm, '41aldendale 008821 
4. R. Nidd above Lofthouse footbridre 101737 
PLATE 5 
Comparative sections of the Middle Limestone - Waldendale. 
PLATE 6 
Comparative sections of the 11. iddle Limestone - Coverdale. 
The key map given on Plate 5 is for both Plates. 
Comparison with Plate 4B can be profitably haderin connection with 
thickness variations in the upper Middle Limestone (above the 
Gi fu ntoproductus Beds). 
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CHAPTER 4 
THE FIVE YARD CYCLOTHEM 
The Five Yard Limestone was so named by the lead miners and 
is equivalent to the 'Impure Productal Limestone' of Phillips 
(1836). The former term was used by the Geological Survey 
(Dakyns et a1., 1891)p though the map covering the present area 
lists the Third Set Limestone at this level, which was the term 
applied to this horizon in Swaledale, also by miners. 
In the present area the Five Yard Limestone was thought to 
have been recognised by Tonks (1925) and Chubb and Hudson (1925). 
It appears that these workers have listed the Three Yard Limestone 
mistakenly as this horizon. The real Five Yard Limestone was 
erroneously considered to be the uppermost part of the Middle 
Limestone. It is only since the work of Moore (1955) that a 
true picture of the south eastwards thinning of the shales and 
sandstones of the Middle cyclothem has been built up. The 
present author, using his detailed conclusions has been able to 
establish with little doubt that both the Five Yard and Three Yard 
Limestones are represented in the present area. Moore shows that 
the Five Yard Limestone occurs in two leaves separated by a 
fossiliferous shale. The lower leaf of the limestone carries 
a fauna of Giqantoproductus and compound corals. In the present 
area the Five Yard Limestone of upper daldendale and upper 
Coverdale similarly shows two leaves, though the intervening shales 
are never satisfactorily exposed. The lowest leaf is highly 
fossiliferous and carries a fauna which corresponds in its broad 
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elements with that recorded by Yoore from a eimilsr horizon; 
the upper one is in contrast much less fossiliferous, as in the 
experience of Moore in upper , Venslc-ycdale. The me agates above 
the limestone are thinner in the present -: rez than in upper 
Nensley dale end are more consistently s haley end more wholly 
fossiliferous. The present records from thie level are more 
extensive than those of Moore, thourrh it appears that a paucity 
of exposures in the fossiliferous ,. ecis of this arge in upper 
Wensleydale may have somethinv to do v, ith V is (11scrcpancy. 
Stratigraphy 
The Five Yard Limestone has been mapped in the present area 
in upper Coverdele, upper `Naldendale and in Hidderdale, but 
appears to be absent in lower Waldendale, lower Coverdale and on 
the north slopes of Penhill. Beds of the Five Yard cyclothem 
overlying the limestone have been mapped everywhere the limestone 
is present, but in places where the limestone is absent 
difficulties of interpretation arise which are discussed further 
in the present chapter. 
The Five Yard Limestone of upper Waldendale and upper 
Coverdele is about 7'6" in thickness and is rarely fully exposed. 
Characteristically the lower portion consists of blue calcite 
mudstone, this forms a massive stratum carrying a distinctive 
fauna of Gi7antoproductus and lithos trot ionoid corals, which when 
washed by water, show up white against the polished blue limestone 
surrounding them. The most distinctive forms are Lithostrotion 
maccoyanum and species of Diphyphvllum, with rarer haploid corals 
4 
i 
i 
s 
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(see Plate 9A for the distribution of this fossiliferous horizon). 
The upper leaf of the limestone in Coverdale and- Waldendale is 
apparently about 2t thick and appears to be separated from the 
lower leaf by shales which are never fully seen and are probably 
less than it thick. The upper leaf of the limestone is not 
notably fossailiferous. 
The Five Yard Limestone in Nidderdale varies from 5' to 14' 
in thickness and is seen in situ at Lofthouse and in How Stean Beck. 
It is here a grey, detrital limestone with a brachiopod fauna which 
differs markedly from that of the beds seen at this level to the 
N. W. in Coverdale and Waldendale. A shale parting exists within 
the limestone. The more massive part of the limestone underlies 
this parting as in the area to the N. W. The parting is usually 
much chertified in the Nidderdale sections. 
In the north of the present area, in lower Waldendale, lower 
1'%overdale and on the N. flank of Penhill the Five Yard Limestone 
appears to be absent (see Plate 9A). Exposures at this level 
are not seen on the N. flanks of Penhill, but in lower Coverdale 
only one limestone occurs between the Middle and Underset 
Limestones. It is a virtual certainty that this is the Three 
Yard Limestone since the survey of the N. W, slopes of Penhill strongly 
suggests that the Five Yard Limestone dies out to the north. Other 
reasons for the view that only the Three Yard Limestone persists 
in the north of the area are riven in the next chapter. 
The measures above the Five Yard Limestone in the present 
area are almost entirely shales in upper Coverdale and upper 
Waldendale. They contrast with the more varied lithologies 
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described by Moore (1955) at this level in Upper Wensleydale 
where these beds are substantially thicker. In the present 
ground these shales vary from 0' to 45'6" in thickness and are 
at their thickest at Angram in Nidderdale. The shales are 
developed in upper Waldendale and upper Coverdale, are fairly 
constant in thickness - 30' is a good average (see Plates 7,8) 
and always contain fossils, especially in the lower beds. The 
fauna is preserved in a dark grey shale as calcite films and 
comprises a large normal shale assemblage. Chalybite nodules 
are frequently developed at this level and are also seen in the 
exposures at Angram in Nidderdale where the shales are of a some- 
what similar lithology to those seen in upper Coverdale, though 
the rock is fresher at Angram. In the exposures in the Nidderdale 
inliers near Limley and, in the Howstean valley these same shales 
are thinner and more silty, but are still fossiliferous, with a 
fauna consisting largely of brachiopods. The correlation of the 
exposures at Angram with those in Coverdale is assit ed by the 
lithology and thickness of the division and also by the commonness 
with which trilobite remains occur - these are much more abundant 
at this than other horizons and include both non-mucronate and 
mucronate forms. 
In central Waldendale and central Coverdale a sandstone is 
developed under the Three Yard Limestone (Plate 7,8; the 
southern limit of sandstones under the limestone is shown in 
Plate 9B). In Waldendale, north of Ashes Farm outcrops suggest 
that the sandstone is locally very thick and virtually cuts out 
the fossiliferous shales which figure in the sections in the upper 
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part of the dale (Plate 7). The exact horizon of the sandstones 
developed below the Three Yard Limestone is a little puzzling 
since it is possible that two sandstones may be involved. It is 
possible that the sandstone developed in lower Waldendale and in 
the area around Horse House in Coverdale below the Three Yard 
Limestone is in fact a continuation of the sandstone between the 
upper and lower leaves of the Three Yard Limestone in upper 
Waldendale and upper Coverdale; this view is unfortunately not 
subject to proof, but is suggested as possible answer to this 
problem in Plate 7 and Plate 21B. Due to the fact, however, that 
the sandstones belovr the Three Yard Limestone, whether it be 
developed as one or two leaves, have a definite southern limit 
this has been Given in Plate 9B. It seems possible however 
that the sandstone of Hindlethweite Gill, Coverdale and of Scar 
Folds, Waldendale is equivalent to that developed between the upper 
and the lower leaves of the Five Yard Limestqne in upper Waldendale 
and upper Coverdale, and therefore has not the southern limit 
assigned to it in this diagram. The limits of the development of 
sandstones within the Three Yard Limestone are-shown in Plate 9A. 
If the view is correct that the sandstone widely developed below 
the Three Yard Limestone (upper leaf) in mid-Waldendale and mid- 
Coverdale is in fact the correlate of the sandstone above the 
lower leaf of limestone in the upper part of these dales, the 
sandstones below the lower leaf of the limestone in Fall Gill and 
West Gill, Coverdale are at a distinctly lower horizon and 
must be regarded as a local development, as the correlation lines 
for sections 9,10, Plate 7 suggest. 
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The beds between the Middle and Three Yard Limestones of 
lower Coverdale are chiefly sandstones and have been considered 
in the text as part of the Middle cyclothem since no proof of 
their exact age has been forthcoming. They are however 
lithologically dissimilar to the strata above the Middle Limestone 
; in the S. of the area where the Five Yard Limestone is 
developed, where they are all shales. It is possible that all or 
part of these sandstones in lower Coverdale are equivalent to that 
which is developed below the Three Yard Limestone further south. 
This sandstone is either equivalent to the sandstone parting 
between the upper and lower leaves of the Three Yard Limestones (and 
therefore properly part of the Three Yard cyclothem) or simply 
to the sandstone member of the Five Yard cyclothem, if in fact this 
last horizon exists as a widespread bed. The section on Plate 21 
have been used to express the former of these two possibilities, 
but in the text, for purposes of orderly presentation and to avoid 
speculation, these sediments have been referred to as part of 
the riddle Cyclothem since they directly overlie the limestone 
of that name, and details of their thickness have been incorporated 
in sections for the Middle cyclothem in Plates 5,6. 
The survey of the beds of the Five Yard cyclothem has only 
involved feature mapping on the N. W. slopes of Penhill where the 
limestohe appears to die out according to the evidence based 
on features and sink holes. Normally beds of this cyclothem are 
poorly exposed and are seen only in stream sections. The Five 
Yard Limestone is usually only partially seen in Coverdale and 
Waldendale, but more complete sections are seen in Nidderdale 
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where it is thicker. The shales above the limestone seldom 
form clear exposures, except in rare river-side scars and the 
mapping of these beds has been carried out on indications of 
fossiliferous shale and of chalybite nodules which are abundant 
at this level. This technique is especially applicable in 
Waldendale. The mapping of lines of sink holes in the top of 
the Middle"Limertone, especially in Weldendale, provides a 
fairly accurate indication of the horizon of the Five Yard 
Limestone which sometimes outcrops in the walls of the sink. 
Details 
Five Yard Limestone, - exposures are described in sequence from 
Weldendale, Coverdale and Nidderdale. 
Waldendale - The Five Yard Limestone is exposed in several stream 
courses draining into Walden Beck, but outcrops rarely show the 
entire thickness of this horizon. 
In Walden Beck, near Walden Head (979794), the following 
section is seen (Plate 7): 
section obscured 
6" blue, fine grained limestone 
9" fossiliferous shale 
3' blue, fine grained limestone with a Lithostrotion- 
Giaantoyrdductus fauna. Characteristic forms include 
Aulonhyllum funsrites pachyendothecumi and Lithostrotion 
pauciradiale 
6" r'ossiliferous shale with thin limestone ribs 
The beds mapped as the Five Yard Lim; stone are at least 43" thick 
and occur in two leaves. 
The Five Yard Limestone with a characteristic Lithostrotion- 
Gicantorroductus fauna is expoccd at several points down-dale 
from the 
above exposure. At Dales Barn (990808) the limestone is probably 
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in ', wo leaves as at `falden Head. The section here seen is: 
1t blue, fine Trained limestone 
6' vap 
1t blue, fine grained. limestone with Lithostrotion fauna. 
The section at Ashes Farm (009821) is slightly disturbed by 
slipping. of beds and there are two, or possibly three separate 
beds of limestone. The measured section here is: 
1°9" fine -rE. ined, blue limestone without conspicuous fossils 
possibly thin shale parting 
1° fine :- reined blue limestone (apparently distinct from t he 
beds above and below) 
E" opprox. (-ap 
2t fine grained blue limestone with a Lithostrotion- 7ý. annto roductue 
fauna 
The Five Yard Limestone outcrops at two points north of 
Ashes Farm 'Plate 9A shows the position of these exposures) and is 
again almost certainly present in a feature carrying potholes above 
Long Int Wood (023861). Whilst there is no trace of the Five 
Yard Limestone along the line of the measured section at Scar 
Folds, intermediate between Long Inn Wood and Ashes Farm, its 
probable position has been inserted on Plate 7. The feature 
above Long Inca Wood dies out to the north and there is no evidence 
either from exposure or potholes of the presence of the Five Yard 
Limestone on the N. side of Penhill. It is therefore assumed that 
the limestone is absent north of the broken line on Plate 9A 
which incorporates all the known exposures of the Five YQrd 
Limestone. Whilst the evidence for the absence of the limestone 
on the north face of Penhill is largely negative, the sections in 
lower Coverdale show that it is definitely absent in that area. 
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Coverdale - sections are rare and incomplete. The beat 
section seen is in Slope Gill (002778) which shows two leaves 
of limestone: 
i' grey-blue limestone (top not seen) 
2' unexposed 
5' fine grained, blue limestone with a Givantoproductus- 
Lithostrotion fauna. The forms recorded were - 
Lithostrotion maccoyanum, Dibunophyllum bipartitum 
bipartitum, and Diphyphyllum lateseptatum 
The several sections seen in upper Coverdale (Plate 9A) 
frequently show the part of the limestone which carries the 
Lithostrotion-Girantoproductus fauna which typifies this horizon 
in upper Waldendale and upper Coverdale. Occasionally an upper 
leaf is seen which overlies a gap in the section which is probably 
located on a thin shale parting. The most complete section is 
in Lords Gill (019788) which shows: 
2'6" blue limestone (top not seen) 
3' aap 
2t blue limestone with a fauna of basaltiform Lithostrotion and 
Gigantoproductus (base not seen) 
The furthest north of all the exposures in Coverdale is in 
Deerclose Gill (045811) where the following section is seen: 
21 blue limestone with Lithostrotlon and r1i onroductus 
1' black shale with marine fauna 
All the available evidence in lower Coverdale, north of the 
broken line on Plate 9A, points to the absence of the Five Yard 
Limestone as a result of non-deposition or of erosion subsequent to 
deposition. 
Nidderdale - The Five Yard Limestone in Nidderdale unfortunately 
does not slow the coral-brachiopod fauna which characterises it 
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in ground to the N. W. Hence the correlation of this horizon 
is largely based on the lithology and fauna of the shales which 
overlie it, as well as its position in the sequence. 
The Five Yard Limestone was encountered during the construction 
of the dam trenches at Anaram (5' thick) and Scar House 
(7' thick) 
and is still visible near the head of the Scar House Reservoir, when 
the water in the dam is very low. The limestone is well exposed 
in the R. Nidd above Lofthouse footbridge (101735) where the following 
section is seen: 
1'8" massive, fine grained blue chert which is probably secondary 
after limestone 
11" platy cherts, presumably secondary after shales 
15" brittle, partly chertified shale 
81 fine grained, pale prey limestone with scattered crinoid ossicles 
showing a blue colouration towards the base 
In How Steen Beck (085742) a similar section is seen. The 
lower leaf is thick and is followed by more variable thin 
limestones with shales and chertified shales. The section here 
seen is as*follows: 
1'6" grey, detrital limestone 
1'6" blue, partly chertified limestone 
2' black chert 
1'6" platy chert 
7'6" approx. grey to grey-blue limestone with a brachiopod fauna, 
including Dictvoclostus hinds, Echinoconchus uunctatus and 
smooth brachythyrids. 
The beds above the main leaf of the limestone show a deal of 
variation within the limits of the protracted stream section. The 
maximum development of limestone in this upper leaf is 4'6", which 
is separated from the lower part of the limestone by shales or 
their chertified equivalents. It seems possible that the two 
leaves of the limestone, a lower well developed leaf and an upper 
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thin and variable leaf, are equivalent to similar developments 
in the sections in Coverdale and Weldendale. The fauna and 
lithology of the lower leaf contrast with that recorded from 
Coverdale and Waldendale however - no trace was found of the 
Lithostrotion-Gicrantoproductus fauna in Nidderdale, whilst it 
is widespread to the N. 1Y. (Plate 9A). 
11ý of grey, detrital limestone exposed in the section at 
Blayshaw Gill (098728) is here referred tentatively to the Five 
Yard Limestone. This same horizon is also seen in the bed of the 
Nidd at Lolley Scar. 
Shales end Sandstones of the Five Yard cyclothFm - complete 
sections are very rare. Whilst it cannot be proved that these 
beds are absent in the north of the present area, the convention 
has been followed in the text of treating all strata in lower 
Coverdale which occur between the Middle and Three Yard Limestones 
as part of the Middle, rather than the Five Yard cyclothem. 
Waldendale - complete exposures are lacking, but fossiliferous 
shales carryin, 7 a normal shale fauna preserved as calcite films, 
with scattered chalybite nodijles, are seen at several points. 
These are here detailed progressing north, up-dale. 
The section on the right bank of Walden Beck, near Walden Head 
. 11 
(980793) shows 15' of scree in fossiliferous shales carrying chaly- 
bite nodules, immediately underlying the Three Yard Limestone. 
This is the most complete exposure on the E. side of Waldendale 
and the total estimate thickness of beds is here about 30' (plate 7). 
At Dales Bern (990808), two feet of shale 'scree with chalybite 
nodules occur. The total thickness of the shales appears to be 
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here about 27'. As the outcrop is traced down the dale, 
occasional stream sections shows indications of shale chips and 
chslybite nodules. 
The section at Ashes Farm (009821) is also incomplete and 
shows 7t of soft, brown shales with a normal shale fauna 
preserved in calcite. The total thickness of beds here is quite 
possibly about 36' (Plate 7). 
Above Scar Folds (021849) the next indications of this horizon 
are seen. It appears that the shales of the Five Yard Cyclothem 
have been replaced laterally by a sandstone which forms a 
well defined feature with numerous sandstone blocks (Plate 7). 
The rock is here a white to golden coloured compact, very fine 
Frrained quartz sandstone which is sometimes spotted by limonite. 
This is lithologically very similar to the beds between the 
Middle and Three Yard Limestones on the N. Slopes of Penhill and 
it is possible that they were deposited at the same time. 
The convention has however been followed of regarding the sandstones 
on Penhill as part of the Middle cyclothem owing to the lack of 
conclusive evidence as to whether they belong to the Viddle cyclothem, 
or to an attenuated Five Yard cyclothem. Alternatively 
they may be eq. ivalent to the sandstone within the Three Yard 
Limestone further south. 
At Long Ing Wood (024860) the section is similar to that at 
Scar Folds. The measured section (Plate 7) was based on features 
and there appears to be a thick sandstone here also, which possibly 
overlies a thin shale. The blocks on the surface are of a very 
fine grained quartz sandstone with a few kaolinised feldspar grains. 
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Coverdale - the exposures in Coverdale at this stratiFraphic 
level are seldom complete, but include one excellent section, that 
in the right bank of the R. Cover below Hunterstone Bank (993769). 
The entire 24' of shale which here comprises the strata between 
the Five Yard and Three Yard Limestones is fossiliferous. The 
upper portion is least well exposed, but appears to be coarser 
grained and less coherent, with less well preservedfbssils. The 
best fossils were collected at 5' from the base of the shales, 
which are blue grey in colour and contain chalybite nodules. 
Good specimens also occur in some abundance at 7's, 91 and 15' 
from the base of the section, and constitute a normal shale fauna 
preserved as calcite films, a detailed record of which is given 
in the palaeontological section at the end of this chapter. 
At Slope Gill (002778) the shales are inadequately seen at 
this level, but the adjoining exposures suggest that they are 
here about 40` thick. A small exposure yields fossiliferous shale 
chips with chalybite nodules (Plate 8). In Downs Gill (007785) 
(Plate 7) the complete shale parting is not seen, but the upper 
beds are here abundantly fossiliferous and include two thin 
limestones. These are the only limestones recorded in the shales 
of the Five Yard cyclothem in the present area, but Moore (1955) 
provides records of a limestone at this horizon in upper Wensleydale, 
where the beds of the cyclothem are thicker. West Gill (013789), 
Fall Gill (018796) and Lords Gill (019788) (Plate 7) show exposures 
of portions of the shales and all these localities have yielded 
faunas. In Fall Gill and West Gill the Three Yard Limestone 
rests on a sandstone, whereas usually in upper Coverdale it rests 
9 
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directly on the shales of the Five Yard Cyclothem. The southern 
limit of this sandstone, which is a fine grained sandstone 17' 
thick in West Gill is shown on Plate 9B. 
The exposures in Hindlethwaite Gill are also within the area 
in which the shales of the Five Yard cyclothem are overlain by 
sandstone which is here at least 91 thick. The sandstone carries 
heavy limonite staining and a pronounced calcareous band 2t 
above the base which is possibly a degenerate representative of 
the lower leaf of the Three Yard Limestone which is developed 
further up the dale. If this is the case, this sandstone should 
be more properly considered together with the Three Yard Limestone. 
The sandstone rests on 30' of beds which are inadequately exposed, 
but appear to be shales in which no fossils are seen in the 
available exposures. 
Since the Five Yard Limestone is absent in lower Coverdale, 
the sandstone which occurs there between the Middle and Three Yard 
Limestone has been tentatively considered as part of the Middle 
cyclothem. However it seems likely that it is in reality the 
sandstone of the Five Yard cyclothem or the equivalent of that 
between the two leaves of the Three Yard Limestone higher up the 
dale, though this cannot be proved (see Plate 21 which summarises 
the available data). 
Nidderdele - all the beds of the Five Yard cyclothem are shales 
in this area and show large thickness variations. The thickest 
development of the shales of the Five Yard cyclothem is seen in 
the section near the Head of Scar House Reservoir. 
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The Nidd below Nidd Washf old (025760) and the head of the 
Angram Dam show several scars in shale which show a maximum of 
151 of unfossiliferous beds which contain limestone nodules 
in the uppermost part. The Anpram Dam trench passed through 
the full thickness of beds at this level. The upper 28' of 
beds are exposed in a scar on the S. bank of the Scar House 
reservoir, below AnFram Dam (046766) (Plate 8). The section 
shows: 
181 black, brittle unfossiliferous, micaceous shale 
10' black, brittle fossiliferous shales with a normal shale fauna 
preserved as calcite films and containing numerous chalybite 
concretions. The most fossiliferous beds occur in the 
lowest 5' of strata seen in this section. 
18' shales - not seen, but recorded in Angram trench, and 
presumably containing a fauna 
- Five Yard Limestone recorded from the Angram trench 
In the Scar House dam trench these same beds are only 29t 
thick, compared with the thickness of 45'6" at Angram. Whilst no 
exposures are now seen at Scar House it may be supposed that these 
beds were here also fossiliferous. 
At Dry Wath an exposure on the right bank of the R. Nidd 
(102755) shows (Plate 8): 
- Three Yard Limestone 
216" Calcareous shale, breaking unevenly and with a badly preserved 
brachiopod fauna 
2'6" gap, presumably shale 
-- Five Yard Limestone 
The shales are here much thinner than at Angram, and there seems 
to be little doubt about the horizon of these beds, which are 
considerably thinner in the Lofthouse area than in the Angram 
region. The shales round Lofthouse are consistently coarser in 
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grain and split less readily; the fauna is also more restricted 
and consists chiefly of brachiopods. 
Shales of the Five Yard cyclothem are exposed at two points 
in the right bank of Howstean Beck, near Well House. The 
exposure at 082743 shows: 
Three Yard Limestone 
12t friable weathering shales with a brachiopod fauna preserved as 
calcite films present in the lower portion 
3° shales with calcareous fossils and three thin limestones 
Five Yard Limestone 
The exposure at 084742, which is further downstream, shows 20' of 
shale at this horizon. 
In Blayshaw Gill (099728) 5' of silty shales underlie a 
limestone presumed to be the Three Yard Limestone which in turn 
appears to be overlain by the rxrassington Grit. The shales 
yield a poorly preserved brachiopod fauna. The section at Lolley 
Scar is the furthest south that Yoredale facies beds are seen 
in the Nidderdale inliers. About 12t of shale scree rest on a 
limestone and are in turn. overlain by limestone blocks which are 
not in situ, but almost so. These are probably overlain by 
sandstone of the Grassington Grit Group, blocks of which occur here 
on the hill side. 
Palaeontology 
The fauna of the Five Yard Limestone in upper Coverdale is a 
distinctive coral-brachiopod assemblage consisting very largely 
of lithostrotionoid corals and Gicantorroductus preserved in pab 
calcite, contrasting with the dark blue matrix of calcite mudstone. 
The fossils show up in a distinctive manner on water polished 
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sections of the rock which show the structures of the corals 
in a very detailed manner. The most common corals, Lithostrotion 
maccoyanum and Diphyphyllum spp., occur in sops which are 
apparently not much disturbed from their growth position. The 
accompanying fauna, with the exception of Giaantoproductus which is 
a common record, is a sparse one and the corals constitute the 
chief faunal element. The lists from the ground here described 
lsrp-ely contrast with those of Moore (1955) in the absence 
of Lithostrotion unceum in the present records, whilst Moore 
records several pelecypods rnd provides an altogether more full 
faunal list. The records of Aulophyllum funirites, Dibunophyllum 
bipartitum, and Dinhyohyllum are held in common by Moore and the 
present author. The absence of compound Lithostrotion in his list 
is remarkable since the exposures in Coverdale and Vlaldendale 
show these forms commonly. Biofacies change does occur at this 
horizon in the present area however, since the records from 
Nidderdale do not include corals. The collection from Howstean Beck 
provides forms which are not recorded elsewhere at this horizon 
and includes a purely brachiopod assemblarre. The records of 
Tonks (1924) from this horizon at Lofthouse yield a similar faunal 
assemblage with corals apparently absent. 
The sheles of the Five Yard cyclothem are fossiliferous 
throughout the present area and consist of moderately fissile 
dark blue shale with numerous fossils preserved as calcite films. 
The faunal list given here is the longest from shales of Yoredale 
facies recorded during the present work and is a very complete 
normal shale as$emblage, the largest collection of which was made 
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from Hunterstone Bank where the bulk of these beds are well 
exposed. Zaphrentids occur in small numbers at the majority 
of exposures and are sometimes uncrushed; preservation is in 
calcite. Holothuroid elements are present in an abundance unparallelle4 
at other horizons. They are plates of varying shape, the most 
characteristic of which are referred to Ancistrum sp. and 
Protocaudina traguairii, both of which are perforated plates with 
the holes arranged in a distinctive pattern. Ancistrum seems 
always to be more common than Protocaudina and it is thought that 
the two plates possibly came from the same animal, but the element 
called Ancistrum was present in larger numbers, since it is well 
known that the skeleton of the holothuroid is made up of a variety 
of plates which include petaloid plates and hooked rods, also recorded 
from the separations made from the shale of Hunterstone Bank. 
Crinoid ossicles are chiefly round forms, but polygonal types 
also occur. Bryozoa are common and include the bulk of common 
genera found in shales of Yoredale facies. 
Brachiopods are prolific in genera and species and include 
a variety of forms referred to Productus and Chonetes. The record 
of Gicantoproductus latissimus is interesting because it is only 
from one locality, but occurs there in some abundance. This is 
in keeping with the apparently Vrerarious habits of Gipantonroductus 
spp. Pelecypods and gastropods are rich in species, but less so in 
numbers of individuals. Ostracods are quite numerous and the 
exposure at Hunterstone Bank has yielded a larre fauna containing 
several new species and a new genus (determinations are by Dr. F. 1W. 
Anderson). The list of ostracods includes several well known 
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genera which occur in beds of Yoredale facies, notably Bairdia, 
Kirkbvia and Paraparchites, forms also recorded from shales of 
the Simonstone cyclothem in the present area. Trilobites are 
more common in these shales than at any other locality in the 
present area and include both mu`hronate and non-mucronate forms. 
Mucronate formas have only been recorded from the locality 
at Hunterstone Bank where they occur at several levels and are 
not confined--to one thin band. The records incluc3 several 
complete carapaces and one specimen with hypostome preserved. The 
non-mucronate forms collected at, the head of the Scar House 
Reservoir, Nidderdale are fragmentary, but sufficient parts of the 
animal were collected to support their identification as Weberides 
barke (Woodward), a new species first recorded from the Angram area 
of Ni. dderdale (Woodward, 1906). 
The records of Yoore (1955) from the shales of the Five 
Yard cyclothem come from more than one horizon, since these beds 
are'very thick in the north and west of his Frround. A siltstone 
in the lower part of these beds yielded y'feberides mucronatus and a 
few brachiopods with long ranges which are also recorded in the 
appended lists. 
Faunal Lists 
Five Yard Limestone 
Aulophyllum funcpites (Fleming) var pachyendothecum Thomson, 3 
Dibunophyllum bipartitum bipartitum (McCoy), 1 
Diphyphyllum fasciculatum (Fleminr), I 
Diphyphyllum lateseptatum McCoy, 6 
Lithostrotion maccoyanum M. Edwards and Hsime, 1.2 
------------- pauciiradiale McCoy, 3,4 
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Crinoid ossicles, 3,4,5 
Trepostome bryozoan, I 
Athyrid findet, 4,5 
Brachythyris ? decora (Phillips), 5 
Chonetes (Chonetes) zimmermanni Paeckelmann, 5 
Productus (Buxtonia) scrabiculus (Martin), 5 
--------- (Dictyoclostus) hinds Muir-Wood, 
--------- (Echinoconchus) punctatus (Martin), 5 
-------- (Gigantoproductus) sp., 1,3,4 
Spirifer trigonalis (Martin) group, 5 
Ostracod, I 
Index of localities for the above 
1. Slape Gill, Coverdale 002778 
2. Crab Gill, Coverdale 009781 
3. Walden. Beck, near Walden Head 979794 
L. Stream above Kentuckey House, Waldendale 989807 
5. How Stean near Well House 082743 
6. Stream below Ashes Farm, Waldendale 009821 
Shales of Five Yard Cyclothem 
Plant remains, I 
Ammodiscus incertus (&Orbiany), 
Endothyra bowmani Phillips, 8 
Orobias ammonoides (Brady), 1,5 
Cladochonus sp. 
Fasciculophyllum carruthersi Hill, 1 
Zaprent'$ids indet. 1,2,3,5,8 
Ancistrum sp., 1,8 
Holothuroid plates (undifferentiated), 1,5,8 
Protocaudina traquairii (Etheridge), 1 
Crinoid ossicles 1,2,5,7,8 
Penestella plebeia McCoy, 1,2,? 8 
Fenestella sp. 1,2,11., 5,6,8 
Penniretepora sp., 2,3 
Polypora sp., 1 
Rhabdomeson sp., 2, ?8 
Rhombopora sp. ,I Trepostome bryozoan, ?I 
Annelid trails, 1,3 
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Actinoconchus lamellosa (Leveille), I 
Brachythyris decora (Phillips), 1 t? 3 Camaratoechia pleurodon (Philli s), 1,3 
Chonetes (Chonetes) hardrensis 
(Phillips) 
group, 8 
-------- (--------) of. mosensis Demanet, I 
-------- 
(Isoqramma) concentrica de Koninck, 5 
-------- (Plicochonetes) sp., 1,5 
------- 
(Torng, uistia) politus , 
McCoy, 5 
Cleiothyridina roysii (Leveille), 1,5 
Crurithyris magnispina George, 2,3 
--- urei (Fleming), 1,7 
Martinis glabra (Martin), 1,3t6 
Orbiculoidea nitida (Phillips) ovate variety, 1 
Phricodothyris sp., 2,5,7 
Productus (Cancrinella) undatus (Defrance), I 
-------- (Dictyoclostus) cf. antiquatus J. Sowerby, 1 
--------- (-------------) of. multispiniferus Muir-Wood, 1 
----------(Echinoconchus) punctatus (Martin), I 
---------- 
(Eomarginifera) s ., 1,2 
----------(Gipantoproductus) latissimus J. 
Sowerby group, 8 
------- (Product us) concinnus J. Sowerby, 3 
Pugnax pupnus (Martin), 5ý 
Rhipidomella michelini (Leveille), 1,4 
Schellwienella crenistria (Phillips), ?3 
Schizophoria resupinata (Martin), 5.7 
Schuchertella sp., 1 
Spirifer bisulcatus J. Sowerby group, 3,5,7 
-------- convolutus Phillips, 5 
-------- trigonalis (Martin) group, 3 
Amusium concentricum Hind 1,3, , 7,8 
Aviculopecten clathratus 
tMcCoy) juv. 1,2 
------------- gentilis (J. Sowerby) 28 
------------- knockonniensis 
(McCoys, 19 
------------- sp., 5 
Cypricardella rectangularis (McCoy), 2 
Edmondia arcuato (Phillips), 1 
Grammatodon reticulatuar (McCoy), ?3 
Leda attenuata (Fleming), 3 
--- aff. laevistriata 
(Meek and Worthen), 3 
Limipecten dissimilis (Fleming), 3 
Mytilimorpha angulata Hind, 2 
---w Nucula laevirostrum Portlock, 3 Nuculopsis cf. gibbosa (Fleming), 2 
---------- ventricosa 
(Hall), 3 
ITuculid indet., 5 
Parallelodon semicostatus (McCoy), I 
Pernopecten (Syncyclonema) sowerbyi (McCoy), 1,3 
Pinna mutica McCoy, 1 
Pseudamusium ellipticum (Phillips), 8 
Aclisina sp., 2,5 
Bellerophon costatus -J. de C. Sovierby, 8 
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Bucaniopsis decussatus (Fleming), I 
Bucaniopsis sp., 2 
Euphemites urei (Fleming), I 
Macrochilina sp, 5 
Straparolus carbonarius (J. Sowerby), 1,2,8 
Zygopleura sp., 1 
Turriculate wastropod indet., 8 
Hyolithus sp., 1,2 
Dolorthoceras attenuatum (Fleming), 1 
Epistroboceras sp., 1, ?6 
? Acronotella sp. nov., 1 
Bairdia hisinceri (Münster), 1 
Cardiniferella scrobiculata! Jones, Kirkby and Brady;, I 
Coryellites sp., I I, P 
Cribroconcha cf. costata Cooper, 1 
Cribroconcha sp. nov., 1 
Ctenobolbina sp. nov., 1 
Healdia cornig'era (Jones and Kirkby), I / 
Kirkbya permiana JQPies, 1 
Paraparchites sp., I 
Roundyella aff. simplicissima (Knight), I 
Ostracod Fen. et sp. nov., 1 
Undertermined ostracods, 5,8 
? Metaphillipsia seminiferus (Phillips), 1 
Weberides barkei IVoodwardk(non-mucronate species), 3 
Weberides mucronatus (McCoy), 1,2 
'Weberides sp. (mucro not seen, if present), 5,8 
Index of localities for the above 
1. Right bank of R. Cover below Hunterstone Bank, 
Coverdale 992769 
2. Stream below Ashes Farm, Waldendale 011819 
3. Scar on S. bank of Scar House Reservoir, Nidderdale 046766 
4. West Gill, Coverdale 013789 
5. Lords Gill, Coverdale 019788 
6. Right bank of R. Nidd near Limley Farm, Nidderdale 002755 
7. Right bank of Howstean Beck, near Well House 082743 
8. Fall Gill, Coverdale 018796 
PLATE 7 
comparative sections of the Five Yard and Three Yard cyclothems- 
Coverdale and Waldendale. 
PLATE 8 
Comparative sections of the Five Yard and Three Yard cyclothems- 
upper Coverdale, Park Gill Beck, and 1lidderdale. 
The key map is a guide to the sections given on both diagrams. 
Refer also to Plate 9 for further details of those beds. 
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PLATE 9A Information diagram for the Pive Yard Lim©otone. 
All known exposures are indicated by ringe ( the four most northerly 
occurences are based on features with sink holes which do not show 
exposures. 
The full thickness of the bed is rarely seen in Waldendale and 
Coverdale, but is probably over 61. Thickness figures are quoted for 
Nidderdale whore exposures are better and the bed is thicker. 
'L'- Li tro tion sops - these include basaltiform and fasciculate 
forms. IPA- Qi gantoi, r tup ep. IS' - shale parting in limestone. 
Broken line- approximate limit of bed beyond which it dies out or is 
cut out. 
PLATE 9. B Information diagram for the Three Yard Limestone. 
Nuaerals denote thicknesses of the limestone , inclusive of all 
sandstones and shales separating leaves of the limestone. 
The stippled area is one in which there are two, or more leaves of the 
Three Yard Limestone, separated by non-calcaroous bode. 
The coarse broken line denotes the southern limit of the sandstone 
underlying thoThi'ee Yard Limestone (properly part of the Five Yard 
cyclothem). 
The fine broken line denotes the southern limit of sandstones in the 
Three Yard cyclothem (underlying the Undercet Limestone) 
'G' denotes that the Grassington Grit rests diroctly oh limestone, 
some of which may have been eroded away prior to the deposition of the 
Grit, 
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CHAPTER 5 
THE THREE YARD CYCLOTHEM 
The Three Yard Limestone was so named by miners.. This term 
was later used by the officers of the Geological Survey, when 
mapping the Askrigg Block. The key of 0eolo ical Survey 1" 
Sheet 97 S. E. (New Ser. 51) coverini* the present area shows an 
un-named limestone between the Third Set (Five Yard) and 
Underset limestones, which is in the position of the Three Yard 
Limestone. Chubb and Hudson (1925) named the Underset Limestone 
of upper Coverdale mistakenly as the Three Yard and called the 
true Three Yard the Five Yard Limestone. Tonks (1925) recognised 
a limestone in Nidderdale which he called the lower Five Yard 
Limestone; this is also properly called the Three Yard Limestone. 
Moore (1955) described the Three Yard Limestone of upper Wensleydale 
which is usually unfossiliferous with a local coral fauna. 
Locally it is split up into leaves by intervening sandstone. The 
upper beds of the cyclothern are predominantly areneceous. In all 
these respects the strata of the Three Yard cyclothem in 
the present area closely resemble those of the some rhythmic 
unit in upper Wensleydale. This lends ad(-litional weight to 
the new correlation of beds at the level of the Three Yard and 
Five Yard Limestone proposed by the present author (see nhapter 5 
and 18). 
Stratigraphy 
The Three Yrrd Limestone is a variable horizon consisting 
of one or two limestones. Inclusive of the intervening beds 
between the limestones, the total thickness variation is from 8' 
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to r6'. 
In the north of thy, round in lower rovertje nmrl on the 
1'. slopes of l=e: nhill e sincrle, rear, )etritel li. racetone is seen 
which varies from 8t to 17' in thickness. It c, rrie^ e 
coral-', Dr, -c',,, io , od fauna below Low Dove 3c. -r, Fend 1, o'zv, racterised 
by Di__'ovnovvhyllurn 'i-partiturn vors. -; nd Dictyoclostus stu1c, tLic, 
but is elsewhere only sparsely fossiliferous. Since this is the 
only limestone between the Middle and Underset Limestones in 
the N. of the present ground its identification as the Three 
Yard is dependent on mapping evidence based on features on the 
W. slopes of Penhill. Here it is evident that a lower limestone 
(presumed to be the Five Yard Limestone) dies out to the north 
whilst the feature on the Three Yard Limestone which occurs 
above it persists in the same direction. Corroborating evidence 
in Coverdale, near Horsehouse, shows that the Five Yard Limestone 
is distinct from the Three Yard in lithology, thickness and 
fauna. The horizon which persists to the north is the upper 
one i. e. the Three Yard Limestone. 
In Coverdale, upstream from Woodale, the Three Yard Limestone 
is much thicker than in the lower part of the dale owing to 
the development of a lower leaf, separated from the upper one 
by a varying thickness (1'6" to 29') of fine grained sandstone 
together with some shale and fireclay. The lower leaf is 
restricted to upper Coverdale and upper Waldendale (Plate 9B shows 
the limits of this bed). The greatest thickness seen is 15'. 
The horizon is variable and shale partings may occur (Plate 7). 
Locally large gigantoproducti occur in the basal part of this 
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lower leaf (at Downs Gill, near Hunters Hall, Coverdale). 
In upper Coverdale three exposures show a band of algal nodules. 
These are overlain in two of the sections by a distinctive 
stratum of pale grey calcite mudstone. The lower leaf of 
limestone appears to die out down Coverdale. In Fall Gill 
it is only 5' thick and further down the dale at Hindlethwaite 
Gill it is absent. In Vialdendale this horizon also dies out 
down-valley and may be present as far north as Ashes Farm 
(Plate 21 shows the approximate points where the lower leaf 
thins to zero). 
The strata above the lower leaf vary much in thickness and 
lithology. In three exposures in upper Coverdale the sandstone 
between the upper and lower leaves of the limestone is only 
1'6" thick. In Slape Gill this thin sandstone rib fills pot 
holes in the uneven surface of the lower leaf of limestone. The 
occurrence of fireclays in some of the sections indicates 
emergent conditions prior to the formation of the upper leaf of 
limestone. 
The exact age of the sandstones below the single leaf of 
the Three Yard Limestone in lower Coverdale and Waldendale is 
not known. It is possible that they are at least in part 
equivalent to the sandstones between the two leaves of the Three 
Yard Limestone in the upper part of these dales. If this is so 
it is also possible that the sandstones between the Middle and 
Three Yard Limestone in the N. of the area (where the Five Yard 
Limestone is absent) are their equivalents. In the text these 
sandstones have been treated as part of the cyclothems in which 
they appear to occur and the above interpretation is not followed. 
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Plate 21 was constructed on the supposition that all these 
sandstones were deposited simultaneously, though this cannot be 
proved. 
The upper leaf of the Three Yard Limestone in upper 
Coverdale is only sparsely fossiliferous and is of more constant 
thickness than the lower one. 
The Three Yard Limestone of Nidderdale is identified 
as such because it overlies fossiliferous shales of similar 
thickness, lithology and biofaciea (Weberidee is especially common) 11 
as the shales between the Five Yard and Three Yard Limestones 
of upper Coverdale. Normally the limestone occurs as a single 
leaf up to 15' thick, but locally shows an upper leaf 
separated from the lower one by a, shale, as at Howstean and 
Blayshaw Gill. The correlation of these two leaves with the 
two seen in Coverdale does not appear to be sound, since the 
lower leaf is the best developed and persistent in Nidderdale. 
It remains a possibility that the thin upper leaf is an 
attenuated representative of the Underset Limestone, brought 
close to the Three Yard by the thinning'of the sediments above 
that bed to the S. E. corner of the Askrigg Block. 
The measures above the Three Yard Limestone vary from 199 
to 55t in thickness and show a tendency to thin to the S. E. In 
most of the sections in Coverdale and VIaldendale the upper 
two thirds of these beds consist of flaggy and sometimes blocky, 
fine grained sandstones. In the more fissile beds worm trails 
(Crossopodia) are seen. The shales above the Three Yard 
Limestone tend to be thin and grade upwards into flaggy sandstones. 
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Near Hullo Bridge, Coverdale, the upper part of the shales is 
fossiliferous, but elsewhere, as in Hind'ethwaite Gill they are 
silty and without a fauna. Towards the south, sandstones 
below the Underset Limestone, which are often over 30' thick in 
mid-Coverdale, die out. In upper Waldendale, in Park Gill 
Beck south of Coverhead and in Nidderdale only shales or their 
chertified equivalents are seen. The shales are rarely 
fossiliferous, but a small assemblage was obtained from silty 
shales at Walden Head. In the areas where the sandstone is 
absent the strata above the Three Yard Limestone are unusually 
thin. 
In Nidderdale platy cherts are seen immediately above the 
Three Yard Limestone and the shales of the cyclothem are partly 
chertified. The cherts which usually occur below the Underset 
Limestone in Coverdale are unusually thickly developed. In 
addition cherts are seen immediately above the Five Yard Limestone 
at Lofthouse and in Howstean Beck. At all these levels, 
except that under the Underset Limestone, cherts are not seen in 
Coverdale and Waldendale. It is a somewhat remarkable fact 
that the local cherts at this level should occur over an area 
where the intra-E1 unconformity is within 20t of the affected 
strata. In contrast, in the areas where cherts are not seen 
at this level, in Coverdale and Waldendale, the plane of erosion 
rests on beds at least 140' higher in the sequence. There 
therefore appears to be a strong relationship between the erosion 
surface and chertification. It is suggested that this 
chertification was the result of siliceous waters which derived 
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their supply from a large area of cherty beds of the Richmond 
Chert Series lying exposed on the plane of lanconformity to the 
north. The reasons for supposing that the chertif1cation in 
the Richmond Chert Series was not induced in the some manner 
are given in Chapter 7. 
The mapping procedure for the Three Yard Limestone has 
been almost solely based on data from stream sections. This 
is due to the fact that it very rarely makes a feature; the 
one exception is on the N. slopes of Penhill. The bulk of the 
data about the overlying beds is also from streams. 
Details 
Three Yard Limestone - Exposures are described in sequence from 
Waldendale, north Penhill, Coverdale, the slopes above Kettlewell 
and Nidderdale. 
Waldendale - Exposures are first considered at the head of the 
valley and followed in sequence, down-dale. 
Near Walden Head on the banks of-Walden Beck (979798) the 
limestone is divided into two leaves, separated by a sandstone, 
a condition which obtains in many localities in upper Waldendale 
and upper Coverdale. The lower leaf overlies a sandstone 
and is a blue limestone with thick shale partings. The upper 
shale parting yields traces of fossils. The limestone is 
unusually fossiliferous here (by and large the Three Yard 
Limestone is poor in fossils in the present area. ) and yields a 
fauna at several levels in the lower leaf. Forms collected 
near the base of the lower leaf include Gicrantonroductus latissit , 
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Aulophyllum fungites and Diphyphyllum fasciculatum. The lower 
leaf of the limestone is overlain by a fine grained sandstone. 
This latter bed has a calcareous zone 61 thick near the base 
which weathers in a honeycomb fashion and is a tough orange and 
grey flecked fine grained sandstone when fresh. It is overlain 
by the upper leaf of the limestone which is at least 7' thick and 
is not notably fossiliferous. 
The streams draining into Walden Beck from Brown Haw show 
small portions of the Three Yard Limestone, together with a 
sandstone. The stream course above Dales Barn (990808) shows 
beds of limestone in place at two or three levels. Blocks 
of compact, fine grained, blue limestone with phaceloid 
lithostrotionoid corals also occur, which may be at the same 
horizon as a coralliferous layer seen in situ at 983801. Streams 
draining Crook Pasture show incomplete outcrops, but always 
suggest that a sandstone splits up the limestone into two leaves. 
The stream at Ashes Farm (820010) shows 14' of sandstone (see 
Plate 7 in which the upper leaf of the limestone was put in 
tentatively at the level of a strong spring). It is possible that 
the lower leaf of the Three Yard Limestone is here thin or 
absent. 
Above Scar Folds (021849) the lower leaf of the Three Yard 
Limestone is probably absent since the sandstone forming the 
feature above the scar is very thick. It is assumed to be 
overlain by the top leaf of the limestone which is probably 
present since there is a shallow sink hole where the top of 
the limestone is expected to occur (see Plates 7 and 21 which 
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show the probable facies changes associated with the Three 
Yard Limestone and the sandstone which occurs within it in 
the upper part of the dale)* 
The features above Long Ing Wood unfortunately show no 
exposures, and all the data incorporated in the section on Plate 
7 is obtained from the interpretation of good features, blocks 
and sink holes. The evidence points here towards a single leaf 
of limestone only, resting on a sandstone, here considered as 
part of the Five Yard cyclothem, though it also seems possible 
'that it may be equivalent to the sandstone separating the two 
leaves of the Three Yard Limestone further up 
the dale. The 
feature on the Three Yard Limestone can 
be mapped north to 
Oswald High Wood where there is a succession of exposures showing 
up to 8' of limestone (Plate 7)" In hand specimen 
this is 
a grey calcite mudstone with scattered crinoid ossicles, carrying 
a coral-brachiopod fauna of greater variety than has been 
found elsewhere at this stratigraphic level which is unusually 
poor in macrofossils. The dominant forms are Dictyoclostus_ 
sulcatus and Dibunophyllum biT)artitu vars. 
The limestone is intermittently exposed in Oswald High Wood, 
but the thickest development seen is in a stream S. E. of Chantry 
Farm (057877) where 12' of limestone (probably nearly the full 
thickness) are seen directly overlying sandstone. Below 
Capplebank Plantation small exposures show 6' of grey limestone 
(not the full thickness) resting on sandstone. An exposure 
below Park Lane (115881) shows 11I of crinoidal limestone, 
probably almost the entire thickness at this point. 
Coverdale - The exposures are described first from the lower 
1Q6 
part of the dale and then are considered succenFively up the valley 
towards Coverhead. 
The section in the R. Cover at Hullo Bridge (118865) (Plate 7) 
shows approximately 17' of grey, detrital limestone (nearly 
the full thickness) resting on a sandstone. The top of the 
limestone is not seen (it is remarkably seldom that thin contact 
is seen in the present area). In Caldbergh Gill (091850) 10' of 
limestone (a partial exposure) are seen overlying sandstone. 
Partial sections of the Three Yard Limestone occur in Cat Gill, 
Melbeck, Howden Gill, and Turn Beck, whilst the section in Fleemis 
Gill shows the lowest 4'6" of the limestone resting on a sandstone. 
Occasional exposures of parts of this limestone are seen between 
Horse House and Bradley, in the streams draining Horsehouse 
Moor. 
In Hindlethwaite Gill a complete section occurs in the Three 
Yard Limestone, here 15' thick, It carries a sparse coral- 
brachiopod fauna which includes Aulophyllum funaites pachyendothecum, 
and Dibunophyllum sp., preserved in a grey, detrital limestone 
with many crinoid ossicles. It seems possible that a 
calcareous development in the lower part of the sandstone under 
the Three Yard Limestone in this section is an equivalent of the 
lower leaf of the Three Yard Limestone in the upper part of 
the dale (see Plate 7 and Plate 21). All completely exposed 
sections which occur further up-dale than Bradley show two 
leaves of limestone separated by intermediate measures which are 
chiefly sandstones. These southwards facies changes are shown 
in the measured sections on Plates 7.8. Plate 98 shows the 
thickness of the limestone in measured sections which attains 
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its maximum value in the S. of the area. 
In Fall Gill (018796) the lower leaf of the limestone is 
very thin (5'). This supports the view that this horizon 
deteriorates down-dale, since it is thicker in sections further 
up the valley. The beds above this limestone include a fireclay 
and coal smut, pointing to conditions of emergence between the 
two marine episodes, marked by the deposition of the two leaves 
of the Three Yard Limestone. The upper leaf is thicker than 
the lower leaf and forms a waterfall. It seems most likely that 
it is equivalent to the one, existing leaf of limestone in 
Hindlethwaite Gill (see Plate 7 for details of this section). 
Streams draining High Pasture show incomplete sections in 
the Three Yard Limestone, the best of which is in Side Gill 
(036794. ) with limestones at two distinct levels. The lowest 
exposures shows 2t of -grey limestone with a phaceloid lithostrotionoid 
coral overlying a mottled weathering limestone. It seems 
probable that this horizon is the lower leaf, since compound corals 
have not been recorded from the upper leaf of the limestone 
during the present work. The upper exposure in this section shows 
61 of limestone, probably a partial exposure in the upper leaf, 
also partially seen in Ridge Gill. The relations of the two 
leaves may be easily seen in Lords Gill (019787) (Plate 7)* where 
there are two distinct leaves of limestone separated by l'6" of 
touch fine grained, limonite spotted sandstone. The lower leaf 
shows a layer of grey limestone with nodules of dark grey calcite 
mudstone, probably of algal origin. These are no doubt equivalent 
to the mottled layer seen in Side Gill (see above). 
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The section in West Gill (012790) (Plate 7), though somewhat 
disturbed by faults, is a good one and reveals a section similar 
to that seen in Fall Gill. It is here detailed since it is 
fairly typical of the development in upper Coverdale: 
9i grey, detrital limestone with many crinoid ossicles 
5° compact, fine grained, grey sandstone 
9" grey fireclay 
9" grey siltstone 
1°6" grey calcite mudstone, weathering orange, with algal nodules 
which weather pale grey in contrast 
1' 6" grey, nearly porcellanous calcite mud. stone 
6" gap 
4° coarse dark grey crinoidal limestone 
- sandstone 
Downs Gill (006785), in common with most other sections, 
shows two leaves of limestone with a thick sandstone between 
them. The lower limestone, as at West Gill, shows an algal bed 
resting on a porcellanous one, whilst the lowest stratum contains 
a fauna of Gigantoproductus sp., never seen elsewhere in profusion 
at this level, thoucrh G. latissimus is recorded from a similar 
horizon in Walden Beck. A thin fireclay occurs between the 
upper and lower leaves of the limestone as at West Gill, indicating 
a period of local emergence between the two marine episodes during 
which the two leaves of the Three Yard Limestone were being laid 
down, The sandstone which occurs between the upper and the 
lower leaves of the limestone (see Plate 7) is a grey, fine 
grained rock with small scale current bedding. The upper leaf 
of the limestone is a trey, detrital limestone with strings and 
nodular streaks of hardened limestone on top of the uppermost 
stratum, in conjunction with nests of pyrite. 
The section in Slape Gill (002777) (Plate 8) resembles that 
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of East Stone Gill (991771) because, though the Three Yard 
Limestone occurs in two separate leaves, the parting is a 
sandstone only 1'611 thick in the first section and 11 thick in 
the second one. The sandstone of Slape Gill rests on a potholed 
surface of limestone, the holes being several inches deep and 
steep sided, with a filling of sandstone. The upper leaf rests 
directly on the flat upper surface of the sandstone stratum. No 
potholing of the lower leaf was seen in the section in Est Stone 
Gill. 
Portions of the Three Yard Limestone are also seen in Hem 
Gill Beck, Downs Gill, Coverhead and along the right bank of the 
R. Cover between the mouths. of these two crills. An exposure 
also occurs in Lock Gill'but is inadequate to determine if 
the parting between the limestones is in fact present. 
At Park Gill Beck, south of Coverhead (753990), a partial 
exposure indicates that at least 10t of limestone occur. Exposures 
farther south occur in potholes, but the relation with the under- 
lying beds is not clear. It is possible that 18' of limestone 
exposed in a sink hole N. of Little Fell pasture (990741) are at 
this horizon. The Five Yard, Three Yard and Underset Limestones 
are very close together in this area and are difficult to 
distinguish from each other in the few available exposures. 
Nidderdale - Exposures in the upper part of the dale occur in Crook 
Dike (mis-named 'Wench Gillt in Plate 8) and at the head of the 
Scar House Reservoir. At both these points the limestone is 
over 12' thick, but an intermediate exposure (029760) is in only 
5ý of limestone, 
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associated with a thick development of platy cherts which may 
be at least partly secondary after the limestone. A partial 
exposure in Wench Gill (045767) shows that the limestone is there 
at least 7' thick. The section in the Scar House Dam trench 
showed that it is here thin, namely 6' thick. In the Thrope 
House inlier, further down-dale (102754), 121 of blue-prey 
limestone which overlie fossiliferous shales are referred to this 
horizon. It is not clear whether the beds exposed between the 
Thrope Edge Fault and Thrope Bridge are the Three Yard Limestone 
repeated by the fault, or whether they are the Underset 
Limestone. The known throw of the fault at Thrope Edge and 
on Rainstang suggests that it is probable that the Underset is 
here present. Tonks (1925) was of the opinion that the Upper 
Five Yard Limestone (here re-named the Underset) was present in 
this inlier, but not further down the dale. 
The section in the Nidd above Lofthouse suggests that the 
highest limestone of the Yoredale succession seen immediately 
below the Grassington Grit Group in Sampson's Wood is the Three 
Yard. This is because only one distinct limestone appears to 
occur in the Nidd above the Five Yard. Further exposures at 
this level occur in the vicinity of Nidd heads, the vauclusian 
resurgence of the river below Lofthouse. The most complete 
section is in an old quarry (108729) in which 13'6" of limestone 
with cherty bands and shale partings is exposed; it is 
assumed that these beds belong to the Three Yard Limestone. The 
highest limestone in Blayshaw Gill (099728) appears to be 
immediately overlain by the Grassiniton Grit. The section here 
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seen is : 
it limestone 
6' rap 
13` grey limestone (probable Three Yard) 
This closely resembles the section in Howatean Beck where two 
leaves of limestone are seen, separated by shales. It remains 
a remote possibility that the upj leaf of lim°stone at this 
locality and at Blayshaw Gill is in fact the Underact Limestone, 
here very close to the Three Y-rd Limestone due to the 
thinning of the measures between the two limestones to the S. E. 
The farthest south of all the sections in Nidderdale, that of 
Lolley Scar, shows limestone blocks which appear to indicate that 
the Three Yard Limestone is here also present. This conclusion 
is identical with that of Tonks, relative to this exposure, 
except that the naming of horizons is different. 
Shales and. Sandstone of the Three Yard Cyclothem - The sediments 
at this level are chiefly arenaceous; the shales immediately 
overlying the Three Yard Limestone are usually thin and seldom 
exposed. 
Waldendale - exposures are never complete at this level. They 
are considered in sequence from north to south. 
The section in 'Walden Beck, near II` 1den Head (979792), 1s 
anomalous since there is an unusual development of shales which 
does not appear to be matched elsewhere. Exposure is incomplete, 
but the beds seen are all shale except for 21 of trey, compact 
siltstone, and the lowest exposure shows poorly preserved fossils 
in silty blue shale (Plate 7). This-is a sparse normal shale fauna 
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with very large specimens of deberides mucronotus (McCoy). 
Further down the dale the exposures at this level are obscured 
by the Crag Brea landslip. 
The section near Ashes Farm (011819) shows a portion of 
these beds (Plate 7). They are siltstones in the lower part, 
grading up into a flaggy sandstone, overlain by a blocky sandstone, 
an upward sequence which is duplicated at several exposures in 
Coverdale. Exposures are lacking on the E. side of Waldendale 
north of this point, though by measuring features an approximation 
to the thickness of the beds was obtained above scar Folds (Plate 7). 
Above Long Ing Wood (024860) features are wood. Numerous 
blocks which occur appear to indicate that the sandstone below 
the Underset Limestone is here about 28° thick (Plate 7). The 
sandstone member probably overlies a smell thickness of shales. 
It can be traced via the Hudson Quarry (027864), in which it 
was worked, to several old stone pits and scars below Low Dover 
Scar where exposures show 161 of sandstone. This rock is a fine 
grained and coarser than most Yoredale sandstones. It carries 
some specks of limonite together with scattered kaolinised 
feldspars. Below Low Dove. ' Scar (037876) the bryozoan plate 
below the Underset Limestone can be seen resting directly on this 
sandstone. At occasional localities on the N. slopes of Penhill 
portions of these beds are seen. They always appear to be 
flaggy sandstones in the upper part and silty shales towards the 
base, though the lowest beds above the Three Yard Limestone are 
never exposed. 
Coverdale - exposures are better than in Waldendale and are 
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described in sequence from N. to S. 
The sections in the R. Cover below Hullo Bridge (120865) 
(Plate 7), in the upper portion of the Three Yard cyclothem, 
show a blocky, fine grained sandstone grading down via flaggt' 
sandstones and silty shalew into 2t'fossiliferous shale with a 
brachiopod fauna. This is the only locality where fossiliferous 
strata have been found at this horizon. Exposures are usually 
lacking elsewhere at this level, though the fossiliferous shales 
seen in Walden Beck may be an equivalent horizon. It is possible 
that all the sediments in the qap of 114 between these shales 
and the Three Yard Limestone are fossiliferous. 
In Melbeck, Carlton (063849) the top 15' of the cyclothem are 
compact sandstone and a further 6' of sandstone is seen in a 
lower exposure. At least 3' of unfossiliferous shales occur 
at a lower level. In Turn Beck (047835) the following section 
is seen: 
it fossiliferous shale (probably directly underlies the 
Underset Lim-stone) 
2° sandstone 
9" shale 
8° sandstone 
34 silty shale with numerous tracks of Crossopodir sp. (base 
not seen) 
Reemis Gill shows numerous exposures of the sandstone below 
the Underset Limestone which outcrops for a distance in the bed of 
the stream below Fleensop Farm (034823). It is a current bedded 
flaggy, fine grained sandstone with some spotting by limonite. 
Though the section is very disjointed, it seems the bulk of the 
Three Yard cyclothem above the limestone is here sandstone. 
In Hindlethwaite Gill (054812) (Plate 7) the sandstone member 
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of the Three Yard cyclothem is excellently exposed and, as in 
other cyclothems, gets more massive upwards. The lowest beds 
seen are silty, unfossiliferous shales r-rading upwards into 
flaggy sandstones which form a waterfall. The top 4' is a 
massive single stratum of fine Grained quartz sandstone with 
specks of limonite. The gill draining into Bradley (031801) 
and Fall Gill both show partial sections in these sediments in 
which the upper beds are sandstones and the lower ones are 
shales, which are however much less well exposed than the 
sandstones (Piste 7). 
Harkera Gill and several streams draining High Pasture 
show partial sections of the sandstone of the Three Yard cyclo- 
them, which are characteristically flawgy, fine grained and limonite 
spotted. Ridge Gill and Lords Gill show sections chiefly in 
sandstone with room only for a thiii shale above the Three Yard 
Limestone (Plate 7). West Gill and Downs Gill all well exposed. 
The exposures are very largely in arenacous beds, but are hard 
to measure accurately owing to the protracted nature of the 
sections (Plate 7). The sandstone is a flarny, very fine 
-rained quartz sandstone with mica and carbon flecks. 
Occasional horizons with annelid trails occur (Crossopodia sp. ). 
A layer of flaggy rock in Downs Gill contained a very high 
proportion of mica, which may be hydrobiotite. The more massive 
beds, as elsewhere, immediately underlie the Underset Limestone. 
The section in Hem Gill Beck shows 41' of beds between the Three 
Yard and Underset Limestones, the bulk of which are sandstones. 
East Stone Gill provides a contrast; though the exposure is only 
600 yds. from Hem Gill Beck, the total thickness of beds between 
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the Underset and Three Yard Limestones is only 21t and a 
portion of the upper part of this is unfossiliferous shale 
(Plate 8). 
Exposures south of Coverhead - The section in Park Gill Beck 
(753990) is incomplete at this level. The beds seen (Plate 8) 
include a large proportion of cherty 'plates'. No sandstone 
is visible; if one occurs it can only be thin. The section 
is as follows: 
- Underset Limestone 
5' cherty plate 
61 gap 
21 cherty plate 
lot gap 
-- Three Yard Limestone 
The cherts have not been shown in the section in plate 8, because 
the normal chert development below the Underset Limestone is 
usually referred to this horizon. It is possible however 
that some of these thick beds may be the product of the 
chertification of pre-existing shales and properly belong to the 
Three Yard cyclothem. 
Nidderdale - The sections in upper Nidderdale show some variation 
at this level and are devoid of sandstones. They are invariably 
partly chertified. In Crook Dike (026761) (Plate 8, section 16, 
erroneously referred to as Wench Gill) only 10t of beds occur 
at this level. The lowest tit, the only beds exposed, are platy 
cherts presumed to be secondary after shales, since no cherts 
are known at this level in Coverdale. A section 350 yds. E. of 
this point shows a thicker development of beds at this level as 
follows: 
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81 platy cherts 
216" shale 
12' platy cherts 
-. Three Yard Limestone 
It seems likely that a portion of the platy cherts above the 
Three Yard Limestone, here unusually thin, are secondary 
after it. The same beds are exposed near the head of Scar 
House Reservoir*(046766) where there are seen: 
8'611 platy cherts 
7t cherty, black shale 
it platy cherts 
Three Yard Limestone 
Some of the above cherts are probably those which normally 
are associated with the Underset Limestone in Coverdale, 
but the chertification in the shales, at least, is secondary. 
The Scar House Dam trench provided a record of 11' of shales at 
this level. 
Shales ebove the Three Yard Limestone appear to be almost 
entirely absent lower down Nidderdale due to intro-E1 erosion. 
1°-2t of calcareous shales directly overlie the Three Yard 
Limestone in Howstean Beck. These are directly overlain by 
sandstone of the GrassinRton Grit Group, the variation in 
thickness which occurs being due to the uneven base of this 
horizon. 
Palaeontology 
The Three Yard Limestone is a poorly fossiliferous horizon, 
taking the area is a whole. The upper leaf, which is considered 
to be the persistent one is only sparsely fossiliferous. 
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In upper Wensleydale Moore (1955) also records only a small 
fauna. The present records from Low Dove Scar are exceptional 
in that they have yielded several species of productids 
including Dictyoclostus sulcatus. This appears to be the 
characteristic fossil together with a moderately profuse coral 
fauna, chiefly of haploid type `ýý but also Including D"hVphyllum. 
The corals recorded are somewhat similar to those of the coral 
bands in the Underset Limestone since they both contain AuloDDhyllum 
funcrites and Dibunophyllum bipartitum vars. The foraminifera 
appear to be lone ranged forms which are characteristic of all 
the Yoredale limestones up to the Main Limestone in the present 
area. Tonks (1925) collected a small fauna from this horizon 
in upper Nidderdale where most of the records are of brachiopods 
and include species of Dictyoclostus. These exposures and other 
less fossiliferous ones in the upper leaf of the Five Yard Lime- 
stone have not been collected during the present work. 
The lower leaf of the Three Yard Limestone, which shows a 
more restricted development than the upper one is more commonly 
fossiliferous and carries an al--al band over an area in upper 
Coverdale. A local layer full of Gipantoproductus occurs in 
Downs Gill, Hunters Hall, Coverdale. The Walden Beck exposure 
yields a small fauna including latissimoid productids. 
The shales immediately above the Three Yard Limestone, though 
they may quite probably yield fossils, are never exposed in 
the present area. The only fossils records are from slip"htly 
higher horizons which were only collected at one locality, that 
of Walden Beck. The fauna includes Weberides mu. cronatus, up to 
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2.8 mm. in length, which is larger than any of the several 
specimens from shales of the Five Yard cyclothem below 
Hunterstone Bank. 
The sandstones of the Three Yard cyclothem are virtually 
unfossiliferous, except for records of Crossopodia which some- 
times occurs in abundance on the bedding planes of the most 
flaggy varieties of sandstone. The presence of worm prints on 
successive flaggy layers indicates that each lamina is built 
up of a separate pulse of sediment. 
Faunal lists for the Three Yard cyclothem 
Three Yard Limestone 
Ammmodiscus incertus (D'Orbicrny), 1 
Calcisphaera Johnson ms., I 
Textulariid, 1 
Endothyra bovrmani Phillips, 1 
Orobias ornata (Brady), I 
Tetrataxis palaetrochus (Ehrenberg), I 
Aulophyllum fungites (Fleming), 3 
----------- fungites (Fleming) mut. pachyendothecum 
(Thomson), 2 
Clisiophyllum keyserlingi McCoy, I 
Dibunophyllum bipartitum bipartitum (Mc Coy) I 
------- ------ bipartitum craigianum (Thomson), I 
------------- spe, * 2 Diphyphyllum fasciculatum (Fleming), 3 
Archaeocidarid spine, I 
Crinoid ossicles, 1,2,3 
Fenestella sp., I 
? Rhabdomeson sp. 
Trepostome (encrusting form), I 
Camaratoechia pleurodon (Phillips), 2 
Chonetes sp., 3 
- (Plicochonetes) aff. maccoyanus Semenew, 3 
Cleiothyridina roysii (L 6veille), 1 
Productus (Dictyoclostus) sulcatus J. Sogverb 1 
--------- 
(Echinoconchus) punctatus (}artin),, 1 
--------- (Eomarginifera) praecursor fluir-Wood, I 
--------- (Gigantoproductus) latissimus J. Sowerb4- , 7roup, 3 
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Productus (Gigantoproductus) op. 
Pgnax pugnus (Martin) 
Spiriferina aff. octoplicata J. Sowerby, 3 
Ostracod, I 
Acanthodian tooth, 3 
Inclbx of localities for the above 
1. Quarry below Low Dove Scar, Penhill 
2. Hindlethwaite Gill, Coverdale 
3. Walden Beck 
4. Lords Gill, Coverdale 
034875 
055812 
979793 
019787 
Fossilif erous shale (a local development instead of the 
sandstone of the cyclothem) 
Fenestella sp. 
Chonetes (Tornquistia) sp. 
? Pseudamusium sp. 
Orthocone nautiloid 
'1eberides mucronatus (McCoy) (up to 2.8 mm. in length) 
All the above forms are from one locality: Walden Beck (978786) 
Sandstone of the Three Yard cyclothem 
Crossopodia sp, 1,2,3 
Index of localities for the above. 
1. Turn Beck, Coverdale 047835 
2. West Gill, Coverdale 012790 
3. Lords Gill, Coverdale 019787 
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CHAPTER G. 
THE UNDERSET CYCLOTHEM 
The Underset Limestone was so named by Phillips (1836). 
This term was subsequently used by the reolo, icel Survey during 
the mapping of the Askriaa Block. The horizon has not been 
described in detail from the present area, but Phillips (1836) 
provided measured sections in which it figures. Dakyns (1892) 
emphasised the variability in thickness of the limestone in 
the present area. Whilst the Underset Limestone is probably 
present in the Angram area in upper Nidderdale, Tonks (1925) 
misidentifies this horizon as the upper leaf of the Five Yard 
Limestone. The Main Limestone of Coverhead was subsequently 
misidentified by Chubb and Hudson (1925) as the Underset 
Limestone and the true Underset was erroneously referred to the 
Three Yard Limestone. This correlation was later rectified by 
Judson (1933) without explanation. 
Moore (1955) furnished e detailed description of the Underset 
cyclothem in upper 'densleydale. In the limestone he recorded 
two coral bands, the lower of which is the more persistent and 
contains a fauna of haploid corals, the chief of which are 
Dibunophyllum bipartitum vars., Au] h llum funrites and 
Konickophyllum maanificum. The upper coral bed contains a 
fauna of diphyphylloid lithostrotions, is the least persistent 
of the two beds qnd is restricted to the N. E. of Mooress area. 
Whilst two coral beds occur at Low Dove Scar in the present ground, 
there being a higher persistent one and a lower impersictent one, 
they both contain haploid corals, with the more profuse fauna 
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in the upper band. The more persistent, lower coral bend of 
Moore also dies to the south. It seems that this horizon 
has definite southern and eastern limits since it is not 
recorded 'from the S. of Moore's area, never in the Middleton 
Tyas - Sleightholme anticline (Wells, 1955) and only in the 
extreme N. W. of the present area. Moore records sudden 
thickness variations in the Underset limestone which are parallelled 
in the present ground, though the overall thicknesses quoted 
by Moore are in general treater than those encountered in this 
work. 
The developments of chert above the Untiers Limestone were 
found by Moore to be localised; in the present area this is also 
the case. Platy beds below the Underset limestone were recorded 
by Moore from the S. E. of his c-round, end occur sporadically 
through the present area. The fauna of f enestellide and 
small brachiopods which he records does not appear to be detailed 
in the faunal lists, but seems to be of a similar biofacies 
to that found in beds of like lithofacies in the present area. 
The shales and sandstones of the Underset cyclothem are 
generally thinner in upper Wensleydale then in the pros_ýnt 
ground, with the exception of the beds in the area of Coverham 
where they are much thinner than elsewhere in the area here 
described. The sandstones at this level were found by Loore 
and by the present author to be irrpersistent. 
Stratigraphy 
The Underset cyclothem outcrops along the length of daldendale 
and Coverdale and was also surveyed in Park Gill Beck, draining 
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into the R. Wharfe. Beds considered to belong to this cyclothem 
also occur in the upper Nidderdale inlier at Angram. 
The Underset Limestone is always present and varies in thick- 
ness from about 91 to 47', inclusive of the developments of 
cherty beds which occur locally at the top and base of this 
horizon. The Underset Limestone varies in thickness and 
lithology in a more haphazard manner than most of the other 
limestones of Yoredale facies, but certain systematic variations 
are observable. It is typically a grey, detrital limestone 
with numerous crinoid ossicles., sometimes cemented by a matrix of 
calcite mud and is throughout the area almost devoid of 
macrofossils. The chief exception is the Low Dove Scar exposure 
where the Underset Limestone shows two coral beds, the lower of 
which is the least well marked and least persistent. Both bands 
carry a fauna of phaceloid rugose corald, chiefly Dibuno'ohyllum 
bipartitum vars. and Aji bhyllum funaites pachyendothecum. 
Brachiopods occur commonly in conjunction with the corals. 
Thickness variations are rapid, especially at the E. end of 
Low Dove Scar, and appear to be of the same order of magnitude as 
described by Moore (1955). 
At the base of the Underset Limestone of several localities, 
chiefly in the N. and S. parts of the present area, there is a 
horizon of dark Trey siliceous 'plate'. This splits into 
plates, which when correctly weathered display a bryozoan - 
brachiopod faunal assemblage having no equivalent at any other 
horizon within the area. The conjunction of a characteristic 
fauna with a particular litholo r is held to be rood evidence 
for 
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the primary origin of this particular chert. Tt is further 
difficult to envisage the selective chertification of this one 
horizon which shows sharp contacts with the overlying limestone 
and, locally, with underlying shales, at several places so 
widely separated (Plate 12 A). 
In upper Coverdale, the lower beds of the Underset Limestone 
are brashy weathering fossiliferous shales with thin limestones, 
the thickest of which is locally LE' thick, thus making it more 
logical for these shales with limestones to be referred to the 
Underset Limestone rather than to beds of the pr. ecedinr cyclothem 
(in Plates 7,11 they have been appended to sections for both 
the Three Yard and Underset cyclothems, since there is some slirht 
doubt as to which cyclothem they should be assiEnedl. Moore 
(1955) for instance referred the platy beds which overlie these 
shales with limestones in the present area to the Three yard 
cyclothem). It is noteworthy that the area in which this early 
marine episode occurred is the same as that in which the lower 
leaf of the Three Yard Limestone (also a' local development) was 
deposited. 
The development of cherts above the Underset Limestone ie, 
with one exception (that at Walden Head) limited to the N. part of 
the present area, where they attain a maximum thickness of about 11t. 
They vary somewhat in lithology, but are usually 'plates' 
in the lower part and glassy, banded black and grey cherts in the 
upper part. 
The shales and sandstones of the Underset cyclothem are 
throughout most of the ground of a fairly constant thickness, 
between 75' and 100'. Locally, in the vicinity of Cover Scar, near 
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Coverham, they are much thinner, about 114 only, whilst inter- 
mediate points confirm this reduction in thickness towards a 
minimum at Cover Sear (Plate 12 B). 
The shales of the Underset cyclothem are normally free from 
sandstone bands for about 60' above the Underset Limestone, but 
locally, sandstones are developed at the base and in the middle 
of these beds. The shales immediately overlying the Underset 
Limestone are rarely exposed, but when seen, are dark blue shales 
with chalybite nodules, carrying a normal shale fauna, the most 
characteristic forms being Martinia ylabra and Camaratoechia Dleurodon. 
The main bulk of the shales of the Underset oyclothem are however 
unfossiliferous, or sparsely fossiliferous with a fauna of 
dwarfed pelecypods. Exceptionally a more fossiliferous development 
is seen, yielding an abundant fauna which is of the normal shale 
thpe, though somewhat modified. Locally a Lincula - palaeoniscid 
phase is develbped with large Linp7ula cusmif ormis. 
The chief sandstone of the Underaet cyclothem, which underlies 
the Main Limestone is variable in thickness and is locally absent, 
but attains a thickness of 22'. It is usually a flaggy, fine 
grained quartz eandstone which at one locality develöps a shelly 
fauna somewhat similar to that of the Cayton Gill Shell Bed, 
of R1 age. 
The Underset Limestone only rarely forms a feature as at Low 
Dove Scar, Penhill. It is usually too thin to form features and 
is seen only in stream sections, though rarely to completeness. 
The overlying beds, being chiefly soft shales, form steep slopes 
below the outcrop of the Main Limestone. Landslips are common 
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on these beds with resultant lack of undisturbed exposures, this 
especially so in Waldendale. The shales also so soft that they 
are frequently dissected into gulleyc, yielding good sections for 
mapping purposes, especially in upper Coverdale. 
Details 
Underset Limestone - exposures are described in sequence from 
Waldendale, Coverdale and Nidderdale. Waldendale and N. Penhill - 
the Underset Limestone of WYaldendale is badly exposed and the 
outcrop is obscured by lands,. ips for long distances. Walden Beck 
(978789) is an exception to the above statement. The beck cuts 
a small gorge through the limestone which has a cherty development 
at the top and bpse (Plate 11), The basal 4'6" consists of cherty 
plates overlain by the main body of the limestone, here Frey with 
numerous crinoid ossicles set in calcite mud. There are few 
macrofossils except for a horizon 19' above the base of the 
limestone yielding fragmentary corals and brachiopods. The 
uppermost 14' are tough, blue, platy limestones with the strai-ht 
Joints typical of cherty beds. It is probabic that these beds 
are the product of secondary silicification. 
For half a mile north of the above mentioned locality, sporadic 
exposures are seen of cherty blue limestone from the beds overlying 
the unchertified Underset Limestone, Further north, the Crag 
Brea landslip obscures large sections of the hillside and exposures 
are lacking. The stream drainin7 to Ashes Farm (at 012819) shows 
11 compact purplish-blue limestone, which is part of the Underset. 
North of this point the limestone makes .! fusturC r; nd ý' 3'ucr of 
sinks ales descend into it south of Low Dove Scar. Slips obscure 
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the outcrop to the N. of Hirrh Dovesc, ir, I-olt the I. r: i-atone 
again makes a feature below Chance Hill (around 0228Lt9). 
The cliff of Low Dove Scar (034876), on the T1. W. slopes of 
Penhill, is the best and by far the most fossiliferous exposure 
in the Undercet Limestone of the present area, here unusually thick, 
the total unchertified beds totalling about 261. The lowest 
strata are 41 of purplish-black, brittle plate. This contains 
a numerous calcitised fossils lying crushed on the bedding plcnes 
of the fissile rock. The fauna belongs to a brachiopod - 
bryozoan assemblage in which the brachiopods are frequently small 
spinose forms and the fenestellids, which make up the bulk of the 
bryozoa, are of large size and often unbroken, indicating that 
these fragile organisms had not travelled for. 
The lower 71 of the Underset Lim'stone proper is blue in colour 
and carries a coral band 31 from the base, A further coral 
horizon is seen at the top of these beds, which are followed 
by pale grey, detrital limestones. These lost Jim-. stones in 
polished section are pale grey calcite mudetones with many crinoid 
debris and brachiopod fragments, showing sir-ns of abrrsion, and 
theref ore probably washed around by currents and no doubt thus 
moved in from elsewhere. Of the two coral bands, the upper is the 
more persistent and well defined; it carries, like the lower band, 
a fauna which consists almost exclusively of haploid corals, the 
dominant forms being Dibunophylium biu artitum vors, and 
Aulophyllum fun Fites nnchyendothecum. The undertified limestone 
is overlain by the Underset Chert at this locality, which is 1ý 
about thick. It consists of at least 2' of black, rrlassy, 
well jointed chert, weathering into small, angular blocks a few 
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centimetres across, overlying more platy cherty beds which have 
yielded the problematic marking °cauda - ralli'. In thin section 
the glassy chert is a banded aggregate of cryptocrystalline 
quartz, whilst in hand specimen pale Frey and black banding is 
also evident and is apparently an original texture. Reaction 
is nil with dilute HC1 and it is assumed that this rock is 
almost 100% pure SiO 2, with occasional carbonate rhombs. 
The feature which the Underset Limestone forms at Low Dove 
Scar dies out rapidly to the east and it is certain that the 
limestone thins in this direction. It is partially exposed in 
a stream course W. of New Plantation (046876) where the total 
thickness is probably 13', with evidence of a glassy chert above 
the limestone (Plate 12A). A small stream E. of Harrow Ridge 
(057875) shows 4' of limestone overlain by shales. It seems 
that the limestone is not much thicker here than the exposed 
thickness. To the E., undoubted Underset Limestone is next seen 
at a quarry to the S. S. W. of Park Farm (108877) in 15' of thinly 
and evenly bedded grey, detrital limestone. This is probably 
nearly the entire thickness of the bed at this point, which here 
forms a rather vague but mappable feature. 
Coverdale - The section on the R. Cover E. of Hullo Bridge 
(122865) shows the Undernet Limestone overlain by cherty beds, 
here unusually thick. Tho limestone rests directly on sandstone, 
shows no development of cherty beds at its base and is a 12t 
grey, detrital limestone overlain by 8' of cherty plate. These 
beds are followed by 3' of black, brittle, glassy chert, 
splitting with an uneven to subconchoidel fräcture and with traces 
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of colour banding. Veß. no of milky white chalcedony intersect 
the rock which also shows brachiopods preserved in calcite. The 
sequence limestone-plate-glossy chert is the same as that 
observed st Low Dove Scar, but the plate below the limestone 
does not occur in the sections along the R. Cover. 
At Elm Gill (094853) (Plate 11) the reneral succession is 
similar to that at Low Dove Scar. The lowest beds are cherty 
plates with a bryozoan-brachiopod fauna. These are overlain by 
a limestone which is blue in the lowest 61 and is a pale grey 
massive rock in the upper beds with abundant crinoid detritus 
and brachiopod remains, but with no trace of a band of corals. 
These beds are followed by 5' of dark, cherty plate with a 
fauna which includes bryozoa and pelecypods. They are over- 
lain by 4' of limestone with chert nodules, capped by 2t of black 
chert, probably the equivalent of a similar one seen overlying 
platy beds at Low Dove Scar and on the R. Cover, below Hullo 
Bridge. 
An exposure in Cat Gill, near Carlton (069853) is in 416" 
of chert, very probably that over the Underoet Limestone. 
At Mel Beck, Carlton (063849) the section is complicated by 
faultincr, but it seems that the cherty beds over the limestone 
are missing, whilst those immediately below the limestone are 
certainly absent. 
Fleemis Gill (032822) differs from other sections in lower 
Coverdale in showing a shale partinv in the Underset Limestone. 
The lower leaf of limestone is of a purplish colour and 3'6" thick, 
beint- overlain by 5' of rubbly shale with Aulophyllum and 
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brachiopods preserved in calcite. An irrpersistent rib of 
limestone occurs in the shale, which is overlain by at least )4 of 
limestone (Ple-te 11). In JTindlethwaite trill (055811) the section 
is difficult to measure accurately, but the entire limestone 
appears to be under 101 thick and does not carry any shale 
partings. The streams draining High pasture, on the east side 
of Coverdale show exposures in the limestone, most of which 
are in over 5t of beds; it is probable that the total thickness 
of the limestone does not exceed 10'. 
In Fall Gill (017797) 3' of fossiliferous shales rest on 6" 
limestone which in turn lies on sandstone. It is not possible 
to prove that this limestone is the equivalent of the 3'6" 
limestone in Fleemis Gill, though this seems to be probably 
the case, since both are overlain by fossiliferous shales. Whilst 
the upper leaf of the Underset limestone is not exposed in Fall 
Gill due to faulting, it is probably almost on top of the 
fossiliferous shales seen in the section. In Lords Gill (019786) 
the upper leaf of the limestone appears to be completely exposed 
and is 9t thick. It overlies a gap in the section which may 
include fossiliferous shales with thin limestones similar to 
those described from Fleemis Gill and Fall Gill and also common 
in upper Coverdale. 
The section in West Gill (009791) is complete and shows 
the development of cherty, pl^ty beds at a horizon tentatively 
correlnted with the base of the upper leaf of the Underoet 
Limestone of Fleemis Gill and elsewhere and with the base of the 
Underset limestone of Low Dove Scar Penhill, where similar cherty 
beds are seen. The section here shouts (see also Plate 11): 
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shale 
11' shale purplish-grey fine grained detrital limestone, bluish 
in colour at the base and top 
2' dark grey plate with bryozoa 6' brashy, silty fossiliferous shale, but with the fauna badly 
preserved. (probably eniiivalent to similar shales at Fall 
Gill etc. ) 
9" impure, dark blue limestone 
sandstone 
The section at Downs Gill (005787) is similar to the previous one any 
is here also detailed, since it is not shown on Plate 11: 
- shale 9' pale grey detrital limestone 
119" dark grey plate with bryozoa 
3" shale 
6" blue limestone 
3" shale 
9" blue limestone 
3'6" approx. silty, brashy weathering fossiliferous shale with a 
badly preserved fauna 
- sandstone 
The shales with thin limestones in the lower part of the above 
mentioned section are equivalent to similar beds recorded from Nest 
Gill., above. 
Crab Gill and Burn Gill show incomplete exposures at this level, 
but in Slape Gill (Plate 11) the section is fuller and shows 9' of 
limestone. This overlies a crap which may possibly include the 
fossiliferous shales with thin limestone seen in many of the sections 
in upper Coverdale. 
Hazel Bank Cri1l shows platy beds (2'611) below the Underset 
Limestone, here 12' thick. 
The section in East Stone Gill (003776) is an excellent one in 
platy beds and calcareous shales with limeatonea, underlying the 
Underset Limestone (Plate 11). The calcareous shales with thin 
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- shale 11' shale purplish-grey fine grained detrital limestone, bluish 
in colour at the base and top 
2t dark grey plate with bryozoa 6' brashy, silty fossiliferous shale, but with the fauna badly 
preserved. (probably equivalent to similar shales at Fall 
Gill etc. ) 
9") impure, dark blue limestone 
- sandstone 
The section at Downs Gill (005787) is similar to the previous one and 
is here also detailed, since it is not shown on Plate 11: 
shale 
9' 
tý 
pale grey detrital limestone 
19 dark grey plate with bryozoa 
3" shale 
6" blue limestone 
3" shale 
9" blue limestone 
3'6" approx. silty, brashy weathering fossiliferous shale with a 
badly preserved fauna 
- sandstone 
The shales with thin limestones in the lower part of the above 
mentioned section are equivalent to similar beds recorded from West 
Gill, above. 
Crab Gill and Burn Gill show incomplete exposures at this level, 
but in Slape Gill (Plate 11) the section is fuller and shows 9' of 
limestone. This overlies a Fap which may possibly include the 
fossiliferous shales with thin limestone seen in many of the sections 
in upper Coverdale. 
Hazel Bank Gill shows platy beds (2'6") below the Underset 
Limestone, here 12' thick. 
The section in East Stone Gill (003776) is an excellent one in 
platy beds and calcareous shales with limestones, underlying the 
Underset Limestone (Plate 11). The calcareous shales with thin 
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limestones show thickness variation vrithin the compass of the small 
section in East Stone Gill. 3' of beds are cut out by transcrression; 
the shales shown as 71611 thick on the figure in reality vary from 
6' to 9' in thickness. This development of fossiliferous shales 
is here at its thickest and shows the typical brashy weathering and 
poorly preserved fauna(chiefly crinoid ossicles) characteristic of 
these beds. The fossiliferous shales are overlain by blocky, 
siliceous plate with a bryozoan-brachiopod-pelecypod fauna similar 
in all respects-to that collected fron beds of like lithology at Low 
Dove Scar and Elm Gill, with which correlation is tentatively made. 
If this correlation is correct, it implies that the marine shales with 
thin limestones which underlie this horizon are unrepresented north 
of Pleemis Gill, the furthest north that these beds have been recorded. 
The Underset Limestone proper in East Stone Gill is 18' thick, as 
compared with the thickness observed in Hazel Bank Gill, 170 yd. away, 
where only 12' occur. The limf stone is also seen in Hem Gill Beck 
and Downs Gill, Coverhead, but exposure is not complete. 
The Underset Limestone is not fully exposed south of Coverhead. 
The most complete section is in a tributary of Park Gill Beck (990752), 
which is as follows: 
21 limestone (top not seen] 
5' cherty plate 
6 gap 
21 cherty plate 
10 ° Zap 
-- Three Ynrd Limestone 
Underset Limestone 
It is not possible to assess the extent to which the measures below 
the limestone are secondarily chertified, but the very thick cherty 
plate at this locülity is at least in part equivalent to the thinner 
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developments of these beds seen elsewhere. 
An exposure at Lime Kiln Peoture (983754) shows 5t of 
limestone. Further west at Diamond Hill (980753) the limestone 
is not exposed, but cherty developments appear to occur both above 
and below it. A black chert is seen in place which s tron'orly 
resembles the chert above the limestone in the north of the area, 
because it weathers white and splits up into small pieces. Below 
the scree in this chert are blocks of fossiliferous cherty plate 
with Hyalostelia and productids. Whilst this may belong to the 
cherty plates which commonly underlie the Underset Limestone in 
upper Coverdale, it seems also possible it may belong to a platy 
development at the top of the limestone. No undoubted exposures of 
the limestone or its attendant cherts was seen south of Park Gill 
Beck and it assumed that it is thin. 
In upper I, Ti_dderdale a limestone occurs in a position (relative 
to the Three Yard Limestone) corresponding to the Underset of Park 
Gill Beck. The most complete section is near a scar close to the 
head of the Scar House Reservoir (0)-0 66): 
- Gras ington Grit Group 
4' cherty plate 
8' chertified limestone; 
8'6" cherty plate 
7' cherty, black shale 
it cherty plate 
- Three Yard Limestone 
the supposed Underset Limestone 
As in the section in Park Gill Beck there is an abnormal development 
of cherty beds below the limestone which may be partially secondary 
in origin. The thickness of strata (16 6") compares quite closely 
with that at the corresponding level in Park Gill Beek (23'). 
The Underset Limestone is partially seen in several of the 
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streams drainin7 into the two Nidderdsle reser-roirs, but the most 
complete exposure is in Crook Dike (026761) where 14' of prey 
limestone are exposed. These overlie a cherty series which may 
include some of the beds that are commonly cherts, immediately below 
the limestone in Coverdale. 
In the Scar House Dam trench there is some variation at this 
horizon which is well shown in Tonks, 1925, Plate xvii Fig. 2. A 
persistent limestone about 10t thick overlies an impersistent 
shalfy limestone, separated from the main leaf by a shale in the N. 
part of the section. Beds exposed below the dam in the bed of the 
R. Nidd (071769) are almost certainly at this horizon. The section 
is as follows: 
121 limestone 
2' gap 
21 platy chert, forming the bed of the R. Nidd. 
It seems likely that the platy chert is equivalent to the shaley 
limestone recorded by Tonks. In thin section the limestone in the 
above exposure consists of abraded calcite osoicl. es with a little 
shelly debris in a matrix of calcite mud, now recrystallised to 
such an extent that the ossicles are beine replaced marginally. 
Tonks (1925) claimed that this horizon (his 'Upper Five Yards 
Limestone') is : exposed in the Thrope House Inlier, near Limley. The 
present author cannot confirm this, though it remains a possibility. 
The hirrhest limestone exposed in the section appears to be one which 
rests on fossiliferous shales strongly resemblinp, those seen below 
the Three Yard Limestone (the 'Lower Five Yards Limestone' of Tonks). 
Owing to faulting it is not poý. sible to prove whether high horizons 
are here represented. The hicThest limestone is undoubtedly 
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exposed near Thwaite House, but lack of exposures does not permit 
the relations with the underlying limestones to be examined. 
Shales and sandstones of the Underset cyclothem - exposures are 
considered in sequence, firstly in Waldendale, prorressin down- 
dale, in Coverdale movinc up-dale, and at Park Gill and in Nidderdale. 
Weldendale - beds of this group are ill exposed in 17aldendale, and 
are frequently obscured by landslips in the upper part of the valley. 
In Walden Bee', near Walden Head (978787), the succession is 
unique within the present area, owing to the presence of a sandstone 
airectly over the Underset Limý, stone, in e position where 
fossiliferous shales usually occur elsewhere. The beds seen are 
(see also Plate 11): 
Main Limestone 
15' flacpy, micaceous, fine grained quartz sandstone with 
Crossopodia sp. and vertical burrows which deflect the 
bedd inc- downwards into pittings, where referred to of. 
Arenicolites sp. 
4' flaggy sandstone with shale partings 
56' shale scree, with few exposures, but almost certainly all 
shale 
9' flaggy, micaceous sandstone with annelid trams 
North of this section exposures are concealed by the Crag Brea 
landslip. On the hillside near Ashes Farm it was possible to cet an 
approximate figure of 90° for the thickness of the cyclothem by 
levelling between exposures of the Underset Limestone and the feature 
on the Main Limestone. North of this point large landslips occur 
on beds of the Underset cyclothem, and nothing is seen of these 
rocks south of Thupton Gill. 
North of Thupton Gill, at 026855, a sandstone, approxim. 8tely 30t 
above the Underset Limestone has been worked in levels, possibly for 
roofing stone. North of this point and on the N. face of Penhill 
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the beds of the Underset cyclothem form steep slopes with sometimes 
a mappable feature on to the Underset Limestone. Below a 
limestone scar at 029866, further adit workings into a sandstone 
within the cyclothem are seen, ^nd again at the name strati-rsphic 
level as the sandstone above Stony Gate, pointing to there being a 
continuous arenaceous horizon about 30' above the Underset Limestone 
on the N. W. flanks of Penhill. Sporadic exposures in the beds above 
the sandstone are in shales, whilst at three points along the base 
of Dove Scar the Main Limestone can be seen resting on the highest 
sandstone of the Underset cyclothern. 
A partial section is seen in a stream course below the springs 
W. of New Plantation (046876) (Plate 11). The lowest beds visible 
are unfossiliferous shaley mudstones which pass up into flaggy sandstone 
h ere only 6' thick directly under the Main limestone. Since sand- 
stone blocks occur through a thickness of 10' below the exposed 
shale, it is possible that the sandstone which has been worked to the 
west here persists, but at a markedly lower straticzraphic level, 
namely 11' approx. above the Underset Limestone. The scar of a small 
landolip below Hunter Thorn (051876) shows the sandstone st the top 
of the Underset cyclothem to be 15' thick, but it includes a shale 
parting. At Moor Bank (061875) edits were driven in a sandstone 
about 30' above the Underset Limestone. This sandstone is seen in 
situ in a small stream on OaDple Bank (071875). It is presumed that 
it is equivalent to that at the some horizon on the N. W. slopes 
of Penhill. At Spigot Lode Plantation the beds of the cyclothem 
above the Underset Limestone appear to be over 60' thick, but are 
very imperfectly exposed. The sandstone at the top of the cyclothem 
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is seen at two points under the edge of Capplebank where it is at 
least 19' thick (Plate 12B). Below Limekiln Hill (080875) the 
sandstone is developed as follows: 
15 t compact, blocky micaceous fine a-rained sandstone 4' thin bedded flacr, y sandstone, probably transitional downwards 
into shales 
rVhereas the Underset cyclothem above the Underset Limestone is 
over 60' thick at Spigot Lodge Plantation, one mile to the east the 
evidence of features sur re Gts that these beds thin strongly towards 
Sharp Hill Farm, from about 50' to 20' (see Plate 12 B, which presents 
all the thickness data in map form). 
Coverdale - the section in the R. Cover at Cover Scars (133867) 
confirms this easterly thinning, for here the beds are only about 11' 
thick. The section shows: 
Main Limestone 
14 fossiliferous shale with limestone nodules 
5`6" unf ossiliferous shale with 2' zone of chalybite nodules 
6" siltstone with spiriferids 
6" coal (of workable quality) 
9" Frey fireclay seen 
3' approx. trap 
- cherts above the Underset Limestone 
The sediments listed above are entirely different to any seen at this 
level elsewhere in the present area and show the only development of 
coal in this cyclothem. The section at Elm Gill (095852) is only a 
partial one, but it is here evident that the Underaet cyclothem 
is much thicker than at Cover Scars. About 65' is seen, which is 
however a significantly lower figure than the average thickness 
observed in middle and upper Coverdale (see Plates 11,12 B). The 
upper beds only are here exposed and carry thin beds of sandstone, 
whilst the sandstone which usually occurs below the Main Limestone is 
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thin or not developed at all. 
The section st Melbeck, Carlton (063849) shows rood exposures 
in the lowest beds of the Underset cyclothem above the Underset 
limestone, though the actual contact with the top of the limestone 
is not seen (see also P1, to 11) : 
16' flaggy, fine 
grained 
quartz sandstone 
231 Unexposed (assumed shale) 
37' brittle ferruginous shales without fossils 611 blocky, well jointed blue calcareous oiltstone, weathering 
on the surface to a brown rottenstone and carryinc bedding 
planes crowded with badly preserved specimens of 
Spathella cylindrica (McCoy), -which appears to be the only 
species in this bed 
31 ferrucrinous shale without fossils 
3' compact, dark blue shale with a riderately prolific, well 
preserved normal shale fauna preserved in calcite. The 
dominant form is 11, ar tini. Q labre tovether with Leda 
attenuate, gastropods and ostracods 
small gap (probably under 1t); pýrEsumed shales. 
Underset Limestone. 
Between the upper part of Turn Beck and Mount Pleasant, the beds 
of the Underset cyclothem above the limestone appear to be very thick, 
possibly 100' in all. Exposures are incomplete, but the lowest 
50' is shale, intermittently exposed, carrying one fossiliferous 
horizon with a brachiopod-pelecypod fauna. It is possible that a 
sandstone occurs in the midst of the shales of the cyclothen:, as on the 
N. W. slopes of Penhill, but only chips of lac y sandstone ono no 
exposures are seen. The sandstone below the Main Limestone is thick; 
201 are seen ^t 040834 (Ply: te 12 I3). 
In Fleemis Gill (819024) excellent exposures occur in the upper 
beds of the cyclothem. The section measured in Coal Gill, coupled 
with exposures in Fleemis Gill is (see also Plcte 11) : 
8'6" fla gy, fine frrained quPrtz sandstone 
71611 alternations of flacgy sandstone and shale. The s andstone 
includes rain prints and annelid trails 
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40 blue shales with occasional brachiopods in a poor state 
of preservation 
On the E. side of the valley, between Elm Gill and Hindlethwaite 
Gill, there are no exposures in the Underset cyclothem, above the 
limestone, apart from exposures on Rampshewv Bank, a drift-free area 
(059820). The shales above the Underset Limestone are seen in a 
small exposure. The exact horizon is in doubt, being probably a few 
feet above the top of the limestone. They are dark, somewhat 
ferruginous shales with fairly numerous Productus concinnus and 
Camaratoechia pleurodon, but little else. The overlying beds are 
not exposed except for the sandstone under the Pain Limestone, about 
a foot of which occurs nearly in place above a spring (059818). 
The rock is here a very fine crrained grey, compcct sandstone 
when fresh, but is more typically a brown, leached rather rotten sand- 
stone with shelly casts, the commonest forms being Productus carbonariun, 
Buxtonia scrabiculus and Camaratoechia nleurodon. The section in 
Hindlethwaite Gill (055810) is an almost complete one except for some 
of the lower beds. The section seen is (Plate 11): 
-- Main Limestone 
2°6" unexposed; a coal may occur here (workinr, s occur nearby) 
8'6" fine rained sandstone with carbonaceous impressions and 
brachiopod casts. 
2t shaley sandstone 
50° shales without fossils 
14 black, compact, finely micaceous black shale with carbonised 
plant remains, often J_yinp: parallel as if washed by currents, 
Lines cf. snuamiformis, Schizodus cp. rand polaeoniscid scales 
20' approx. rap; prob9blr shales 
4' rotten shale, possibly of thi fossiliferous variety 
- Underset Limestone 
On the W. side of the dale above Horse House, landslips involving 
the sheles of the Underset cyclothem occur. Fossils have been found 
in the debris of the landslip in Deerclose Gill (043812). The 
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upper beds of the cyclothem are seen in the stream draining post 
Slated Lathe (034805) . The section shows: 
131 fine trained sandstone grading down into siltstone 
35' blue shale with scattered, badly preserved : gym-ill pelecypoda 
referable to Nucu. la sp. 
Fall Gill shows a similar section, with incomplete and slipped 
exposures on the shale member of the cyclothem which is sparsely 
fossiliferous. The sandstone is only 9t thick (Plate 12 B). 
On the E. side of the valley, sections are lacking on Arkleside 
Pasture, but Harkera Gill (040794) shows a rood section in the 
upper beds, with the sandstone member of the cyclothem in a decrenerate 
condition, thus: 
- Main Limestone 
2' siltstone 
3' silty shale 
6' blocky siltstone 
25' blue shale seen 
The numerous streams draining into the R. Cover from High Pasture 
show sections in shales of the Underset cyclothem, here eroded into 
deep rulleys. These beds yield occssional small pelecypods. The 
sandstone member of the cyclothem which is derTenerate in Horkera 
Gill (detailed above) gins in thickness to the S. E. and is well 
developed in Rid, re Gill and Lords Gill (Plate 11). Several of the 
streams between Slope Gill and 1 1(i{Te Gill show partial exposures 
in the shales of the Underset cyclothem. 
In ': "Jest Gill (009791) the sh^les are chiefly exposed, but the 
sandstone at the top of the cyclothem is here absent. The 
approximate section (Pate 11) is: 
-» Main Limestone 
754 unfossiliferous shales 
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5t fossiliferous dark shales with Martinin rrl , Camuratoecht 
pleurodon 
Und--rs-. t Limestone 
In Downs Gill (005787) the section is: 
- Main Limestone 
- possible gap due to faulting 
45' shale partially exposed 
2'3" pale grey, Granular limestone 
15' shale with plant and shell fraFmcnts in the top portion 
-- small rrop due to faulting 
- Underset Limestone (overlain by inaccessible, rotten shales) 
It seems possible that the limestone is equivalent to the calcareous 
siltstone in Melbeck, but it appears to be at a somewhat hign'1evel 
above the top of the Underset Limestone. 
A gorge in Euc; t Stone Gill (989771) shows an extensive section 
which is almost complete (Plate 11): 
Main Limestone 
1416" flaggy mudstone and flapr-y sandstone (this bed is variable 
and laterally 8' of sandstone comes in) 
8' micaceous mudstone 
3' flan r y sandstone and flarry mudstone 
35' u_ znfossiliferous mudstone with small reniform nodules 
18' dark mudstone with scattered dwarf pelecypods and small 
reýriform nodules 
- horizon with uroductids in nodular weatherinrr shale 
10' black brittle-shale with dwarf pelecypods in the lower 
portion and rare Palaechinus sp. 
15' approxe unexposed, except for the lower beds which are sparsely 
fossiliferous at a horizon a few feet above the base 
- Underset Limestone 
In Downs Gill (990765) sections occur in shales involved in 
landslips. One horizon is markedly fossiliferous and appears to be 
at -about the same level as that yielding prod. uctids at East Stone 
(ri. ll, (i. e. it is about 25' above the top of the Underset Limestone). 
The fauna, preserved in dark Trey, ferrurrinous shale, is a normal 
shale assemblage with corals, brachiopods, pelecypods and some sponge 
remains. The most important fossil is undoubtedly ? Cravenoceras sp., 
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a fragmentary Poniatite not permittinc7 of certain identification, 
found in the shr: ules 2t this exposure. At 1en st 22t of thin bedded 
flapr_1y sandstones occur h: -, re it the top of the cycl_othem (Plate 
12 B). 
South of Coverhead the sh; >les of the Underset cyclothem 
maintain their thickness as far as Caseker Cra-r, south of which 
point they are gradually cut out by intra-EI erosion. The shales 
are ex- osed. in several scars in the headwaters of Park Gill 
Beck and are affected by minor slippa: -es. At two points a short 
distance below th¬ý base of the rrassinpton Grit "roup, south 
of Park Gill Beck, they have yielded or-anic frafinents. The 
sandstone below the Again Limestone is at least 15' thick south 
of Coverhcad (99175)), but -,., pears to be cut out completely 
a little forth of Caseker Crag and is not seen Furth; r south, 
owing to intro-E1 erosion. 
Palaeont ology 
The Underset L3. mestone - this horizon yields a bed of corals 
over a large area of the Askriwg Block (Miller and Turner, 1931, M oore, I 
1955), characterised by D>> bunophyllum bi-partitum vars. 
The fauna of the coral band in the Underact Limestone, 
restricted to the N. W. of the present area, consists of rolled 
cOlices, not in the growth position, of haploid corals. The most 
abundant of these are Dinbunonhyllum bipartitum vars. (the most 
common variant appears to be D. b1partitum bi'parti. tum), Aul1hrllum 
funq es and more occasional Konickophyllum. Moore records similar 
IT- 
forms with, as in the present work, a large additions fauna, chiefly 
of brachiopods. The present list rives several productids, the 
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most abundant of which appears to be G pantorroductus lsticrimus 
group, whilst Spirifer bisulcatus J. Sowerby group is also common. 
The record of Givantoproductus gi anteus from the present area is 
duplicated by Miller and Turner (1931) and by Moore (1955). 
Since the macrofauna of the appended list is dravin from 
one locality, it must be emphasised that whilst the development 
of the Underset Limestone at Dove Scar is very fossiliferous 
(chiefly at the horizon of the coral bands) the Uncierset Limestone 
of the area as a whole is exceedingly poor in macrofossils. ' 
Collecting was not therefore attempted at any other locality, though 
prolonged search will no doubt yield a restricted macrofauna at 
other places. 
The record from Fleemis Gill, incorporated in the lists at 
the end of this chapter, is from shales which lie in between two 
leaves of the Underset Limestone, which yield forms also common 
to the limestone. 
Platy beds below the Underset Limestone - The platy cherts below 
the Underset Limestone at three widely separated localities havo 
yielded in each case a characteristic fauna not matched at any 
other horizon. The chief form is Feneatella, 7rowinE in colonies 
up to several centimetres across. These are preserved as films in 
calcite vrhich, when correctly weathered, may ahoi 3ectiono of the 
zooecia in a rather crushed condition. Other bryozoa, notably 
Penniretepora, are fairly common. The brachiopod fauna consists 
typically of small productids; no large forma occur and it may be 
surmised that living conditions tended to be unfavourable. This 
is parallelled in the Richmond Chert Series, where the productids 
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also appear to be small forms, chiefly species of Fomar. r'inifera. 
These stunted developments are possibly connected with an unusual 
abundance of silica in the water at the time that primary cherts 
viere forminc. The pelecypod, Lithouhaga carbonaria occurs at 
two localities in moderate numbers, rand is only recorded from this 
horizon in the present area. The size of the fenestellid zoaria 
is remarkable since colonies of up to 8 cm. across were noted of 
Fenestella plebeia McCoy. A further characteristic form is 
F, haemisnherica McCoy which shows the peculiar circular shape 
(crushed bell-like colonies) excellently (Plate 18 ß). 
No comparative fossil lists exist for this horizon elsewhere. 
Whilst Moore records these beds he does not provide C separate 
faunal list, thourrh he states that they nre characterised by a 
bryozoan-brachbpod assemblage and it seems likely that the 
forms are similar. A remarkable feature of this horizon in the 
present area is the similarity of the faunal lists from the three, 
scattered localities from which this fauna was collected, this 
resemblance being especially strikinc in the case of the bryozoa. 
Shale roof of the Underset Limestone - This horizon is probably 
fossiliferous over a large area and includes the lowest 4' 
or so of shales in the Underset cyclothem which are dark and fine 
drained, with a fauna pr( served as calcite films. Exposures of 
this horizon nre rare, but the preservation of fossils at the 
existinir localities is good* The records from Melbeck are of a 
normal shale fauna in excellent preservation, but not in larrre 
numbers. Whilst no ostracods were separated from their matrix, 
they appear to be numerous and well preserved and a special study, 
riven time, would have been rewarding. The 
fauna recorded from 
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Rampshaw Bank is more restricted than that at Melbeck and appears 
to be madd up almost entirely of Productus (Productuý concinnus 
and Camaratoechia -pleurodon, forms which occur in considerable 
numbers and include a specimen of the dorsal valve of P. concinnus 
showing the characteristic trail to perfection. 
Shales of the Underset Cyclothem (excludinpbasal fit) - generally 
these shales are very sparsely fossiliferous. Preservation is 
usually poor and the appended list is drawn up chiefly from an 
exposure in Downs Gill, Coverhead which yielded an unusually 
prolific fauna in a dark blue, ferruginous shale about 20-30' 
above the Underset Limestone. The fauna from this exposure is 
somewhat unusual in some respects, since productids are rare, whilst 
pelecypods are abundant. The record of ? Cravenoceras sp., 
identified by W. H. C. Ramsbottom, is important since it adds a little 
additional evidence for the placing of the base of the Namurian 
about 15' above the Underset Limestone. This corresponds well 
with the record of Eumorrhocera: j nseudobilingue (which, like 
Cravenoceras, is a form occurring in E1, but not in the P zone) 
from below the Main Limestone of Fountains Fell by Hudson (1941) 
and Black (1950). It is also complementary to the evidence given 
by Johnson (1953) and Rayner (1953 - using information from Johnson) 
regarding the occurrence of highest P2 goniatites in the Mount 
Pleasant Borehole, near Bishop Auckland, at a horizon which is 
probably between the Underset Limestone and the Underýet Chert. 
The available records therefore suggest that proven P2 forms occur 
below the Underset Chert, whilst probable El forms exist about 201 
higher in the succession and more certain El forms at a slightly 
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higher stratigraphic level, but also below the base of the Main 
Limestone. This latter horizon is now the base of the Namurian 
accepted by the Geolorical Survey for mapping purposes. It is, 
from a perfectionist point of view, hir°her than the probable actual 
base which is not an accurately mappable horizon, being in the 
middle of a shale series. Thus this line of demarcation between 
other Upper and Lower Carboniferous is of academic, rather than of 
practical interest. 
The record of a compact black fossiliferous shale in Hincilethwaite 
Gill at a horizon 24' above the top of the Underset Limestone 
appears to be an unusual and isolated occurrence. The assemblage 
consists of Linpiila Pnd palaeoniscid remains. The linrrulids are 
noteworthy for their large size, the largest specimens attaining 
3 cm. in length; these are forms which are referpble to Lines cf. 
sgBmiformis Phillips. Whilst the ebove mentioned shale contains 
spines of an echinoid, shales at a similar horizon in East Stone 
Gill yield ambulacrals, interambuläcrals and spines. Several of 
the plates are still articulated, and hence probably not for 
travelled. These remains have been tentatively referred to 
Palaechinus sp. by Dr. Ramsbottom, who notes that the typical Palgechin 
usually shows more tubercles per plate than the specimen from 
East Stone Gill. 
The record from Melbeck, Carlton is from a aelcareous siltstone 
6' above the top of the Underset Limestone which is not exposed 
elsewhere and carries numerous badly preserved specimens of 
Spathella Cylindrica crowded on the bedding planes. 
The records from the shales of the Underaet cyclothem are 
of interest, because they show that e fauna persists 
in this cyclothem 
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virtually through the shales. For the most part it is a patchy 
development and includes dwarfed pelecypods and little else, except 
locally, where larger faunas appear to occur in isolated pockets, 
whilst the shales as a whole are sparsely fossiliferous. It seems 
that the shales of the Underset cyclothem are not fossiliferous in 
upper Wensleydale, since Moore provides no records of fossils from 
between the Underset and Main limestones. 
Sandstone of Underset cyclothem - This horizon is usually 
lacking in fossils, but yields an abundant fauna locally at 
Rampshaw Bank in Coverdale. Preservation is in full relief, but 
is somewhat indistinct owing to the grain of the stone. In 
appearance and faunal content this rock closely resembles the R, 
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shell beds of the present area, but differs in being more calcareous. 
The brachiopod fauna is partly duplicated species for species. 
Productus carbonarius is one of the most common fossils in the 
Cayton Gill Shell Bed, whilst Buxtonia screbiculus and Derbyia hind. 
are also recorded from the Libishaw Sandstone. The pelecypod 
fauna is also similar to that of the Cayton Gill Shell Bed, but is 
much poorer in species. 
Faunal Lists 
Underset Limestone 
'Cauda-pra111' (problematic markincs), 1 
? Bevocastria sp., 3 
? Girvanella sp., 1,3 
Ammodiacus incertus (D'Orbirrny), 3 
Archaediscus karreri Brady var. P Short ms., 1,3 
Aulophyllum fungites (Fleming) var. pachyendothecum (Thomson), 1 
Aulophyllum funr'ites (Fleminc*), 2 
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Dibunophyllum bipartitum bipartitum (McCoy), 1 
------------- bipartitum craicrianum 
(Thomson) 
------------- bipartitum konicki 
(Edwards and Haime), I 
Hexaphyllum sp., 1 
Konickophyllum interruptum Thomson and Nicholson, I 
Lithostrotion paýaciradiale (McCoy), I 
Archaeocidarid spine, 1,3 
Crinoid ossicles, 1,3 
Fenestells sp., 1,2 
Rhombopora sp., 1 
Actinoconchus planosulcatus (Phillips), 2 
Brachythyris decora (Phillips), I 
Chonetes hardrensis Phillips, I 
Crurithyris sp., I 
Phricocdothyris sp., I 
Froductus (Dictyoclostus) all. r--riffithi^nus de Konick, I 
--------- (Echinoconchus) puncta-tus 
(Martin), I 
--------- (Eomarginifera) lon -rispinus J. Sowerby, 
I 
--------- ((iR. antoproductus) rIFanteus 
(Martin), I 
--------- (----------------) lrtissimus J. Sowerby group, 1,2 
Schizophoria resupinata (Martin), 1,2 
Spirifer bisulcatus J. Sovlerby group, I 
Conocardium sp. 
Index of localities for the above 
1. Low Dove Scar Penhill (includes thin section) 034.876 
2. Fleemis Gillt Coverdale (shales between two 
limestonesl 031821 
3. Hindlethwaite Gill (thin section only) 055811 
Platy beds below Unterset Limestone 
Textulariid, I 
ITyalostello pFrallelia 4. cCoy), 1,2 
cf. Ancistrum sp., 3 
Crinoid ossicles, 1,3 
Arthrostylus sp., ? 1,3 
Feneotella haemispherica McCoy, ? 1,2,3 
---------- morrisii McCoy, 1,2,3 
---------- plebeia McCoy, 2,3 
---------- sp. 
(square fenestrules), 1,2 
Penniretepora sp., ? 1,3 
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Rhabdomeson sp., 1, ? 2,3 
Trepostome, ?3 
Actinoconchus planosulcatus (Phillips), 2 
Athyrid indet. ,3 Camaratoechia pleurodon (Phillips), 1,3 
Crurithyris urei (Fleming), 2,3 
----------- sp., indet., ?1 
Linuula mytiloides J. Sowerby, 1,3 
Productus (Dictyoclostus) cf. muricatus Phillips, 2 
--------- (-------------) suicatus J. Sowerby, I 
--------- (EomarQ-inifera) cf. longispanus J. Sowerby, 3 
----------(Prod. uctus) cf. productus Iiartin), 3 
----------(Pustula) aculeata 
(Martin), 2.3 
--------- (sp. indet., 1,2 
? Schuchertella sp., 2,3 
Aviculopecten plicatus (J. Sowerby), 3 
- tabulatus 
(McCoy), 3 
Leiopteria thompsoni (Portlock), 3 
Limipecten dissimilis (Fleming), 3 
Lithophara carbonaria de Koninck, 1,3 
? Nuculid, 1 
cf. Anctiomphalus junior (de Koninck), 
Gastropod ind. et (? Spirorbis sp. ), 1 
Ostracods, 1,3 
Index of localities for the above 
1. East Stone Gill, Coverdale 990792 
2. Elm Gill, Coverdale 094852 
3. Low Dove Scar, Penhill 037876 
Shale roof of Underset Limestone 
Sponge spicules, 3 
? Penniretepora sp., 1 
? Streblotrypa sp., 1 
Orinoid ossicles, 1,2 
Camaratoechia pleurodon (Phillips), 2,3 
Crurithyris urei (Fleming), I 
biartinia glabra (Martin), 1,2 
Productus (Productus) concinnus J. Sowwerby, 3 
Pugnax pugnus (Martin), I 
Schellwienella crenistria (Phillips), ?3 
0 
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Aviculopecten s ., I Leda attenuata 
(Fleming), 
1 
Euphemites urei (Fleming), I 
Straparolus carbonarius (J. Sowerby) 
Zyaopleura robroystonensis Longstaff, I 
Bairdia sp., I 
Hollinella sp., 41 
Paraparchites sp., I 
Index of localities for the above 
1. Melbeck, Carlton, Coverdale 
2. West Gill, Coverdale 
3. R& mpshavi Bank, Coverdale 
062849 
009791 
059820 
Shales of the Underset cyclothem (exepting the 
lowest L') 
Plants, I 
Hyalostelia parallella (McCoy), 2 
Poriferid, 2 
Zaprentid coral indet., 2 
Archaeocidarid spines, 1 
? Palaechinus sp., 5 
Crinoid ossicles, 2 
Fenestella plebeia McCoy 
Actinoconchus lamellosus (Leveille7,2 
Camaratoechia pleurodon (Phillips), 
Crurithyris sp., 2 
Dielasma sp., juv. ?2 
Hustedia radialis 
(Phillips), 2 
Linwula elonc°ata Demanet, 2 
------- mytiloides Phillips, I 
------- cf. squamif ormis Phillips, 
Phricodothyris cf. insolita George, 
-------------- sp., 2 
Productus (Productus) concinnus J. 
Schellwienella sp., ?2 
I 
2 
Sowerby, 2 
Spirifer bisulcatus J. Sowerby group, 2 
Amusium concentricum Hind, 2 
------- cf. planicostatum (McCoy), 2 
Aviculopecten cf, semicostatus (Portlock), 1 
- sp., 2 
Edmondia aff. laminata (Phillips), 2 
Leda attenuata (Fleming), 2 
Nucule luciniformis Phillips, 4 
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Nucla laevirostrum Portiock, 2 
Nuculana laevistriata (Meek and Worthen), 
Palaeolima simplex (Phillips), 2 
Psedamusium cf. ellipticum (Phillips), 2 
Schizodus sp., I 
Spathella cylindrica (McCoy), 3 
Streblopteria sp., 2 
Coleolus sp., 2 
? Cravenoceras sp., 2 
Os tracods, 1 
Weberides sp. (non-mucronate), 2 
Palaeoniscid scales, I 
2 
Index of localities for the above 
1. H: indlethivsite Gill 056809 
2. Downs Gill_, Coverdale 990765 
3. Melbeck, Carlton 062849 
! i.. Slate Gill, Coverdale 032792 
5. East Stone Gill, Coverdale 989771 
Sandstone of the Underset cyclothem under the 
Main Limestone 
Carbonised plant 
Crinoid ossicles 
Camaratoechia pleurodon (Phillips) 
Derbyia hinds Thomas 
Dielasma s. 
Productus 
(Buxtonia) 
scrabiculus (Martin) 
--------- (Productus) carbonarius de Koninck 
--------- (---------) cf. carbonarius de Koninck 
jEdmondia sulcata Phillips 
Cypricardella sp. 
All the above are from one locality: Rampsbarw Bank, Coverdale (059818) 
PLATE 11 
Comparative sections of the Underset cyclothem 
PLATE 12 A Information diagram for the Underset Limestone. 
Small circles- good exposures. Black semicircle- chert above lime- 
stone. Black triangle- cherty 'plate' below the Underset Limestone. 
Black circle- calcareous shales usually with thin limestones below 
the tplatet and main part of Underset Limestone. Line of dots and 
dashes- southern limit of chert over the Underset Limestone ( this 
excepting a single occurence at Walden Head). Coarse broken line- 
northern limit of calcareous shales with thin limestones below the 
main body of the Underset Limestone. Pine broken line- southern limit 
of Underset Limestone resulting from pre-Grassington Grit erosion. 
Small solid circles- Underset limestone removed by intra-E1 erosion. 
PLATE 12 B Isopachyte diagram for the Underset cyclotheza above the 
Underset Limestone. Isopachs are at 25' intervals. Large figures 
denote thicknesses on which isopachs are based. Preface of 'c. c. t 
before a figure denotes that the figures are based on reliable 
estimates from the 6" geological map. Preface of 'ct denotes as thick- 
ness determined by levelling of features. 
Solid line margined by a stipple- approximate southern limit of the 
Main Limestone below the sub-Grassington Grit unconformity and south 
of which the Underset Cyclothem is progressively cut out in the 
manner shown by the isopachs. Small solid circles- Underset Cyclothem 
above the Limestone is absent owing to intra-El erosion. Small 
figures- thickness of sandstone tf Underset Cyclothem , underlying the 
Main Limestone. 
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PLATE 13 
Comparative sections in the Main, Little and Crow cyclotheme. 
PLATE 14 A Isopachyte diagram of the Main Limestone. This is also 
the key to sections 1-28 on Plate 13. Isopachs are at 101 intervals, 
starting at 20'. Numerals denote thicknesses (section numbers in 
circles) on which isopache are based. The solid line edged with a 
stipple is the southern limit of the Main Limestone , south of which 
it is absent due to intra-El erosion (at localities indicated by 
solid circles). 
PLATE 14 B Isopachyte diagram of the Richmond Chert Series. 
Isopachs are at 251 intervals. The solid line edged with a stipple 
is the southern limit of the Chert Series. Numbers denote thick- 
neases on which isopachs are based. Figures in brackets denote 
reliable estimates based on features, which give a thickness larger 
than that actually visible. 
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CHAPTER 7 
THE MAI1 , LITTLE AND CILOVJ CYCLOTHEMS 
The Main Limestone 
The M, -, in Limestone was so named by Phillip., (13,36) who 
rcco7ni: ed it in the present c; rou. nd, bclo'. r '; hc 'hl( ck cl; ert 
,.. nd pl^tet of 1-enhill. He noted that the limestone was 
locally out out in Coverdale and finally died out south of 
(', overhead due to "overlap" by the overlýýin Grit. Dakyns 
(1891) followed Phillips in correlating the limestone at 
Coverhead with the Plain Limestone. This correlation was sub- 
sequently altered to the Underset Limestone by Hudson and Cotton 
(1925), but chsn; Ted back to the old one by Hudson (1933) without 
stating any reason. Mapping in Coverdale confirms that the 
limestone at Coverhead is in fact the Main. 
The work of Moore (1955) shows that two coral bands occur 
locally in upper Wensleydale and also beds with Gigantoproductus. 
None of these fossiliferous layers persists into the present 
ground, but a highly fossiliferous horizon with Phricodothyris 
and Schellwienella occurs in Lock Gill, Coverdale. 
Stratiwraphy - The Main Limestone is a prrey fairly massive rock 
consisting chiefly of crinoid ossicles an, calcite mud. It 
seldom is rich in microfossils. Throughout the area it rests on 
sediments, usually sandstone, of the Underset cyclothem. The 
Main Limestone is everywhere overlain by the Little Limestone 
and Richmond Chert Series, except in upper Coverdale and south of 
Coverhead where the Grassington Grit Group has transgressed on 
to it. The limestone is absent entirely in Nidderdale and 
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south of Caseker Crag, near Kettlewell, owing to intro-E1 erosion. 
The Main Limestone shows the most extreme thickness 
variation of any calcareous horizon in the present area. The 
total change is from 83' to about 5' and takes the form of 
south easterly thinning under the Little Limestone. This 
thinning is unusual since the Main Limestone is one of the most 
constantly thick horizons on the Rivid Block. The thinning is 
quite independent of transgression at the base of the intra-E1 
unconformity except in the S. E. of the ground. In view of the 
fact that Wells (1955b) believed that there was an unconformity 
below the Little Limestone in the vicinity of Leyburn it seems 
possible that the present case of thinning of the Main Limestone 
below the Little is due to the some cause. The absence of 
a clear-cut break at the base of the Little Limestone in the 
area here described does not aid confirmation of this view however. 
Further there is some evidence in the quarry at Limekiln Hill 
on the N. flank of Penhill of easterly thinning of beds within the 
Main Limestone independently of any supposed transFression at the 
base of the Little Limestone. 
In Vialdendele the Main Limestone is at its thickest and 
always exceeds 50'. It attains its maximum at Raven Scar, at 
the head of the dale. The large thickness is maintained towards 
Coverhead where about 65' of Limestone occur in East Stone Gill. 
Rapid south easterly thinning occurs here however under the 
intra-E1 unconformity and the limestone is cut out entirely south 
of Case-ker Crag and under Little c/hernsiüe. A local channel occurs 
at the base of the Grassing-ton Grit Group in Coverdaletelow 
which the Main Limestone has been completely removed on the S. E. 
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side of the valley around Crab Gill. On the N. W. flank of 
the dale the limestone is only 5' thick In . est Gill. It is 
again thick in Downs ("ill end Fell Gill on arch side of '. Veot 
(ill (12l: to 14A is an isopach map showing the sum total of 
variation of thickness in the Main L'. mestonc clue to all causes; 
the area affected by intra-E, erosion is that loetween the lines 
margined by stipule shown in Plates 11. A and 14B). 
The top of the limostone is rrlways ('J. ii'ficult to fix quite 
accurately. It can be indicated with c"reatest precision where 
the Little Limestone Pipe red is presen t. This marker bed occurs 
a few feet above the base of the Little Limestone (and indicates 
the top of this horizon) which is itself not a clearly recoü: nisable 
litholo. ical unit. The six points where this bed is present 
are localities 2,6,9,10,11,14 in Plate 14A. At other places 
in the north of the present -round the litholoý-ical chancre 
from limestone to cherts at the top of the Main Limestone is 
quite sharp. In the south this is not so. The junction appears 
to be trensitional independent of whether the lower beds of the 
Richmond Chert Series ore cherts or crinoidal limestones. It 
ic eonvenie nt to assume that this is due to the dyinv out to the 
south of the postulr, ted plane of trans --ression at the base of the 
Little Limestone rrivin . continuous deposition of calcareou. s 
sediments through the Main and Little cyclothems. Whilst this 
may be true, it does not serve to explain the thinning of the 
Main Limestone in the S. of the round from 83' et Raven Scar, 
Walden Head, to 11 ' at Lords Grill, Coverdale to the east. In 
this instance it does not arpear t, -. ) be correct to assume overstep 
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at the base of the Little Limestone since there is a more 
vapu e line of demarcation of this level than there is in the 
north. 
The mapping of the Main Limestone is aided by the presence 
of craps on it at several points. In the N. of the mound the 
outcrop often forms the rim of a bench. This is the case on 
Penhill and in Lower Coverdale where the upper slopes of valley- 
side shoulders are In the Richmond Chert Series. The upper 
contact of the limestone is often marked by sink holes which 
are especially well developed in drift-free ground near the 
heads of the Walden Beck and the Cover. 
Details - exposures are described in sequence from 4ialdendale, 
from the dale head to Penhill. from the N. slopes of Penhill, 
Coverdale proc-ressively, up-dale and from the slopes above 
Kettlewell. 
Vlaldenciale - The Main Limestone is exposed in Raven Scar on the 
right bank of Wa1cen Beck near ` olden Head (978792) (Plates 13,19A) 
where 94' of grey, massive limestone are excellently seen. The 
basal few feet are of blue colour, but F: (grey colouration is 
maintained for the remainder of the thickness of the limestone. 
Between 10' and 22' from the base, irregular nodules of buff 
coloured chert, assumed to be of secondary origin, occur within 
the limestone. The bulk of the limestone is without chert and 
macrofossils appear to be virtually absent. The uppermost 10t 
of beds show crinoid stems of v si7e similar to those-seen at 
several horizons in the T'ichmond Chert Serics, snd so these beds 
are referred tentatively to them, though there is no stronr* line 
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of demarcation between these beds , and the Rhin Limestone. This 
reduces the thickness of strata referred with some certainty to 
the Main Limestone to 8L'. 
Northwards from the cliff in Walden Beck, the Main Limestone 
forms a feature and a line of cliffs in Crap ; area. The cliff 
section in Crag Brea (Piste 13) is not easily accessible ovrinv 
to the steepness of the rock face. At the north end of the 
principal line of scars (990804. ) the section is however easily 
got at, but the base of the limestone is not exposed and its exact 
position is hard to fix. The lowest L. 2' of the beds visible 
in the section consists of grey detrital l; mestone without 
maerofossils. This is overlain by 10'6" of c1rey detrital 
limestone with beds and strings of chert, apparently of secondary 
origin. The upper 5t6" of these beds contains large crinoid 
stems and also more chert than the beds innediately underneath. 
Large stems do not occur in the Main Limestone elsewhere in the 
present area and these beds are tentatively referred on this 
account to the r'ichmond Chert Series, where this lithology 
is common. N. E. of Crap Brea the rain Limestone is mapped by means 
of a continuous feature. Below Mease (007812) the limestone 
appears to be much thinner than at Walden Head; it is unlikely 
that it is much over 40' thick. Sporadic exposures in grey 
limestone mark the outcrop running in the direction of Dove Scar, 
where rood exposures again occur in the Main Limestone, though as 
at Crag Brea, the base is not exposed. 
At Dove Scar (016826) (Plate 13) the section shows 53' of 
beds ascribed to the Main L. mestone, thou'h it is possible that 
this is an excessive estimPte, owing to slippage of beds, The 
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lowest 25' seen are u. nchertified ý--rcy detrital lir'cstones, whilst 
the upper 28' are similar beds with lsyc., rs of chert, probably 
of secondary orinin. These latter beds are ovep lain by Frsnular 
textured end incoherently weathering limestones probably belonvinv to 
the Richmond Chert äß. r. ies. This is a fades of beds 
of the Richmond Chert S¬ries of the present area, which is not 
found in the Ta: ain Limestone. To the north of Dove Scar the 11-uin 
Limestone forms s feiture with sporanic exposures. T, e upper 
portion is exposed on the ', J. flank of Harland where ov(_: r 
201 of beds occur, but the full thickness is difficult to 
estimate. (Piste 13). These eire overlain by the Little Limestone 
Pipe B; -d. Scars occur on the lvýain Li. mostone et Chv_-nce 'gill i: nd 
on the S. side of Thupton Oi. 11, where then form E: cliff in the 
valley. (031852). The thickness of unchertlficd r": yin L mc. stone 
seen is -bout 50' (Pl, --te 13) ssnd the u ýpcrmost beds ssre t. lso 
exposed on the N. side of the valley -)t Rim-hill . 
3car. North 
of this point exposur.; s occur in cliffs on . 3urton i, 'oor and these 
continue north%iai'ds with local breaks into »ove Sear (Pl _, te 
17A). 
The thickest section seen is at the eastern end of the scar 
(030874) ". her; 40' of rey, detrital lim,, stone f, -re exposed., with 
occF-sional corals , md bra: chi. o_ )oils. Lovi -1i 'fs continue alon? the 
north 1 ce of Penhill in en "i_nterruptýed line in the iownr bed., of 
the in Lim, 
_ stone. 
Levellin bclovv Flint Lene (057874) . ave 
o thickness of 40' for the Limestone, based on oU. crops rnd iood 
features (1-1 to 13), the top of the limestone being clearly 
delimited by a stron: r feature on the ; dici. mond Ch. ert Seri cs. The 
lowest 18' of limestone, which are exposcü at this point are fine 
sprained, Trey, moderately well bedded limestones with few 
macrofossils. 
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The lowest beds of the Main Limestone forma broken line of 
cliffs standing on an edge which overlooks Witton Steeps and 
continues along the N. frinre of T,: iddleham High Moor overlookinpx 
Capple Bank. Good exposures are seen near Limekiln hill (080875) 
where the lowest 20t are o-rey limestone, forming a line of 
cliffs overlooking Capple Bank. In Limekiln Hill . quarry 
(0818714) 
25' of grey limestone are seen with nodules and irnp,.: rsistent 
bands of chert. Some of the strata in this quarry thin noticeably 
to the S. E., which is in fact the same direction in which the 
Main Limestone is known to decrease in overall thickness. 
Whilst it seems more feasible to ^ttribute this thinning to over- 
step at the base of the Richmond C. hert Series, it may possibly 
be due to simple thinning of the Main Limestone in an easterly 
direction in the manner indicated in this quarry section. 
On the basis of the mapping the Main Limestone thins 
considerably in an easterly direction along the north side of the 
spur of Middleham Low ? oor so that on the N. side of Naylore Hill 
it is probably not over 30' thick. It appears to thin further 
in an easterly direction, where it is exposed, sporadically in 
quarries on the K. slopes of Middleham Low Moor. 
Coverdale - The cliff of Cover Scar shows a very 
large section in 
the lowest 501 of the Richmond Chert Series which are seen to 
overlie the Main Limestone at 128864 . The section 
here shows 
(Plate 13): 
30' limestone with chert lsyers 
6" shale 
6' cherty plate (lowest beds of Richmond Cheri Series) 
21 shill e 
9' unchertified Mein Limestone 
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The Main Limestone at Cover Scar is thus exceptionally thin, 
and shows a probable thickness variction within the limits of 
the above section between 16' and 5'. Where seen it is s grey 
detrital limestone, unaffected by chertification. 
In Ever/ Bank Quarry (114870) the upper beds of the Main 
Limestone are overlain by the Pipe Bed of the Little Limestone. 
The complete thickness of the Main Limestone is not here 
visible but on the evidence of the oveilable features it is almost 
certainly small, probably not in excess of 20t. No rrood exposures 
occur along the outcrop to the W. of this point until Griff Head, 
near Melmerby (074857), where about 304 of Main Limestone are 
overlain by the Little Limestone Pipe Bed (Plate 13). The 
Main Limestone is here a r'rey detrital limestone free of chertificati 
From the sections thus far given from lower Coverdale it is 
evident that the Main Limestone is thickening in an easterly 
direction (Plate 14A). This is the same change of thickness 
which was observed in tracing- outcrops eastward along the N. faces 
of Penhill and of 11iddleham Low T. Loor. 
On the S. E. side of Coverdale the limestone is still thin 
however and is only about 5' thick in Elm Gill 
(096852) (plate 13). 
Apart from this exposure the Main Li. mestone is only rarely 
exposed on the S. E. side of lower Coverdale, but is seen in 
Caldberr h Gill (09684L ), where the horizon is probably not 
over 201 thick. 
On the W. side of the valley around Carlton exposures are 
fairly frequent. At the head of Me lbeck about 40' of unchertified 
limestone are seen in a cliff above a vauclusian spring. The 
limestone here shows steep dips, probably partially tectonic, but 
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are also In part due to cave collapse at the point of resurgence 
of the miler-round waters which form the beck. The well jointed 
ospect of the lim. stone at this exposure, due to enlarrrement of 
joints foilovrin. - collerce, was first noted by Phillips (1836). 
The Mein Lim: -stone forms the lower parts of a line of cliffs on 
the Jichmond Chert Series in Howden Gill (045846) where it is 
a grey and blue 4, etrital limestone >t least 28° thick; the base 
is not here seen (P1rte 13). On the hill side 8o of Hc)wden 
ri17 spor dic lim--stone scars occur, one of which (04.6837) shows 
the Lain Limestone to be ýt lust 35' thick. In Cumma Gill 
the fain Limestone is cat least 361 thick. The base is not here 
seen, but the Pipe 13, d is -x-osed (Pl,, to 13 sections, 99 10). 
The limestone is a ? rey rock poor in m8crofossils. A sinrrle 
stratum with chert nodules occurs and a horizon with a few 
cross-sections of -n^oüuctids occurs ht below the u'in(,, of the 
Pipe 5, d. At Ray Gill (030825) the Main Limestone is at 
least 32' thick end contains chert nodules at a few horizons, whilst 
the toT 3' of beds, below the Little Limestone Pipe Bed, contain 
cherti i,, ,3 rib, -. Further south, at Coal Gill, the Main Limestone 
is only 211'r-" thick and is grey in colour with some producti. 1. ), 
9t from tho top. Vo exposures occur on the spur of Fleenoop 
Moor, but on the olopes above Bradley several are seen. A 
stream drainin7 T-iorse House Loor shows only 15t of limestone, 
which appears to be the complete thickness of these beds, here 
overlain by slaty rocks belonrinpr to the Richmond Chert Series. 
These overlie the Main Limestone with a transitional zone 
in between with no sign of a Pipe Bed (Plate 13. ) 
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On the S. E. side of Covcrdaie the limestone appcars to be 
very thin on the outcrop above 1-; got Scr2fton and West : $crafton. 
It is rarely exposed 4nd. may be only about 101 thick. In lead 
Up Gill (074825) the lowest beds of the jZiehrnond Chert Series 
form a waterfall below which are exposures in 13' of the Main 
Limestone. A gap of 2t occurs at the horizon where the Pipe 
Bed is to be expected. The entire thickness of the limestone 
at this point is probably under 201. It continues as a 
thin horizon to Hindlethwaite rill (056809). Here it is completely 
exposed; the total thickness is 15' of detrital, ; rey limestone, 
overlain by platy cherts, presumed to belon- to the Richmond 
Chert Series. In Harkera Gill (011.0795) the base of the Chert 
Series is ill-defined. Though the contact of the cherty beds 
on the Main Limestone is clearly exposed the junction is rradational 
and shows no sign of the Pipe Bed. It is possible that some of 
the cherty beds may be secondarily chertified Vain Limestone. 
Unchertified Min Limestone persists up-dale to Lords Gill, where 
it totals about 12' and is immediately overlain by cherty beds. 
To the S. W. of Burn Gill the Main Limestone is cut out by 
channelling at the base of the Grascinrtton Grit Group, and 
reaY, pears arrain at Slape Gill. S. W. of this stream the limestone 
remains thin owing to intro-EI erosion and there is no trace of 
the Richmond Chert Series. 
0 On the W. aide of the dale near Horsehouse, the limestone 
remains thin in the outcrops on Bradley Moor. The next 
good exposure, that of Fall Gill, shows an unexpectedly thick 
Main Limestone. Here 52' of grey limestone occur, overlain by 
blocky cherts. The upper 20t of the limestone contain chert 
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nodules, but there is nothing to suýTr, est that it should be 
referred to the Richmond Chert Series. In the nearby section of 
West Gill the Main Limestone is greatly attenuated (the 5' of beds 
exposed are almost the entire thickness) by pre-E1 channelling. 
It seems very likely that this is a continuation of the channel 
which cuts out the limestone completely on the ä. E. ide of the 
dale (Pl, -tes 13,1L1. ). In Downs rill faulting has interfered 
with the section; the limestone appears to be at least 20' 
thick and is overlain by a few feet of beds resembling the Ric mond 
Chert Series. The beds in Lock G ,. ll include a fossiliferous 
band 7" thick with an unusually profuse and well preserved fauna 
which includes Schellwienella crenistria and Phricodothyris lineata. 
Preservation is in pale trey calcite mud with a quantity of shelly 
debris, crinoid ossicles and sole foraminifera. The limestone 
is almost completely exposed at H; zel Bank Gill and East Stone 
Gill where it is about 65' thick, ,, pith no trace of the Richmond 
Chert Seri;. s which has been removed by intra-EI fýrosion. It is 
evident that the Main Limestone has thickened strongly in this 
neighbourhood independently of the intro-E1 unconformity which 
however cuts it out rapidly to the south of Coverhead. 
The 1)1; tform at Coverhead shoes numerous exposures tend sink 
holes in the Main Limestone which makes up the entire col 
between Coverdale and Wharfedale. It is here over 40' thick. 
At the S. 1W7. corner of the plateau (978756) it is 32t thick. The 
outcrop was mapped westws rtes into c feature overlooking Starbotton 
Pasture. Measurements shoved that the limestone reins thickness 
to the west, beinrq 44' at the heed of Fears Gill Beck 
(974756) 
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and about 50' 
1 
mile W. of this point. The thickness variation 
is presumed to be caused by intra-E1 erosion. 
S. of Coverhead the limestone forms a feature with its top 
defined by a row of sinkholes. 28' of limestone are -exposed 
at the head of a tributary of Park Gill Beck (990705). For 
350 yd. S. of this point the presence of the limestone is 
indicated by a row of sink holes and a feature at its top. 
The sink then abruptly die out and are not seen again to the 
south. The ºrnsc, T)inrr evidence suc,, rests that i, he 1in': r, tonc ^nd 
the beds which immedi-,! tely underlie it fore: a low, south facinF 
intra-E1 scarp, l9t the '. nse of vihich s^n(90ton, _^ of the C rc ^in Tton 
('-rit Group were deposited imrnedi<. tely on top of shales of the 
? Tnderset cyclothem. 
The Little Cyclothem 
Phillips (1836) and Dakyns (1892) mentioned the occurrence 
of cherts above the Main L i. meatone in the N. of the present area. 
Phillips believed that the Little Limestone was present, over- 
lying "black chert and plates", Dakyns referred to the "cherty 
series and its equivalent the Little Limestone". 
Wells (1955a, b) maintained that the Little Limestone come 
to rest on progressively lower strata to the south of Richmond. 
Whereas 150' of strata of the Main cyclothem occur below the Little 
Limestone N. of the Middleton Tyne-Sleir7htholrne enticline, due to 
overstep at the bsse of the limestone coupled with southLrly 
thinning of the noal Sills, they are reduced to zero at Leyburn. 
The identification of the Little Limestone erns principally by a 
bed of verticel chesty tubes shout 1' Tonar, located at the tot) of 
a ý, 
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The Richmond Chert Series in the quarry on Middleham Low Moor (115874). 
4t of platy cherts rest on inclined detrital limestone with lenses 
of chert. 
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PLATE 15 B 
The Richmond Chert Series in Ever Bank quarry (114870). Excellent 
joint faces are developed , on which the irregular weathering 
characteristic of these beds is seen. The cross-cutting relations 
of the strata are also well shown. 
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this Horizon which h:, s been r -or"ni , ed over : 1ar. rre area by i-. owell 
(1953), 'vV, 711s (1955a) and Scanlon (1955). 'Sclls measured 
the sections at r'hurton and FTowden Gills in the prelsent ground 
and s17-rested, by ainalof-y tth other exposures that he had 
examined, that the Little Limestone occurred t the }) s^ of the 
Richmond Chert Series (Wells' own term for the cherty ')eds above 
the Little Limestone) in these sections. He did not find the 
Pipe Bed however and was thus not able to confirm identification. 
A band of r-lassy chert 40' -hove the base of the Ri_crtmond Cheý, t 
Series in these sections was tenta, tivel, 1 correleted with the 
I, iarske Chert B- d of the Mi. d, lleton '^yas-Slei --hth'jlme anticline. 
Strati^, raphy- The Little Limestone Pipe Bed has been rcco, -niaed 
at six points in Coverdale and Jaldendale. It con:, ists of a7 . ratum 
intersected by vertical pipes about 1' lon- and under I" wide. 
Their cherty infil1. inc contains some, --lauconite. None of the 
pipes which were seen showed an undoubted U shape, but it seems 
likely that they are annelid borin7s similar to those seen in 
sandstones below the riddle Limestone of Morpeth Scar and 
below the Main Limestone of 'Raven Scar, :i ldendale, (and 
here referred to cf. Arenicolites sp. ). The chcrty substance of 
the top the pipes joins with a rim of rh erty limy stone forming 411 
of the stratum in which the boring's occur. In all the respects 
outlined the Pipe 3ed resembles that described by previous authors 
in -round to the north. The discovery of the Pipe I3ed confirms 
the belief of Wells that the Little Limestone occurs at the base 
of the cherty series. The Little Li_mestone inverinbly overlies 
the Mein Limestone in the present ground except where the, beds 
above the intra-E, erosion surface have trnn: 3-°resüed over all the chert 
j 
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series and rest directly on the Pain. The strap- above the 
Little Limestone tire called the Richmond Chert 3eri-s. 
following Yells (1955a). 
Whilst the Pipe : fed is the distinctive topp of the Lj. t1, le 
Limestone, the base is more difficult to define. Though Wells 
(1955a, b) believes that there is an erosion sur-Csce at the 
base, it exceedin-ly difficult to point out the exact lower limit 
of this horizon. This is due to the litholorrical similarity 
of the Little and Main Limestone and the lack of any conspicuous 
beddinc' plane dividing the two horizons. It appears that 
the base of the Little Limestone is a few feet only below the 
lipe Bed. On the basis of the occurrence of the Pipe Bed and 
of a feature at this horizon in the north of the around, it is 
possible to fix the base of the Little Limestone corr4.: ct to the 
nearest few feet. In the south of the erer, in upper Covcrdale 
and upper '. "laldendale the Pipe Bed is not seen and the base of 
the Chert Series shows a more rradational appearance than to 
the north. In upper Ylaldendale coarsely crinoidal beds 
occur at the top of the Main Limestone which C. oscly rc>emble 
similar ones within the Richmond Chert Series further north. 
seems probabl:: that these are the equivalents of the L7. tt1e 
Lim-stone to the north, de-oooited on I. oýý of the Main Lin:; estone 
, without a bretik. In upper Coverdale the base of the Chert 
Series is indistinct. It is possible that the junction of 
the cmert Series end the Vain Limestone has been obscured by 
secondary chertification at the top of the Main Limestone. 
If this is correct, some of the beds referred to as Richmond 
it 
Chert Serifs in the text and digs rams may be ch ertif ied Main 
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Lim-stone. 
The Richmond Chert Series which overlie the Pipe Bed are 
variable in both thickness End litholoay. Wells showed that 
these beds attain a m'ximlum thickness of over 1 j0l near 'Ziclimond. 
The present work shows that on the E. I. slopes of Penhi. ll, below 
Flamstone Pin and at E, -, st 'Kitton the cherts are rbout 125' 
thick, and therefore almost as thick as at Richmond. The mapping: 
of the Geological Survey at Leyburn suggests that the cherts 
are there about 60' thick. It seems likely therefore that there 
are separate areas of mximum thickness at T? ichmond and in 
lower Coverdale, whilst at Leyburn the beds are reletively thin. 
South of the zone of Fýreatest thickness the Chert Series thins 
I 
rapidly up Coverdale to 50'-70', a thickness maintained over a 
large area in the middle of this valley. In the upper dale 
the beds thin rapidly again and are absent owing to intra-E1 
erosion in upper Coverdale and in Nidderdale. Except in the N. E. 
of the r-round where hi,. -, her beds of Yoredale facies are present, 
the intro-E1 erosion surface rests directly on the Richmond Chert 
Series. The southerly thinning is at least in part due to 
overstep on to lower horizons by this surface which ultimately 
comes to rest on the Three Yard Limestone in Tvidderdale. Wells 
1955a, b) showed that thinning took place rapidly away from 
the area of maximum thickness of the ('hert Series at Richmond. 
It seems possible that some of the southerly thinning in the 
present ground is due to normal stratigraphic thinning and some 
to overstep at the level of the intro-E1 erosion surface. Since 
there is no widespread horizon which can be mapped within the 
Chert Series it is not Possible to as,.,, ess the relive roles which 
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these two factors played in this chanr, e in thickness. 
A horizon of glassy chert noted by '. 'ells (1955a) in 'i'hupton 
^nd Jtowden Gills was found by the present author to have a fairly 
wide distribution in mid-Coverdale. It can be found 401 above 
the Pipe Bed in several sections. Wells suggested that this 
horizon might be equivalent to the Marske Chert Bed which can 
be mapped over 30 square miles of country to the W. of Richmond. 
The Marske Chert Bed of the type locality at Marske Quarry occurs 
65' above the top of the Little Limestone and. is yet hic, -her in 
the sequence at Whitcliffe Scar. It seems more likely that the 
representative of this horizon in the present around is a pale, 
flinty chert with crinoid ossicles weathering as voids which forms 
a feature on Dovescar Moss at White Hill and North Tarn Hills. 
This horizon appears to be hir7her in the sequence than the lower 
band of flinty chert seen in Hoyden Gill and elsewhere and by virtue 
of its position, about 60' above the Little Limestone, it seems 
to be a more likely equivalent of the Marske Chert Bed. This same 
horizon appears to. be absent at Howden Gill, probably as a result 
of int-ra-El erosion, because the Chert Series is there thinner 
than on Dovescar Moss to the S. *W. 
Two persistent lithological types are readily distinguished 
in the Richmond Chert Series. The first are blocky, well bedded 
and well jointed cherts which com-only show cross-cutting bedding, 
with small, but markedly angular unconformities (Plate 15B). These 
contrast somewhat with pale grey erinoidal limestones which appear 
in the series at all levels and are markedly lenticular. 
Freauently they consist entirely of crinoid remains which are either 
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The Main and Underset Limestones in Walden Beck, looking up-valley. 
The scree below the upper cliff, in the main Limestone largely obs- 
cures the shales of the Underset cyclothem. 
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Wray Gill , near Fleensop, Coverdale. The lower half of the cliff is in the Main Limestone which is overlain by the Laichmond Chert Series 
which form the darker, more strongly jointed beds in the upper part 
of the cliff. The valley bottom is in sandstone and shale which is 
not exposed. 
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large stems and ossicles (Plate 17B) or very minute ossicles. 
The latter type makes a white, incoherent, nranular-looking rock 
seldom affected by secondary chertification. Fossils are fairly 
abundant in some of the flinty cherts, but are rare or absent 
in those blocky cherts which show a streaky internal structure. 
Hyalostelia mooring ropes and small productids are the most common 
records. 
Details - exposures are considered in sequence from Waldendale, 
proceeding down-dale and Coverdalc doing up-dale. 
Walden Head to Penhill - Whilst there is little certainty, it 
appears probable, or at least possible, that the Richmond Chert 
Series extends to the head of Waldendale. Limestone with unusually 
large crinoid ossicles is developed in the upper part of Raven 
Scar (978786) (Plf-ate 13) and in a pot hole N. N. E. of the scar. 
Whilst there is no distinct dividing line between the typical 
Main Limestone and these crinoidel beds, it is evident that this 
development- resembles that seen in the Richmond Chert Series 
to the north where horizons rich in crinoid remains are frequent 
records, and it is therefore tentatively referred to these beds. 
Further north these crinoid beds are seen in the cliff at Crag 
Brea where they are partly secondarily chertified and are at least 
181 thick, but with fewer large oseicles in the upper than in the 
lower beds (Plate 13). Exposures of the lower part of the Richmond 
Chert Series are not seen in a northward direction until Dove 
Scar is reached (016826) (Plate 13). The section here seen is: 
2a gincrerrbready chert chips 
22° granular, incoherent wcatherinE grey limestone 
- limestone with seconcThry chert bands (Vain Limestone) 
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The Errnulpr beds are taken to be the lowe^t part of the 'Richmond 
Chert Seriee. 3c lo i Barland 7i11 (022841 ) (Ylote 13) the b,,, ße 
of the Richmond Chert 3c; ries is marked b; r a limestone stratum 
carrying vertical cherty tubes (the Little Limestone Pipe Brd). 
A short distance above this horizon are seen both crinoidal limestones 
nd blocky cherts, the two characteristic litholovies in the 
Richmond Chert Series. The entire Chert Series is not here 
exposed. It appears to be about 68' thick, but this is pos>ibly 
and over-estimate; this is much thicker than the development 
which is tentatively referred to these beds at the head of 
Waldendale (Plates 21B, 14B illustrate this variation). The 
section in Thupton Gill (Pinte 13) gave 56' of beeis by leveilinr; 
these are largely blocky cherts with no evidence for a basal 
'pipe 
bed' (Wells, 1955b, reaches the same conclusion). 
The northern outcrop: Dove Scar to Williams Till -Scattered 
old stone pits and blocks in the soil on Dovescar Plain indicate 
that the Chei, t S,, r. ies is here pre-eminently n fVwyflnulgr limestone 
composed chiefly of small crinoid oosicles. A6 degree dip recorded 
in an old quarry nt 034869 runs counter to the rer ional one and 
therefore may be an orl anal depooitiona&. dip; 14' of ^-ranular 
weatherinn limestone beds at 036867 is almost certainly derived 
from the upper part of the Richmond Chert Series, at a hither 
horizon than the granular facies, here forming the bulk of the 
series. The granular limestones are seen at almost all the 
exposures in the Richmond Chert : eries N. W. of Black Scar, but to 
the E. the cherty facies is more strongly developed. The feature 
on Dovescar Plain delimiting the base of the Richmond Chert Series 
is weak and often dies out, but to the E. gains height, and can e 
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followed continuously for 22 miles along the north side of Penhill, 
and down its eastern spur to Black Plankation. Exposures on the 
N. side of Flint Lane in scars and old ., tone pits on the foce 
of thjý-" strong. feature are in blocky cheýots which locally carry 
a band of chertified lithostrotionoi(j corals. The section in the 
feature at 057874 shows the most complete section (Plate 13) 
in blocky cherts, some of which are platy, others ginr'erbready 
iveatherin: c. At a higher level in thiL_ .: c , ion r UU ; crop 
in cranular, , rey uncherti{'ied limestone may be equivalent to 
part of the granular development which pr_ edominat¬=s in the 
Richmond Chc rt Series further west. Lon Slack quarry is an 
exposure in 14' of similar beds in the upper part of the iclxmond 
Chert aeries. In tkis n: it hbourhood the Chert Series is is very 
thick. Though exposure is incomplete, it appears that these beds 
are over 125' thick at Flint Lene, and there is no indication that 
beds higher than the Richmond Chert Series are present on the slopes 
of Penhill below the intra-R1 unconformity. The mapping indicates 
that the whole division has thickened rapidly to the east from 
Dovescar Plain where it has an estimeted thickness of 60° (Plate 14B 
suinmariseo information regarding thickness of beds at this 
horizon). 
The feature on the lower part of the Richmond Chert Series 
persists past Penhill Park and shows scattered exposures of blocky 
cherts along its length. The feature dies abruptly at Black 
Plantation, but there is no evidence for a fault; for half a mile. 
E. of this point the exact base of the Richmond Chert Series is 
hard to fix, due to the complete absence of a feature and paucity 
of exposure. Between Na; Tlors Hill and i iÖdleham Low Moor the lowest 
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beds of the Richmond Clmrt S, -rids re pist, r and oeca-; ionaily 
forrri . _'e^ture. 
Old stone Pits in platy cher i, s occur on the edge 
of ° id 1ehsm Low Moo,,, 15* being the most that is seen in any 
one section. In this area al srre number of outcrops occur in 
the middle of the Chert Series., here a pale grey, often n-r. anular 
crinoidel limestone resembling those on Dove-scar Elnin to the 
west. Original dips of deposition., directed in an easterly 
direction, are often developed. 
An old quarry on 1ý: iddleh3m Low Moor 
(115874) shows an extensive 
section in the middle beds of, the Richmond Chert Series. The 
floor and capping rock in the quarry are blocky, streaky cherts. 
These are bedded parallel to each otheer, in the base and. the lip 
of the excavation, but the intervening beds are pale irrey lime- 
stones made up of crinoid debris forming s unit c, )nsistently 15' 
thick. This, however, shows rýepositional dips of between 10 
, end 15 decrrees in Lin ea«terly direction for 150 yards, the length 
of the quarry face. In this dirýtsnce the upper cherts transgress 
20' of incline-bedded lime: stonc. (P1' to 15A). Second. ary 
chertification hß, 3 taken place alonr bedding planes, but it is 
noteworthy that it is restricted to the lover half of these beds 
, ind is entirely absent in the upper part. The siliceous fluids 
probably rrir rated upwards, but not downwards, since there is no 
ii. n of chertificetion near the upppe; ir chert-limestone c"ntact sind 
'for 7t below it. 
At Ever Bank Quarry (11 6872) (Plhte 15B) the lowest 27' of 
the Chert Scries is seen lying on the Little Limestone Pipe Bed. 
The beds arc conspicuous because of th`ir cross-cutting relctionshiPs, 
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a common feature of the blocky che-rte. The section on PlÜte 1-; '3 
for t: iddleham Low Moor is com, »ounded from the records of the two 
above named quarries, with the additional help of levellin<rý to 
the ton of the Main limestone on the N. siae of Mid, 11charn Low 
Moor. 
A ap occurs in the outcrops to the E. till Williams Hill is 
(1 25873) is reached; here, blocks of platy chert and shale chips 
are seen. It appears that the beds have been disturbed by 
faulting, though it is possible that they were tilted during the 
construction of the defensive site on which they occur. 
N. W. side of Coverdale from Ever Bank to Downs Gill - Exposures 
of platy cherts are numerous along the outcrop in a westerly 
direction from Ever Bank 'C; uarry. Imperfect sections N. of 
Cot,. ; cup; Park show crinoidal limestones and platy cherts which a -pear 
to be interbedded in a complex manner. The thickest exposure 
of blocky cherts shows 15' of these beds in a quarry E. of Ash 
Gill (095869). At Griff Head, Melmerby (071+856) (Plate 13), the 
Little Limestone Pipe Bed is exposed and is overlain by blocky 
cherts which show cross-cutting bedding similar to that seen in 
Evf-ýr Bank Quarry. The characteristic features of the Pipe Bed are 
well seen. The pipes, which are about 1' long, decend from a rib 
of cherty limestone forming the upper part of the 'trey limestone 
stratum in which the pipes occur. The 1" wide pipes, which show 
i -recrular marlins, weather out from the surrounding rock 8nd 
appear to be siliceous; scattered green drains, presumably of 
glauconite, occur in them. 
Parts of the izichmond Chert Series are exposed in Cat Gill and 
Hollin Gill, but a more corn l to section is seen in Howden Gill 
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The Main Limestone of Dove Scar , i'enhill. The line of workings , 
right of centre is in a sandstone of the Underset cyclothem which 
were probably for roofing tiles. The distant hill is 
'3uckden like, 
with '1aldendale in the middle distance. 
PLATE 17 B 
ý, 
.: 
The Richmond Chert Series, Cum ma Gill, Coverdale (031832). The rock 
consists largely of crinoid debris , much of which is still 
articui-Sted in the original stems. The ruler is graduated in inches. 
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(0458). }6) (Pl-te 13). The base of the Little L-*mestone is difficult 
to locate exactly in this latter s, ýetion owing to the absence of 
tpipes2. The Chert Series here includes blocky cherts and 
rranulor uneherti. fied limestones; some of these latter horizons 
show secondary chertification which takes the form of lenses of 
chert in the host rock. In the upper part of the series a horizon 
of glassy chert occurs, which tends to weather to a r.: -inrgerbready 
consi, utency owing to the leaching out of calcite forming crinoid 
onsicles. This horizon was noted as a possible equivalent of 
the Marske Chert Band by. Wells (1955x) when he measured the above 
section. It is evident that the ', -Zichmond Chert Series is here 
much thinner than to the N. N. E.; this is probably due at least in 
part to intra-E 1 erosion prior to the deposition of the Grassinaton 
Grit Group. 
Below Carlton Moor periodic exposures occur in the lower part 
of the Chert Series, here chiefly blocky cherto. An exposure S. E. 
of Mount Pleasant (046838) (Plate 13) shows that the Pipe : Bed 
is present and overlain by ', locky cherts. The Pipe Bed is again 
seen in Cumma Gill. (031832) (Plcte 13) where only t few tubes are 
developed. The lo,, -, er part of the Chert Series is a crinoidal 
limestone with abundant o sicles, some of which exceed 
2' in 
diameter, together with some articulated stems, reminiscent of the 
crinoid biostromes in the upper Middle Limestone (Plate 17A). 
Some of these crinoidal beds have been secondarily chortified, but 
the beds in the photograph are entirely free from chertification. 
The development of a crinoidel facies at the base of the Chert 
Series was also noted at Dove Scar to the E. of Curnma Gill (see ante). 
Ray Gill (030825) (Plate 13) also shows a clear section in 
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the lower part of the Chert Series. The Pipe Bed is well 
developed, but the exact base of the Little Limestone is difficult 
to fix. The overlying beds are chiefly blocky cherts (Plate 16B). 
A horizon of white, glassy chert with crinoid ossicles weathering 
as voids is seen in a similar position to a like band in Korden 
Gill. 
The Pipe Bed was not noted in Fleensop (rain where the 
lowest two thirds of the Richmond Chert Series consist of an 
alternation of platy cherts with wispy structures, pale rrrey 
blocky cherts and gingerbready-weathering cherts with crinoid 
ossicles represented by voids leached of calcite. A white, 
glassy chert 40' from the base of the Little Limestone resembles 
closely a similar horizon in Ray Gill and Howden Gill which 
appears to occur at a persistent level. A horizon-for-horizon 
comparison of the beds below this level at the three localities 
named in this para'raph is unrewarding however and it is evident 
that there is much variation in the lower part of the Richmond 
Chert Series. The higher beds of the Chert Series are seen on 
Dovescar Moss, close to the horizon of the i. ntra-E1 unconformity 
and include a horizon of glassy chert with large ossicles which 
weather as voids. These beds form a feature at White Hill and 
W. of North Tarn Hills. They appear to be over 50° above the 
base of the Little Limestone and seem to lie at a higher level 
than the cherts seen in Ray Gill and elsewhere, which closely 
resemble them in lithology. Since these latter beds are only 
about 10t below the base of the Grassinrton Grit Group in Hovwden 
Gill it follows that the level of 
, 
the unconformity has lifted 
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slightly to the south to expose hip-her beds of the Richmond Chert 
Series sequence Et Dovescar Moss. Cherty beds at a somewhat 
lower level are seen in the au, --irries on Petticoat Rake; these 
are highly crinoidal limestones litholor ieally similar to those 
seen at Cumma Gill. 
Horsehouse Moor is ill-exposed, Pnd the most complete section 
is in a stream draining the S. E. face of this spur. (036808). The 
lower beds of the Richmond Chert Series are blocky cherts; a 
crlassy chert horizon is seen 32` above the base which is at a 
somewhat lower level than a similar development seen in Fleemis 
Gill and elsewhere to the N. No trace of the Pipe Bed is seen 
here, nor was this horizon noted at exposures further up the 
dale. 
In Fall Gill (015800) it appears that the Richmond Chert Series 
is much thinner than to the N. Whilst the Pipe Bed was not noted, 
the base of the platy development of the Chert Series is well 
defined; the total thickness of cherty beds is 61 which is much 
smaller than that seen further to the N., owing to intra-E1 erosion. 
In West Gill the Chert Series is entirely cut out by channelling 
at the base of the Grassington Grit Group. A thin cherty develop- 
ment is seen in Downs Gill (004788) (Plate 13) where 3' of platy 
beds overlie the Main Limestone (the full thickness here is perhaps 
about 7', but cannot exceed this figure). This is the furthest 
point up the western side of Coverdale that the Richmond Chert 
Series have been recognised. 
S. W. side of Coverdale from Cover Scar to Burn Gill - the lowest 
50' of the Richmond Chert S'ries is exposed in steep cliffs at 
Cover Scar. They consist of blocky cherts showing cross-cutting 
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relationships; the base is twice seen and varies somewhat. 
the easterly section (127865) the lower beds are developed as 
follows: 
301 limestone with cherty layers 
6" shale 
6' platy chert 
22 shale (taken as the base of the Little Limestone and 
Richmond Chert Series) 
-ý unchertified Main Limestone. 
In 
Further r. (12486tß) there is no shale at the base of the Chert 
Series which rests on an unchertified limestone (probably the Main). 
"1o record of the Pipe Br d was made from the above sections, though 
it is Ylos. ible that a search mi^"ht reveal it. E. of Cover 
Scar exposures occur in cherty limestones which artprobably higher 
in the succession than the beds in the scar. Platy chert and 
crinoidal limestones occur in close association in a field N. of 
E<, st Witton, in quarries near East tlitton Lode and adjacent to 
YJraithwaite Hall. Also, tips of lead workin(, s N. and W. S. VJ. of 
3raithwaite Hall show both crinoidal limestone and chesty 'Plate°. 
All these facts taken torrether combined with the mappincr evidence, 
indicate that the Richmond Chert Series is about 150' thick here. 
This is com-parable with its development on the T1. E. slopes of 
Penhill and it consists, as is usual, of blocky cherts with lenticular 
crinoidal limestones. 
In a westerly direction little is seen of the Chert Series 
on Hgnrhow Postures, but the lower beds are grain well seen in a 
feature r?. E. of Elm Gill where the principal rocks are blocky 
cherts. At the level of the blocky cherts a aumrry in 261 of 
mocsive, unchertified prey limestone with a bon(', of lithostrotionoid 
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corals is sf-: en in this same feaa-ture (097854). A rai, id facies 
chon, -e Pp e rrrs to h, -,, e tý'gken place southwards here in the lower 
beds of the ýiýchrnond Cliert SFri _ ä. A: iruilf.. r t'acit: s chan-c beck 
to charts occurs to the S., since the loýýýer. beds are , -'-, ein blocky 
cnerts in : elm Gill, 400 yd S. S. I. '`of this point. : 3elow ton e, 
Pin the ip, ýlrt of the Richmond Chert '-Serics is not expposed. 
11 feature cwpped on (aldber-h Pasture and above Han how Festures 
agrees gell in sosition with the to?, of the Richmond Choort S.: ries, 
on the -. ss, nr)t ion that these beds are about 150' thick, which is 
consistent L1ith the known, l :. r ýeý thie no on the 1 . E. sloaes of 
Fenhill and in the country I1". of ", rnithwE 1. te Eoo: C. This is 
supported by the presence of c'ert in tips of old lead shc, -f'ts located 
1+0p above the base of this feature, which a rocs well with the 
presence of the Chert Series irnrned. icte1yr belob, ne fea pure. 
The sectiono in Elm si 11 (096851) -nd. Thorow Gill (085840) both 
show a devclo, ment of compact, 
blocky 
stxý ky tcxtiured cherts 
in the lovier part of the : 'ichmond Chert äcries (Plate 18A is a 
polished spccimen from Thorow Gill). In Lend Up Gill (073825) a long 
section which is almost compl r. te can be messured (Flete 13). It 
consists very lar., ely of blocky cherts ,, and contains no thick 
development of unchertified li mestone. The Chert Series is here 
about thick, of which 629 are exposed. is It evident from 
the rna inir that a thinninpr of the Chert Series occurs southwards. 
It is probable that this is at least in part due to intra-E1 erosion 
prior to the deposition of the Grossinrrton Grit Group. 
Exposures of cherty beds occur near o3wineside, largely in 
quarries for Urall stone. In Findlethwaite "ill (056809) (Pl to 13) 
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a clear section of the lower part of the Eichmond Chert Series is 
seen. An alternation of platy chert and shale partinf, s in the 
loweb beds is overlain by 20' of i_mcherti. fied crinoicAail l i. me- 
stone, reminiscent of a similar development in the quarry 
of Elm Gill (see ante). The entire thickness of the Chert Series 
is about 62' here, but the unnper beds are not exposed, exceptin, -* 
for the uppermost portion which are platy cherts directly under- 
lyinn a sandstone of the Grassinc-ton Grit Group. 
18' of blocky cherts are seen in Arkleside Gill. The lower 
42' of the Chert Series are partially seen in Harkera Gill (040795) 
where they include blocky cherts and granular, crinoidal limestone. 
There is no trace of a Pipe Bed. At the top of the visible 
section the chert is quite glassy; it seems possible that this 
is the horizon which a, -; pears to persist over an area round 
Fleensop to the N. W. (see ante). The full thickness of the Chert 
Series is perhaps about 58'. In the streams draining to Low 
Pasture indications of cherts are frequent; fairly complete 
exposure occurs in Lords ('ill where the (: hert Series is about 28' 
thick, indicatinr a prorressive decrease in thickness up-dale. 
The Chert Series is finally cut out by in trs-E1 erosion N. of 
Burn Gill and is not seen up-valley from this point. 
Beds of the Little cyclothem above the Richmond Chert 
Series; the Crow L,. mestone 
The sandstone of the Little cyclothem was first named the 
'White Grit' by Phillips (1836). Subsequently the Geological 
Survey (Dgkyne et al. 1891) employed the old miners' term 
'Ten Fathom Grit', which is the current usace. Scanlon (1955) 
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has divided up this horizon into two parts separated by a 
local marine band, the Fcrad. ay House M-rine Fnnd, not represen', ed 
in the present area, where the Ten : Fathom Cfrit consists only 
of one leaf. The limestone obove this horizon was named the 
'Crow' by Phillips. Both of these horizons are only known 
from the northern part of the Askricr Block nand are absent 
owing to intra-E 1 erosion to the south. 
Scanlon and the present 
author provide details of their southern limit (Piste 20). 
The strata of the Little cyclothem above the 
Richmond Chert 
Series and the Crow Limestone appear som-ýwhct abruptly in the N. E. 
of the -round. Evidence from tips of old mine shafts suc'*gests 
that they are entirely absent below Flanistone Pin on C`ldbergh 
Fasture. No trace of these beds is seen below Braithwaite 
This is 
conceivably due to there being a love scarp on the intra-E1 
erosiuii surface which caused a large thickness 
(about 50') of beds 
to come in rapidly below the r-rassinc: ton Orit Group. The Crow 
Limestone con be traced for over 12 miles along the outcrop 
and appears to very little in thickness, thoup-h it may thicken 
to the east from 20' to about 301. The Ten Fathom Grit under- 
lying the limestone appears to thin eastwards from 18' to a 
few feet. The underlying- sholes also thin slightly in that 
direction. 
Details - The Crow Limestone and the beds which immediately 
underlie it are exposed only in the extreme N. E. of the present 
around. The only complete section of the limestone is in 
Red Beck 'ill, but no full section of the beds below the 
limestone o"curs, but it is prob<<ble that the ^_xposures in Red 
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Beck Gill are nearly complete. The section in the -, ill is 
PSS f o1J o s: 
c-anisteroid sandstone (Gras3inr ton Grit rlroup) 
s li, -ht reap 
14' ye1: 1_owi3. h limestone 
4' partly chertified grey limestone 
2' ., -rey limestone (total Crow Limestone is 20' thick) 
18' compact, flag--cy limonite-spotted sand., tone with 
silty partinrrs near the base (Ten Fathom 'rit) 
4' micaceous s imn; le with silty partings 
17' micaceous shale (base not seen) 
A fault through 3raithwaite ', Mood shifts the outcrop of the 
Crow Limestone downhill. 4' of limestone with cherty layers 
seen 200' .., ards downstream from the above exposure appear 
to be a repetition of this horizon. Over 8' of flaggt' sand- 
stone seen at a lower level in the scction are assumed to be 
the Ten Fathom Grit 10' of which is also exposed in the lip of 
a nearby shaft (120858). 
A feature at the base of the shales of the Grassington 
Grit Group can be mapped from Red meck Gill eastwards to East 
Witton. S. E. of this village it dies out owing to its being 
mantled with boulder cJr. This l eature overlooks a platform 
in the Crow Limestone. Below Braithwaite Lane the measures 
of the Little cyclothem above the Richmond Chert Series form 
a feature which is 20' high at East 'Mitton Lodge. The Ten 
Fathom Grit is seen just below the Crow Limestone at this point. 
It is only a few feet thick and therefore much thinner than 
in Red Beck Gill, to the west. The limestone is cbout the 
some thickness as in the gill section and does not exceed 25'. 
Last Witton is built on a platform of Crow Limestone which here 
forms a wide outcrop. Phillips (1836) records a sinking in 
lEo 
the villar'-e which penetrated 7y rds of limestone. The 
possible total is here oboe l; -'C ,t 
the horizon sppcars. there- 
fore to be thicker than it is to the west. 
The petrography of the Richmond Chert Seriee and the problem 
of its origin 
The chief work on the cherts in beds of Yorr. 'cdi. le L'L cies on 
the Askrig'g Block was carried out by Se rcent (1929) and ''dells 
(1955). Both a reec. that the bulk of the cherts vrhica they 
studied originated as primary eels. A paper by Hey (i 5ý) on 
the Crow Cherts gave a somewhat different interpretation. I here5s 
Ssrcrert and. 'dells considered that the chert3 were lar, --ely deposited 
"s silica gels, Hey believed thet many of the siliceous rocks 
Which he studied owed their origin to silicification of calcitic 
sediment soon after cleposition; he also reco nised a minority 
of cherts as b-inr probably primary in the strict sense. 
There cre three fairly Cistinct types of rock represented 
in the t-,. ichmondý. Chert Series of the present crround (the divisions 
closely resemble those of ic' ls, 1955 a, b) 
1. Streaky, blocky chertc - these cre tyT, ie 1J y corn i ct, F rcy, 
blocky weathering and distinctly jointed cherts. A piety 
form of weatherinF is common. In some cases the weathering is 
of a porous nature due to the leaching of calcite, leaving. a 
siliceous sponge. Beddin, v planes affected in this way show! a 
cavernous surface (Plate 15). 
In thin section the rock consists of isotropic, pale brown 
silica intermixed with finely divided cclcite, scattered shell 
fragments and sponge spicules preserved in calcite. The organic 
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r 
debris t; en,, to Fihor some rr ýJ_ý_r ¶: ziri a. 1ongr the 
of the rock ii charocteri., tictilly , streaky 
mid -u r ,T eomT)1ex. Numerous 6nrk poets : end lcrnses occur in o 
1imht, ý. r -round maus of -rey or c? irty colou. r.. The more 
z ail,, ., co -ni is )le m a, l: in°;, ac cu-, -:, iaý, ýý;, , , w. cty . ýý, or 
i_n:, tr nce, :c We1 cý 5b, llt 1L, In thin section. 
the fabric of these : structures is i(, entic^1 with t st of the-l! 
, ý;? 
rent rock inl'1udc hell : ýý'ý "C cn; tý! 'Vcd in c alct tte, 
On Lhal'i account «n of L_ 1u., i in L'oi 1, aese organisms is rejected, 
since they )re merely a redistributed matrix. Some of tbcse 
bo(lics ere ren-, rka'bly planar (those fi" --ured by \Vells, for 
ins , ance), but the bulk are of irre rulr; r ýahape. In view of the 
roct that these structures may cross each other and are commonly 
of i11reQ-uler shape it is' considered that they are most probably 
the product of the passarre of annelids through the rock when 
it was soft. It is also possible that the pod-like fabric of 
the streaky cherts in general may be due to the ' flat Lenins out of 
tubular markings made by the pas: aare of larve numbers of , nnelids 
which lived in the mud. (Plate 18A shows both cusp shaped 
and streaky structures in a chert). 
2. Flinty rTherts - these ere commonly of a pale -rev colour and 
occur princippally ;, 
t t1.0' , nd 60' above the base of the 
Richmond Chert Aeries. Joints r rc -) aced close together -)nd 
the rock tends to break Lip into ; mall pieces. In thin section 
they consist primarily of colourless chalcedony, which often 
takes the form of fibrous, radial aooregates. Disrupted remains 
of crinoid oocoicles occur in the ehO; 1ccdonf rproundmass and show 
markedly irre-rular borders due to the mar. "inal replacement of 
PLI TE 13 A 
Fei telly ii c, 4'i : 'Coy and lroductus (Froductus) productu: 
preservccF ire ? ýr e i: urloers on a bedding pane in L icf ied Iplate' 
be1ov tic Lire-tone of Low Dove Scar, 'ý cnhill. 
Natural size. 
YLAT 1ý B 
Wispy ' bedded chert from the iiichmond Chert Series of Thorow dill, 
Coverdale. The structure is extremely comrlex and discontinuous. The 
dark streaks are possibly due to annelids of algae and show cuspoidal 
markings , the clearest of which are seen top, centre. In thin section the rock is composed of finely crystalline silica. 
Natural size. 
ý} 
aý. 
ý 
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the cr3icite by secondEry chalcedony. Sc attcreci cnr. bongte 
rhombä occur in the secondary chalcedony. In lirnd 3p clmon 
such cherts often show 1 ärr-e crinoiJ o>>icles, of ten exeeedinc " 
in diameter which were not replece' by chalcedony ^nd were 
subseouently leached of cplcite, leavincr n void. Iii, ý, -r. ly porous 
cherts occur with l9roe numbers of voids faithfully reproducinrr 
the shape of crin. -)i 5 ossicles leached of calcite. The 
secondary chert shown in Piste 50Z re-plgcin,, " crilcite mud is also 
classy. In thin section it is a ch. 91redony showing radial 
a7mrer ates. 
3. Crinoidal limestones - these are of two distinct types. The 
first is made up of l9rre ossicles, some of which are articulated 
(Plate 176) and the second is an 'incoherent pale Frey rock 
composed entirely of minute poly7ona1 ossicles without inter- 
stitial cement. Both of these developments are lenticular and 
occur at all levels in the Chert Series. In some instances they 
show original dips of Ceposition. These nre especially well 
seen in the quarry on Mid(. leham Low Moor (Pl:, rte 15A). On the 
N. E. slopes of Penhill beds of the crinoidal facies replsace the 
bulk of the blocky cherts in the lower half of the Chert Series; 
it seeins likely that rocks of the two facies were bein7 dei)o31ted 
simultaneously. The crinoids probably built ur n mound on the 
sea bed, round which the siliceous sediments were forminrr. The 
glassy cherts described in the -cnrevious section are in many cases 
secondary after the streaky varieties. 
whilst it seems certain that some of the cherts are undoubtedly 
secondar,: r, the streaky cherts cslt, ': cially show such such an 
intimate admixture of silica and calcite that it seems likely 
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that they are primary deposits. The pr;. ncipal alternatives to a 
primary hypothesis of the origin of cherts gre the introduction 
of siliceous solutions at the plane of the intro-E1 iinconformity 
and silicification soon after deposition by si licifyin,. r agents on 
the sea-bed. The First hypothesis is s ; tr: active ýýeccuse there 
is "oo(I evidence for its validity at the lcvel of the Three Yard 
and 'Five Yard cyclothems in 'TTith3erdale (see Chapter 5). The 
sudden oes:: etion of cherts in - downward direction at the level 
of the Little Limestone Pipe Bed is strong evidence agsinst this 
view, since it is excessively unlikely that the chertifying 
solutions would stop percolating downwards at the identical level 
over on area of many square miles, especially in view of the fact 
that the Main Limestone includes a high proportion of calcite 
mud which else1,, ihere seems to be more readily chertified than 
crinoid ossicles. 
Further evidence rainst secondary chertification is to be 
found in the quarry on I'idcilehari Low Moor where the lip and floor 
is made up of streaky cherts between which is n cake 15' thick 
of almost unchertified crinoidal limestone (PJ- to 15A). The 
only signs of chertificatiun are flinty cherts in nodules and 
pods parallel to the beddinr-r, '. ýut only in the lower part of the 
limectone. The restriction of secondary replocemento to the lower 
part of the limestone stronrly su. M, 7ests that the chertifying solutio 
were trevellinp upwards. The contact between the streaky cherts 
and the limestone which is larc-ely chert-free is very sharp and 
is difficult to explain by any hypothesis of selective secondary 
replacement. It is however noteworthy that streaky structures, 
such are typicel of certain cherts here considered as probably 
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primary, are Dlso found occasionally in calcite mucistones. The 
writer visited an exposure of the Coclrl lice -1 
Limestone at Trout 
3eck, 'W eotmoreland, in which the streaky -nd cusp shaped 
patterns characteristic of streaky cherts were seen preserved 
in a calcite mudstone. There is thus a faint possibility that 
the streaky cherts are seconda)ýy after calcite muds. Reasons 
have already been given for rejectinf the theory that the 
silica came from the plane of the intra-E1 erosion surface in 
this case, though a penecontemporaneous silicification of the 
type outlined by Hey does not seem to be ruled out. In short, 
the present author does not consider that the petrofrraphic 
evidence presented by 'Wells (1955, b) amounts to final proof that 
the bulk of cherts in the Richmond Chert Series were deposited 
as gels, as distinct from calcitic sediments which were altered 
soon after deposition. rom an experimental c, tondpoint and 
for want of present day anslopues the reel hypothesis also has some 
weaknesses. On this account it is held that the views of Hey 
may apply to some extent at least to the Richmond Chert Series; 
primary precipitation remains a possibility. Chertification 
at the plane of the antra-E unconformity appears to be chiefly 
in the beds of the Three Yard and Five Yard cyclothems in 
NiHderdale. Yany, if not all of the flinty cherts seem to be of 
secondary orip-in as is shown by their tendency to marginally 
replete crinoid ossicles as well as the matrix which is usually 
wholly made over to chalcedony. The exact date of this 
secondary alteration is unknown; it may be penecontemporaneous, or 
it may have taken place at the time of intra-h1 erosion. 
PLATE 19 B 
The Richmond Chert Series in 
Eleemis Gill, looking down- 
stream from 022818. The go1, c 
is in blocky cherts which 
overlie the Main Limestone 
in the bed of the valley. 
These latter beds are char; _ c ,, _: by rounded, s dish ct from 
guar weathering forms. 
i . ýL':; i 
's'he Nain Limestone at 
`, lalden Head (978787). The 
basal beds are sandstones 
of the Underset cyclothem 
" ihich are here flaggy and 
are overlain by the well 
jointed Hain Limestone. 
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Pnigeontolocri, r 
The Main Li. riestone of the present c: round to only sparsely 
fossiliferous and appears to ýrielc3 n smeller fauna than in 
upper Wensleydale and on the Gilling dome. The bulk of the 
present records are from a richly fossiliferous band at Lock 
Cill in Coverdale with a larce quantity of ahelly debris set in 
pale grey calcite mud. The forms include large Scheliwienella 
and excellently preserved Phricodothyris lineata. The corals 
and foraminifers recorded from the Main Limestone are chiefly 
long ran: --, d forms, though Chaetetes deuressus and Za phrentis_ 
curvilinea have not been recorded from any other level in the 
present ground. 
The fauna of the } ic'-, mond Chert Series is chiefly restricted 
to the limestones. Streaky cherts appear to be without fossils 
other than cusp shaped and lenticular markinE s referred tentatively 
to the annelids. The Pipe Bed is presumed to be the product 
of a colony of lugworms operating over a large intertidal 
area durinr a period of minimal öepositi,, -)n. 
These are referred 
to cf. Arenicolitec sp. and resemble borinrrs in the sandstones of 
the Simonstone and Underset cycloth-ems elsewhere in the area. 
The brachiopod fauna i:. chiefly found in the limestones which yield 
s : ail Corms, especially : omar : in . _"era. 
Iyyalostelia is a 
characteristic fossil, also recorded in numbers at this level 
by fells (1955¬0; it is chiefly developed in the Richmond Chert 
Series. 
I 
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11 un, r1 Lir. i, s 
t. Ir-in Lir(: ) one 
? Bevoc, istris; .., I 
Giro Hella sp., 1 
"Orvanismo(' j ohns on ras., I 
Arnnlodiscus incertu. s (dtCrbipny), 2 
Cu. lcisphaera. uuI, n on 1, '12 
! ýndothyra sp., 1,2 
Orobias ornata,. Brady., I 
Letrataxis d. ecu. rrens (Brsdy), I 
Textulariid, I 
tiulophyllum funi*ites (I1eminrr), 1,3 
Caninia sp ., 1 
Chaeteies toi E; E JUE 'lemincc, 3 
Dibunophyllum biptrtitum bipartitum 
Diphyphyllum lateseptatum l,: cCoy, 3 
Heterophyllum sp., 1 
HexaDhvllum sv.. I 
(McCoy), 3 
Konickophy11um sp. ? echinatum (Thomson), I 
Archaeocidarid spine, 1.2 
Crinoid ossicles, I 
Cryptostome indet., 2 
? Actinoconchus sp., I 
Brachythyris decora (Phillips) 13 
Phricodothyris lineate (Martin), 1-4 
Productus (Buxtonia) scrabiculus (Martin), I 
--------- (Echinoconchus) punctatus 
(Martin), I 
--------- (-------------) of. sub, lerrans Thomes, 1 
--------- (Lomarri_nifera) lobatus J. Sovrerb, 7,1 
--------- ( ------------- 
) praecursor Muir-Mood, I 
Schellwienella cf. crenistria (Phillips), 1 
Schizophoria resupinata (Iartin), I 
Spixý. fer bisulcatuN J. Sowerby group, 1 
Ostracods, 1,2 
Vertebrate cruahinw tooth.. I 
Index of localities for the above 
1. Lock Gill, Coverdale (includes thin section) 
2. Hindlethwaite Gill, Coverdele (thin section) 
3. Dove scar, Penhill 
Richmond Che. rt Series 
995782 
056809 
035874 
Archaediscus karreri Brady, 1 
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Endothyra sr. ,I Teetrataxi 3 Acurrens Brady, 1 
Hyalostclia smithii Young -nd Younc-, 3 
Sl)onr e sTpicuic: s, 2,4 
Archaeocidarid spine, 1 
Crinoid ossicles, 1,2,3,4 
Cryptostome indet., 3 
ý'enestella sr.., 14 
Rhombopora Bp,, I 
-cf. Arenicolites sp., 5,6,7,8,9,10 
Cleiothyridina sp., 14 
rroductus (Echinoconchu. s) e ler'ano h cCoy, 4 
--------- (: Lomarr inifera) long-ispinus JJ. : 3owerby, 2,3,4 
--------- (Productus) sp., 4 
? Fish tooth 
Index of localities for the ribove 
1, Hindlethwaite Gill, Coverdale (thin section) 
2. Dumps from old lend shaft, Fleensop Poor 
3. Dovescar Plain, N. of Penhill 
4. Thorow Gill, Cooverdale* 
5. W. side of Harland y'ialdendale 
6. Ever Bank Quarry, Coverdale 
7, Griff head, Melmerby 
8. S. E. of r°ount Pleasant, Coverdale 
9. Cumma Gill, Coverdale 
10. Ray (1111, Coverdale 
056809 
01281 4 
04j872 
085839 
0228.1 
11 6872 
07.856 
046858 
031832 
0082.5 
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CHAPTER 8 
THE SUB-GRASSINGTON GRIT GROUP UNCONFORHITY 
Movements prior to the mid El times 
Phillips (1836) drew attention to the fact that there was 
a pronounced thinnin, r of measures between the limestones of 
Yoredale facies towards the S. E. of the Askricg Block. This 
fact was later emphasised by Chubb and Hudson (1925) who cTive 
comparative sections for upper Wensleydale and Kettlewell in 
Wharfedale. The work of 11: oore (1955) and the present thesis 
provides details of this thinnincx which strongly affects the 
shales and sandstones of all cyclothems excepting the Underset. 
It is evident that deposition was minimal in the Kettlewell area 
though the thickness of the limestones varied little. The 
sediments of the Gayle, Hardraw (fide Chubb and Hudson, 1925), 
Middle, Five Yard, Three Yard and Vain cyclothems all thin towards 
Coverdale and Nidderdale. It appears that the S. E. of the 
Askrir-g Block was a positive area in P2 times during which the 
deposition of terripenous sediments was minimal. In low E1 times 
durinr' the deposition of the shales and sandstones of the 
Underset cyclothem subsidence appears to have gone on fairly evenly 
over the Block and these sediments are everywhere about 90t 
thick in the present trround, except locally in lower Coverdale 
(this excepting the area where they have been removed by intra-E1 
erosion). 
Wells (1955, at b) showed that the shales and sandstones of 
the Main cyclothem thin greatly to the south. They are cut out 
completely in the latitude of Leyburn, leaving a large area in the 
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S. E. of the Askrigg Block where they are absent. It is evident 
that the positive movements causing, as Wells maintains, an un- 
conformity below the Little Limestone, were mere widespread than 
the earlier positive effects in the S. E. corner of the AskriFg 
Block. This is because they affect a larger portion of the 
relevant cyclothem over a larger area than in the case of under- 
lying rhythmic unite. The shales and sandstones of the Crow 
cyclothem are also appreciably thinner in the present area than to 
the N., though an accurate evaluation of this thinning is not. 
possible due to diachronism ap the top of the Richmond Chert 
Series (fide Wells, 1955b). 
Hudson (1930,19 . 4) and Black 
(1950) described pre-E1 overlaps 
by the Upper Bowland Shales from the Malham and Grasaington areas. 
The details of these have been summarised by Rayner (1953). It 
is evident that they antedate the present unconformity which 
progressively cuts across beds which range from mid-E1 (Stonesdale 
cyclothem) to D, (Great Scar Limestone). There is no evidence 
to show that more than one phase of denudation was involved and 
hence the pre-Grassinaton Grit Group unconformity is referred to 
one date, near the middle of E, times. 
The intra-E, unconformity 
The earliest work on the character of the base of the 
Grassington Grit Group was that of Phillips (1836) who recognised 
that the Lain Limestone in Coverdale was locally cut out by 
transcression at this level. Dalcyns had constructed a section 
(according to Chubb and Hudson, 1925) which showed an unconformity 
at this level. The papers of 1891,1892 do not specifically state 
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this however and appear to attribute the dying, out of several 
horizons of Yoredale fac ies to the fact that they thinned rather 
than that they had been eroded. 
The work of Chubb and Hudson (1925) involved mapping the 
Yoredale sediments and the base of the Grassington Grit Group 
along the outcrop from Starbotton in Wharfedale to Greenhow. 
It was then shown by mapping that the Grassington Grit Group 
came to rest on successively lower horizons to the south, since 
it lay on the Main Limestone in the extreme north and ultimately 
on DI beds of the Great Scar Limestone in the Greenhow area. On 
the basis of a field reconnaisance it was also stated that the 
highest beds to emerge from under this unconformity to the north 
were the sediments of the 'Fell Top' (i. e. Stonesdale) cyclothem. 
Later, Anderson (1928), Dunham and Stubb7eield (1945), Black 
(1952), 
Black and Bond (1952) and Joysey (1955) mapped portions of the 
outcrop previously studied by Chubb and Hudson and added details to 
the previous work. Rowell (1954. ) summarised the knowledge relating 
to the unconformity north of Grassington and drew a section, 
chiefly from Chubb and Hudson's and Geolocical Survey data. This 
is in several respects inaccurate and has been corrected in de- 
tails by the work of Scanlon (1955), Wells (1955a) and the 
present author. The chief value of this diagram is the 
correlation of the Mirk Fell 1Tanister with the Grassington Grit 
Group of the Grassington area on the basis of the occurrence 
of Cravenoceras cowlinrense in the Mirk Fell Ironstones, overlying 
the Mirk Fell Canister (Hudson, 1911) and in the Cockhill marine 
Band of Greenhow (Dunham and Stubblefield, 1945) which overlies 
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the Grassington Grit Group. Scanlon (1955) added detailed 
information about the overstep by sandstones of the Stonesdale 
and Crow Limestones of the Shunner Fell area in'r southerly direction, 
He showed that the Mirk Fell Ganister and the Lower Howrate 
Edpe grit were identical horizons from a mapping point of view, 
a fact which had not hitherto been realised by Chubb and Hudson 
(1925), or Rowell (195L. ). 
The above work has shown that eleven cyclothems of beds of 
Yoredale facies are transgressed in a southerly direction by the 
Grassington Grit Group. This croup was deposited on an erosion 
surface which appears to have covered the southern part of 
the Askriga Block, with the maximum erosional effect in the 
S. E. corner, culminating near Greenhow with the exposure of beds 
of D, age. The total thickness of sediments affected is 
about 750'. 
The present work confirms that the Grassin, <--ton Grit Group 
rests on pro. ressively lower horizons in a south easterly direction. 
In the north of the area round East 'i'litton the Crow Limestone 
and Ten Fnthom Grits are present, but elsewhere in the north; in 
lower Coverdale and on the north slopes of Penhill, the GrassinFton 
Grit r'roup rests directly on the Richmond Chert Series, These 
latter beds thin proirressively up Coverdale under the 
i3nconformity so that in the upper dale the Grassinr-ton Grit Group 
rests immediately on the Main Limestone. The Main Limestone is 
completely cut out on the S. E. side of the dale under Little 
, Whernside and is locally much attenuated on the F. W. side of the 
valley, but is again thick near roverhead (Plate 20). The local 
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dying out of the Main Limestone in Coverdale appears on mspping 
evidence to be due to channellinrr at the base of the Grassington 
Grit Group and not to flexurin,, r and subsequent erosion of these 
beds. The Main Limestone is rapidly cut out by the Grassincton 
Grit Group N. of Caoeker Scar. It seems probable that a low 
scarp stood on the sea bottom at the time, since the base of the 
Grits appears to descend below the level of the limestone to 
the south in such a manner as to'sucnest that the latter beds stood 
as a low scarp facing in a southerly direction. The erosion at 
the foot of this low escarpment appears to be reflected in a 
arenter thickening of the Grassington Grit Group to the S. of it. 
In Upper Nidderdale it has been shown in the present work 
that the base of the Grassinn-ton ('rit Group rests on the Three 
Yard Limestone and, locally at the head of the dale, probably 
on the Underset Limestone. Whilst Tonks (1925) realised the 
extent of the overstep of beds in Nidderdele, the reader will 
appreciate that the re-namincr of the beds lessens the discrepancy 
between the level of the unconformity in Coverdale, N. W. of 
Little Whernside and that in Nidderdale. A problem still exists 
however, since the base of the Grassington Crit Group in mid- 
Coverdale stands about 40'-60' above the base of the Richmond Chert 
Series, with only a slight downsteppino to the south on to lower 
horizons in the cherts. In contrast, in upper Nidderdale over a 
comparably large area the base of the Grassington Grit Croup is at 
the level of the Three Yard and Underset (? ) Limestones, with 
only a small chanp. e in straticraphic level, similar in magnitude to 
that seen in the case of the Richmond Chert Series in mid-Coverdale. 
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Between these two areas the unconformity chanrces in horizon through 
140' of strata under a ridre (that of Little 'Nhernride) only 
172 miles wide, and with an effective length of two miles (insofar 
as it affects the existing exposures showing the varying levels 
at which the unconformity stands in Coverdale and Nidderdale. ) 
It is well known from the work of Chubb and Hudson (1925), as amended 
by Hudson (1933), and the present author that a comparable overstep 
is achieved in two miles, E. of Kettlewell, but this appears to 
be in part due to the formation of a pre-E1 scarp south of which 
there is a thickening of the Grassinpton Grit Group. Whilst the 
possibility of a scarp underneath Little whcrnside aligned with 
the long axis of that mountain is attractive, it must be 
stated that there is no evidence for thickeninr of the Grassinciton 
Grit Groiip below such a hypothetical scarp in upper Nidderdele. 
On the contrary, most of the sediments at that level in upper 
Nidderdale are shales and the segience is thinner here than in other 
places in the dale, or in upper Coverdale and `Naldendale. The 
alternative to a scarp is a flexure aliarned with the axis of Little 
Whernside. Whether the explanation be a slight flexure or a 
low scarp, it is evident that 80' of the 140' of the sediments 
cut out rapidly to the south are relatively soft shales which would 
readily yield to erosion. 
Summary 
It appears that the early positive tendency affecting the 
thickness of sediments in the S. B. corner of the Askrigg Block in 
P2 and early E, times was followed by a period of emergence some 
time after the formation of the Stonesdales Limestones. Erosion 
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affecting a maximum of 750' of sediments took place with its 
greatest effect at Greenhow. The influx of deltaic sediments 
of the rrassington Grit Group over this land surface appears 
to have been relatively sudden. Beds of Millstone Grit facies 
therefore lay above progressively lower horizons to the south. 
Over much of the centre and S, W. of the Block the formations under 
the unconformity were the Richmond Chert Series and Main Limestone, 
but to the north, and largely to the N. of Wensleydale, higher 
beds appear from under the erosion surface, namely strata of the 
Crow and Stonesdales cyclothems. Whilst the present outliers 
on the Askrigg Block at Pen-y-Ghent, Fountains Fell and round the 
heads of Xharfedale show that the Grassington Grit Group does 
not rest at lower levels than the Main Limestone, there was 
pronounced erosion in the S. E. corner of the Block which led to 
overstep on to low levels, culminating with a local transgression 
on to DI beds at Greenhow. 
Thoup'h there is good evidence of channelling at the base of 
the Grassincton Grit, Group in upper Coverdale, the present author 
cannot agree with the contention of Joysey (1955) that the 
overstep may be due to scour off the face of a delta. This is 
because of the extent of the surface and the fact that coals are 
abundant in the Grassington Grit Group, even in the lowest beds 
(which are locally fireclays), indicating conditions of repeated 
emergence which do not appear to be likely to be the immediate 
sequel of a supposed period of delta-front scour. 
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Little Whernside from East 
Stone dill. The scar in the 
foreground is in the shale of 
the Underset cyclothem which 
overlies the Underset Limestone 
of the scar downstream. The 
black area on the hillside on 
, ae far side of Coverdale is 
'. he outcrop of the Grassirigton 
--rit , forming Fox Stones. 
ittle Whernside is capped by 
, he Lower Follifoot Grit, with 
: steep slopes on the liar Hill 
'reds. The feature seen on the 
; sky-line at the right end of 
the hill is in the Red Scar 
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PLATE 22 B 
The plane of the intra-E1 
unconformity in Nidderdale, at 
Stone Beck (034753). The limr- 
stone seen below the hammer i_ 
probably the Underset Limest,..:: ', 
overlain by sandstones and shale. 
which are equivalent to the 
Grassington Grits. This is the oil 
point in upper Nidderdale where 
the contact is now visible. 
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CHAPTER 9 
a 
TIC CIRASSINGTON GRIT GROUP 
The term 'Grits of Grossington Moor' was coined by the 
officers of the Geological Survey for arenaceous beds with some 
shale overlying the strata of Yoredale facies in the country 
between Grassington and upper Coverdale. This term was used 
in the key of Sheet 97 S. E. (New. Ser. 51) which covers the 
present area. Since this date Bisat (1914) and Tonks 
(1925) 
reverted to the old miners' name 'Basement or Bearing Grit'. 
present author prefers a nomenclature that does not stress the 
arenacous beds because the bulk of the sandstones at this level 
do not persist in the north of the ground here described. For 
this reason the term Grassington Grit Group (following Hudson, 
1939) is employed. 
The earliest record of the variations at the level of the 
Grassincton Grit Group was by Dakyns (1891,1892). He noted 
The 
that a deterioration of the sandstone members set in doom Coverdale 
and Weldendale so that in the lower reaches of these valleys they 
are represented by a predominantly shaly sequence. Bisat 
(1914) 
noted that the coarse sandstone development was well seen in 
Howstean Beck, Nidderdale and held that the maximum thickness of 
these beds was in a N. -S. line under Great Whernside. 
Tonks 
(1925) also noted these changes cnd mentioned that the lower 
sandstones were the most persistent. 
Stratirrraphy 
The Grassington Grit Group comprises all strata between the 
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antra-E, unconformity and the Cockhill Vcrine Band. The thick- 
ness of the beds varies from at least 200' (probably 220') to 
about 125'. The thinning takes place in a northerly direction 
and -npears to occur largely at the point of change from a 
predominantly arenaceous to a predominantly shaley facies. In 
the Great Whernside area and in Howsteen Beck the beds are largely 
coarse, massive current bedded sandstones with layers of 
pebbles often developed in the lower half of the division. Here 
the thickness is at its maximum; it probably exceeds 2001 
locally and is always about this firzure. The sandstones show 
current bedding predominantly from the N. N. W. and are characteristical Ii 
feldspathic. Occasional shale partings occur and are in some 
instances mappable. One such parting outcrops on the S. W. 
flank of Great Whernside and in Howstean . 
deck; at both localities 
it carries a coal seam (Plate 23). Whilst exposures in the 
upper part of the Grassinrton Grit Group are incomplete, the 
evidence from Providence Mine and elsewhere suQrests that it 
contains several shale partings and that the bedscf sandstone 
ore less coarse than in the lower part of the division. 
In upper Waldendale, upper Coverdale and in Nidderdele above 
Angram Reservoir there is a strong suggestion of rapid facies 
change in a northerly direction accompanied by rapid thinning of 
sediments from 2001 to 160'. Further north the Grassington 
Grit Group appears to thin still further to about 125', but this 
decrease in thickness does not appear to be linked with any facies 
chance. The thinning at the line of f acies change appears to be 
largely due to the rapid lensing out of the massive, coarse cand- 
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stones in the lower half of the croup. It appcgr. s to take 
place along a distinct line which can be traced from 4aldendale 
into Coverdale and thence into upper Nidderdale. The line 
then must run under Kay Head Allotment and across the Nidd again 
E. of the Scar Douse Dam (the section in the dam trench is in 
the predominantly shalt' development) (see Plate 20 in which the 
line of facies change is shown). The result of this facies 
chance is that thick developments of coarse sandstones at this 
level occur only in the south of the area, in upper Waldendale, 
upper Coverdale, Nidderdale around Lofthouse and the How Stean 
Valley, whilst a portion of the beds of massive sandstone facies 
are also seen in the R. Nidd above the Anr-ram Dam. 
In the area where the predominantly shaly fades occurs, coals 
are more frequent than in the ground where sandstone predominates. 
These are accompanied by fireclays and Fanisters which attain 
their maximum development in the lower part of the sequence. 
Sandstones are thin and are chiefly fine train^d, but also 
include coarse types similar to those developed where the 
sandstones are thick. Exceptionally, thicker sandstones occur 
as on the N. E. slopes of Penhill and on the E. W. slopes of 
Harland Hill. In no instance is it possible to map a sandstone 
with any äecrree of confidence in these beds and there appears to 
be rapid, variation which is in fact seen in the sections of the 
Amrum dam trench. Shale, of the Grassington Grit Group have 
yielded Lin? ula sp. at three widely ceporated localities in 
Coverdale, indicating a periodic influx of salt or brackish water 
into the area; generally speaking however, fossils apart from 
plant remains are absent. 
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The cause of the rapid facies change in the Grassinnton 
Grit Group is not clear. The interpretation r-riven on Pl: 'te 21 
is based on facies change. This seems to be the most likely 
explanation, but the possibility of a partial overlap cannot be 
overlooked since the coarse sandstones appear to die out to 
the north in such a fashion that the lowest beds are the last to 
thin out, which would be the condition brought about by erosion 
followed by overlap. The evidence in upper Nidderdele in 
which several of the sandstones in the shaly development 
are coarse surecrests a lateral passarge. If this explanation is 
correct a reason must be found for the rapid replacement of a 
thick series of sandstones by a comparable, but slightly smaller 
thickness of shales, with impersistent sandstones and several coal 
seams. The bar fing: ers of the bird foot delta of the reis -issippi 
(F; 
_sk et al., 
1954) appear to provide a rood analo, --y since the 
thick development of sandstones in the Gressinpton Grit Croup in 
the south of the area is a similar, thick pile of c renaceous 
sediment, cifferin only in the detail of grain size 
(coarse, as 
opposed to fine). The deposits into which the sandstones pass 
are chiefly shales with several coals which were on this explanation 
formed in interdistributary swamps subject to long periods of 
inundation. Occasional crevassing of the levees of the main 
river channel lead to the influx of occasional sheets of coarse 
sediment which contrast with the predominantly fine sandstones 
interleaved with the shales at this level. 
The directions of current beddinF which were measured show a 
maximum in the direction N. N. W. This direction is parallel to 
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the edge of the postulated channel, marked by the fades chancre 
to shalt' beds in the north. The incision into the ?: lain Limestone 
of Coverdale which can be picked up on both sides of the dale 
also shows alir-nment in this direction. It has steep sides 
after the fashion of a channel which has been scoured out. 
The present author maintains that it is possible that this 
represents the early stages in the formation of the channel 
which later built up a bar fin 5rer when the preliminary erosive 
period was followed by one of deposition. The major objection 
to this view is that already expressed by Walker (1952) who 
considered that coarse and fine sandstones are the products of 
differing sedimentational environments. The difficulties 
associated with Walker's scheme are more fully dealt with in 
Chapter 23. In the present case however both coarse and fine 
grained sandstones occur in close proximity in the shaley 
development of the Grassington Grit group. It is therefore 
difficult to conceive that they are the product of differing 
sedimentetional environments, namely the fan-spread and the 
bird-foot delta. 
Details 
Exposures are described in sequence from ," 1dendale, Coverdale 
and Njdderdale. 
East side of Waldendale from Walden Head to Penhill - The upper 
part of 'tYaldendale, on the N. J. , lopes of Brown Haw shows a 
thick sandstone in the lower part of the (Trassington Grit Group 
which can be seen resting on limestone in a sink at Walden 
Head (980789). The lowest 80' at least of the group appears 
to be wholly sandstone and forms a well defined platform above 
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Crac Brea. The upper beds are not exposed though they are 
probably alternations of sandstone and shale of the type shown 
in Plate 21B. The uppermost strata are seen in ac alley 
section at 989799 where the following section is exposed: 
Cockhill Marine Band 
7Q Rap 
1t flaggy sandstone 
181 shale, getting silty upwards 
At Brotijnhaw Holes (998805) the following beds are seen: 
shale chips (probably just below the horizon of the 
Cockhill Marine Bond) 
1'6" sandstone 
30' shale 
It is evident from these two sections that the highest 35' 
or L10' of the rassington Grit Group are predominantly shales 
on the W. slopes of Brown Haw. Beds which appear to be at a 
slightly lower level still in the sequence are exposed in the 
vicinity and include 8' of shale. 
N. L. of Brownhaw Holes the platform on the arenaeous lower 
half of the Grassington Grit Group rapidly looses definition, 
which is no doubt due to the dying out of the arenaceous beds 
in the manner shown in Plate 21B. The additional discovery 
of the Cockhill Marine Band on the N. slopes of Fell Pot is 
important as it shows that the Grassington Grit Group has 
thinned northwards at the point where the sandy beds die out. 
Below the exposure of the marine band on the slopes of Brown 
Haw the Grassington Grit Group is about 195' thick (the feature 
on the sandstones in the lower part of the beds is here 
strongly developed) whilst below Fell Pot it is about 165' thick. 
The available evidence suggests a further northerly thinning 
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towards Dovescar Loss (the feature on the sandstones is absent 
W. of Fell Pot and to the north). A sandstone a short distance 
below the Cockhill Marine Bend at Fell Pot can be mopped on 
the basis of a feature for a mile; a maximum of 15' of flagrry 
sandstone is exposed at this level. 
Back Dike (021815) shows a section in the lower half of 
the Grassin gton Grit Group which may 
faulting. When this is taken in col 
in Coal Gill (025817) (Plate 23) the 
composed chiefly of shaley beds with 
fireclays with coals. This forms a 
sandstone developed at this level in 
slopes of Great Haw. 
be interrupted by 
Zjunction with that seen 
section is seen to be 
the development of thick 
strong contrast to the 
the platform on the W. 
North of this point the Grassincton Grit Group has been 
removed by erosion on Dovescar Moss, a plateau on the Richmond 
Chert Series, except probably at North Tarn Hills and South 
Tarn Hill where sandstone blocks in the soil together with 
features point to the presence of outliers. 
The S. W. slopes of Harland Hill are not well exposed, 
but show features with much scree developed on them which indicate 
a fairly strong development of sandstones at this point. 
Plate 23 rives the result of the levelling of these features 
with the apparent c-eoloizy indicated. It seems probable 
that the Grassington Grit Group is about 150' thick here, which 
is rather thinner than the development of these beds at Fell 
Pot. Whilst some of the sandy bands persist along the Ti. 
slopes of Harland Hill there is no evidence for their presence 
N. of Chance Hill and when seen in Thupton Gill, the lowest 13' 
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of beds in the sequence are shales. A horizon 40' above these 
shales has been worked ßßr roofing tiles, and it is probably 
the same bed which was worked for this purpose on the N. slopes 
of Penhill. The extensive development of sandstone boulders 
at Buckstones and Foundations indicates the presence of a 
sandstone, mapped tentatively as the same horizon as the hirrhest 
sandstone of the Grassinnton grit Croup on Harland Hill; boulders 
at Buckstoncs show wavy beddin`f. 
North slopes of Penhill to Coverhead on the , Y. side of the dale. 
On the N. slopes of Penhill the chief indications are at the level 
of the roofing tile workings about 60' above the base of the 
°roup. These are flay fine grained micaceous sandstones (of 
grain size about 200 microns) with some feldspar and many flecks 
of carbon which have been worked in open cut and lL. vels; 
the horizon is perhaps about 6' thick. The old pony track 
ascending Penhill E. of Black Scar shows some shale chips at 
higher levels than the roofing tile horizon and also some 
sandstone boulders, here tentatively taken as representative of a 
sandstone horizon which is extended round the hillside in the 
direction of Foundations on slight evidence. The Orassinr*ton Grit 
Group appears to be less than 150' thick here because the 
Cockhill limestone was found in the debris of the Black Scar 
landslip, the top of which is 150' above the base of the Grassincrton 
Grit Group. Since the horizon of the limestone does not appear 
to occur in the actual scar of the slip it must lie between 150' 
and 50' (its actual level of occurrence in the debris of the slip) 
above the base of the Grassincrton Grit Group. The records from 
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Howden Cill I mile to the south strongly sua; rresto from mapping 
evidence that the Cockhill I, ll, -rine Band is about 125' bove the 
base of the Grassincton Grit Group which is therefore thinn;: r than 
it is further south (compared with 9 probnblr, thickness of 150' 
at Harland Hill and 195' at Brown Ha vi). 
On the N. E. spur of Penhill the Grnssinrton Grit Group 
is never exposed, but arpears to include a stron- arenaceous 
development in its upper part, where n feoture is developed at 
Little Penhill with abundant sandstone blocks on the surface 
of the -round. This horizon has been tentatively mapped as 
the same as that exposed at Foundations nd elsewhere. An old 
level below Little Penhilll, shows shale in its tip derived from 
a horizon lower in the sequence than the sandstone of. Little Penhill. 
This latter sans-, stone appears to die out rapidly to the south 
because of the loss of definition of the feature which it forms. 
At about the level of this shale e coal has been worked in 
Hodge Holes Colliery. In Rams Gill several sections occur in chief 
shalýy beds. The sections include 174 of flap'ry mudstone. Some 
of the lowest strata are seen in a sink hole S. W. of Rams Gill 
(049852) where 1-' of black shale with Linrruuln are exposed. 
Hoyden Gill shows a few feet of shale low in the sequence and 
a few exposures at hither levels. The beds o short distance below 
the Cockhill : aarine 13<end are chiefly shales, with thin bands of 
fla gy . sandstone. On the 3. E. slopes of Penhill, below 
Slant, -ate and on the S. E. slopes of Harland Hill sandstone bands 
are developed which appear to belon? 7 to a horizon just below 
the Cockhill Marine Band. 
On Horsehouse Moor there are several small exposures in the 
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lower beds of the sequence which appear to be lRrvvely shales for the 
lowest 70'. These are overlain by a medium Frrained oandotone 
which has been worked in an old stone pit. The section in Fall 
Gill (015801) (Plate 23) contrasts with that seen on Horsehouse 
Moor and that in Coal Gill due to the presence of about 30' of 
current bedded highly feldspathic medium rrrained sandstone in the 
lower part of the beds. This sandstone overlies 13' of measures 
which appear to be all shalfy and include a coal seam, once worked 
in the vicinity. The current bedded sandstone is overlain by 
shales with sandstone bands and a thin coal seam; the uppermost 
beds are not exposed, but are presumed to be chiefly shales. 
'Vest Gill (007792) shows a much stronger development of sand- 
stones in the lower part of the beds. Here are seen 60' of massive, 
coarse current bedded sandstone with layers of quartz pebbles. 
All further sections on the E. VIo side of Coverdale in an up-dale 
direction show a thick development of current bedded sandstones 
with no shale partings in the lower part of the crroup; exposures 
in the upper beds are very poor however and it is presumed that they 
consist of sandstones and shales. A coal is developed low in 
the Grassincrton Grit Group in upper Coverdale. It is seen to be 
I' 6" thick in a pot hole (985768) and overlies 2t of deeply 
weathered coarse sandstone, which probably rests almost directly 
on the top of the Main Limestone. The coal persists across Great 
Hunters Sleets where it has been extensively worked in shafts. 
A pot hole on this ground shows the lowest beds of the Grassington 
Grit Group, here 3` of very coarse pebbly sandstone. 
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Providence lead mine to East Witton along the E. . -Ade of 
Coverdale - Dakyns 
(1892) Gives r: section for the Providence 
lead mine which appears to be an slmost complete section in the 
Grassington Grit Group. There is no evidence for the presence 
of the Cockhill Limestone in these records rind it is assumed 
that since it was knovm from the country further south it 
would not have been missed by the miners. The fact that this 
limestone does not seem to appear in the section means that the 
Grassinrton Grit Group is probably here thicker than elsewhere 
in the area. The mapp inr-- evidence based on a feature on the 
side of Great '+4hernside supports this view. The surface geology 
in the vicinity of Providence Mine bears out the main details 
of the section iven by Dskyns. There is a thick development 
of sandstones in the lower part of the rrroup since shafts 
sunk into these beds below the horizon of the main coal seam 
show only sandstone in the tips. The surface mapping shows 
that a feature may be mapped for a mile south of the mine 
(this 
is outside the bounds of the appended peolorical map). The 
crest of the feature is in a coarse current-bedded sandstone 
which is appreciably more arenaceous than the beds recorded by 
the miners at this level (though this may be due to fades change 
near the mine). The feature itself is in shales; this is 
apparent since a coal has been worked intermittently along its 
length, both south of the mine and north of it, where the 
feature again appears. The hi.? h^st beds are not exposed, but 
occur in e sloping peat covered platform, penetrated by a shaft 
which shows shale with plants and canister in the tip (999725) 
and probably penetrated the upper coal quoted by Dakyns. This 
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shaft occurs near the base of a large, but vague feature. 
Experience in Nidderdale showed that a similar feature tends 
to occur at the level of the Cockhill T"Frine Band and thus 
it is assumed that this horizon is just above the top of Da-kyns' 
measured section. 
The lowest 70' of the Grassinpton Grit Group are seen at 
Caseker Crag where they are entirely current bedded sandstones 
without any shaly partings. East of Coverhead exposures are 
poor, but further north at Hem Gill Beck and Fox Stones (998767) 
the lower 1001 of the beds are chiefly, or perhaps wholly, 
sandstones, because prominent lines of crags in current bedded 
sandstone are developed at intervals. It seems likely that the 
whole of the beds are 200` thick here and may include a 
proportion of shaly beds in the upper part (Plate 21A gives an 
interpretation of the available evidence). Between Slape Gill 
and Burn Gill (011 781) the base of the Grass insrton Grit Group 
appears to cut through the Main Limestone into the sandstone 
and shales below it; exposures in Crab Gill indicate that the 
filling of this channel is predominantly and probably entirely 
sandstone. 
Exposures of the Cockhill Limestone on the N. W. slopes of 
Little Whernoide indicate that N. of Pally hut the total thickness 
of beds is 2001, which thin to 170' in the direction of Lords 
Gill. The section in Lords Gill (020783) is incomplete, but 
the one the exposures seen are chiefly in shales. The up - 
shoves the following beds: 
- shale chips 6" black, brittle shale with Eimole 
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6" impure coal 
6" , yap 
¬"anieter 
By comparison with the section already enumerated it is evident 
that the line of facies change from persistent sandstones to shales 
with thin sandstones has been crossed and this is reflected here, 
as it is on the opposite side of the dale and in Waldendale by 
a northwards thinning at the point of facies change from predominant 
sandstones to predominant shales. The Cockhill Marine Band 
exposures on the N, W, slopes of Little Whernside occur at the base 
of a feature which can be mapped to the N. W. to High Pasture. This 
feature appears to die out when its base is only 1101 above the 
bottom of the Grassington Grit Group and it seems probable that 
these beds have thinned rapidly. This agrees moderately well with 
their known, smaller thickness in the north of the area. 5' of 
shale with nodules of limestone occur in the lowest beds in Side 
Gill (036792) and are followed upstream by 3' of platy, sulphurous 
flastcry sandstones. A feature with sandstone boulders occurs at a 
slightly higher level in this vicinity and further blocks occur 
in the steep stream course in Harkera Gill. Arkleside Gill (049798) 
shows 25' of current-bedded fine Trained sandstone in the lower 
part of the series at the level where shale occurs further up the 
dale in Lords Gill and Side Gill. 
In Hindlethweite Gill there is a good section in the lower part 
of the Grasaincton Grit Group (Plate 23). At the S. end of 
Hindlethwaite Gill Plantation the lowest beds include 20t of Banisters 
and fireclays with a 1' coal seam, not shown on the figured section 
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due to the rapid facies chancres within the limits of the exposures. 
A section et 057808, further upstream, shows platy cher. ta which 
are apparently the uppermost beds of the Richmond Chert Series. 
They are here overlain by shales and sandstone with a thin coal, 
but with very little fireclay, in stronc contrast to the section 
at this level 100 yards away: A calcareous sandstone 3' thick, 
and lt from the base carries unidentifiable shelly debris and 
crinoid stems; this is not seen elsewhere at this level. Hinher 
beds are chiefly shales which have yielded Lin( rvla sp. They include 
sandstones which vary much in thickness and show ripple markincs. 
A fireclay and thin coals occur at this level in the sequence 
criving, a section similar to that in Back Dike and Coal Gill on the W. 
side of Coverdale. The several coal seams which outcrop in 
Hindlethwaite Gill have been worked in the vicinity, but do not 
appear to persist along' the outcrop since the workinrs are 
localised. 
The strata seen in Lead Up Gill are exposed in such a disjointed 
section that measurement is not possible. It is evident however 
that the lowest 201 or so of beds are shales with limestone 
nodules. They are followed upstream by --anisters with sh,, les; 
these beds occur up to a thickness of 124 in a sin^-le ex; osure. Ir 
one of the exposures a tilted sandstone is ', ransrresscd by a fire- 
clay which appears to rest on an erosion su. iýf. ace. North of this 
point sections are not seen till Caldherrh Pasture is reached. There, 
a series of old shafts (101851) show shale and chert fre-ments on the 
tips. The shale is from the Grassinrton Grit Group and the shafts 
appear to have also penetrated the Richmond Chert Series. The 
mapping evidence suer-osts that the entire Grassincton Grit Group 
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may be only 100' thick here since no trace of the Cockhill Marine 
Band is seen in a galley section whose base is 100' nbove the top 
of the Richmond Cheat Series. On the north side of Castle Steads 
shales 'occur at three levels on the hillside. They are more 
completely exposed in Red Beck Gill (12.,. 855) (Plate 23). The 
lower beds of the sequence are principally shales, here interrupted 
by a fault which brings in shales with two sandstones. These 
latter beds may belong to the lower part of the Nidderdale Shales 
or to the upper part of the Grassington Grit Group. Since the 
field evidence su. arests that the fault involves the omission of 
50' of beds from the section, it is perhaps more consistent with 
the supposition that the Grsssincton Grit Group is 100' thick to 
consider them as part of the Nidderdale Shales. 
Whilst exposures of the Gra ssincton Grit Group do not occur 
on Kitton Banks, shale chips are abundant since the hillside is 
drift-free. Some fossiliferous blocks found on Witton Banks (see 
Chapter 10) may belong to the Cockhill Marine Band, but this cannot 
be proved. If this is the case however, the 'irassinFton Grit Group 
is here about 1001 thick, a figure which agrees well with the 
evidence from elsewhere. A coal seam which has been worked on 
Witton Banks is perhaps in the lower part of the Nidderdale Shales, 
thoucrh in the absence of firm evidence it has been placed in the 
upper part of the Crassington Grit Group in Plt; te 21 A. 
Nidderdale, from above Anaram to Howatean Beck - The section in the 
R. Nidd above Angram Dam (018758) includes a large proportion of 
coarse, pebbly sandstone in the lower part of the Grassington 
Group. The upper 901 of these beds are not here seen. 5' of 
coarse sandstone near the base of the Grassington Grit Group are 
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seen near the bottom of Lk, nv Hill Sike (021760). In Crook Dike, 
further east, a dearth of sandstones is fipparent Lind it seems that 
the feather edge of the massive sandstone development lies between 
Long Hill Sike and Crook Dike. This transition is considered to 
be the same as that observed in aldendale and Coverdale. The 
succession is similar to that in Hindlethwaite Gill and Coal sill, 
Coverdele because of the abundance of firecleys, cools , nd dark 
shales. The highest beds in the section are not fully exposed 
but include two sandstones, the lowest of which is micro-current 
bedded and is a fine rrrained, slir"htly feldspathic sandstone with 
carbonaceous decks; the upper sandstone is medium trained. The 
total thickness of the Grassinrton Grit Group does not appear to 
exceed 150', which is a good average for the sholy development of 
these beds in r. id-Coverdale and in tlaldendele (Plate 23). 
The section in Stone Beck is sufficiently extensive at some 
levels to trace thic1ess variations. The basal 7t of sandstone 
which overlies the intra-E1 unconformity is a fine trained sandstone 
with little feldspar and with occasional green grains which are 
probably glauconite (Plate 22B). The beds above this horizon are 
variable, but are predominantly shales (Plate 23) which include a 
medium rrrained feldspathic sandstone varying in thickness from 
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to 11 °. Maiden Gill 3eck and Haw Gill Sike are incomplete sections 
in dominantly shaly beds with sandstones. 
Wising Gill Sike (0 . 2759) 
(Plate 23) is fairly completely 
exposed and shows a stronff development of sandstones. It appears 
likely that this section lies on the transition line between 
predominant sandstones and dominant shales. Two of the chief 
beds 
in the section are fine r "rained feldspathic sandstones. Other 
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bands are coarser; one contains both quartz and shole pebbles. 
The Angram dam trench cut through the lower part of the Grassi_ncrton 
Grit Group. The strata encountered in the trench were very 
variable. This is apparent in the section quoted by Tonks (1925, 
Plate xvii) which shows a basal sandstone which dies out within 
the limits of the sectione The northerly direction in which this 
sandstone dies out, from 104 to nil is the same -Is that of the 
thinning of the sandy " ci s, seen elsewhere in Ilidderdale and in 
the country to the ? . ''J. It seems probable that this is the 
visible -expression of this thinning- in the AnE ram trench. 
In `. tench Gill (043770) (Plate 23) there is e hood section in 
the middle beds of the sequence, here predomirnntly shales. In thin 
section one of the sandstone bands in these shüles was a coarse 
grained highly feldspathic sandstone with a high percentar-e of 
microcline. Trows Beck is not completely exposed, but shows coarse 
sandstones at about the same level as at Wench Gill. Exposures 
are scanty in these beds doom-dole from Lodre, but the Scar '7ouse dam 
trench penetrated P predominantly ^hryly sequence (P1^te 23). Tonks 
(1925) records Limipecten dissimilis and LeloD teria from an 
irrpersistent band in this trench 75' above the base of the Gra. sinEton 
Grits and Shales. Whilst the Cockhill Marine Band Was not seen 
in the trench it vv s expo^ed in the vicinity and occurs r little 
higher in the sequence than the sediments of the trench. 
Full sections nre ,, hsent between Scar House reservoir and 
Lofthouse, but there are several exposures in the lower beds and few 
in the upper ones. These lower beds sre predominantly massive, 
coarse and current bedded sandstones which contrast with the 
predominantly shaly sequence seen in the Scar House Dam trench. It 
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appears that the line of transition from predominatinEr sandstones 
to a sh8ly sequence crosses the Nidd valley a little to the E. of 
Scar House, indicatinr-- a swing in the direction of the zone of 
facies chancre from a course to a probable W. S, üV. -E. N. E. 
trend. The upper beds, here chiefly shales are exposed in Foggy- 
shaw Gill (093766): 
- Cockhill Marine Band 
71 shale 
18' blocky muds t one 
3'611 sandstone 
15' mudstone and f largy mudstone (base not seen) 
Shales occur at approximately the same level in Woo Gill and 
Turnacar Gill, but their exact relation to the Cockhill Marine 
Band is not clear though they appear to be in the upper 50' of the 
Grassington Grit Group. 
The bed of the R. Nidd in the vicinity of. Low Woodale shows coarse 
sandstones developed near the base of the Gressinr-ton Grit Group. 
Some shales with flarpy bands occur, but the predominant beds are 
coarse sandstones which are also seen in the Nidd near New Houses 
and in the vicinity of Thwaite House and Limley. A long section 
is seen in the R. Nidd upstream from Ssmpsons . Mood. It appears 
that the lowest 40' of beds are here entirely made up of coarse 
sandstone which is very massive and current bedded. The basal 
stratum is exposed in Sampeons Wood (099742) where it is a fine 
drained sandstone with no feldspar and carrying a high proportion 
of calcite cement with many grains of glauconite. 
Backstone Gill (110735) shows an incomplete section in which 
coarse sandstone© are dominant in the lower beds, though it seems 
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that near the top of the Grassinp-ton Grit Croup there are : everal 
shale partings, including one of silty shales about 10' thick. 
A coal 5" thick was also seen in the section. A traverse made 
up Blayshaw Gill indicated that the lowest G0' or no of the 
Grassincrton Grit Group consists of coarse, massive current bedded 
sandstones. Shafts for lead on the adjoining country near Moor 
House show coaly shale in the tips pointing to the presence of a 
shale parting in the upper part of the beds, which may be the same 
horizon that has yielded shale chips below Hard Crap Lane (087730). 
This horizon has been tentatively mapped as part of a shale 
parting 17' thick, known to occur high up the Iiowstean valley 
and which has yielded obscure marine fossils. A coal at this 
horizon is apparently impersistent, but has been worked at 
Ruscoe Beck and is also seen in place in Howstean Beck at one point. 
A. gorge is excavated in the lower part of the Grassington Grit Group 
in Howstean which is flanked by cliffs for a long distance. In 
them are seen up to 40' of massive coarse, current bedded sand- 
stones, part of a sandstone development 100' thick. These beds are 
only measurable at Ruscoe Beck, though by far the most extensive 
outcrops are in the rrorge of Howstean. 
PLATE 23 
Comparative sections in the Grassington Grit Group together with 
the Cockhill Marine Band. 
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CHAPTER 10 
THE COCK. HILL MARINE BAND 
The Cr 11, venoccrcs cowlin once fauns which characterises this 
horizon has not hitherto been found in ei-, u in the present area, 
but one exposunýe of the Cockhill Marine Band was discovered in 
Forr-yshaw Gill, Nidderdale, by Tonks (1925) which did not yield 
any goniatites at the time. Tonks regarded this horizon as the 
probable equivalent of the Top Limestone of Phil? ipo (1836) and 
the Gate Up Limestone of Dakyns. Specimens Zh 4223-28 in the 
Geolor'ical Survey Collection in London were found by Hudson in 
the River Njdd between Limley and Lofthouse as loose blocks, which 
no doubt orirrinated vt an exposure described subseco. uently 
(Exposure No. 10 in the text). The blocks co, -lected 
by Hudson 
yielded C. 
_cowlinp-ense preserved as 
'solids' in blue calcite 
mudstone. 
Outside the limits of the present rround, the Cockhill 
Limcstone has long been recognised,, having been recorded by 
Phillip; who 
-quotes 
Newbold's section at r'reenhow. Dakyns, in 
surveying Sheet 116, in the latter half of the Nineteenth Century, 
found "calcareous shale with fossils" in Gate Up Gill, a record 
confirmed by Dunham and Stubblefield (1945) who also re-examined 
, the adits at Greenhow from which the limestone was originally 
recorded. These authors renamed the Top Limestone of Newbold 
and Phillips, the Cockhill Limestone, after Cockhill Adit where 
it was discovered (Dunham and Stubblefield, 1925). These same 
authors recorded for the first time the Cravenoceras covilinense 
fauna from the southern part of the Askrigg Block. A record 
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from Deep Gill in the Beemsley area, south of the Craven Faults, 
cited by T. "W. Jones (1943) is discounted by Hudson (discussion 
in Dunham and Stubblefield 1945), who claims that this is the 
Colsterdale Marine Series and not the ecuivalent of the Cockhill 
Llerine Band as Jones had maintained, 
The term 'Cockhill Limestone', is modified to 'C ockhill 
Marine Bond' in the present treatment, since here the limestone 
is not the dominant member of these marine beds as it is at the 
type locality of Cockhill Adit. 
Stratir-raphy 
( 
r 
The Cockhill Marine Band appears to persist throurhout 
the area cnd is known from several outcrops in upper Nidderdale, 
in Covcrdale and in 'Ialdend^le, tocrether with an occurrence in 
the debris of the landslip at ? lack Scar, Penhill. Exposures 
are not found on the east side of ýoverdale, north of Arkleside, 
or on the south side of 'onsleydalo, east of the River Cover. 
The full thickness of the marine band is usually not seen, 
owing to incomplete exposure, but it is known to attain a 
maximum of 6 Feet, locally. The horizon appears to be somewhat 
variable with the development of a discontinuous limestone, set 
in a soft, calcareous, highly carbonaceous shale. The limestone 
occurs in blocks which were apparently always of nodular shape. 
These are usually about 9 inches in diameter and consist of blue 
calcite mudstone containing a little quartz sand.; septorian 
cracks infilled with calcite occur commonly, whilst cone-in-cone 
structure, poorly developed, is seen in a few instances. The 
limestone often contains scattered roniatites, all. the identifiable 
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ones being ay., cr cgývlinprense T)i, at, preserved 'solids' 
iss in the case of those recorded from the Cockhill Limestone of 
Greenhow by Dunham sna Stubblefield, 1945). The limestone is 
absent from several sections and is not recar. ded as characteristic 
of the horizon within the area mapped, but appears to be a more 
persistent feature in the Greenbovr area. 
The shales of the Cockhill Marine Band occur chiefly above 
the limestone, where a thickness of 3'-3'6" is usually seen. 
These shales are typically compact, brittle, black, finely 
micaceous shales which yield a fauna of Cravenoceras and pelecypods, 
chiefly posidonids. Below the limestone the shales are sometimes 
fossiliferous for about a foot, but locally up to 3' of shale 
of marine aspect, without fossils, occurs. 
Variants of the limestone -- shale facies occur on the slopes 
of Brown Have, Waldendale where a foss ilif erous sandstone and a 
fossiliferous, black, finely laminated shale are seen, but there 
is no trace of a limestone. 
The Cockhill }r aririe Band has been mapped through most of 
the area on the evidence of scattered outcrops. Sometimes 
the band occurs at the foot of a larc°e, indistinctly defined 
feature on the Nidderdale Shales, as in the country around Angram, 
and on the western slopes of Great Whernside and Little VJhernside. 
Complete exposures of this horizon are infrequent, owing to peat 
cover and the lack of dissection of the landscape at the 
topographic level where the outcrop of the band might be 
expected. 
Details 
Since the records set out in the following pages are nearly 
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all new ones, they have been detailed at length and the 
exposures are numbered. 
South Side of Ni. dderdele. - 
1. The stream draining into Scar House Reservoir which drains 
parallel to Scar House Gill, and 50 Yards to the East of it 
(o64765), shows the following section: 
15' unfossiliferous shales 
3' black, brittle, fissile shale with well preserved Posidonia 
membranacea 
1'6" block mudstone with Posidonia vetusta and Productus 
(P.? oductus) sp. and containing nodules of about 9" 
diameter showing cone-in-cone and septarian structures, 
with an infillinR of calcite in the cracks. The 
nodules weather yellow and have yielded orthocone 
nautiloids and zapr tid corals, but no c-oniatites 
it black mudstone with Posidonia sý. 
1' soft, pale rýrey, unfossiliferous shale 
5' uni'ossililerous mud,, -, tone (with impure limestone nodules 
in the upper part) 
2' sandstone seen 
2. Scar House Gill (063765) shows a less complete section which 
is essentially similar, being only 50 Yards away from the section 
detailed above. 
- unfossiliferous shale 
8, yap 
1'6" brittle, black shale with goniatite 'ghostst 
it approx. nodular limestone with goniatites 
soft shale with , oniatites 
t gap 
51611 current bedded sandstone 
3. The stream draining Haden Carr Pasture (051765) shows: 
unfossiliferous shales 
1' brittle, black shale (probably the top of the Cockhill 
Marine Band) 
4. Wising Gill Beck (04757). Here the Cockhill. AMaritie Bond 
is somewhat thinner than usual end poor in fossils. The section 
seen is: 
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.. Fap 
21 micaceous, coarse black shale with septarian nodules 
of blue limestone 
6" zone of nodules of blue calcite mudstone 6" black shale 
2' siltstone passim- down into 2t sandstone 
5. An u timed tributary of Stone Beck (03Li750) shows a section 
disturbed by hill creep, with beds of Cockhill litholorry at two 
levels close to each other. In reality there is probably only 
one horizon and the most complete exposure appears to show the 
following beds: 
4' unfossiliferous mudstone 
3'6" black, brittle shale 
it approx. crap 
2' greenish, micaceous flacrr'y sandstone 
Traces of goniatites occur in a very rotten, black mudstone at a 
slightly higher level uphill, from whence the section detailed above 
appears to have slipped en bloc. 
North side of Nidderdale 
6. Crook Dike (025764) shows the most fossiliferous development 
seen in the Cookhill Limestone of the present area. The section 
shows: 
3'611 black, blocky weathering ferruginous shale with small 
carbonaceous nodules and occasional Productus (Pro(luctus 
) 
sue. and palaeoniscid scales. (top not seen) 
1t horizon with nodules of blue m1cito mudstone in shale. The 
centre of the nodules contain a 2" layer with profuse 
'solid' specimens of Cravenocerss cowlincense Bisat. 
Cracks in the limestone cerry infillings of calcite and 
barite. 
5 Trap 
- mudstone 
The stream draininc' past High House Lathe into Aasgram Dam 
(037766) shows an excellent exposure at this horizon which is 
here detailed: 
2S» 
- unfousiliferous mudstone 
lýlr, blocky shale ý. ýi. th Posidonin STS. and. Cr venoeervs sý. 
1 layer of subspherica7., blue calcite mudr, tone; no(Jh)leu In 8 
,,, )ne of ci-,, b,:, naeeous, rotten t: ýuý: stonýý. '! 'hc no("'les 
show commonly the develo'_. tnLNnt of the most perfect 
ueptarian structure, with -_ý polygonal mesh of calcite 
infilled cracks intersecting the rounded surface. 
'3olid' spec: irncns of Cr: venoceros cowlin , cn, ýe ýý, i. set 
occur scattered sparsely throurth many of the nodules, but 
althou. --h the exposu3ýe is extensive, no nou', i1es ; 3hov, ed 
goniatites in the profusion seen in Crook Dike. 
%one-in-cone structure is also developed 3' black, carbonaceous, blocky mudstone with no fossils 
rccorded 
Frey muclstone 
8. "Wench Gill (041772) - The section here is involved in 
landslips anc9 only part of the thickness of the m, orine band appears 
to have be en preserved. 1' of block, brittle shple with Pro lucttzs 
(Prouuctus) sp. rnc7 L-, nrsul- occur, which is very simi-l&r to shcles 
seen above the Cockhill Limestone in Crook Dike. 
9. Near the North end of the Scar 71ouse Dam (067773), a scree 
in shale has yielded a pelecypod fragment which is almost certainly 
at the horizon of the Cockhill marine B nd (in this connection 
it is here stated that the horizon yielding traces of marine 
fossils in the Scar House 'zes,. rvoir trench, believed by Tonks 
to be a po., sible correlcte of the (Cockhill) marine band at 
Foa ~yshaw (ji ll is certainly at a lower stratir-raphic level than 
this band). 
10. An exposure in the rieht bank of the River Nidd 
Iý ? "Ale 
upstream from New Houses (091769), shows large nodules of 
blue calcite mudstone up to 2' in diameter with 'solid' 
goniatites together with septarian cracks infilled with calcite, 
and cone-in-cone structure. The larc'e nodules weather orange, 
but show smaller nodules within the mai. n ones, which weather grey. 
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11. An outcrop on the hill slopes above the Nidd in the came 
area as the previous exposure is separated from it by a branch 
of the Li. mley fault which has here shifted the oockhill limestone 
in an upward direction on its south side. 'Che exposure 
(092768) is disturbed by the tectonics but shows limestone nodules 
together with shale containinc badly preserved goniatites and 
specimens of Posidonia sp. 0wina to the disturbed nature of 
the beds the d etailed relations are difficult to determine. 
12. A third and topographically higher outcrop occurs in 
For'r-yshaw Gill (093767), the only locality mentioned by Tonks 
(1925). Our sections agree in the fact that no limestone was 
recorded at this point, but my record of the thickness of the 
fossiliferous shales is substantially in excess of the firrure 
quoted by Tonks. 
The section here shows: 
- unfossiliferouu shales 
5' fossiliferous mudstone; brittle, black and blocky weathering 
with heavy lirionite staining on the joints. The upper 
beds are compact and yield Productus (Productus) ap., 
whilst the lower beds are more fissile. 
7' shale without fossils 
18' blocky mud. stones 
3'6" sandstone 
It is considered that the previous three exposures, which lie at 
differing topographic levels within 350 Yards of each other, 
belong to the Cockhill Marine Bend since they all show some of 
the characteristics of this horizon and there is no known 
duplication of marine horizons at this level. 
Coverdale. i_ Several important sections occur, but none are complete. 
13. A gulley 400 Yards north of Pally Hut (015774), shows the 
followinv section: 
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1'6" nodn, lsr wentherinrr, toucrh highly ferruninous shale 
14 
with Posidonia sp, 
yellow clay probrä' ly deeply weathered Cockhill Limestone) 
The touch shales in the upper part of the Cockhill 1arine Band 
are characteristic of several of the rli. dderdale exposures of 
this horizon. 
14. Lords Gill Shaw (021780) shows the following section: 
6" micaceous mudstone 
6" compact, black, brittle shale t6" black, fissile s1,,? 1f with Posidonts sp. 
6" fossiliferov. s (no : _; ecn; he ,, e; ction is 
it crmpiete 
15. A pulley, also on the northern slopes of Little 'dhernslde 
(022782), shows the following incomplete exposure: 
it black, brittle shale (approx. ) 
3` gap with orancre debris, which maybe deeply weathered 
Cockhill limestone 
1 block, soapy shale with a possible Posidonia sp. 
1t6" pale grey, soapy shale (no fossils seen) 
it flacggy mudstone. 
In sll the three rforementioned exposures on the northern slopes 
of Little `Vhernside, the total thickness of the Cockhill I°µrine 
Band appears to be about 5' and therefore comparable with that 
commonly observed in Nidderdale. 
16. In Hoyden Gill (038849), a crinoidal limestone 6" in thickness 
resting on a weathered shole is seen, but unfortunately no 
further beds are visible. In thin section the limestone is a 
calcite mudstone with n, ns-ular quartz Trains of 50-100 microns 
scattered through the calcite, together with numerous crinoid 
ossicles, showing the original cellular internal structure. The 
hand specimen yields e 
. 
brachiopod comparable with Actinoconchus 
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Elanosulcatus (Phillips). A little of the Cockhill Limestone 
from the Black Scar Landslip develops a crinoidal phase which 
resembles this rock from Howden Gill, but this development 
in the Cockhill limestone is certainly not typical. In view 
of its stratir-raphic position and such fauna as it contains this 
exposure is referred to the Cockhill Marine Band. 
Weldendele and Wensleydale.. 
17. The scar left by a bow-burst on the west slopes of Brown 
Haw in Waldendale shows an incomplete, but unusual, exposure 
(989799): 
- iinexposed. 
21 blue shale chips 
6" shale chips with chips of chalybite nodules 
6" zone of incoherent, limonite stained, medium grained 
sandstone blocks v 
6" orange mud (possibly a decayed limestone) 
6" medium ? rain, --d sandstone with shale pebbles and 
with 
casts of Productus (? Eomarginifera sp. 
) and Dielasma 
hastata 
7° gap 
1t flagry sandstone 
- silty shales 
This exposure is apparently at the level of the Cockhill Limestone 
and differs in litholovy, rather than fauna, from certain other 
occurrences of this horizon (The fauna from the Penhill landslip 
is similar in general respects to the present one, except 
for the lack of goniatites at the 'xposure here described). 
18. A further exposure on the slopes of Bros*wn Haw, in Waldendale, 
but situated further north (011812) has yielded about 11 of 
brittle shale similar to that which usually occurs above the 
Cockhill Limestone. This has yielded Productus (Productug) $P" 
and crinoid ossicles. A black, finely laminated, papery shale 
appears to underlie it, chips of which occur with minute, thin 
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shelled pelecypods. No rock similar to this shale in lithology 
has been seen in place elsewhere at this horizon. 
19. The debris of the Black Scar Landalip, Penhill (012869) yield 
limestone blocks with Crnvenocerss cowlin Bense. The occurrence 
in the Penhill area of the C. cowlingense fauna brings the 
record of this fossil to a point geo/rrraphically mid-way between 
Mirk Fell Gill and Greenhow from where it has been previously 
described on the Askrigg Block. 
The blocks of limestone which occur in the debris of the 
slip are of about 1' diameter, rounded in shape and consist of 
a blue calcite mudstone, showirr- a distinct, fine lz., yering on 
the weathered surface. Other features seen are cone-in-cone 
(also seen at several localities in Nidderdale) End nodules within 
the main nodules, weathering, grey in contrast to the orange of 
the main nodules (seen also at the exposure No. 10, in the Nidd 
near New Houses. ) In n fresh section of this limestone these 
inner nodules are of almost the same shade of blue as the 
surrounding limestone, but they contain goniatites in larger 
numbers, preserved as 'solids', one of which was readily 
determinable as C. cowlinvense hisat. The fauna of the limestone 
of the lar! rer nodules is chiefly one of brnchiopodo, comprising 
Productus (Productus) sp. and nthyrids. C. cowlin(Tense 
occasionally occurs, but is concentrated in the inner nodules which 
weather rrrey, though it is never very prolific, and extraction 
of specimens was difficult. A little weathered shale in the 
landslip debris appears to be of the fossiliferous variety. The 
bulk of the shale in the t; ndslip i. unfossiliferous. 
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20. A sprint- above Braithwaite Lane (132857) has yielded a 
block of fossiliferous, arenaceous rottenstone accompanied by 
similar blocks with no orcranic remains visible. Since this 
occurrence is close to a drift-free patch and the exposure is 
at approximately the right stratic-raphic level for an outcrop 
of the Cockhill P, larine Band, it is at any rate possible that these 
blocks are derived from this horizon and fine their parallels 
in the fossiliferous sandstones of the southern exposure on 
Brown Haw. 
Pala: eantolo ry 
teilst the C. cowl ngense fauna h, -, s not been found in situ 
in the T; resent area br previous workers, several important records 
of this form exist. The type specimen as descri'bod from an 
erratic block in Kci. rhley Churchyard by ~is at 
(1932) rind vras 
17 subsequently found in the Mirk Fell Ironstones of dirk Fell Gill 
by Hudson (1941). ''his locality (Plr to 2) is of Treat 
importance since the record from Mirk Pell Gill is the sole one 
of an E zone coniatite from the north part of the Askrirr 'lloek. 
At the time it wes found, it v. lLis the only record from ; he whole 
of the Block. The discovery of C. covflinrrense at Greenhow by 
Dunham and $ tubblefield (1945) demonstrated that the C. cowlinýrense 
fauna was more widespread than had hitherto been thou. ht. Hudson 
and Cotton (1945) recorded the C. cow1inrrense group from Edale. 
It is seen in their lists to occur in E2a and E2b. Ct. nitidus, 
the form characteristic of the Colsterdale Limestone of the 
present area was only recorded from E2b and may in a sense be 
said to succeed C. cowlinwense, as was definitely shown tc be the 
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case at r lrreenhow. Moseley (1954) provides concrete evidence 
of the C. co; ilin`ense hori1on end publinhe detail-. d 11 ts, corro-- 
bo»atinrr Dunham 1.1+. uhhlef'iýld roncýlusion týhrt C. cotvlinrrenae 
occurs Substantially lo'icr in the secucnce than Ct. niti3us. 
'r, or-hocer^s The cl- -e P? : rin 3"nd of Rombnlds P, toor (with l4 tý 
bisulcntum flirty end Cravenocerrs sr., Stephens et al., 1953) 
and the ',. Vrrley Wise Marine Bnnd. (with forms referred tentatively to 
C. cowlinr ense by Stubblefield, in Dunham -nd Stubblefield, 1945) 
are rewarded as approximcte correlates of the Cockhill Marine 
Band by Dunham and Stubblefield (1945). 
The Cockhill Marine Band of the present area is cheracterised. 
by C. cowlinryense Bisat which is recorded from several localities. 
It is usually found in the Cockhill Limestone and more rarely 
in the shales which overlie the limestone. The forms found 
vary little from the type specimens in respect of shape, 
dimensions, suture and the shape and spacing of the ornament. 
The urn'ailical edne is a little less acute than in the specimens 
described by Hudson from Mirk Fell, and in this respect they 
ar-ree better with the type material from K- irrhley Churchyard. 
The specimi: n from the Penhill landslip more finely li rate 
than usual; 7 lirce per mm. occur at 8 mm. diameter at the 
centre of the venter; however the suture sand shape (sub- 
sphaerocone) corr-spond well with that of the type specimens, 
A specimen from '. tench Gill has a diameter of 1.1 mm. with 4 lirae per 
mm. on the c en', re of the venter, which corresponds with the 
type m^terial. 
The fauna accompanyingr the characteristic goniatite in the 
present area is chiefly of thin shelled pelcypods and nautiloids. 
JIýt) 
These records compare in many respects with those of other 
authors. Pos idonia }yetust is seen st several localities in the 
shales above the Cockhill Limestone; this characteristically 
stron, -"ly ornamented form does not occur in hierher marine bands 
in the present area apart from a doubtful record referred to 
'. aff. vetusta in the Colcterdale Marine Series. Posidonia cf. 
membranacea is a common fossil in the section wpot of Scar House 
Gill r3nd elsewhere but is not recorded at Greenhow. 
Comparison of the records from the present area with those 
from Greenhow sh, -)CJs similarities, espccially 
in the records of 
C. cowlinpense and forms near P. vetusta; these two fossils may 
be taken as the most typical forms found in the present area. 
Moseley (1953) describes a fauna from the Tarnbrook Wyre Marine 
Band of the Lancaster Fells. The rconiatite records, C. cowlincrense 
Bisat and Dimornhoceras sp. are similar, whilst other fossils li. ited 
in common are the species Posidonis cf. corru atn, P. cf. membranacen s 
a" 
P. vetvsta. (Moseley actually gives, P. cor. rurreta, P. membrenscea and 
P. ? vetusta). Pseudamusium fibrillosum, orthocone nautiloids and 
crinoid columnals are further joint records and serve to stress 
the considerable faunal similarity, which is a little remarkable 
in view of the large distance separating the two localities. 
Eumorphoceras bisulcatum and Anthracoceras paucilobuim were not 
recorded from the present area, but it is interesting to note that 
they fi mu. re in the records from this horizon of Moseley and Dunham 
and Stubblefield. 
Brachiopods are r feature of the fauna of the Cockhill Marine 
Bend of the present area which have not been considered this for. 
They are e constant element in the shales above the limestone in 
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Njdderdale and Coverdale and also occur in the limestone itself 
in the debris of the Penhill landslip. The bulk of the 
specimens are brachial valves of 1'roductus (Product»s) ap. 
The actual species is difficult to determine owing to the d earth 
of pedicle valves, but P. carbonsriun nppears to be most likely. 
Several other brachiopods, chiefly a4thyride and terebratulid forms, 
make up the majority of the rarer remaining records. The bulk 
of these latter specimens come from the north of the present area, 
where brachiopods appear to be dominant, whilst farther south, 
in Nidderdale, they are restricted to the shales above the 
Cockhill Limestone and are absent at Greenhow and in the 
Lancaster Fells. 
The fauna of the Mirk Fell Beds corresponds only partially 
with that from the present area, though the records of C. cowliný, ense, 
Zaphrentis and Productus (Eomarrinifera) sp. are held in common. 
The remainder of the Mirk Fell fauna with nuculids, Glabrocinrulum 
sp. and several species of cephalopods corresponds most closely 
with that of the nuculid-crastropod beds developed at the base of 
the Coisterdale Marine Series of the present area which lie at 
a substantially hither horizon, but contain a similar faunal 
assembl©rre. 
The brachiopod fauna from the Cockhill Marine Bend corresponds 
more strongly with that of the Lad Gill Limestone (Scanlon, 1955) 
which contains Dielasma hnstat/, Eomarcrinifein op. and Isocrramma sp. 
(given as Semenewia by Scanlon), orthocone nautiloids and fish 
teeth. On the basis of the correlation of the Mirk Fell horizon 
containing C. cowlin ense with the Cockhill Marine Band, the Lad 
Gill Limestone is rat a high, -: r level than the Cockhill Marine Band 
and only resembles it in faunal phase. 
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It seems likely that the ores in which the ! virk Fell 
Ironstones was laid down was isolated, since there is so little 
resemblance in the fauna between this locality and that of the area 
here described. In contrast, the conditions which cxcve rise 
to the fauna of the Cockhill Marine Band in the south of the 
present Ground must have been constant over a wide area to 
explain the strong faunal resemblances between the records from 
the Lancaster Fells, Greenhow and the present region. 
Faunal List 
Cockhill Marine Band 
'L' denotes fossil preserved in limestone, unlettered numbers 
denote preservation in shale, 'st denotes preservation in sand- 
stone. 
carbonised wood, 2s, 7 
crinoid ossicles, 2s, . 
3, LL, 5L, 6,8,9 
zaphrentýid coral indet., LL 
cf. Actinoconchus planosulcstus (Phillips), 6L 
Crurithyris sp., ? 2s, ? 3,4 
Dielasma cf. hastata (J. Sorverby), 2s 
of. Is ocramma sp., 7 
Lingula mytiloides J. Sowerby, 3 
? Phricodothyris sp., 5L 
Productus (? Eomarginifera) sp., 2s 
Productus (Productua) carbonaritus de. 
--------- (--------- )sp., 1,3 
Koninck, ? 4,5L, 8,9,10 
Aviculopecten cf. losseni (von Koenen), 4 
Cypricardella cf. concentrica Hind, 4 
Leiopteria 1oncirostris Hind, 4 
Palaeolima sp., 4 
Posidonia cf. corrugata (R. Etheridge Jun. ) 
--------- cf. membranacea (McCoy) 3,4,7 N, t, 'osidonie', vetusto (J. Sowerby), ?1,4,7 Pasidoniell_a laevis (Brown), Is 
------------ minor (Brown), 7 
I, 3, ? 7,9,10 
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Posidoniella cf. minor(Brovin), Li. 
------------ c f. trope: oedra Uu Yrecht 1 
- cf. wapanuckensis Girtyl, 7 
Pseudamusium fibrillosum Salter, 4 
Cravenocerus cowlinaense Bisat 4,4L, 5L, 7L, 9L 
------------ sp., findet. 1,7L, ? 10 
Dimorphoceras sp., ?1, ? 4L, 7 
Dolorthoceras sp. (finely lirste), 4L 
Orthocone nautiloid indet., 1,4L, 7 
Palaeoniscid scale, 4,9 
? Rhadinicthys sp., (scale), 4 
Index of localities for the above 
I, 
2. 
3. 
L. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
400 yd. N. Of P911y Hut, Coverdale 015774 
Westerly slopes of Brown Haw, 'ilnldendale, U. exposure 989799 
vVesterly slopes of Brown Hew, Joldendale, N. exposure 011812 
Un-named gill 50 yd. -ý. of Scar House Gill, 
Nidderdale 
Debyýis of landslip, Black Scar, Penhill 
Howden Gill, Coverdale 
Un-named gill draining- post High House Lathe, 
'Wench Gill, Nidderdaic 
Crook Dike, Nidd. erdale 
Fo r--yshaw Gill, N, clderdale 
06.765 
042869 
038849 
Nidderdale 037766- 
041772 
025761 
0 937 67 
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CHAPTER 11 
THE NIDDERDALE SHALES 
Phillips (1836) named the strata between the base of the 
Grassington "Iri t Group and the base of the Red Scar Grit the 
Nidderdale Shales. This , Ief -nition 
has been restricted durinrr, 
the present work to include only those beds which are predominantly 
shales i. e. the buds between the Cockhill Marine 33S, nd eng' the 
Red Scar Grit. Dskyns (1892)crave no ncme to there beds, but 
named a sandstone within them after Finlow P i_ke, Pn eminence on 
Great "hernside which cannot now be located. Bisat 
(1914) called 
these beds the Barren Shales, a term which would have been 
retained by the present writer, had it been uniform with the 
application of local names to the entire system of nomenclature 
of Willstone Grit fades sediments used in the present work and 
comparable works. Bisat, in common with Tonks 
(19925) r-dives a 
predominantly shaly segquence at this level in his tabulated 
section. Tonks mentions the Priest Tarn Grit however 
(nariled by 
DF kyns from Priest Tarn, south of the present area) which is 
the approximate equivalent of the sandstone in Stone Beck, 
Nidderdale (this may also be equivalent to the Pinlow Pike 
Grit). 
The records from Simonseat (HuJson, 1939) and Greenhow 
(Dunham 
and Stuubblefielr3,1945) are of interest since these beds show 8 
lower shely portion and the chief mondstones oc'ýur in the upper 
beds as in the present area. Bands of limestone recorded at 
Greenhow are parallelled in the present area, where they are not 
so numerous. 
Stratir raphy 
The Nidderdale Shales are a persistent group of beds of lower 
/J Li 
Arnsberrrien are 1yin- between the Cockhtll Mi, rinc -'f3nd ý: nr3 the 
base of the Red Scar Grit. The totýrq1 thicknesp, v. ~iries from 
270' to 200', with the maximum in the Gr-at ; WJhernside nr. ev. Ea 5t 
and north of this area the beds appear to thin to 200' so 
that in the country --round Lofthouse and Penhill and in the slopes 
above East Wi. tton the smaller thickness is usual. 
As the name used for the division implies, this series 
consists chiefly of shales which carry sever. pl impersistent sand- 
stones which are locally ^bundant near the to, -) of the series. The 
lowest 100' of beds are alrrloct always shales, though a hit-her 
sandstone appears to trans' ress (I oim into these beds on the N. 
face of Little 'WW'herneid. e. A sandstone al pears to occur at a 
similar low level in the vicinity of Lodge hamlet in Nide erdale. 
Fine . wined sandstones, rarely over 201 thick, are maTýpcd at 
several horizons in tipper Nidderdale where these bed- ore best 
ex osed. A sandstone which has bee=r mapped 1101 below the 
Red Scar Grit in Stone Bcc'. t, N; dderc)a_, 1r has also been ! IFY'}, ped 
tent. 7tively into a sandstone at the same level on th T`. Flor es 
of Great 7 herns1de rind on the IT. and W, sides of Little Whernside; 
it is z)ossil, le that this is the Pinlow Pike Grit of Dakyn. -,. On 
the basis of a feature on the T. of Li. tt', -, le '/fhernside 
this sandstone h -s been raarýyýcd as descending in the succession 
until it comes to mithin 50' of the Cochhill M; -rine bfýnd., 
amongst ' cdc vThcre sancl. stone pertincrs are rare oc, --u--renceG. 
In the rnidh'_1e pert of the "'ýýl. ýerýýrýle Shales nt several 
locnalities inlpulýe silty limestones -ire developed which show rounded 
we thcrlnn Cnd contain irnpp;, rrfcct 1: 1, ant remains. Tine of these 
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horizons can be mopped as p rcistcnt ! )nd they cdo nod; tcw- sr 
to be ,; o common vs in the sections of Greenhow. 
The upper 1001 of the Nidderdale Shples shows the greatest 
litholop-ical variation. In some sections in upper Yids erdrle 
(How Gill, Scar House Gill) and in mid Coverdale (Arkleside Gill 
and environs) these beds are virtually all shale; elsewhere 
they show a sandstone about 30' below the Ped. Scar Crit (E, s 
at Thrope Edge landslip scar, Wood. ale Scar and elsewhere in the 
Scar House area. At other localities shales with several thin 
sandstones occur (Greystone Gill, Coverdele and Black Scar, 
Penhill), whilst locally sandstones are developed to a thickness 
of 601 or more. These thick san3stoneo are fine to medium grained 
and tense out rapidly. The sections in Birk Gill, Colsterdale 
(Plate 24) and Penhill Crags (Plate 24,32) show lateral facies 
change of a predominantly ehaly sequence to one composed entirely 
of sandstones. The nature of these arenaceous thickenings is 
not clear. The best exposed section of 60' of sandstone in 
Penhill Crags does not appear to be a washout lens; in fact the 
shales which lie to the east of the sandstone appear to bear a 
washout relation themselves to this thick arenaceous development, 
which is possibly ,a levee deposit, terminated laterally by 
crevassing of the type described from the Mississippi delta by 
Fisk et al. (1954). 
The mapping of the Nidderdale shales is aided by the frequent 
presence of a feature on the Red Scar Grit forming the upper 
limit of these beds. The lower limit, the Cockhill Marine Band, 
is less well exposed, but has proved fairly satisfactory except in 
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the north of the area where the position of the rockhill Lime- 
stone has been put in tentatively on the ý -eolorri. enl map on 
the evidence of the section in Howden Gill -ý; nd of the occurrence 
in the landslip at Black Scar, Penhill. Complete sections in 
the Nidderdale Shales are rare, but several stream sections in 
upper Nidderd. ale show extensive pulleys in the shalt' portions 
of these beds (Plate 38B). On Penhill the best sections are 
in the scars of the two rreet landslips on the N. f , ace of the 
hill. 
Details 
Exposures are c, ealt with in sequence, in ifidderdale, Coverdale and 
rolsterdale. 
Dead Mans Hill to Backstone Gill (N. end E. sides of Ni. (, d. erdele) - 
Stand Syke (051 776) (P1ste 24) shows in incorrp1c'te section, chiefly 
in shales, but with four thin sandstones. The v-)permost sand- 
stone with its top 8' below the base of the Red Scar Grit, is 
associated with blocky, micaceous slltatones with carbonaceous 
flecks and is seen in this position in several sections in the Scar 
House area. The lowest arennceotus band in this section is a 
medium Trained feldspathic sQnd. ätone, 
Tops Gill (056776) is ineorru letely exposed, but the n ndstone 
which occurs a short distance below the Red Scar Grit is here 
also seen. A i1ley on the slopes of Carle Fell (059774) shows 
an uninterrupted section in 501 of shales in the lowest part of 
the Nidderdale Shales, shortly above the horizon of the Cockhill 
Limestone. A band of r. ottenstone occurs near the base of the 
section here and is overlain by shales with poorly preserved plant 
remains. 
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Occasional shale debris are seen on the south eastern slopes 
of Carle Fell. Woo Gill is badly exposed but the beds below 
the Red Scar Grit are well seen. The section at 080777 shows: 
-- Red Scar Grit 
10' shale 
15' flagcry sandstone, 
20' shale 
passing doom into 
At a lower level in the section 24' of shale are exposed which 
probably come shortly above the Cockhill Limestone, not here 
exposed. In Turnacar Gill the lowest beds of the sequence are 
also exposed (089775) and include shales with two thin bands 
of rotten weathering si7i3tone which probably overlie the Cockhill 
Marine Band. A shale scree, probably in the lower part of the 
Nidderdale Shales, is seen near Summerstone Lodge (096772). 
At the N. end of Thrope Edge landslip scar (105761) (Plate 2L. 
) 
an excellent section is seen in the upper part of the Nidderdale 
Shales: 
301-L44 olive coloured silty shales with abundant small muscovite 
plates (an impersistent blocky, fine graineds9ndstone 
occurs near the base) 
174 fine grained, flaggy sandstone with some kaolinised feld- 
spars and scattered carbonaceous spots 
24t siltstone with a flapgy parting and carrying carbonaceous 
lenses in the lower part 
4$ fine grained, loosely cemented sandstone with a little 
kaolinised feldspar, scattered muscovite plates and 
flecks of carbonaceous material 
70' dark blue shale with fine mica plates; siltstone bands 
occur in the upper part - these vary from 4" to 2t in 
thickness and are composed of micaceous silt with a 
calcite cement causing the rock to weather into 
rounded shapes 
A section in the landslip near above High Thrope (105759) shows: 
30t flaggy mudstone 
91 sandstone 
6' f1aFEy mudstone 
10' medium grained sandstone 
02a 
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The top of this section is nt approximately the some level as 
the base of the section detailed above from the lnndtilip scar, 
thouc'h there may be fliEht overlap between the sections. 
A stream section S. E. of Hirsh Thrope shovers 15' of mudstone 
and flaggy muds tone at a horizon which is probably shortly above 
the Cockhill Marine Band. In the side of the track ascending 
Trapping Hill two sandstones are seen in the upper beds of the 
series in conjunction with shales. The section in Backstone 
Gill is very incomplete but shows 61 ganisteroid sandstone 
overlying 15° of shales in the lower part of the series. 
4loodole Scar crives an excellent section in the upper beds 
of the Nidderdale Shales. These include a persistent band of sand- 
stone which forms a cliff along part of the length of the scar. 
The section measured near the centre of the scar (080765) 
shows the following beds (Plate 24) 
Red Scar Grit 
5t6" pale olive flaggy mudstone 
1'6 " blocky, soft orange sandstone with carbonaceous, flecks 
9° blue, micaceous, ferruginous shale 
21t soft blocky sandstone with carbonaceous flecks, becoming 
more compact dowrnvards. The lower portion o f this 
horizon is a weil sorted fine grained quartz sandstone 
with occasional feldspars and with flecks of limonite 
and carbon together with n little muscovite. This 
sandstone persists along the length of the sc ar 
5t alternating flog y sandstone end fla y mudstone 
5' shale 
The position of the sandstone above is similar to that seen in 
the landslip scar on Thrope Edge (see ante). 
The south slopes of Rainstang show exceedingly few exposures 
in the Nidderdale Shales, though limited outcrops occur on the E. 
side in Nortbside Head Plantation and in How Gill where shales 
with a band of sandstone and siltstone are exposed. The section 
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in Forrcjyshaw Gill is incomplcte, but shows several, scars in shale, 
in the upper and lower part of the Nidderdele Shales. 
The section in the side of the track rscending Scar House 
Pasture from Scar House (068764) is ^s follows (Plrte 24): 
-- Red Scar Grit 
l0' mudstone and flaggt' mudstone 
50' shales 
The sandstone '; hich forms a persistent feature along Noodale Scar 
is absent in this section, though beds of scndstone occur at this 
approximate horizon further up the dale. 
The sections on the south side of Kay Head Allotment are 
never complete, but provide additional evidence ? bout this group. 
In Armathwaite Gill the urper 70' of beds are partially exposed 
and form : creel below the outcrop of the Red Scar Grit. They 
are chiefly shales, but a 7anistero±d sandstone, of which 7° are 
seen, occurs about 90t below the base of the Red Scar Grit. .. ygill 
Beck is largely without exposures, except in the middle bete of 
the 2didderdale shales which outcrop in'a gorge (058739) where the 
section shows: 
5' shale 
10' sandstone, strongly current bedded and coarsening in grain 
upwards 
30' silty shales passing up into sandstone 
Scattered shale exposures occur at lower levels in the section. 
Scar House Gill (063762) (Plate 24) provides one of the most 
complete sections in the present area in which the upper beds are 
excellently exposed in a deep gulley. The lower beds are not so 
fully seen, but appear to be almost entirely shales, like the 
upper ones which are here unusually deficient in arenaceous horizons. 
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A soft, ' fine grained, slightly micoceous carbon-flecked sandstone 
occurs near the top of the section and resembles that which 
occurs at this level elsewhere in this area, but is absent 
in the section adjacent to the track ascending Scar House Moss 
(see ante), which lies a short distance to the E. of Scar House 
Gill. The shales in the upper part of the Nidderdale Shales 
carry only occasional sandstone ribs, one of which is calcareous 
and shows rounded weathering. The lowest bed of the sequence 
are partially seen in Scar House Gill and in the stream a short 
distance to the east where all the visible strata are shales. 
In a stream at the W. end of Haden Carr Pasture (051764) the 
lowest beds are exposed in a gulley. About 50' of shales 
without sandstone follow directly a horizon which is probably 
the top of the Cockhill Marine Band. The next 40' or oo of beds 
above these shales are ill-exposed but include two thin sandstones. 
Further upstream a gulley cut through about 25' of shales 
exposes two bands of calcareous siltstone in the sequence, whilst 
a higher section in beds about 30' below the Red Scar Grit shows 
a soft sandstone 13' thick (the possible equivalent of a similar 
sandstone which occurs at this level locally). 
The section in Wising Gill (Piste 24) is complete except for 
the highest and lowest beds. An excellent section is seen in a 
gorge excavated in the middle part of the shales which carry 
occasional arenaceous horizons, always fine grained sandstones 
with small quantities of feldspar. Occasional bands of calcareous 
siltstone showing rounded weathering forms occur. These are 
dark grey, highly carbonaceouo siltstones with flecks of mica and 
some obscure plant fossils. The hirrhest sandstone in the section 
a 
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is perhaps equivalent to one at a similar horizon in the 
stream on Haden Carr Pasture, described above. 
The sections in Haw Gill Spike and Maiden Gill are incomplete, 
but show shales at several levels and also a sandstone 6' thick, 
here mapped as continuous with a similar one in the lower part 
of the Nidderdale Shales of Wising Gill. This sandstone appears 
to die out rapidly to the S. W. since it is absent in the un-named 
stream draining into Stone Beck (035749) where the lower half of 
the Nidderdale Shales is fairly well exposed. All the visible 
beds are shales, which include a calcareous siltstone band. 
An excellent section is seen in the middle beds of the 
Nidderdale Shales of East Gill Dike (Plate 21. ). A sandstone 
occurs at approximately the same level as the lowest sandstone of 
Maiden Gill Beck and Wising Gill Sike. It is here at least 
10' thick, being a fine grained feldspathic sandstone with rootlets. 
The overlying beds are almost entirely shales, which carry 
several bands of siltstone at a restricted level, followed by 
a soft, grey sandstone 5'6" thick which has been mapped into the 
sandstone of Wising Gill Sike in a north easterly direction on 
scant evidence. West Gill Dike shows along its length a 
large number of shale scars in the lower and fniddle parts of the 
Nidderdale Shales which are here virtually devoid of arenaceous 
horizons. A 2' band of flag y sandstone which lenses out in 
the stream section has been tentatively mapped into the 10t sand- 
stone of East Gill Dike. The upper part of the Nidderdale Shales 
has been involved in a series of landslips on the hill side over- 
looking Stone Beck. These beds are exposed below Red Scar where 
a big scree in shale is seen below the outcrop of the Red Scar Grit. 
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Sections at the head, of Stone Bock are particularly extensive 
(Plate 214) and show that the upper 110' of the Nidderdale Shales 
are exclusively shales. These overlie a current-bedded fine 
grained, moderately feldspathic sandstone 16' thick, forming 
a waterfall in Stone Beck. Below the sandstone there is a 
further thickness of shales devoid of sandstone beds. On the 
spur below Blackfell Scar there is n large arcuate landslip 
in which are seen sections in canted shales without traces of 
sandstone partings. At a lower level a scar shows about 50' of 
shale in an un-named stream at 019752. 
A large number of scattered exposures occur north of the 
headwaters of the Nidd around 010758 where the Nidderdale Shales 
are involved in an extensive landslip whose boundaries are 
virtually impossible to trap since the slip is superficial and 
of irregular shape. Shales exposed in pulleys above this slipped 
area include arenaceous horizons which have tentatively been 
mapped as continuous with the sandstone in Stone Beck and with that 
developed on the northern slopes of Great Whernaide at this 
level. At this point the sandstone seen is only 3' thick.. 
though it is probably thicker. 
In Long Hill Sike (015765) and nearby the lowest 100' 
of the Nidderdale Shales are excellently exposed in gulley sections 
and consist entirely of shales. A gulley above the slip (016767) 
shows the highest beds visible in this vicinity which include 
an impersistent bend 1' thick which is appreciably more calcareous 
than the calcareous siltstones sporadically developed in these 
beds in Nidderdale. The rock is litholowically not unlike a 
goniatite bearing limestone since it is fa blue calcite mudstone 
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showing rounded weathering, efferveecinr with dilute 1101 and with 
a well developed pattern of ceptarian cracks in calcite. 
The lowest beds of the Nidderdale Shales are excellently 
exposed in Crook Dike (025766). They are entirely shales seen 
to a thickness of. about 90° and are overlain by flaggt' sandstone 
blocks taken to be derived from the same horizon as is seen in 
Stone Beck and elsewhere at the N. end of Great Whernside. The 
section in the stream draining post Hiph House Lathe (037766) 
is very similar. to that seen in Crook Dike. A continuous 
section is seen in 90' of shales above the Cockhill Marine Band. 
They are overlain by a sandstone, which is probably over 10' thick, 
since blocks of it are common on the nearby hillside. Whilst 
this sandstone cannot be connected by mapping with that mapped 
at Crook Dike, owing to the presence of an intermediate exposure 
of shale at this level, it was evidently deposited at about the 
same time as the sandstone of Stone Beck and elsewhere. 
In Wench Gill and Trows Gill the lower beds of the sequence 
are fairly well seen, but are affected by. faulting in the letter 
section. Beds of sandstone appear to occur low in the sequence 
at a level where only shale to recorded in exposures around Long 
Hill Sike, further up the valley. The thickest of these sandstones 
is 20' thick and appears to occur only 50' above the Cockhill 
Limestone. This is at the , same stratigraphic 
level as a sandstone 
which forms a boulder-strewn feature on the north slopes of Little 
Whernside. The upper beds of the Nidderdale Shales are 
excellently seen. in How Gill (039779), tributary to Trows Gill, 
where a deep pulley shows the upper 100' of the Nidderdale shales 
to be almost entirely in shales (Plate 24), as in Stone Beck. At 
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this same level however, a sandstone Li. ' thick is developed in 
Shaw Gill, whilst the sandstone which locally occurs above the 
Cockhill Limestone is also seen in this section. 
W. slo e of Great Whernside and the E. slopes of C verdale to 
Plamstone Pin and Sowden Beck - The Nidderdale shales of the out- 
crop edge of the main body of rocks of Millstone Grit fades in the 
present area are not usually well exposed. The outcrops are dealt 
with in sequence. 
Exposures are rare on the W. side of Great Whernside, but 
extensive landslips indicate that the Nidderdale Shales are chiefly 
shaly here, On the N. slopeq of Great Whernside (007765) a sand- 
stone which is possibly nearly 20' thick forms a local feature. It 
is possible that this is the type locality of the Pinlow Pike 
Grit of Dakyns (1892), but the absence of the name on the available 
topographic maps leaves this in doubt. This bed is at the same 
level es that in Stone Beck and is mapped as part of the same 
horizon. In the vicinity of Lords Gill Shaw (020779) the lowest 
50' or so of the Nidderdale Shales forms a feature often intersected 
by galleys in which there are a sufficiently large number of 
exposures to show that these beds are exclusively shales, overlying 
the Cockhill Marine Bond which is exposed at three points in the 
rnzlley sections. Above this feature which is developed S. W. and 
N. E. of Lords Gill Shaw is a gently inclined platform at which 
level no sandstone occurs; it is probably on shale like the : -ulleys 
further down hill. ' A somewhat discontinuous feature overlooks 
this platform and carries on it sandstone blocks which are especially 
abundant on High Pasture (034787); here there is little doubt 
that the arenaceous band is over 10t thick. Sandstone blocks also 
occur in the old stone pit S. S. 71. of Pally Hut which is probably 
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in the same bed as that seen on the N. flank of Great ldhernoide. 
A yet hicrher feature is mapped fairly continuously On the 
northern and south we , tern flanks of Little *1hernoide; it never 
carries larr'e numbers of sandstone boulders, nor is any similar 
horizon developed in the entirely chaly sequence on the south slopes 
of the mountain. It therefore seems possible that this feature 
is develoý. led on beds of different hardness within 0' ohrýly series. 
The section in Horkera Gill (042789) shows clearly the upper 
beds of'the sequence, which appear to be almost entirely shale 
for 1001 below the Red Scar Grit. A black rottenstone nodule, 
`veathering `yellow at the edges, collected a few feet below the 
base of the Red Scar Grit yielded a single gastropod referred to 
Naticorsis sp. In conjunction with other possible organic frogments. 
This i6 the only record of a fossil, other than indeterminate 
plants, from the Nidderdale Shales of the present area. Sections 
in the middle beds of the Nidderdale shales are less complete and 
include alternations of sandstone and shale, whilst the lowest 
beds are entirely obscured by drift. 
Arkleside Gill (050790) show3 exposures only in the upper beds 
of this division which are excellently seen in a deep gulley showing 
the following beds (Plate 24) : 
1 Red Scar Grit 
16' shale 
7: flaggy mudstone 
50° shale 
This exposure closely resembles similar exposures to the 5.8.1if. 
in Nidderdale, as at Hove Gill. Intermittent exposures in the 
middle beds of the Nidderdale shales of Arkleside Gill include flaggy 
sandstone. A gullet' on Arkleside Moor (053795) shows 70' of beds 
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underlying the Red Scar Grit, in a section closely resembling that 
in Arkleside Gill. Exposures are locking on the barren spur 
of Hindlethwaite 1 oor and in the head waters of Lead, Up Gill. 
The upper 65' of the series is well seen in Greystone Gill 
(075818) (Plate 2L. ) where they are chiefly shales, but apparently 
more silty than in exposures to the S. J. They include several 
thin sandstones the thickest of which is 8t thick, occurring at a 
horizon comparable with orenaceous beds in the Scar House area of 
upper Nidderdale. This sandstone -shows wavy bedding and mild 
skimp structures which are also found at a similar horizon in 
Black Scar, Penhill. 
Exposures in Ulfers Gill and to the west indicate that the 
upper 125' of the Nidderdale Shales includes a high proportion 
of., shale, though arenaceous horizons alternate with the shales 
in the uppermost beds which are exposed in a waterfall in the gill 
(097830). 
North of Ulfers Gill the slopes of Caldbergh Moor are without 
exposure, but below Flamstone Pin (002851) 52' of beds are seen . 
in a gulley which appears to be cut into the lower part of the 
Nidderdcle Shales, the following section being seen: 
-- Red Scar Grit outcrop 
100' approx. unexposed, except for 10' of flaggy mudstone in the 
centre of these beds 
3' shale 
0-1' impersistent impure limestone, altering laterally to 
muds t on e 
6'6" mudstone 
1'6" flaggy muds tone 
15' shale - this horizon probably almost directly overlies the Cockhill Marine Band which is not exposed on the E. 
aide of lower Coverdale, but is probably present 
In a small ocar overlooking the Castle Steads overflow channel 
(005853) 15' of shale are seen, overlain by flaggy sandstone. These 
0 
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beds are probably equivalent to the higher strata of the scar 
below-Flamstone Pin. The Nidderdale Shales are exposed 
sporadically in Red Beck Gill where ell the visible beds are 
shales. They are never seen on the N. slopes of Witton Pell, 
except for a small exposure on Sowden Beck Road where some 
flaggt' mudstone and an old stone pit for flagstone are seen in the 
uppermost beds of the series. All outcrops to the east of this 
point "are entirely unexposed and are largely covered by the 
drift from the Wensleydale ice sheet. 
Browm. Haw, Harland Hill and Penhill - outMerson the W. side 
of Coverdale - Sections in the slopes, of these hills are chiefly 
in the scars of landslips or in gulleys and are never complete 
for the whole series. 
Brown Haw, Fellpot'- the exposed on Brown Haw are-in a 
number of galleys in the lower part of the Nidderdale Shales for 
1001 above the Cockhill Marine Band which is exposed on the N. W. 
face of the hill at two points (Plate 24). On the S. E. side 
of the hill the Cock-hill Marine `Band is unexposed and it is 
difficult to know if the-sandstone forming afeature on Cranshaw 
Ridge (804020) is in the lowest part of the Nidderdale Shales 
or in the highest part of the Grassington Grits and'shales. The 
beds in the feature are an impersistent feldspathic fine 
grained flaggy sandstone at least 8' thick. About 50t higher 
in the sequence a second feature can be mapped almost persistently 
into the feature in the upper slopee of Brown Haw. This feature 
keeps a fairly constant height above the top of the sandstone 
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of the Gras, ington Grit Group which decreases in thickness to 
the N. It thus descends to a progressively lower level in this 
direction in relation to the top of the beds of Yoredale lithology, 
a phenomenon which appears to be repeated on the north slopes 
of Little Whernside. The mapping of the higher horizons in the 
Nidderdale Shales of Brown Haw and of Great Fell Pot is unsatisfacto 
and the interpretation put forward on the map is based on a few 
features and very few exposures. The abundance of sandstone 
blocks, as in the stone circle at Precious Hull (003805) End on 
the top of Brown Haw, suggests that a sandstone is strongly 
developed at a level similar to that of the cap rock of Harland 
Hill to the N. N. E., 
Harland Hill - sections are very poor, but the approximate 
base of the series is probably marked by an indistinct, but major 
change of slope on the W. slopes of the hill. An exposure in 
the lower beds of the group is seen in a gmlley on the N. slopes 
of the hill, where shales with a thin sandstone are exposed 
through a thickness of about 20'. A small feature with sandstone 
8 
blocks occurs on the S. E. slopes of the hill, but does not 
appear to be persistent. The numerous sandstone blocks on the 
summit of the hill appear to indicate the presence of a sandstone 
capping, probably equivalent to that on Fell Pot. It may cbo 
be the same as the sandstone mapped at this level on Penhill. It 
seems likely that 35' of shale in a galley on the col between 
Harland Hill and Penhill (033850) is in the basal part of the 
Nidderdale Shales, but no trace is seen of the Cockhill Marine 
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Band, though the mapping in Howden Gill to the B. oug; eats that 
it almost immediately underlies the beds in this section. 
Penhill - the chief exposures are on the N. side of the 
hill in two large landslip scars with excellent sections in the 
upper and middle beds of this group. On the southerly sides 
of the hill exposure is poor and the geological lines on the 
map are somewhat approximate. It appears that an arenaoeous 
horizon can be mapped from Burton Outstray, on the S. side of 
the hill past Slantgate to Rams Gill (048859). Exposure© 
are rare, but sandstone chips occur at several points and also 
small exposures are found above Sisntgate and Rams Gill where 
it is probable that this horizon consists of 20' of flag y 
sandstone, only partially exposed. This horizon has been mapped 
into the sandstone forming the landslip sear at Hodge Holes 
(052862) which is more massive and at least 45' thick, but which 
appears-to die out entirely to the N. N. E. since the available 
exposures below penhill Beacon su,,; deot that the succession 
is here largely of shale. This is confirmed in the E. end of 
Penhill Crags, further West. The lower beds of the Nidderdale 
Shalee are partially exposed in Remegill where they are chiefly 
shales with a few thin sand tones, in all 781 thick. 
The section in Ponhill Crags (052868) is excellent in the 
upper part of the Nidderdale shales which form a cliff capped 
along its length by the Red Sear Grit (Plates 24,32)., The 
chief feature of the section is a lens shaped development of 
sandstone whose base is not seen, but which probably rests almost 
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directly on shales (hence the enormous landslips under the crags), 
The main body of the sandstone attains 60t in thickness; a 
specimen collected from the lateral part of the lens was of a 
fine, grained slightly feldspathic quartz sandstone. The bulk 
of the thickness of the sandstone appears to be gradually 
cut out by the uppermost stratum of this lens vthich sweeps down 
to the E. across the lower beds, leaving only a very attenuated 
representative of the thick sandstone at the E. end of the cliff. 
It seems therefore that this thick sandstone does not appear to 
be a washout, . 
but has itself suffered by being washed out and 
is hence attenuated on the E. side. The bulk of the filling 
of the excavation in the sandstone on its E. side is shale, with 
thin sandstones (Plate 32 is taken from a distant view 
of the Crags and shows the relations in this section). The same 
beds appear to, persist to the E. round the base of Penhill Beacon, 
but are replaced by sandstones closely resembling those of 
Penhill Crags in the vicinity of Hodge Holes. 
Colsterdale inlier - exposures are restricted to a boomerang 
shaped inlier in Birk Gill and the valley of the R. Burn. The 
most extensive section is in Birk Gill Wood, in a long line of 
scars on the banks of Birk Gill (Plate 24). Rapid facies changes 
are seen in the section. Near 133819, current-bedded sandstones 
and thick shale partings are seen dipping down stream. Lower 
beds appear up-stream and the lowest visible beds are 361 of dark, _ 
micaceous shale with thin bands of siltstone, the middle part of 
which is replaced up-stream by fla99Y sandstone in a picturesque 
waterfall (128821). Above the waterfall the equivalents of the 
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shale with sandstones further down stream are entirely flaggey 
sandstones, forming a series of cliffs. Arenaceous beds 
persist to the base of the Red Scar Grit. In the cliff sections 
where alternations of shale and sandstone are seen, rapid faaies 
changes are common and transitions from sandstone to silty 
shales are frequent. It is plain that no single horizon in 
these beds may be mapped with confidence. It seems that the 
bedding planes in the series do not run parallel to those in 
the Red Soar Grit and the appearance of lower and lower beds 
coming in upstream does not imply that the section is located 
further and further below the Red Scar Grit. Despite the 
appearance of successive lower beds coming into the section, in 
actual fact the thalweg of the stream runs almost parallel to the 
outcrop of the Red Sear Grit further up the hill side. It is 
concluded, therefore, that the beds were either deposited on 
inclined surfaces, or acquired a component of their dip as a 
result of compaction before the Red Sear Grit was laid down.. 
In hand specimen the sandstone members usually show a fl agy 
parting and are fine grained with shreds of mica; feldspar 
is not common. A single band of impure grey limestone with detri- 
tal quartz was seen at 137815, but it does not persist farther 
NWT. in the principal section in Birk Gill. 
Sections in the R. Burn near Coisterdale House yielded a 
section shown on Plate 24 which is a composite of several exposures. 
The Red Scar Grit is underlain by a predominantly shaly series 
which contrasts with the development of sandston(-s at this level 
in the sections in Birk Gill. 
PLATE 24 
Comparative sections in the Nidderdale Shales, together with the 
Cockhill Marine Band. 
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CHAPTER 12 
THE RED SCAR GRIT 
The Red Scar Grit was so named by Dakyns (1891) owing 
to its, tendency to form "Red scars". , This name is now in 
general use and is here adhered to,. though it was antedated 
by the name 'Sandgill Grit', quoted by Phillips (1836) from 
Newbold-(Mss. ) 
This. horizon has been'widely recognised by workers 
subsequent to Phillips (1836) who recorded a-coal horizon 
in the Grit at several localities. 'Dakyns-(, 1890,, 1892) 
recognised a feldspathic lower°leaf of Grit, a ganisteroid 
upper leaf and a' coal in between the two, , whilst the, Survey 
maps, for which' Dakyns was im part responsible, show this 
grit with an intermittent coal within it,. awhich waß termed the 
Woogill Coal by Dakyns (1892)). -Bisat (1924) confirmed the 
conclusions of Dakyns,, 'but appeared. to draw the base of his 
Colsterdale Marine Series: at the . horizon of 
the Woogill 
Coal; since the term 'Red. -Scar Grit' has priority, this 
nomenclature is not here retained, and the base of the Colsterda'Le 
Marine Series'is taken at the top of the Red Scar Grit. Tonks 
(1925) added no new information about this horizon. 
8tratigraphy 
The Red Scar Grit is a fine to coarse grained sandstone, 
varying from quartz sandstone to arkose, carrying an 
impersiatent coal which locally dividez it into an upper and 
a lower leaf. When the coal is absent, this subdivision of 
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of the Red Scar Grit is not normally possible; this situation 
obtains chiefly in the south part of the area. Normally 
when the Grit is split into two leaves the lower leaf is a 
, 
feldspathic, coarse, massive sandstone with well developed 
current bedding, whilst the upper leaf varies from a coarse 
gtartz sandstone to a compact, medium or fine grained siliceous 
sandstone which is usually somewhat ganisteroid. Current 
bedding on a very large scale with units of 20' or more in height 
occurs locally in the upper leaf. The presence of this unusual 
development can usually be correlated with a local, abnormal 
thickening of the upper leaf of the Grit (normally about 7' thick) 
(Plate 26 is an information diagram incorporating 26 measured 
sections of this horizon, which will be found useful in 
following the changes which take place at this stratigraphic 
level. ) When the large scale current bedding is developed, 
there are rapid changes of grain size. Marine fossils have, 
been found at several localities in the Upper Red Scar Grit, 
both in the thick and thin developments of this horizon, chiefly 
in the north of the present area. 
The Woogill Coal is an irrpersistent horizon which has been 
extensively worked in the past in Coverdale, Nidderdale and 
Colsterdale. It occurs in a parting 3 to 17' in thickness 
between the Upper and Lower Red Scar Grits, consisting of fire- 
clays, ganisters, a tough, highly arbonaceous pl&y black siltatone 
and dark, brittle shales with Lila sp., pelecypodo and 
gastropods., together with unfossiliferous shales. The Woogill 
Goal is seldom recorded to be thicker than 1'4", which means that 
about 2' of unproductive meaures were worked in conjunction with 
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the actual extraction of the coal; these beds are chiefly fire- 
clay, as is shown by examination of the tips of levels working 
the coal. 
In"localities where the Woogill Coal is absent, the Red 
Scar Grit is not usiüall. y divisible into i=to component`, i-leaves 
and is then a `single feldspathic sandstone with no development of 
ganisteroid beds. 
Outcrops of the Red; Scar, Grit were mapped in Colsterdale.. 
(a valley -inlier of complex shape), 
}Nidderdale, 
., 
the W. slopes 
of Great Whernside and Coverdale. The cap of Penhill is an 
outlier on these beds, -whilst the remainder of the oucrops occur 
within the main outcrop of the Millstone Grit. Frequent scars 
mark the outcrop of the Red Scar Grit, and a rather indistinct 
feature is usually seen, with its base some distance below the 
base of the Grit. Landslips are. frequent_on the Nidderdale shales, 
below the Red Scar Grit and the base of the Red Scar Grit and 
the upper edges of the landslip bodies-are often° close to each 
other for long distances. The Grit is'everywhere overlain by 
marine shales'of the Colsterdale Marine Series which locally form 
a marshy hillside notch with a spring line at the top of the Grit, 
a valuable aid to mapping. 
Details 
The'Colsterda1e inlier -''An inlier of complex shape occurs 
in the valleys of Birk Gill, `Spruce Gill and, the River Burn'inC 
Colsterdale. The Woogill Coal occurs over much of this area 
and hence the Red Scar Grit is everywhere divisible into two'; 
leaves, though in Barnley Beck below Long Side, the coal-is not 
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exposed and has not been worked. It is however seen again 
in the section high up Barnley Beck and further to the west in 
Ulfers Gill, a tributary valley of Coverdale. 
The section in Barnley Beck above its junction with Scale 
Gill (108825) is interrupted by faulting, but the succession can 
be pieced together as follows: 
3' Medium grained quartz sandstone with scattered grains of 
glauconite. Poorly preserved organic fragments include 
crinoid ossicles and a probable chonetid which occur 
in kaolinite filled voids. 
2' ganisteroid sandstone with rootlets (the total Upper Red 
Scar Grit is probably not much in, excesa of the indicated 
thickness of 51) 
- possible gap 
2' yellow fireclay 
1'6" soapy grey shale without fossils 
r7 it coal - the Woogill Coal 
6" ganister 
41611 grey fireclay 
5' silty, coaly shale 
6" carbonaceous siltstone 
small gap (probably sandstone) 
30' coarse feldspathic sandstone (no base seen) - Lower Red 
Scar Grit 
In the lower part of Barnley Beck, the Lower Red Scar Grit 
frequently exposed in the stream course and from the mapping of 
features appears to be over' 601 'thick. Near Colliers Stile (116823) 
the Lower Red Scar Grit includes a 3' ganister, unusual at this 
horizon. The lower portion of the Lower Red Scar Grit is seen 
furtheli downstream at 120823 where 25' of current bedded coarse 
sandstone are seen. These rest immediately upon sandstones of 
the Nidderdale Shale group, which are distinguished from the Red 
Scar Grit by their thinner bedding and finer grain size. 
Backstone Gill (123823) shows an intermittent section in a 
thick development of the Lower Red Scar Grit which is here typically 
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massive. East of this point in Birk Gill there is little trace 
of the Lower Red'-Scar Grit, and this horizon cannot be more than 
50' thick near the junction of Brown Beck and Bir3; Gill. 
The Upper Red Scar Grit=is recognisable in lower Birk Gill, 
owing to the presence of the 'Woogill' Coal which has been worked 
in numerous drifts from the. outcrop. The Upper Grit has 
thicknened greatly in comparison with the thin development in 
upper Barnley Beck. Measurement above a coal adit in Brown 
Beck (134819) showed a thickness of over 551 of Upper Red Scar 
Grit at this locality. On the south side of Birk Gill (136815) 
over °401 of Upper Red Scar Grit is seen above the line of levels 
in the Woogill Coal (Plate'26). Large scäle'current bedding in 
units of up to 33' thick''is excellently seen. The grain size is 
extremely variable and includes coarse quartz sandstone with 
crinoid ossicles, and fine "grained ganiateroid quartz sandstone 
in-which are found occasional foss. iliferou+ockets yielding a 
small brachiopod-pelecypod fauna similar in-compodtion to that 
of the Cayton Gill Shell Bed. 
At 136817 on the north side of'Birk Gill, cliffs are seen in 
20' of "very massive. sandstone with current bedding and undulose 
slump structures. 'These'are rapidly'replaced in 50 yards to the 
east by a ganisteroid sandstone of 'which 20' are seen at the head 
of an adit working in' the Woogill 'Coal. ' A number of sandstone boulder ý 
below Low Houses (138814) are inferred to belong to the Lower'Red 
Scar Grit. ' The' outcrop of the Grit on the north side of the dale 
is covered by numerous boulders of sandstone and lines of 
workings, in the Woogill Coal, below which are extensive tips of 
the fireclay. = The Upper Red Scar Grit is seen in the bed of the 
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R. Burnat Gollinglith Foot and appears to have thinned greatly 
to the'east since its outcrop in the valley is here so restricted. 
Trial höles sunk in this vicinity by Leeds Corporation proved 
12' of Upper'Red Scar Grit, but the top of the bed was not seen, 
though it-is unlikely that it was much thicker than 12'. The 
Lower Red-Scar Grit was 55' thick in the-trial hole, a substantially 
greater thickness than that seen near Colsterdale House at this 
horizon. (See Plate 26). ' 
In Spruce Gill, exposures of the 'Upper Red Scar Grit occur 
at"intervals in the valley bottom, but no more than 10' are 
seen anywhere. At one-, point shale lenses. -'-, are seen below sandstones 
in the` stream bank and it is possible` that' locally the stream cuts 
down low enough to expose the parting . cöntaining the' Vloogill Coal, 
to which` these shales may belong. In lower Spruce Gill the Upper 
Red"Scär, Grit is fossiliferous. The section seen at 148806 shows-,. -. 
9'r compact, medium grained sandstone 
6" sandstone with rootlets. 
3' gingerbready medium grained sandstone vdith numerous 
fragmentary organic remains including, crinoid ossicles 
preserved as voids leached of the original calcite. 
1' white ganister with rootlets. 
The Red Sear Grit can`be traced on the N. side of the spur 
N. of Spruce Gill by means' "of numerous boulders and scars, and 
is-seen to be " always 'massive and never ganisteroid. At 14781.3t''' 
2 5t of rLöwer Red 'Scar Grit are seen; this is not the full 
thickness, which'is probably about 40', being intermediate between 
the 29' seen near Cölsterdale House and"55'`recorded from the trial 
hole at Gollinglith''Foot. 
The-Dower Red Scar Grit exposed in a cascade in the right 
bank of the 'R. Burn at 123805, is '29' thick, '` inclusive of a flaggy 
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,, 
development.; at, the base (Plate "26).. Adits in the Vioogill 
coal, in the area round Coisterdale House show a roof. in variable 
strata which often shows original dips - of -sedimentation, - up to 
an inclination. ofF 30, degrees. A maximum of 241, of Upper Red Scar 
Grit is. 
_seen 
intcliffs above the. Woogill Coal outcrop, and though 
-the lithology is usually a massive medium grained. sandstone, in 
- an. up-valley direction ganisteroid beds become increasingly common. 
Upstream from Colsterdale House the Lower Red Scar Grit forms 
many exposures in the `bed of the R. Burn for over a mile. It is 
always a massive, current bedded, coarse grained sandstone. At 
several 'points it 'is markedly pebbly' and a'specimen from-the 
waterfall immediately above the bridge over the R. Burn at Colsterdalet 
{ House was a very coarse'' slighý]: y feldspathic sandstone of grain 
size 1000 microns, with pebbles of quartz up to 9 mm. in 
diameter. 
The tipper Red Scar Grit is seen above the entries of several 
levels upstream from Colsterdale House, and also in Slee House 
Gill. The horizon is frequently current bedded.. on a large scale 
., and tends-to be g,, nisteroid in the lower part and coarser , 
in, grain 
. and, 
less. ganisteroid in the upper part. The cliff section on 
the right bank of the River Burn at 118802 shows 10' massive 
sandstone becoming less ganisteroid upwards, resting on 6' flaggy, 
ganisteroid sandstone. 
Near the confluence of Thorny Grane Gill and the R. Burn some 
silty shales appear in the bed of the R. Burn. Since shale partings 
., 
do-, not-usually occur in the Lower Red Scar Grit, they are 
, 
interpreted as being beds below the Grit, forming a small inlier. 
This.. gives the lower Red. 5car Grit a thickness of 26t up to the 
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level of an adit in the Woogill Coal. Upstream from this point 
the Lower Red Scar Grits are seen in the bed of the R. Burn as 
far as Dawson House and also near the bottom"of Thorny Grane Gill 
in a series of cascades (15' of massive sandstone are seen in the 
latter exposure). The section in the R. Burn above Dawson House 
(103799) Plate 26) in an excellent exposure in the Upper Red Scar 
Grit and Woogill Coal; 
31t cpprox. medium grained: sandstone, partly ganisteroid and 
quite massive in its lower part, with large scale current 
bedding in the lowest 15' of strata 
9" fireclay 
it coaly shale 
3' highly carbonaceous black, coarse quartz sandstone 
"1'8" black, finely micaceous, carbonaceous; shale with obscure 
plant remains, and becoming more brittle downwards 
2" coal 
3" greenish ganister - probable top of the Lower Red Scar 
Grit which is again seen 20 yd. downstream where the 
section shows: 
3'. medium rained sandstone with rootlets (overlain by shale 
chips) 
2' 
, ganisteroid, sandstone 
Since the upper portion of{-the Upper Red Scar Grit is rarely 
satisfactorily exposed in Colsterdale, it has not been possible to 
verify the occurrence of the thin 'coal. recorded from the log of 
West Pit and Brown Beck Pit. An exposure in Thorny Grane Gill 
(112798) is thought to belong to a horizon higher'in the succession 
than the Woogili Coal. A 2" coal is seen resting on sandstone 
and, is overlain by 6" shale and a 1! ' grey ganister which may, 
possibly be equivalent to the 'capon hardstone' of the coal pits 
north of Colsterdale... 
North side of upper Nidderdale - outcrops are described from. 
to E. -from Dead Mans Hill to Bull Brae, between which points the 
Red Soar Grit forms a-fairly continuous, but poorly defined feature. 
The section seen in Stand Syke (051778) is as follows (see 
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also Plate 26): 
-Colsterdale Marine Beds; 
6' unexposed (probably upper Red Scar Grit) 
it soft, medium grained sandstone 
it fireclay 
10' , -compact, pale, well 
bedded, ganisteroid, very fine grained 
sandstone with a little mica on planes of parting and 
carrying appossible shell cast resembling Myalina sp. 
4! gap (probable horizon of the Woogill Coal, if this horizon 
is present) 
2' .., coarse, compact quartz. sandstone with a somewhat ganisteroid texture. 
3', gap - probably coarse sandstone. 
5' g, oarse sandstone, with layers of varying grain size. 
3' grey, f eldspathic, smedium grained sandstone, poorly sorted 
with grains up to 2 mm. in diameter. In thin section 
interstitial silt is abundant and the rock approximates to 
a subgreywacke in composition. , 
- micaceous mudstone of Nidderdale-Shales. 
The outcrop may be followed by means of a feature, eastwards 
to Tops Gill, with an exposure of 7' current bedded sandstone at 
053777. 
Tops Gill shows a section similar to Stand Syke but the Lower 
Red Scar Grit is not seen.. (057776): 
- Colsterdale Marine Series.. 
51 current bedded coarse quartz sandstone with scattered feldspar 
grains and containing crinoid ossiclea, preserved in calcite 
and weathering out as voids of characteristic shape. The 
ossicles are scattered through the rock and may be presumed 
to have been swept into place from a source outside the 
, 
present area 
6' unexposed 
116,11 grey fireclay 
3'. unexposed (probable horizon of the V16ogill Coal, if present) 
2'6" compact fine grained, pale. ganister, intersected by carbonaceous 
traces of rootlets. (base not seen) 
150 yd. E. of Tops Gill the outcrop of the Red Scar Grit is 
marked by sandstone rubble. At 061774 a symbol on the topographic 
map suggests that the Woogill Coal was once worked by a level, but 
this place is now overlain by tips from the Scar House Quarries. 
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Firth. -Plantation 
(076775) shows a feature with sandstone rubble 
on the Lower Red Scar Grit, whilst the ground above the 
plantation is interpreted as being, in part, a dip-slope on the 
upper beds. of the Red Scar Grit. 
The section in` Woo Gill is informative'(075762) (Plato 26): 
= Colsterdale Marine Series (chips of soapy shale) 
?! 6" fine or medium grained fairly compact, massive sandstone with 
shale pebbles in the'lower part and carrying scattered 
.. rglauconite grains. 
The base of thiEbed shows U shaped 
worm burrows referred to cf. Arenicolites sp. which have 
.. an infilling of sandstone, 
but descend 2 cm. into the 
shale beneath. 
1!, unfossiliferous shale 
5' measures with Woo Gill Coal which include grey, brittle 
fossiliferous shales , which' probably overlie the coal. 
The shale contains Lingula sp., pelecypods and gastropods, 
This material occurs in tips from coal adits. 
451 Medium grained, current bedded sandstone consisting in thin 
section of medium grained quartz, a little oligoclase, 
hydrobiotite and interstitial silt, with clay minerals. 
(no base seen, thoug the indicated thickness is probably 
close to the total) 
The Upper Red Scar Grit of Woo Gill is approximately the 
same thickness. as in the exposures previously detailed on the 
south flanks of Carle Fell, but the Lower Grit is appreciably 
thicker here than in the exposures further west. 
At 079777, on the E. side of Woo Gill, the lowest beds 
of the Red 'Scar Grit are"seen in 'scars which appear to have 
been involved-'in slips on the valley side. The Woo Gill coal 
is here present on the N. E. side of Woo Gill and has been worked 
in a closely spaced line of drifts,, at . 
the, head of one of which 
blocks of Upper Red Scar Grit occur (it is likely that this horizon 
is thin in this area). 
The section at the head ofýthe, Bull Brae landslip (084776) 
is similar to that given for the upper part of Woo Gill: 
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- Colsterdale Marine Series 
5' porous weathering medium grained sandstone 
- parting with b1loogill Coal (thickness not correctly measurable. ) 
35' Lower Red Scar Grit (no base seen) 
East of Bull, Brae,. the Red Scar Grit is seen rarely. 100 yd. 
E. of Summerstone Lodge the lowest 5' is seen and at Brown Ridge 
Plantation the 
, 
lowest 
, 
15' is exposed, 
East Nidderdale South of the Limley Fault - The Red Scar 
Grit forms a feature on Bleasefield and is seen again in the 
landslip scar on Thrope Edge where its outcrop is disturbed by 
two faults. This section shows rapid lithological variation at 
this horizon within a distance of 200 yds. The north end of the 
cliff above the landslip shows 17' of coarse sandstone with no 
visible top; no coal is seen either, but it has been 'worked 
immediately to the north of this point on Bleasefield. 'In hand 
specimen the Red Scar Grit is here a coarse grained feldspathic 
sandstone with pebbles up to 5 mm. in length. The centre of 
the cliff (105761) shows 1' coal resting on 91 coarse sandstone, 
the beds above the coal being unexposed. The section at the 
S. end of the cliff shows: 
2' sandstone - Upper Red Scar Grit 2' pale grey soapy s , hale V611 ganister, 
116" black, carbonaceous, blocky siltstone 
4' ganister 
- coal smut 
6' fireclay 
4' coarse sandstone - Lower Red Scar Grit 
mudstone (Nidderdale Shales) 
This section shows that very rapid deterioration of the Red Scar 
Grit takes place laterally. The measures with the Vloogill Coal, 
which, is here represented only by a smut, contain rocks of the several! 
lithologies which are typical of this parting, namely fireclay, 
ganister and black, blocky siltstone. The soapy shales are 
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here without fossils, but are at a horizon which has yielded a 
lingülid fauna elsewhere at scattered localities. 
The section at the S. end of the cliff shows: 
- Colsterdale Marine Series 1'-- weathered, coarse sandstone 
18' pale cream very fine grained compact, blocky quartz 
sandstone of anisteroid appearance (possibly the Upper 
Red Scar Grit 
316" coarse indurated sandstone (possibly the Lower Red Scar Grit) 
shales (Nidderdale Shales) 
This section is a further illustration of"the extremely rapid 
lateral variation in facies in this small area, since the three` 
exposures quoted above are each within 100 yds. of each other. 
(refer to Plate 26). 
South of Thrope. Edge, the - (brit is seen in the aide of the track 
at Trapping Hill (107738) and.. in-a cliff in 8andscar Wood (110738) 
where 32' of massive, coarse sandstone are seen. - The Grit is also 
exposed. in Sandstar Wood in a stream course and, at Fox Crag. The 
Grit is here in a. single leaf, however, and consists of a coarse 
sandstone with a 
, 
quantity of interstitial-material of silt grade. 
Rainstang - .. 
The Red Scar Grit makes a feature on the S. side 
of Rainstang and an intermittent one on the E. side, but exposures 
of this horizon are rare. Cross Lane Plantation Quarry shows, 
15' of massive, coarse grained sandstone and partial exposures of 
the Red Scar Grit are seen in Northside Head Plantation and How 
Gill. The total thickness. of the Grit on the S. side of Rainatang 
is probably-about 40' and there is no evidence of the presence 
of the Woogill Coal. 
In the vicinity of Poggyohaw Gill, the Woogill Coal has been 
worked and the tips of the adits are principally in coaly shall. 
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The section in Poggyshaw Gill (091763) is difficult to measure 
owing to the considerable dip of the strata. The lower leaf of the 
Grit is here ganisteroid in part and the Woogill coal is exposed. 
partially and is seen to be at least . 11 thick, with a central 
parting of fireclay. The upper leaf of the Red Scar Grit is 
over 8' thick. 
.t 
The sections in the E. end of Woogill Scar indicate that 
the Red Scar Grit; is here a single sandstone, 25' thick, without 
accoalseam (083765,081765). The Grit is a coarse, sometimes 
pebbly, feldspathic, poorly sorted sandstone, tending to weather 
incoherently and to form rounded surfaces., A specimen collected 
from the upper part of the Grit was a. poorly sorted medium grained, 
. sandstone containing come grains up 
to 2 mm. in diameter, the thole 
being interspersed with scattered patches of kaolinite, some of 
w hick appear to be of rectangular shape and are probably infilled. 
voids once occupied by small crinoid ossicles. 
A section west of the centre of Woodal© Scar (080765) shows 
the Woogill Coal, which occurs intermittently on the N. side of 
RgLinstang. The beds seen'are as follows: 
61. coarse sandstone, with some kaolinite, apparently 
interstitial to the quartz grains, and somewhat 
ganisteroid in its lower part - Upper Red Scar Grit 6" buff fireclay 
1t impure coal - Woogill Coal. 
3' fireclay 
4' carbonaceous, siltstone with ganister ribs 
6'6" coarse sandstone showing rounded, incoherent weathering 
Lower Red Scar Grit 
2t. 6" shale 
3' flaggt', fine grained, micaceous sandstone with abundant 
flat shale pebbles and carbonised plants, including 
Sti aria sp. A few grains of glauconite occur and also 
kaolinite, which is in part secondary after feldspars 
Lower Red Scar Grit 
I 
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The section E. of the track from Middlesmoor to Scar House 
(071765) is a similar one, but in all likelihood the Upper Red. 
Scar Grit is much thicker than in the section above, as is--also 
the Lower Red Scar Grit, which is illustrative, of the rapid 
thickness variation to whichýthis-horizon is subject. The 
section here seen is (see: also plate 26):,, 1 
Colsterdäle Marine Series 
321, massive sandstone, curre nt bedded, in huge foreseta. throughout 
Upper Red Scar Grit 
2'6" coal 
6" black, soapy shale 
9" coal - Woogill Coal 
It firecläy 
8! coarse sandstone - Lower Red, Scar Grit 
5' gap(probably sandstone) 
18' coarse sandstone with a flaggy mudstone parting - L. Red 
Scar Grit 
- Nidderdale Shales 
The measures with the lloogill Coal in the last two sections 
cited... -show the general similarityttof 
lithological features outlined 
in, the-introductory remarks=. on stratigraphy°of the Red Scar, arit. 
The same basic types of sediment accompany the coal, - namely fireclay, 
black - carbonaceous siltstone and soapy shale. The-total thickness 
of the Vloogill, Coalýcited above, 3! 3", is considerably thicker 
than; that seen at any other . exposure 
in the present area, and should 
be compared, with that recorded from the section on Woogill, Scar, 
namely 1', which again illustrates the rapid thickness; variation 
at the, Red Sear Grit horizon, where.. all beds vary in thickness in 
very short. distances... - 
West. of the Middlesmoor - Scar House track the Red. Scar Grit 
forms a line of s cars ßn which . are s. een a maximum of 32! of sandstone 
overlying the, Nidderdale shales with a sharp base (066763). There 
f 
WIav 
is no trace of the Woogill Coal in the visible section, buttho 
top of the Red Sear Grit is not seen. 
Kay Head Allotment - The Red Scar Grits form extensive 
dip slopes on the interfluve between the Nidd and How Stean 
drainage. Clack Gill Beck (060751) shows a pud. onged section in 
the Red Scar Grit Which is not readily measurable. The lower 
leaf of the Grit outcrops in the stream and its upper most beds are 
ganisteroid, with rootlets and are overlain by at least 5' of 
shale in which no trace of the Woogill Coal is seen, though it is 
probable that these shales are at the level of the parting in the Grit 
which usually carries the coal. The Upper Red Scar Grit which 
overlies these shales is partially ganisteroid and partially a normal 
sandstone. At several points on Kay Head Allotment there are 
blocks. of sandstone visible under the peat and these are usually 
of the two litholigical types which seem to belong the the upper 
part of the Red Scar Grit, which is thus considered to be the 
hard horizon responsible for the monotonous dip slope. 
Between Clack Gill Beck and Aygill Beck the Lower Rcd Scar 
Grit forms an outcrop marked by scattered boulders and occasional 
obscure features. In Aygill Beck (054743) (see also Plate 2 6) 
the Lower Red Scar Grit is seen to be 12! thick and rests with a 
markedly transgressive base on the underlying shales. The measures 
above the Lower Red Scar Grit are f ireclays, ganiaters and coaly 
shales, beds usually associated. with the Woogill Coal, which 
is here only represented by the coaly shales. Occasional exposures 
high up Agill Beck show coarse sandstones with the local development 
of pebbles, which belong to horizons high in the Red Scar Grit. 
Scar House Gill to Blackfell Scar - The section in Sear House 
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Gill (063762)- is informative since the Lower Red Scar Grit is 
here önly 11! 6" thick, whilst in the section seen 500 yd,, to the 
E. there are at least 32' of sandstone without a shale parting, 
illustrating yet again the rapid facies and thickness changes 
at this horizon. The beds seen are (Plate 26): 
15' blocky, slightly ganisteroid, medium grained quartz 
sandstone with numerous muscovite flakes. on bedding 
planes. Occasional crinoid ossicles, preserved in 
calcite and weathering as voids occur, together with 
doubtful shell fragments and scattered grains of 
glauconite 
Upper Red Scar Grit 
6' shale, unfosailiferous and not of soapy texture 
2'3" compact, blocky weathering, black carbonaceous, micaceous 
siltstone without fossils 
3' brittle, black shale with Lingula sp., in the lowest i' 
2" coal with pyrite veining (attenuated representative of 
the Viloogill Coal) 
grey fireclay 
1t6'r ve&ry coarse grained quartz sandstone with welded grains, 
due to ganisterisation 
2' industrated fireelay 
9' coarse grained, very feldspathic sandstone intersected 
by carbonaceous strings which are relictz of a rootlet 
system, and with thin partings of plant bearing 
carbonaceous shale 
2'61' coarse grained, blocky sandstone with an uneven base, 
terminating in a slump roll 5! in height, with shale 
. pebbles: in the nose of the roll shale (Nidderdale Shales) 
} 
West of Scar House Gill the Grit is occasionally seen and 
outcrops intermittently in Wising Gill Sike. 1L feature occurs on 
the Grit to the N. E. and S. W. of Wising Gill Sike. In Maiden 
Gill Crags (039749) 35' massive sandstone are seen without any 
trace of parting, but"a. n exposure at 037748. shows 5' Banister 
overlying 81 coarse-sandstone and it is possible that these ganister 
beds are the local equivalent of the Upper Red Scar Grit of the 
. ground where the Woogill Coal is developed. In East Gill Dike 
(037744) 42' of massive, coarse grained sandstone with some current 
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bedding is seen resting on shales belonging to the Nidderdale 
Shales. Exposures further to the S. W. also show no trace of 
the parting with the Woogill Coal - instead,. there are cliffs 
in a homogeneous, massive coarse grained sandstone which weathers 
into soft rounded forms in Blowing Gill Dike and Red Scar Dike. 
Grit scars with associated landslips on the Nidderdale Shales 
occur intermittently between Red Scar Dike and Stone Beck. 
The section in Stone Beck indicates the presence of the Woogill 
Coal, which has not however, been recorded on the S. side of 
Nidderdale between this point and Scar House Gill. The upper 
section (013742) (Plate 26) shows: 
5!. sandstone - Upper Red Scar Grit 
3' gap 
21611 unfossiliferous shale 
it shaly coal 
1'61 Banister 
24'' coarse grained, soft weathering sandstone (no base seen) 
Lower Red Scar Grit. 
Further downstream the coal is absent and the section shows: 
15! ganisteroid sandstone -presumed Upper Red Scar Grit 
121 coarse, -sands tone - presumed Lower Red Scar Grit 
This section is, only 160 yd. from the section previously detailed. 
Intermittent exposures and a strong feature overlooking the 
Hurders Edge landslip continue along the outcrop to Blackfell 
Scar, where (012748) the following section is seen: 
- Colsterdale Marine Series 
5't blocky, tough coarse grained. sandstone 
35'x' massive, coarse grained sandstone, showing rounded weathering 
forms and the softness which is characteristic of the 
coarser beds of this grit in upper Nidderdale (no base seen, 
but total thickness is probably not in excess of 30') 
It is possible that the top 5' of beds, in the above section are the 
equivalents of the Upper Red Scar Grit of the localities where the 
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coal is present, but this cannot be proved. 
Outcrops on the northern and W. olo es of Groat Whornsid© - 
N. W. of Blackfell scar the feature on the Red Scar Grit dien out, 
but the top of the horizon is demarcated by springs issuing from 
the Colsterdale Marine Series - Blackfell spring and Nidd Head 
Spring are such springs. The Grit forms a feature on Nidd Head 
Allotment, overlooking a landslip where 12' of coarse sandaton© 
are seen, this being only a partial exposure at this; horizon. 
Features and sandstone boulders mark the outcrop of the Grit round 
the N. end of the Great Whernside massif. On the N. W. slopes 
of the mountain a section (002760) shows 3' ganister resting 
on coarse sandstone, 33'. of which are visible. It is possible 
that this upper bed of Banister is equivalent to the Upper Red 
Scar Grit of localities where the Woogill Coal is present. On 
the western slopes of Great Whernside, the Grit forms a fairly 
continuous feature with sandstone blocks scattered along it and 
with occasional good exposures, the best of which are at 997747 
where. -24! coarse sandstone are seen and at 003724 where 20' of 
sandstone are exposed. The total thickness of the Grit on the 
W. and N. W. slopes of Great Whernside is never seen, but it 
appears to outcrop as, a single leaf without a coal seam, totalling 
about 40' in thickness.., 
Little Whernside to Greystone Gill - The Red Scar Grit forme 
an outcrop ringing Little Whernside, which is poorly exposed. 
except for the lower beds which are seen at the head of several 
streams draining into the R. Niddo These lower beds are massive, 
medium or coarse gräined sandstones visible to a thickness of about 
10', whilst the upper beds of the Grit form a sloping platform 
on High Pasture and on the col between Little Whernside and Dead 
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FLATS 25A 
Black Scar, Penhill viewed from Flint Lane. The flat ground in the fore- 
ground is on the Richmond Chert Series, overlain by Grassington Grits 
which are here chiefly replaced by shales with a flaggy sandstone 
which has been worked in open-cut and levels in the middle dince, 
with extensive tips in the reject stone. Black Scar is in the 
Nidderdale Shales, with thin sandstones, overlain by the lied Scar Grit 
which forms the cap of l; enhill on the skyline. The irre ular huimaocks 
of the Black Scar landslip are also seen on the skyline 
(right). 
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PLATE 25 B 
Carle Fell from Horse House, looking eastwards across Coverdale. 
On the skyline is the summit of Carle Fell in Lower Follifoot Grit, 
which forms a line of scars below the suxmnit plateau. The strong 
feature with Grit scars which dies out towards the left is In the 
Lower Red Scar Grit, overlying Nidderdale Shales, 701 of which are 
seen in the pulley, top right. Your pale patches, top left, are tips 
of adits working the Woogill Coal. The foreground is in `'oredale facies 
sediments chiefly concealed by a mantle of drift. 
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Mans Hill. On the N. side of the hill the Grit is seldom exposed, 
but occurs as a feature, as it also doeo on the S. nido. 
Harkera Gill (042786) shown 6' rotten weathering, maaeivo 
coarse sandstone overlying sha]. ea belonging to the Nidderdale Shales. 
At a higher horizon a mznall quarry adjacent to the road from 
Arkleside to Scar House (044786) shows 4' medium grained, compact, 
white quartz bandstone with a little muscovite which is probably 
equivalent to the Upper Red Scar Grit of arena with the Woogill coal. 
Some 330 yds. E. S. E. of this point, blocks of sandstone of this 
lithology occur uphill from an exposure of the coarse sandstone 
typical of the leaver beds of the Red Scar Grit. 
The Woogill Coal has been worked in shafts and lovely near the 
headwaters of Arkleside Gill and here the parting with the coal 
carries fireclay, 'ganister and carbonaceous shale which are seen 
in the tips of the workings in the seam (tißa is a characteristic 
assemblage of rocks at the level of the measures with the Woogill 
Coal. ) The lowest 8' of the Grit are seen in Arkl©sido Gill 
(050790). A prominent feature occurs on the Grit on Arkleside 
Moor which can be traced N. E. from Arkleßide Gill (see mate 26). 
Scars along this feature show up to 18' of sandstone directly 
overlying the Nidderdale Shales. 
The Woögill Coal has been worked at two places on ilindlothwaito 
Moor where workings show shale on the tips and sandstone blocks 
occur at the heads of adits at 064802, indicative of the pr©®cnce 
of the Upper Red Scar Grit. The upper beds of the Grit are seen 
in Lead Up Gill (065797) where they arc massive medium grained- 
sandstones. It is probable that tho Woogill Coal in absent in 
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the valley-bottom, but it has been locally, worked on the valley 
side. -North of Lead Up Gill blocks of Red Scar Grit occur 
along an ill defined edge which runs in the.. direction of Gr©yctono 
Gill., 
Greystone Gill-to Jervaulx, - The. oeotion in Groyatono Gill 
(076818)-(Plate 26) shows the Red Scar Grit to be locally very 
improverished. y The upper leaf is a compact massive stratum, 
71 in thickness, and the Woogill coal shows two thin leaven split 
by, fireclay (this double coal seam is , seen. elsewhere and 
is a 
common occurrence in mine records, though it cannot have made 
extraction-of the coal other, than difficult). The , 
beds which 
occur-with the coal here are fireclayo and ganisters. The 
Lower Red Scar Grit is impoverished and consists of flaggt' sand=: 
stones with a shale parting. 
Below Roova , Plaint the Woogill coal has been -worked for a 
distance along-the, hillside (see Plato 27A) and is here overlain 
by. a thin, but persistent Upper Red Scar Grit which weathers 
very massive and forms a line of scars., At 077820 the Upper 
Red Scar-Grit is, a compact, -medium grained, somewhat ganist©roid 
quartz sandstone with a little muscovite and hydrobiotite and 
weathers into massive blocks. Small surfaces of the rock are 
covered in a mineral resembling kaolinite and are, probably Shelly 
remains. in a poor state= of preservation. 
On the spur W. of Ulfers Gill the coal has not been worked, 
but in the Gill, itself, adits have been driven into it. Here 
(096828) the Lower Red Scar Grit is about 40' thick and is a 
massive medium grained sandstone, thicker and coarser than its 
equivalentAn Greystone Gill., The Lower Red Scar Grit probably 
thickens gradually between Greystone Gill and Ulf era Gill because 
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the indications of this horizon on the spur to. the W. of Ulfers 
Gill suggest that it is fairly thick there. The parting with the 
Woogill Coal in Ulfers Gill is not completely seen, but includes 
fireclays and Banisters and is overlain by at least 41 of 
ganisteroid sandstone equivalent to the Upper Red Scar Grit (coo 
Plate 26). The full thickness of this leaf is hard to estimate 
but is probably about 6'. This thickness agrees well with that 
seen below Roova Plain and in Barnley Beck and it is probable 
that the Upper Red Scar Grit maintains a constant thickness of 
about 7' over a large area on the E. slopes of lower Coverdal© 
and. in uppermost Colsterdale, but thins in middle Colet©rdal© 
and on Kay Head Allotment, Nidderdale (see Plate 26, which 
indicates areas. of abnormal thickness of the Upper and Red Scar 
Grit). 
The Lower Red Scar Grit forma . prominent line of ©cars 
at Ulfers Crags , where it is seen as a line of massive, huge 
boulders of coarse sandstone, little displaced from the line of 
outcrop. The Red Scar Grit forms a weak edge on the slopes 
of Flamstone Pin, but is poorly exposed, and appears to be 
displaced by a fault. 
The Lower Red Scar Grit is exposed in a quarry on Crundell 
Hill (110853) where 18' of current bedded, feldspathic coarse 
sandstone occur, but the full thickness, is not seen. This, 
horizon is also seen in a relict waterfall at the E. end of the 
Crundell Hill overflow channel. 
The Woo Gill Coal has been worked in levels to the E. of 
Crundell Hill and the Upper Red Scar Grit, though not fully expoced, 
was seen to a thicknesß. of 51" Old records from the levels 
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record' 'limestone' from, as little as 3' above the base of the 
Upper Red Scar Grit, and it is thought probable that the crinoidal 
variety of the Upper Red Scar Grit'ia present here, though it 
was not seen in place. The presence of crinoidal'sandstone' 
on Braithwaite Moor wqs verified in the tip of an old chait 
which yielded a block of-very coarse quartz sandstone with crinoid 
ossicles preservedýin calcite making up 29%'of the rock (micrometer 
stage-reading). 
Red`Beck Gill (119852) shouts exposures'in the Red Scar Grit 
which have been involved in"faulting ärid'the rock is in consequence 
much jointed; it is not clear whetherý'the''visible sandstones 
occur above or below the Woogill Coal; which is most probably 
here `present''in -view of its extensive development on' Braithwaite 
Moor where it has, been woried in numerous ' shafts and 'a few levels. 
The Red Scar Grit forms ä feature on' the' slopes of 'WWitton Fell 
which has, been -emphasised by a meltwater 'channel 'marginal to the 
Wenslydale: ice. Occasional exposures occur, but no, seetions are 
seen which give a., comprehensive notion of the succession within 
the Red 
-Scar Grit which does however appear to be thick below 
Witton Fell and probably in. the vicinity of 70'. 
Deep Gill Beek (149845) provides exposures in, which 39' of 
sandstone , are seen, the lowest 24' of which , forms a . picturesque 
waterfall in exceedingly massive, coarse grained, xfeldspathic 
sandstone. The beds, above the waterfall are current bedded, 
fine grained and micaceous. Further expocurco occur upstream 
and a portion of these beds may be strati graphically higher than 
the 39' of strata seen at the waterfall. No trace of the parting 
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carrying the Woogill Coal was seen. 
East to Deep Gill Beck the Red Scar Grit forms a pronounced 
feature blanketed by drift. whose base is emphaoioed by a 
periglacial spillway and becomes weaker as it looses. height in 
the direction of Jervaulx, in the direction of the regional dip 
along which the strata gradually fall from W. to E. 
Penhill Outlier - The monotonously flat top of Penhill 
(040860) which is largely. _peat. covered, is in a capping of Red 
Scar Grit. Features, occur on the S. E. aide of the hill. on the 
base of the. Red Scar Grit and good exposures occur in the top of 
Penhill x Crags and Black Scar. 
A maximum of 15' of coarse grained 
sandstone with interstitial kaolinite, which may be secondary 
aftersfeldspars, occurs in Penhill Scar. A thin section of a 
specimen from 51 . above the,, base of the Grit 
in Penhill Crags wan 
of a coarse grained, poorly sorted quartz sandstone; this in one 
of the few records of a. quartz sandstone, as distinct from a 
feldspathic sandstone, from the lower part of the Red Scar Grit. 
Palaeontology 
The first record of fossils in the Red Scar Grit was by 
Dakyns (1892) who recorded a supposed northerly fäeies change of 
the Colsterdale'Limestone to a crinoidal. -limestone, current bedded 
from the N. E. This supposed northerly facies change has been, 
unfortunately, gnoted. since as evidence in support-of certain 
views-on-sedimentational problems (Jones, 1943, Walker, 1952) and is 
in fact' based on a miscorrelation of the Upper Red Scar Grit 
with the Colsterdale Limestone since the crinoidal phase cited 
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is shown in~the present work to be at the horizon of the Upper 
Red Scar Grit. 
Bisat (1914) records; a considerable fauna from Woo Gill 
which is from the horizon of the beds with the Woogill Coal, below 
the"Upper Red Scar Grit - this he terms part of the Colsterdale 
Marine Band. The term 'Red Scar Grit', in the middle of which 
these shales occur, has priority over Bisat' s definitiönr: of the 
Colsterdale Märine Series and in any case the Red Scar Grit 
forms a mapping unit which locally does not show an upper and a 
lower leaf and thus it is not logical to split this horizon in such 
a manner. The fact that Dakyns (1892) had mistakenly correlated 
portions of the Upper Red Scar Grit of Coloterdale with the 
Colsterdale Limestone does not invalidate his general definition 
of the Red Scar Grit as a horizon locally showing two leaves 
separated by a coal seam-which he called the Woogill Coal. 
It is implicit in the text of Bisat's paper that he recognioed 
the upper Red Scar Grit as fossiliferous, since he says that the 
"grit and ganister .... seem to have fossiliforoua layers" and 
includes these beds on this account in his Colaterdale Marine Band. 
The present author is able to confirm the records of fossils in the 
Upper Red Scar Grit, which has yielded a considerable fauna. 
The shales with the Woogill Coal, which is itself only a 
localised. horizon, are occasionally of a fossilif©rous variety. At 
two localities they yield a fauna of moderate proportions. The 
shales from tips of adits in Woo Gill, working the Woogill Coal 
have fielded a lingulid-pe1ecypod-gaotropod fauna with some of the 
fossils preserved in pyrite and the remainder an impressions in 
a compact grey shale, which here probably immediately overlies the 
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Woogill-Coal. This fauna is in many respects similar to-the 
nuculid-gastropod fauna recorded from the Coloterdale Marine Scrica 
of Colsterdale (see , 
Chapter 13). . The, chief forma - lingulide, 
nuculids, bellerophontids and palaeoniscid scales are common to 
both, though pleurotomariids which figure in the nuculid gastropod 
beds here appear to be absent and the pelecypod fauna-of the Woogill 
locality is more strongly developed than that of the huculid- 
gastropod beds. The fauna recorded by Bisat (1914) is in most 
respects similar to my, own, but he obtains some additional forms the 
most interesting of which was, a queried goniatite discovery, which 
is the only one which has come to light at this horizon. The 
presence of a lingulid fauna usually seems to preclude the abundant 
presence of goniatites, especially the lirate, forms - this is the 
conclusion one reaches in investigating the Namurian faunas of the 
present area. Whilst thebulk. of forms at Woogill are lying 
flat on the bedding planes, some of the lingulids appear to transgress 
several of the bedding laminae and it is quite possible that they 
grew in place, by burrowing in the mud and tigere twisted into a 
subhorizontal position by the compression of the sediment. 
A fauna was also recorded, during the present work from Sear House 
Gill where it is more restricted and consists of intula mytiloides 
and palaeoniscid scales preserved An a black,; brittle,, ficoil© 
shale which is darker and therefore more typically a linguliferou© 
shale than the grey shales of VIoo 0111. This horizon extends through 
It of shale immediately above the Moogill Coal. 
No further records of fossils in situ exist at this level, 
though at a few localities come. soApy. shale occurs, but is apparently 
unfossiliferous. At two localities in Colsterdale fragmentary 
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fossils are, recorded from black shales in the tips of levels 
vM these are included in the list in view of the paucity of fossil 
records. at'this -horizon. Since the material in these 
tips was 
moved to extract the Woogill-Coal it is assumed that the 
fossiliferous shales are, ýadjacent to the coal and by analogy 
with the known exposure this is probably immediately above the 
coal. ` 
Fragmentary fossils in a poor state of preservation 
occur at several localities in the Upper Red Scar Grit, the most 
common. records being of crinoid ossicles which have locally been 
observed to make up as much as 29% of the' rock, this presumably 
being the origin of the term 'limestone' used by the old coal 
miners in describing portions of'the Upper Red Scar Grit on the 
moors north of Coisterdale. Both'the thin and thick developments 
of the Upper Red Scar 'Grit have yielded fossils and both may 
locally develop a crinoidal phase. ' Only two localities have 
yielded a list of appreciable length, however. One exposure on 
the south side of Birk Gill, near Colsterdale hamlet (136816) huts 
yielded fossils from two levels in an exposure of the Upper Red 
Scar Grit which is-here current bedded on-a°major scale and 
shows both fine grained ganisteroid and medium grained sandstone 
variants. The lower fine grained beds-are fossiliferous in very 
restricted patches which yielded a brachiopod-pelecypod fauna 
consisting chiefly of forms which occur in the R1 shell beds of 
the present area. The higher medium grained beds yielded only 
crinoid ossiclea. 
A second important record is from Woogill Scar, Nidderdale 
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(082765) where lenses of very fissile soapy grey shale yield a 
fauna totally unlike that of the Colsterdale Marine Beds which° 
here directly overlie the Red Scar Grit, a single sandstone with 
no trace of the Woogill Coal. The faunal assemblage is somewhat 
similar to that of the R1 shell beds of the area, but also has 
features in com m on with that from the parting with the 4Voogill 
Coal. Since the . single 
'leaf, of the Red Scar Grit is coarse 
and feldspathic and, more nearly resembles the Lower than the U_)per 
Red Scar,. Grit the possibility must not be overlooked that this 
fauna is coeval with that overlying the Woogill Coal and was 
swept in here during an episode of re-sorting of the underlying 
sands which now make up the Red Scar Grit. However this view in 
hard to prove and these fossils are quite possibly a good 
deal later and synchronous with the Upper Red Scar Grit faunas. 
Whilst it is quite "probable that the fauna above the Vloogill 
coal of Woogill'is indigenous (note the previous remark on the 
position of the fossilised lingulids) it is at least improbable 
that the fauna preserved in the sandstone of Birk Gill is an 
irrnnediately local one, since it is difficult to envisage a fauna 
building itself up on the steep foreset face of what must have 
been a small deltaic cone. It is possible, however, in view of 
the fact that some of the crinoid ossicl©a are still articu: kted 
into their component stems, that the fauna flourished on top 
of the delta which was being built some distance out at sea by 
the force of occasional floods which did little toupoet the generally 
high salinity-of the water. The quantity of ossiclea locally seen 
in the Upper Red Scar Grit is indicative of the considerable 
colonial growth of these animals, at some locality not far removed 
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from the present area. The purely secondary origin of the 
ossicles from an already existing deposit must not overlooked, 
but this explanation is difficult to prove or disprove. 
Faunal Lists 
Measures with the Woogill Coal 
Lingula mytiloides J. Sowerby,, 1 ` 
Lingula of. squamiformis Phillips, 1,2, 
cf. Allorisma sulcata (Fleming), 1 
Aviculopecten cf. plicatus (J. Sowerby), 1 
Limatulina occidentalis (Meek and Worthen), 1 
Modiola sp., 1 
Myalina peralata de Koninck, 1 
Nucula laevirostris, 1 
Unidentified pelecypod, 3 
Bellerephon sp., 1 
Palaeoniscid scales, 1,2 
Unidentified organic» fragments, 4 
In addition W . S. Bisat 
(1914)'records: 
Leda stilla (McCoy), 1 
Leiopteria sp., 1 
Nucttlopsis aequalis J. Sowerby, ) 1 
Posidoniella 1 aevis (Brown), 1 
Schizodus antiquus Hind, 1 
Index of localities for the above: 
1. Tip of, old adit, Woogill, Nidderdale 075782 
2. Scar House Gill, Nidderdale 062761 
3. Tip of old coal level, Colsterdale 114800 
4. Tip of old coal level, Colsterdale 104799 
Upper Red Scar Grit('s' denotes shale preservation). 
Crinoid arms, 2 
'crinoid ossicles, is, 2,4, b, 6,9,11 
Camaratoechia pleurodon (Phillips), 2 
Chonetes s ., is, ?5 Productus 
(Productus) 
carbonarius de Koninck, Is, 2 
Schizophoria sp., 1s. 
Spirifer bisulcatus J. Sowerby group, is 
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Allorisma sulcata (Fleming), is 
Amusium concentricum Hind, Is 
? Aviculopecten sp. is, 2 
? Limatulina sp, 1a 
Myalina peralata de Koninck, 2, ? 8? Schizodus ep., 2 
? Schizodus sp., 2 
? Spathella sp., 2 
R. ihemites urei (Fleming), 2- . 9- 
indeterminate shelly fragments, 7,10 
cf. Arenicolites sp.,. 3 
Index of localities for the above: 
i. Woodale Scar,, Nidderdale 082766 
2. Birk Gill, Colsterdale 136816 
3. Coal. adit, Woo Gill, Nidderdale 075782 
4. Tip of old coai shaft, Braithwaite Moor 115847 
5. Upthrow side of fault, Barnley Beck, Colsterdale 
' 
10d825 
6. Left bank of Spruce Gill, Colaterdale 148806 
7. Pony track to Scrafton, Colliery,, Coverdale 077820 
8. Stand Sike, Nidderdale 051779 
9. Scar House Gill, Nidderdale 062761 
10. Tip of Brown Beck Pit, Colsterdale 133827 
11. Tops Gill, Nidderdale 056776 
PIA= 26 
Information and oections diagram for the Red Scar Grit. 
KEY 
N. W. face of Great Wherneide (incomplete section) 
Blackfell Scar 
Stone Beck'(W: ) (incomplete section) 
Stone Beck (E. ) (incomplete section) 
East Gill Dike 
Penhill Scar (incomplete section) 
Tops Gill and Stand Syke 
Aygill Beck (incomplete section) 
Scar House'Gill (incomplete section) 
Scar House Pasture 
Gr©ystone Gill 
Woo Gill (incomplete section) 
Woodale Scar 
Ulfere Gill 
Thrope Edge landslip (N. ) scar 
Thrope Edge landslip scar -central 
Thrope Edge landslip scar (S. ) 
Barnley Beck (incomplete section) 
Sandocar Wood 
River Burn , near Dawson House 
Jemmy Scar, Colsterdale 
Wogt Pit (mine record- top part only) 
Brown Beck Colliery (mine record- top part only) 
Birk Gill (incomplete section) 
Deep Gill Back (incomplete section) ý.. ý 
Gollinglith Foot trial borehole (Leeds Corporation) 
(incomplete section) 
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